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1  Introduction

Welcome to Rockwell Software's PLC-500 A.I. Series or MicroLogix™ 1000 A.I.

Series software! You have acquired the most flexible and powerful DOS based

programming tool for the Allen-Bradley® MicroLogix™ 1000 controller and

SLC 500™ family of processors available.  A.I. Series programs integrate

programming, documentation and troubleshooting in one package, making them a

complete solution for your PLC® programming needs.

This chapter explains the basic concept behind PLC-500 A.I. Series, and contains

information about:

• Using the manual

• Reaching Rockwell Software Tech Support

• Equipment you'll need to run the A.I. Series software
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  What’s in the Manual?

With the PLC-500 A.I. or MicroLogix 1000 A.I. software, you should find the

following manuals:

Manual: Content description:

Software Reference The manual you are reading now.  Discusses the operation of
your Rockwell Software Inc. product.

Instruction Set
Reference

Discusses the functions of the SLC 500 ladder programming
instructions.

A.I. Series Installation
Guide

Explains how to install, move, update and remove your A.I.
Series software.  Discusses copy protection considerations.

Product Support Guide Explains the various support options available from Rockwell
Software Inc. and how to access them.

These manuals, along with the Allen-Bradley supplied SLC 500 Installation manual,

will describe the procedures for using your SLC 500 controller.

This manual provides you with the information you need to:

• use PLC-500 A.I. to create and edit projects

• download and run your programs on a SLC 500™ family or MicroLogix 1000™

processor

• use troubleshooting features of PLC-500 A.I.

• use passwords to secure your system

  Conventions
There are a few typographical conventions that can help you to better use this manual.

They are listed below.

• [BOLD] characters in brackets represent keystrokes used to execute a function.

When more than one key is to be pressed at a time, the keys are separated by a

dash.  For example, [Ctrl-F10] means hold down the [Ctrl] key and press the

[F10] key.

• Bold characters represent menu choices.

• COURIER TEXT represents characters which you should type.
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  Advisory Messages

Note Note statements contain additional information that you may find valuable or should

pay special attention to.

!
Information in this format may be critical to the proper operation of the system.
Actions that may result in death, personal injury, or damage to equipment are noted
in this format.
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  What is PLC-500 A.I. Series?

PLC-500 A.I. is a software program designed to create, edit, document, and

troubleshoot ladder logic programs for SLC 500 and MicroLogix processors.

PLC-500 A.I. contains many advanced editing, documentation, and troubleshooting

features.  Also, PLC-500 A.I. is part of Rockwell Software's A.I. (Advanced Interface)

Series of programming software for the Allen-Bradley SLC 500, MicroLogix, and

PLC-2, 3, 5, and 5/250 platforms.  All of these software packages have similar

interfaces; once you learn one package, you'll know them all!

  Ladder Editing & Documentation Features
Ladder logic editing and documentation are the two primary functions of the

PLC-500 A.I. Series software.  All SLC 500 processor functions are supported (e.g.,

ladder and data table creation, and monitoring functions).  The PLC-500 A.I. software

enhances program development through the following features.

• auto-addressing and symbolic programming

• automatic program backup and revision history

• I/O module and rack configuration

• block of rung options: cut, copy, paste, read or write to disk, and indexed loading

• rung or instruction delete/undelete

• search and replace addresses or documentation text

• verify ladder program (detects programming and addressing errors)

• intelligent program and/or data table comparison

• 75 character instruction descriptions with 15 character symbol names

• 64K rung descriptions (approximately 16 pages per rung) and page titles

• full-screen database editor

• database import/export functions

• flexible program reporting options

• I/O wire label printing

• user configurable security system

• extensive context sensitive help database with information on both the

PLC-500 A.I. software and the SLC 500 Instruction Set
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• user-configurable help system allowing you to add your own help screens

  Troubleshooting & Maintenance Functions
The PLC-500 A.I. Series software incorporates powerful diagnostic and troubleshooting

features to facilitate start-up and maintenance.  These features include the following.

• DH-485, DH+, and station diagnostics

• program upload and download

• configurable search parameters and cross reference searching

• advanced diagnostics (section header) searching

• I/O forcing functions

• non-sequential rung display

• contact histograms

• timing charts

• custom display and data entry screens
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  What’s New in Version 8.04

PLC-500 A.I. version 8.04 adds the following features.

• Support for SLC 5/03 enhanced (OS301) and SLC 5/04 (OS400) processors

• MicroLogix 1000 controller programming

• ASCII, string and floating point data types

• Extended memory use

• Support for Allen-Bradley Ethernet, 1784 KTX/KTXD, and DH+ communications

• New driver added for 1784-PCMK card allowing you to use almost any vendor’s

card services and socket services

• Support for RSI LAN Logistics, 1770-KF2B communications

• Support for WinLinx Ethernet to DH+ communications (v8.05)

• Local/remote settings for DH+ devices (v8.05)

• I/O bit display mode can be set to either include or exclude the word number

• Custom display screens are stored in one file, *.CDL, and get backed up with the

project in the .IB1 file.  Comments can be entered on custom display screens.

  What’s New in Version 8.10

PLC-500 A.I. version 8.10 adds the following features.

• Support for SLC 5/03 OS302 and SLC 5/04 OS401 processors

• Indirect addressing (SLC 5/03 OS302 and SLC 5/04 OS401 processors only)

• Global Status File containing Global Status Words from each processor on the

DH+ network

• Short addresses

• New instructions including trigonometric and logarithmic instructions and

compute expressions

• Output cross referencing on selected instructions

• Multipoint monitoring and editing

• Configuration for SLC 5/03 and 5/04 DF1 Master
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  Using PLC-500 A.I.

This section presents the information available on a typical screen and explains how to

navigate within the software.

  Screen Layout

Items in bold type may be moved or removed from the screen.  Refer to Configure

Window Display in Chapter 12 - Customizing PLC-500 A.I.

Menu Bar

Status Line

offline or online
operation

Command/Menu
Level.  Current
position in menu
structure.  The path
shown on this
screen indicates that
from the top menu
bar, “Search” was
selected and then
“New.”

Instruction
Shortcut Key
Assignments
(Key List)

Function Key
Help (description
of highlighted
menu item)

Search Mode
Configuration
(only appears
when searching)

current project
current
rung

Rung
comment and

page title
attached to
current rung

total
number of

rungs

forcing
status

Command Portal
keys to reach this

screen
highlighted
menu item

processor
mode

program
file
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  Starting PLC-500 A.I.
To run PLC-500 A.I.:

1. Change to the directory where PLC-500 A.I. has been installed.  The default

directory is C:\SLC500.  To change the directory, type

CD \SLC500  [Enter]

2. Enter the command to run the software.  At the DOS prompt, type
AB500

The Main Menu will appear.

The second line from the top of the screen identifies the currently selected Project, on

the left, and the default network address for the processor, on the right.

The third line from the top of the screen displays the currently selected communication

device followed by the addressing mode of the processor station address on the DH+

(octal), DH-485 (decimal), or Ethernet (decimal) network.

The large box across the lower part of the screen shows your Company name and

Address (city and state or province).  The currently activated software modules, the

drives they are installed on, and their serial numbers are displayed immediately below

those lines if the activation files are found on a local or network hard drive.  For more

information on installing the software and on activation files, refer to the A.I. Series

Installation Guide.
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Note Company name and address information is taken directly from our customer database.

Please contact Rockwell Software Technical Support at (414) 321-4266 to correct

spelling errors or incorrect registration information.

   Selecting Menu Options
Menus in PLC-500 A.I. are displayed in a bar along the bottom of the screen as shown

under Screen Layout on page 1-7, or as a list in a box as seen on the Main Menu.

From a menu box, you can select an option in one of two ways:

• Press the function key associated with the desired option.  For example, to select

Reporting Options from the menu above, press [F4].

• Use the arrow keys on your keyboard to move the highlighting to the desired

option, then press [Enter].

From a menu bar at the bottom of the screen, you can select an option in one of two

ways:

• Press the function key associated with the desired option.  For example, to select

Help from the screen on the previous page, press [F10].

• Use the tab key on your keyboard to move the highlighting to the desired option,

then press [Enter].

To exit a menu (and move backwards through the menu structure) press [Esc].
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  Using the Command Portal to Move Within PLC-500 A.I.
The Command Portal provides a quick way of moving around within the PLC-500 A.I.

ladder editor.  Notice on the screen on page 1-7 that each item on the function key

menu bar is in lower case except for one letter.  This letter can be used in the Command

Portal to access that menu option.

Press [.] to access the Command Portal.  A box will appear on the screen in which you

can type the letters corresponding to the menu bar items you want to select.  Press

[Enter] to issue the command.

For example, you can access the data table memory map function any time you are

editing a project by typing .UM [Enter].

The Key Command Guide supplied with PLC-500 A.I. details the Command Portal

keys.

  Shortcut Keys
Several key combinations allow you to move quickly from one feature of PLC-500 A.I.

to another.

Function Key Combination

display Program File list [Shift-F1]

display Data Table File list [Shift-F2]

toggle bit on/off [Shift-F5]

program key assignments (also
obtain instruction help)

[Shift-F10]

display previous program file [Alt- –] (dash)

change processor mode [Alt-C]

access Display menu [Alt-D]

access Note editor [Alt-E]

force monitor [Alt-F]

access user defined help [Alt-H]

system information screen [Alt-I]

display next program file [Alt-N]

access Tag functions [Alt-T]
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  Context Sensitive Help
When you are using any Rockwell Software A.I. series product and wonder what to do

next, try pressing [F10].  The Context Sensitive Help system will display information

about where you are in the software and what your options are.

In some parts of the software, [F10] is used for some other function.  In those

situations, [Ctrl-F10] is the help key.

When Help is displayed, use the [PgUp] and [PgDn] keys to move through the pages.

Press [Esc] to exit from the help system.

  Exiting to DOS Temporarily
You can temporarily leave PLC-500 A.I. to go into DOS.  This allows you to run other

DOS applications and utilities without closing PLC-500 A.I.

To shell into DOS:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.  The system displays the Utility

Options menu.

2. From this menu, select 12 Exit to DOS Temporarily.  The system goes into DOS,

keeping PLC-500 A.I. resident.

Note To select menu options beyond [F9], use the cursor motion keys to highlight the option,

and press [Enter].

To return to PLC-500 A.I., type exit and press [Enter] at any DOS prompt.

Note You can also shell out to DOS while in the Offline or Online editor by selecting [F6]

Utility, [F9] Util2, [F1] Exit or by using the Command Portal keys .UUE.

!
Do not load any Terminate and Stay Resident programs (TSRs) while in the
temporary DOS session.  This includes network shells.

Do not modify or delete any PLC-500 A.I. files during the temporary DOS session.

Do not turn off or reboot the computer during the temporary DOS session.
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You can prevent users from exiting temporarily to DOS by setting the NOEXITTODOS

environment variable.  See the A.I. Series Installation Guide for a complete list of

environment variables.

Add the following line to a batch file that starts PLC-500 A.I. or to the

AUTOEXEC.BAT file.  If you only want to prevent exiting to DOS for one use, type

the line at the DOS prompt before starting PLC-500 A.I.

SET NOEXITTODOS=1

You can also use the security system to prevent users from exiting temporarily to DOS.

See Chapter 20 - Security System.
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  PLC-500 A.I. Optional Add-On Modules

Rockwell Software produces the following software packages that operate in

conjunction with PLC-500 A.I. series software.  For more information about these

products, contact Rockwell Software or your Rockwell Software distributor.

  PID Loop Tuner and Data Acquisition/Monitoring

Tune your SLC 5/02, 5/03, and 5/04 PID loops quickly and easily!  The PID Tuner

collects and analyzes data from PID loops, and suggests optimum tuning parameters for

the loops.  You can directly download the suggested parameters to the SLC 500

processor.  The PID Tuner is available either as an add-on to the SLC 500 software, or

as a stand-alone system with its own menu and database import functions.  (Not

available for the MicroLogix 1000 controllers.)

  Processor Emulation Module

Run and test your ladder logic without going online!  The Processor Emulation module

allows your computer to run the ladder logic without a programmable controller.  (Not

available for the MicroLogix 1000 controllers.)

  Other PLC-500 A.I. Compatible Products
The following Rockwell Software products may be used with the PLC-500 A.I. software

or by themselves to simplify operations with the SLC 500.  For more information on

these products, call Rockwell Software or your Rockwell Software distributor.

  WINtelligent LINX™

Use Windows applications to monitor and write data to the SLC 500 data table!

WINtelligent LINX uses the Windows Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) to transfer data

between SLC 500's (or PLC-5's, PLC-2's and PLC-3's) and DDE compatible Windows

applications, such as Microsoft Excel.
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  Complete A.I. Series Product Line
Do you use other Allen-Bradley PLC platforms?  Rockwell Software produces versions

of the A.I. Series software for PLC-2 & 1774-PLC, PLC-3 & 3/10, PLC-5, and PLC-

5/250, each with the same features as the SLC 500 product.  Contact your Rockwell

Software distributor or Rockwell Software Inc. for more information.
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  Support for Your Rockwell Software Product

When you purchase a software package from Rockwell Software, you also purchase the

support services of the entire Rockwell Software staff.  We understand the expense of

"down time," and we'll do whatever we can to solve any software (and yes, sometimes

hardware) problems you might encounter.

For information on product support and updates, please refer to the Product Support

Guide or call the Rockwell Software Support Information Line at (414) 321-4266.
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  Necessary Equipment

The following equipment is necessary to run the PLC-500 A.I. Series Ladder Logistics

Software.  This information is written for running your A.I. Series software in DOS.

Exceptions and considerations for running under Windows™ operating systems

(Windows, Windows 95, and Windows NT™) are noted.

  Basic Equipment
• IBM 386, 486, Pentium, or compatible

• DOS 5.0 or greater

• 4 M of RAM (16 M of RAM under Windows 95)

• One floppy and one hard disk drive

• Monochrome, EGA or VGA display

Note To run PLC-500 A.I. version 8.xx in monochrome, you must set an environment

variable.  Add the following command to your autoexec.bat file or to a batch file that

starts PLC-500 A.I.
SET FORCEMONO=1

! At least 3 M of Extended Memory must be available after loading all TSR’s and
device drivers, otherwise PLC-500 A.I. will run extremely slowly and some modules
(Online and Reporting) will return errors.

Note If you are running under a Windows operating systems, be sure to shell to DOS to

check your free memory.

  Optional Equipment
• Printer (Epson compatibles and PCL laser printers, such as the HP Laserjet, are

recommended)

• Special video cards.  Video drivers are supplied to take advantage of specific video

hardware for enhanced ladder logic display.  These include:

§ EVEREX Micro Enhancer Deluxe EGA

§ Video 7 VGA

§ Paradise/ALR VGA Professional Card
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§ ATI VGA WONDER

§ ATI Graphic Solution Card - Hercules Mode

§ Orchid ProDesigner VGA/Plus
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  System Configuration

The following sections discuss the steps necessary to assure smooth software start-up

and operation.  This information is written for running your A.I. Series software in

DOS.  Exceptions and considerations for running under Windows™ operating systems

(Windows, Windows 95, and Windows NT™) are noted.

  AUTOEXEC.BAT File
There are no required statements in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file.  If you want to start the

PLC-500 A.I. software automatically when your computer is restarted, or to start the

software from a different batch file, make sure you include the following statements in

the batch file:

Statement Function
c: Change to the drive where PLC-500 A.I. is

installed

CD\SLC500 Change to the directory where PLC-500 A.I. is
installed

AB500 Start PLC-500 A.I. (at the main menu)

You can also include a statement in the batch file that sets an environment variable

which places user configuration files in a directory other than the SLC500 directory.

This statement is required in multi-user and network installations.

The statement is:

SET PLCLL=C:\USER1

where C:\USER1 is an existing subdirectory.  If you use the environment variable,

copy the file SLC5LL.DEF from the product directory (usually \SLC500) to the

specified directory.  This loads the default status file word/bit descriptions

automatically when a new database is loaded.  Refer to the A.I. Series Installation

Guide for more information on network and multi-user installation.
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If your system has 4 M of RAM (at least 8 M if using a Windows operating system),

you can add the following line to your AUTOEXEC.BAT file to improve software

performance.
C:\DOS\SMARTDRV.EXE 1024

Once you have added this line and rebooted your computer, check to make sure that at

least 3M of RAM is free.  Type MEM [Enter] at the DOS prompt.  Look at the number

under the “Free” column for “Extended (XMS)” memory; it should be greater than or

equal to 3072.  If it is less than 3072, decrease the RAM that is being allocated to

SMARTDRV.EXE, reboot, and check again.  (For additional information on

SMARTDRV.EXE, see your DOS manual or type help smartdrv.exe at the DOS

prompt.)

  CONFIG.SYS File
This file must be in the root directory of the drive that your computer boots from

(typically drive “C” for a hard disk based system).  This file is not needed if you are

using Windows 95 or NT.

The CONFIG.SYS file should contain the following statements:

DEVICE=C:\DOS\HIMEM.SYS
DEVICE=C:\DOS\EMM386.EXE NOEMS
DOS=HIGH
FILES=40
BUFFERS=30

Note The path in your DEVICE statements may be slightly different if you are running

Windows, for example, C:\WINDOWS\HIMEM.SYS or C:\WFW\HIMEM.SYS.

Specifying quantities greater than those listed above are generally acceptable, but

additional buffers will subtract from your available RAM.  Use a text editor to modify

or create the CONFIG.SYS file if necessary.

Note If the CONFIG.SYS file is added or edited,  you will need to “warm boot” your

computer (press [Ctrl-Alt-Del]) before the changes take effect.
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  RAM Considerations
PLC-500 A.I. requires an 80386 or faster processor and at least 3 M of extended

memory (XMS) free.  If your system has less than 3 M of available RAM, the software

will be forced to use a swap file on your hard drive, which slows down many software

operations considerably.

Note If you are running under Windows, be sure to shell to DOS to check your free memory.

An ideal system would contain at least 8 M of RAM, where at least 3 M of RAM is

available after allocating some memory to a disk cache (such as MS-DOS’s Smartdrv).

The version of MS-DOS on your system also affects the amount of available RAM.

Although the software can run on MS-DOS 4.01 and 5.0, consider MS-DOS 6.0 as the

minimum version due to its advanced memory management features.

PLC-500 A.I. no longer has a minimum conventional RAM requirement of about

580K.  As long as you have more than 500K free conventional memory (and at least 3

M of XMS memory free), you will be able to run the software without memory errors.
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  About Memory Managers

A memory manager is a software program that manages the use of memory in your

computer.  If your computer has any expanded memory (EMS) or extended memory

(XMS) installed, you may be using some sort of memory manager.

In certain configurations, some memory managers may conflict with the following DH-

485 and DH+ network interface cards.

• Allen-Bradley 1784-KT

• Allen-Bradley 1784-KTX

• Allen-Bradley 1784-KL

• Allen-Bradley 1784-KT2

• Allen-Bradley 1784-KR

• Allen-Bradley 1784-PCMK

• S-S Technologies, Inc. 5136-SD

• S-S Technologies, Inc. 5136-SD2

This section describes how to avoid these conflicts.

  386MAX.SYS
386MAX.SYS is a memory manager produced by Qualitas, Inc.

There is an easy method to avoiding 386MAX conflicts with the interface cards.

386MAX is shipped with a program called MAXIMIZE.EXE.  This program examines

your computer and makes certain that it won’t create memory conflicts with your

existing hardware.  If you use MAXIMIZE.EXE to configure 386MAX, you should

have no conflicts with your interface.  See the 386MAX User’s Guide for more details.

  QEMM.SYS
QEMM.SYS is a memory manager produced by Quarterdeck, Inc.
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The command line in your CONFIG.SYS file which starts QEMM.SYS can be

modified to avoid your DH-485 and DH+ interface cards.  Use the “EXCLUDE”

statement to tell QEMM.SYS which addresses to avoid.  An example of a command

which avoids an Allen-Bradley 1784-KT with a memory address of D800 is shown

below.

DEVICE=C:\QEMM\QEMM.SYS EXCLUDE=DB00-DBFF

A second example shows a command which avoids the Allen-Bradley 1784-KL in the

A-B T47 Programming Terminal.

DEVICE=C:\QEMM\QEMM.SYS EXCLUDE=E000-E0FF

  EMM386.EXE
EMM386.EXE is a memory manager provided with MS-DOS.

The command line in your CONFIG.SYS file which starts EMM386.EXE can be

modified to avoid your DH-485 and DH+ interface cards.  Use the “EXCLUDE”

statement to tell EMM386.EXE which addresses to avoid.  An example of a command

which avoids an Allen-Bradley 1784-KT with a memory address of D800 is shown

below.

DEVICE=C:\DOS\EMM386.EXE EXCLUDE=DB00-DBFF

A second example shows a command which avoids the Allen-Bradley 1784-KL in the

A-B T47 Programming Terminal.

DEVICE=C:\DOS\EMM386.EXE EXCLUDE=E000-E0FF
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  Communications Hardware

You can transfer programs to and from the SLC 500 and monitor online operations

using a Rockwell Software product and one of the following protocols depending on

your SLC 500 processor:  DH-485, DH+, or RS-232.   Refer to Allen-Bradley’s data

sheets or hardware manuals to determine valid network configurations.

For information on configuring communications hardware to operate with

PLC-500 A.I., refer to Chapter 15 - Configuration for Online Communications.

NT Users:  Only serial drivers (except the 1747-PIC) will work when running PLC-

500 A.I. under Windows NT.  RSI is working on a version of the software that will

contain special drivers to communicate through RSLinx™.  This will allow you to

communicate using any of the drivers available with RSLinx.



2  Handling Project Files

There is a specific order of events to follow when you create a ladder logic program

using PLC-500 A.I.  This chapter will tell you how to accomplish step 1 below.

1. Create a project.  Projects are the set of files having to do with a ladder program.

There are a variety of files in a project, but PLC-500 A.I. creates the files

automatically, whenever you need them.  Creating a project is as simple as giving

it a name that PLC-500 A.I. can use to refer to the files.

2. Configure the processor type and I/O.  This process tells PLC-500 A.I. what type of

programmable controller module and I/O modules you are using, and allows PLC-

500 A.I. to address the I/O points.  The features available in the software vary with

processor type, so defining the processor type is very important.  Chapter 3 -

Configuring the PLC-500 CPU and I/O Modules discusses this step.

3. Enter and document the ladder program for the project.  This is the actual program

you will use in your SLC 500 processor.  This step is discussed in Chapter 6 -

Creating and Editing Ladder Logic and in Chapter 8 - Adding Descriptive Text to

Ladder Logic.

The File Selector feature of PLC-500 A.I. provides a tool for handling files.  This

chapter will explain how to use the File Selector to create a new project file, select an

existing project, and use file utilities for such functions as deleting and backing up files.
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Components of a Project File

Notes on terminology:  The term processor file used in this manual is equivalent to the

term program used in Hand-Held Terminal (HHT) displays.  Both of these terms mean

the collective “program files” and “data files” created within the particular processor

file name or program name.  The term processor file does not include the description

database files.

Most of the operations you perform with a SLC-500 processor involve a project file.  A

project file consists of the database files and the processor files.  Processor files consist

of program files and data files.

Project

Processor File Database Files
.CFG
.ATT
.PRF
.NAM

Data
Files

Program
Files

.ACH

.DSC

.ADR

.SYM

.RPD

.RPI

.XRF

.XRI

Refer to Appendix A - PLC-500 A.I. File Extensions for information on the file

extensions shown in the diagram above.
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Program Files
Program files contain controller information, the main ladder program, and any

subroutine programs.  The first three program files are required for each project:

• The system program file (file 0) is always included.  It contains various system

related information and user-programmed information such as processor type, I/O

configuration, processor file name and password.

• File 1 is reserved for future use.

• The main ladder program file (file 2) is always included.  It contains user-

programmed instructions defining how the controller is to operate.

• Subroutine ladder program files (files 3 - 255) are created by the user and

activated or “called” from the main ladder program using subroutine instructions.

(This does not apply to the MicroLogix controller.  See below.)

The Fault Routine, Discrete I/O Interrupts, STI Interrupts, and I/O Event Driven

Interrupts require subroutine program files.

MicroLogix Controller Differences

The system program (file 0) and main ladder program (file 2) are as listed above.  Files

3 and higher are listed below:

• The user error fault routine (file 3) is executed when a recoverable fault occurs.

• The high-speed counter interrupt (file 4) executes when an HSC interrupt occurs.

This file can also be used for a subroutine ladder program.

• The selectable timed interrupt (file 5) executes when an STI occurs.  This file

can also be used for a subroutine ladder program.

• Subroutine ladder program files (files 6-15) are used according to subroutine

instructions residing in the main ladder program file or other subroutine files.

Data Files
These files contain the data associated with the instructions in the ladder program files.

In addition, these files store information concerning processor operation.  You can also

use the files to store “recipes” and look-up tables if needed.  Each project can contain

up to 256 data files (except for MicroLogix).  These files are organized by the type of

data they contain.
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MicroLogix

The MicroLogix controller provides 8 default data files (0-7) and no user-defined data

files.  Data file types are listed below.

Fixed, SLC 5/01, SLC 5/02, and 5/03 OS300

The first eight data files (0-7) have default types.  File 8 is reserved for future use.  You

designate the file types for the remainder of the files (9-255).

SLC 5/03 OS301 and up, and SLC 5/04

The first nine data files (0-8) have default types.  You designate the file types for the

remainder of the files (9-255).

Data File Types

The default data file types are:

• O  Output (file 0):  This file stores the state of the output terminals for the

controller.

• I  Input (file 1):  This file stores the status of the input terminals for the controller.

• S  Status (file 2):  This file stores controller operation information.  This file is

useful for troubleshooting controller and program operation.

• B  Binary or Bit (file 3):  This file is used for internal relay logic storage.

• T  Timer (file 4):  This file stores the timer accumulated and preset values and

status bits.

• C  Counter (file 5):  This file stores the counter accumulated and preset values and

the status bits.

• R  Control (file 6):  This file stores the length, pointer position, and status bits for

specific instructions such as shift registers and sequencers.

• N  Integer (file 7):  This file is used to store numeric values or bit information.

Values range from -32768 to 32767.

• F  Floating Point (file 8):  Only SLC 5/03 OS301 and SLC 5/04 OS400 processors

and higher use floating point.  This file stores single precision non-extended 32-bit

numbers.  The valid range is ±1.1754944e-38 to ±3.40282347e+38.
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• User-Defined (file 9-255):  These files are user-defined as bit, timer, counter,

control, and integer data storage.  For SLC 5/03 OS301 and SLC 5/04 OS400

processors and higher, floating point, string (ST), and ASCII (A) files are also

supported.  In addition, file 9 is specifically available as a Communication

Interface File.  (These files are not available on the MicroLogix controller.)

Database Files
The database files contain descriptions you have added to your ladder logic.  These

include instruction descriptions, rung descriptions, instruction symbols, and page titles.

Processor Files
A processor file contains the collection of program files and data files created under a

particular processor file name.  As such, it contains all the instructions, data, and

configuration information pertaining to a user program.  We refer to the program and

data files separately, however, they are both contained in the .ACH file.

The processor file is a transferable unit.  It can be located in the Rockwell Software

programming terminal (or in the Hand-Held Terminal).  Processor files residing in a

programming terminal can be transferred to/from a MicroLogix 1000, SLC 500, 5/01,

5/02, 5/03, or 5/04 processor, or to/from a memory module (i.e., EEPROM) located in

the SLC 500 processor.

Processor FileProcessor FileProcessor File

Memory ModuleSLC 500 ProcessorRockwell Software
Terminal

Processor files residing in the Hand-Held Terminal can only be transferred to or from a

SLC 500, 5/01, or 5/02 processor or to or from a memory module located in one of

those processors.  You cannot use a Hand-Held Terminal to transfer processor files to

or from an SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor.  You can use a Hand Held Programmer to

transfer files to and from a MicroLogix controller.
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Project
A project includes the processor file with its components and the database files.  Only

the processor file is transferable.  The database files cannot be downloaded to the

processor.
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Creating a New Project

Access the File Selector to create a new project:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F1] Select Program/SLC-500 Addr.  The File

Selector appears.

The File Selector consists of  two windows.  The left window shows the files in the

current directory, and the right window lists the current directory, search

specification, and the options available to you.

2. Make sure the Current Directory field shows the directory in which you would like

to store your new file.  If not, see Current Directory on page 2-13 for directions on

changing the current directory.
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3. Press [Ins] to create a new project file.  A window appears, prompting you for a

project name.

4. Type a name for the project, and press [Enter] to accept the name.  The name for

the project must be eight characters or fewer in length, and must not contain

characters that violate standard DOS naming conventions (/ \ . : or a blank space).

Do not type a file extension.  The utility automatically adds the appropriate file

extension to the filename, and places it in the Current Directory.

Note If you want to use your file later with Allen-Bradley APS software, use only

alphanumeric (A-Z, 0-9) and underscores (_) in your filenames. APS software will not

recognize filenames containing other characters.

5. Set the SLC 500 station address for the project.  After you name a new project with

the File Selector, PLC-500 A.I. asks you to identify the address of the SLC 500 for

which you are creating this project.

This is the DH-485 network node number or, for SLC 5/04 processors, the DH+

network node number.  To set the station address:

• backspace to remove the default of 1

• type the address.
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• press [Enter] to accept the address.  The software will return to the Main

Menu.

The project files won’t actually be created until you edit (go Offline with) the project

(see Editing a New Project below).

If you are editing offline, you can change the SLC 500 address at any time while

editing the ladder.

Modifying the SLC 500 Address
The SLC 500 address shown in the upper right corner of the File Selector screen shows

the default destination DH-485 (or DH+) node address for the currently selected

working project.  When you go online with that project, PLC-500 A.I. begins looking

for a SLC 500 at the address you select.  If it does not find a SLC 500 at that address,

PLC-500 A.I. displays the Who Active screen, and allows you to choose a different

SLC 500 address for the project.  This address is then saved as the new default.

To modify the SLC 500 address for a project:

1. With the File Selector utility displayed on your screen, highlight the desired file.

2. Select [F1] Modify Addr.

3. The utility prompts you to enter a SLC 500 station address.  The current station

address is displayed in the prompt.  Enter the new address, 0-31 decimal.  (With a

SLC 5/04 processor, you can use DH+ addresses 0-77 octal, but you must configure

the interface before you can modify the address.  See below.)  Press [Enter] to
accept the address.

Configuring the Interface for DH+ Communication With a SLC 5/04

If you want to select a DH+ address higher than 31 (from 0-77) for your SLC 5/04

processor, you must first configure the interface.

1. From the Main Menu, select [F9] Configure Program Parameters.

2. Select [F1] Communication Hardware.

3. Select [F2] Interface Hardware Type.

4. Select [F3] DH+ Communication Devices, then select a driver.
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5. Press [Esc].  You will be asked to save the configuration.  Select [F1] Yes.

Now when you modify the address as described above, the software will prompt you for

a DH+ station address between 0 and 77 (octal).

Editing a New Project
The first time you attempt to edit a new project with [F2] Offline Programming/Doc
on the Main Menu PLC-500 A.I. will display the prompt shown below.

Select [F1] Yes to create the project files.  PLC-500 A.I. prompts you to select the

processor type.  See Chapter 3 -Configuring the PLC-500 CPU and I/O Modules for

information on configuring the system.  If you select [F5] No, the new program files are

not created and the File Selector utility appears.  See Selecting a Project File on the

following page for information on using the File Selector to choose a different project

file.
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Selecting a Project File

Use the File Selector to choose an existing file.  Simply highlight the file using the

arrow keys and press [Enter].  You may also highlight files by typing in the name from

the keyboard.  For instance, typing  the letter “M” will highlight the first file in the list

beginning with the letter “M.”  Entering subsequent letters in a name will find the file

matching the name you typed.

The rest of this section describes in more detail how to navigate File Selector to find

your file if you do not see it listed initially.

File List
From the Main Menu, select [F1] Select Program/SLC-500 Addr.  The File Selector

appears.

The File Selector appears as two windows.  The right window lists the current

directory, search specification, and the options available to you, and the left window

shows the files in the current directory.  The list shows only those files with the

filename extension shown in the Search Specification.

Note The Search Specification cannot be changed by the user.  See the section on Search

Specification below.
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The file list shows the filename, the size of the file, and the date the file was last

modified.  If you are selecting a project file (*.ACH), the file list also shows a SLC 500

address for the project; otherwise, the file list shows the time when the file was last

saved.

Three items in the file list control which directory is displayed:

1. MAKE NEW DIRECTORY/CHANGE DRIVE:  Select this item to change the

current drive and/or directory.  If no file is selected, this is usually the default.

When you press [Enter] with this line highlighted, a prompt will appear for a new

subdirectory.  If you type a new name at this point, the software will create a

subdirectory (not a project) with that name.

2. .  <DIR> CURRENT DIRECTORY:  Select this item to redisplay the contents of

the current directory.  Use this when you are reading from a floppy disk drive and

you change disks, or when you are on a networked drive and the contents of the

drive are changing.  If this option is not shown, then the default directory in the

right-hand window does not exist.

3. . .  <DIR> PARENT DIRECTORY:  Select this to move up one level in the

directory structure.

Search Specification
The Search Specification indicates the file extension of the files in the list.  All of the

files in the list on the left of the screen will have this extension.

You cannot change the Search Specification; it is determined by how the File Selector

screen was called.  For instance, when you call the File Selector  from the Main Menu

with [F1] Select Program/SLC 500 Addr, the Search Specification looks for .ACH

files.  When you select a program database for editing, PLC-500 A.I. looks for .ACH

files, because the .ACH file uniquely identifies the project, and thus the database.

When you select a printer configuration, PLC-500 A.I. calls the File Selector screen.  In

this case, the Search Specification looks for a .RCF file.
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Current Directory
The Current Directory field in the right window shows the directory where the File

Selector is searching for files.  The default Current Directory is the directory where you

store your program files.

There are two ways to change the current directory.  You can directly specify the

pathname, or you can select it by cursoring through the directory structure using the

..<DIR> Parent Directory or highlighting a directory name on the left and pressing

[Enter].

Note To use files from a different disk drive, you must directly specify the path to the drive.

For instance, to change to drive B:, you must specify the root directory as B:.  You

can then cursor through the directory structure of B: to find the files.

To directly specify a pathname:

1. Use the [Home] key (or the up arrow key) to move the highlight bar in the left

window to MAKE NEW DIRECTORY/CHANGE DRIVE.

2. Press [Enter].  The File Selector prompts you to enter a new pathname.

3. Type the pathname, and press [Enter].  If the directory exists, the File Selector

shows the files in that directory.  If the directory does not exist, the File Selector

creates it.

To select a directory to change to:

1. Using the up and down arrow keys, move the highlight bar in the left window to

.. <DIR> PARENT DIRECTORY.

2. Press [Enter].  The left window refreshes, showing the files in the directory

directly above the old directory.  Notice the old directory is shown in the file list

with <DIR> next to the directory name.

3. You can move up and down through the directory structure by selecting parent

directories and subdirectories.  Subdirectories are indicated by a <DIR> after their

name on the left.  When you locate the file you want, move the highlight bar to the

file name, and press [Enter] to select the file.
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Sorting the File List
You can change the order in which files appear in the file list.  You can sort by

file/directory name, file extension, the date the file was last modified, or the file size.

To toggle the order, press [F9] Sort Mode.

To change the sort mode:

1. With the File Selector utility displayed on your screen, press [F9].

2. The system displays the new sort mode and re-sorts the files in the list.  Continue

pressing [F9] until the files are sorted the way you want them.

The available sort modes are:

Sort mode Description

Name Sort alphabetically by file name.

Ext Sort by extension.  In most cases there are directories and only one
type of file displayed.  Since directories usually don’t have extensions,
they are listed first.

Date Sort by file date and time.  Sorts the files so the oldest appears at the
top.

Size Sort the files by size.  Since a directory doesn’t have a file size per-se,
directories are listed first.
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File Utilities

When you use the File Selector utility from the Main Menu or from the Reporting

Options menu, the File Selector gives you access to several file utilities.  Use these

utilities for copying, renaming, deleting, backing up, and restoring files.

Copying Files
To copy project files:

1. With the File Selector utility screen displayed, highlight the project name you want

to copy.  If this is the only file you want to copy, go on to step 2.  If you want to

copy more than one ladder/database, press [F5] Mark File for Copy.  Highlight

the next file and press [F5] Mark File for Copy again.  Repeat for the remainder

of the projects you want to copy.

2. Press [Tab].  The utility presents you with a list of file utilities.

3. Select [F1] Copy file(s).

4. The utility asks you which files you want to copy:  the processor memory files,

description database files, or all of the files for the project.  Select the type of files

you want to copy.
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5. The utility asks you to specify a pathname for the copied files.  Type the pathname,

and press [Enter].  As the utility copies the files, it shows you the name of the file

currently being copied.

Note If the name you enter ends with a backslash (\), or if you have highlighted multiple

files, the system considers the name you entered to be a directory name.  Otherwise,

the name you enter is used as the name of the new file.  For example, if you select

OLDPROG.ACH and copy to …\NEWPROG, you end up with NEWPROG.ACH.  If you

copy it to …\NEWPROG\, you get …\NEWPROG\OLDPROG.ACH.  If you mark

OLDPROG1.ACH and OLDPROG2.ACH and copy them to either …\NEWPROG or

…\NEWPROG\, you will end up with …\NEWPROG\OLDPROG1.ACH and

…\NEWPROG\OLDPROG2.ACH.

Renaming Files
To rename project files:

1. With the File Selector utility screen displayed, highlight the project name you want

to rename.  Press [F5] Mark File for Copy to perform the operation on more than

one ladder/database.  Repeat this step for the remainder of the projects you want to

rename.

2. Press [Tab].  The utility presents you with a list of file utilities.

3. Select [F2] Rename file(s).

4. The utility asks you which files you want to rename:  the processor memory files,

description database files, or all of the files for the project.  Select the type of files

you want to rename.  The utility asks you to specify a new name for the selected

files.

(See the note above under Copying Files for information on specifying file names and

directories.)
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Deleting Files
To selectively delete project files:

1. With the File Selector utility screen displayed, highlight the project name you want

to delete.  Press [F5] Mark File for Copy.  Repeat this step for the remainder of

the projects you want to delete.

2. Press [Tab].  The utility presents you with a list of file utilities.

3. Select [F3] Delete file(s).

4. The utility asks you which files you want to delete:  the processor memory files,

description database files, or all of the files for the project.  Select the type of files

you want to delete.  The utility prompts you before deleting each of the files

associated with the project.

Note If you want to delete only one project file, you can highlight the file with the File

Selector, and press [Del].  This deletes the entire project, both processor memory and

the description database.  The system warns you that you are about to delete the files.

Backing Up Files
Backup files are now stored in a compressed format (so fewer diskettes are needed), but

early versions of PLC-500 A.I. used an uncompressed format.  The new restore function

is capable of restoring new or old backups.  The old restore function cannot restore

backups made with software versions 6.0 and higher.

Calculating Number of Disks for a Backup

Backups sometimes require several floppy disks to hold all of the files.  To perform a

backup, you need to have enough formatted disks to hold all of the files.  You cannot

stop a backup part of the way through to format more disks, so PLC-500 A.I. has a

utility that calculates the number of disks you will need to back up your files.  (Skip this

step if you are backing up to a network drive or hard disk.)

To calculate the number of disks you will need for a backup:

1. With the File Selector utility screen displayed, highlight the project name you want

to back up.  If you want to backup multiple projects, highlight each project and

press [F5] Mark File for Copy to mark each one.
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2. Press [Tab].  The utility presents you with a list of file utilities.

3. Select [F7] Calculate Disks Required for Backup.  The utility asks you which

files you want to back up:  the processor memory files, description database files, or

all of the files for the project.

4. Select the file type you want to back up.  The utility calculates the number of disks

you will need to back up the files you selected.

The utility calculates the number of disks for four different disk formats:

• 5-1/4 inch, 360KB

• 5-1/4 inch, 1.2MB

• 3-1/2 inch, 720KB

• 3-1/2 inch, 1.4MB

The number of disks is displayed as a range.  For example, “1-2” would mean that you

will need one or two disks to perform the backup.

Formatting Disks for Backups

(Skip this step if you are backing up to a network drive or a hard disk.)

Before you can use a floppy disk, it must be prepared to accept data.  The process of

preparing the disk is called formatting.  PLC-500 A.I. contains a utility that allows you

to format disks.

Note The formatting utility in PLC-500 A.I. is the same as the DOS format utility run without

switches.  You must have a path set up to the directory containing the DOS Format

command or a “spawn error-1” will be displayed.

To format disks:

1. With the File Selector utility screen displayed, press [Tab].  The utility presents

you with a list of file utilities.

2. From the list of utilities, select [F6] Format Disk(s) for Backup.  The utility asks

you which drive you want to use to format the disk.  For safety reasons, only drives

A: and B: are available for this option.  To format disks in drives other than A: or

B:, exit to DOS and use the format command from the DOS prompt.
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3. Select the floppy drive you want to use for formatting the disk.  The utility warns

you that all information on the floppy disk in the drive will be lost.  Select [F1]

Yes to continue formatting.

4. The utility prompts you to insert the disk to format in the drive you selected.  Insert

the disk, and press [Enter] to begin formatting.

5. The utility formats the disk.  When it finishes formatting the disk, the utility asks

you if you want to format another disk.  If you answer yes, the utility asks you to

put the next disk into the floppy drive and press [Enter].  Repeat this step until you

format all of the disks you will need for your backup.

Backing Up

To backup project files:

1. With the File Selector utility screen displayed, highlight the project name you want

to backup.  If you want to backup multiple projects, highlight each project and

press [F5] Mark File for Copy to mark each one.

2. Press [Tab].  The  utility presents you with a list of file utilities.

3. Select [F4] Backup file(s).

4. The utility asks you which files you want to back up:  the processor memory files,

description database files, or all of the files for the project.  Select the type of files

you want to back up.

5. The utility asks you to select a disk drive for the backup files.  Select a disk drive.

Note Versions of PLC-500 A.I. prior to version 7.xx only allowed you to backup to drive A

or B.  Now you can backup to any drive—including a network drive or your hard disk.

6. The utility asks you to enter a description of the backed-up files for future

reference. This description is used when you restore files from backup.  Type the

description, and press [Enter].  (See Restoring Files.)
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7. The utility asks you to insert backup disk #1 in the drive you selected, and warns

you that the information in the root directory of the floppy disk will be erased.  If

you are backing up to floppy disks, make sure you have a formatted floppy disk in

the disk drive, and enough floppy disks to back up all the files you selected.  See

Format Disks for Backup, and Calculating Number of Disks for a Backup, above.

Press [Enter] to begin the backup process.

8. As the utility backs up the project files, it displays the filenames for the files.

When the first disk fills with files, the utility asks you for another disk.  This

process continues until all the files you selected are backed up to floppy disk.

Note Backup files are not saved in the DOS backup format.  They are saved in a special

archived format. To use the files, you must decompress them using the Restore file(s)

utility.  See Restoring Files.

Restoring files

To restore project files from a backup:

1. With the File Selector utility screen displayed, press [Tab].  The utility presents

you with a list of file utilities.

2. Select [F5] Restore file(s).

3. The utility asks you from which drive you want to restore files.  Select the drive

from which you will restore the files.

• If you selected a floppy disk drive, the utility asks you to insert the first backup

disk into the floppy drive you selected.  Insert the disk, and press [Enter].

• If you selected [F3] Select Drive/Path, the system prompts you to enter the

directory.  Type the drive and directory and press [Enter].

4. The utility displays the description of the backup, and shows you the directory from

which the files were backed up, and the time and date when the backup was made.

The utility also asks you to specify the directory to which you want to restore the

files (the target directory).  Type the pathname for the directory, and press [Enter].
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5. The utility begins restoring files to the directory you chose.  If a file you are

restoring does not currently exist in the target directory, the utility restores the file

from the disk.  If the file already exists in the target directory, the utility prompts

you before overwriting the file.  If you answer yes to this prompt, the utility

overwrites the file in the hard disk directory with the backup file.  If you answer no

to the prompt, the utility skips restoring that file.

Note If the restore function continually requests a disk without restoring any files, the disks

are  probably copies of the backup set.  You must restore from an original backup set.

Note Versions of the Restore utility prior to version 6.0 will not be able to read backups

created using the new file-compressing Backup utility.

6. If you are restoring from floppy disks, after all of the files from the first disk are

restored, the utility asks you to insert the next disk into the floppy drive.  (If your

backup took only one disk, the restoration is complete.)  Insert the next disk into

the drive, and press [Enter].  Repeat this process until all of the files are restored.
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Accessing the File Selector From the Offline
Editor

You can call the File Selector utility from within the offline editor.  This utility allows

you to create, recall, and delete projects.  You can also change projects without exiting

the offline module, saving the time it takes to load the module into memory.

To open the File Selector while in the offline module:

1. Go to the topmost menu of the ladder editor.

2. Press [F2] fIle.  The File Selector screen appears.

Note This implementation of the File Selector is a subset of the File Selector utility you can

access from the Main Menu.  From inside the ladder editor, you cannot run the file

utilities (multiple delete, copy, file backup, etc.).

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.I



3  Configuring the SLC 500 CPU and
I/O Modules

When you program your SLC 500 system, you need to configure the following:

• CPU (processor) type

• Rack

• I/O Modules

• Processor Status Bits

The general procedure is:

1. Start the PLC-500 A.I. software.

2. Define a project.  See Chapter 2 - Handling Project Files for details.

3. Use the Offline Editor to configure the CPU and I/O.  See the following pages for

details.

4. Set the appropriate processor status information.  See the following pages for

details.

You will then be ready to program your ladder logic.
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CPU and I/O Configuration

The first time you edit a new project (with [F2] Offline Programming/Doc from the

Main Menu), PLC-500 A.I. displays the SLC 500 Processor Definition Screen for you

to configure your system.  If you need to change the configuration for an existing

project, you can access the SLC 500 Processor-I/O Configuration Screen shown below.

Directions given in this chapter are for configuring a new project.  Differences for an

existing project are shown in parenthesis ( ).

(For an existing project , access the configuration screen from the top menu of the

offline editor by selecting [F6] Utility and then [F3] Type/sr.)

This screen displays the processor type, the racks, and the I/O cards, all of which are

configurable.  For the project to run correctly, all the information must reflect the actual

hardware.

Processor Type
The first step in the system configuration is to select the processor type.  The processor

type selection affects what other options are available.  For example, a modular

processor must have a rack.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UT or
.DM
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To select the processor type:

1. The first time you edit a new project and create the project file, PLC-500 A.I.

displays the following screen.

(To change the processor type for an existing project, access the SLC 500 Processor

- I/O Configuration Screen, as described on page 3-2 . Select [F1] Proctyp.  A list

of processor types will appear.)

2. Use the arrow keys to highlight the correct processor.  If you are not sure which

processor type you are using, check the label on the side of the processor.  In

modular hardware configurations, you will have to pull the processor out of the

rack to see the label.

3. Press [Enter] to select the highlighted processor.

Note If you have a SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor, you can automatically configure I/O racks

and cards (rather than manually as explained in the two following sections).  The

processor type must be selected as described above and the  communications device

must be configured and connected.  From the Processor I/O Configuration screen,

press [F3] Readcfg.
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Note If you change the processor configuration for an existing program containing indirect

addresses to a processor that does not support indirect addressing, errors will occur.

PLC-500 A.I. will allow you to save the program with the errors (press [Esc] to

continue when the error list is displayed).  Indirect addresses will remain as they were

in the original program.  You must edit these addresses before attempting to run the

program with the new processor.

Rack Configuration
After you select the processor type, you must configure the rack or racks.  Rack

configuration depends on whether you have a fixed I/O system or a modular system.

Rack configuration is not applicable with a MicroLogix 1000 controller.

Modular Processor

If you have selected a modular processor, you must configure the rack or racks as

follows:

(For an existing project, access the SLC 500 Processor - I/O Configuration Screen, as

described on page 3-2.)

1. If you have just selected the processor type for a new project, the SLC 500

Processor Definition Screen will be displayed.

2. Select [F2] rack.  PLC-500 A.I. prompts you for a rack number.
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3. Select [F1] Rack #1, [F2] Rack #2, or [F3] Rack #3.  A list of rack types will

appear.

4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the rack type and press [Enter], or just press the

associated function key.

Asterisks (*) will appear next to the slot numbers the rack contains.

To remove a rack from the configuration, follow the steps above, but in step 4 select

[F5] Not Installed.
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Fixed I/O Processor

If you have selected a fixed I/O CPU, press [F2] rack from the SLC 500 Processor - I/O

Configuration Screen or Definition Screen to toggle the 2-slot expansion rack.

I/O Cards
After you configure the processor and racks, you must configure the I/O cards.  In a

fixed I/O system without expansion slots, this step is not necessary; once you have

selected the processor type, the software has the I/O information it needs.

To configure an I/O card:

1. Make sure you are at the SLC 500 Processor Definition Screen (or the I/O

Configuration Screen—see page 3-2 ).

2. Use the arrow keys to highlight the slot that the card occupies.  Slots for which

racks have been configured are marked with an asterisk (*).

3. Select [F5] Select.  A list of I/O card types will appear.

4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the I/O card type.  You can also type the name of

the card (e.g. IA4) and the highlighting will go to that module.

5. Press [Enter] to select the highlighted I/O card type.

Repeat for each card or slot.
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To delete a card from the configuration, highlight the card and select [F6] Delete.  You

can place the last line you deleted at the highlighted location by pressing [F7] Undel.
If this location already has a card assigned to it, the previously deleted card will replace

the current one.

[F8] spioCfg brings up the advanced I/O configuration window for the highlighted

card. This only applies to SLC 5/02 processors and higher using certain specialty I/O

cards.

Note The following applies to the Configuration Screen (existing projects) as the [F9]

Monitor key is unavailable on the Definition Screen:

You can also enter descriptions or device assignments for I/O points on discrete

modules.  To enter these descriptions:

1. Highlight the card.  Press [F9] Monitor to display the I/O points on the card.

2. You can attach device descriptions to the I/O points. Press [F7] deVice to enter a

device.  Press [F9] desCrib to enter description text only.

3. You can press [F8] disMode to toggle display modes for device or description text.

4. To return to the module list, press [Esc].

Exiting the Editor
Press [Esc] to back out through the menu structure.  When you exit the top menu of the

editor after changing the configuration or the ladder logic, PLC-500 A.I. will inform

you that the program and/or data has changed.  A dialog box asks you whether you

want to save the changes.  Press [F1] Yes to save the changes.  A screen similar to the

one below appears.  The options you are given depend on the type of processor.
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On the screen shown above, you can set the following configuration options.  For a

more complete description of the options available with different processers, refer to

Saving a Project File in Chapter 6 - Creating and Editing Ladder Logic.

• Press [F1] Single to enable or disable single step test capability when online (SLC

5/02 only).

• Press [F2] Future to choose whether or not to allow a programming terminal to

upload or monitor your program.  This is also called “OEM Lock.”  If Future

Access is set to Disallow, a programming terminal (or handheld terminal) can only

access the project on the processor if a matching copy of the project exists on the

programmer’s hard disk (or in the handheld’s memory).

• Press [F3] Index to choose whether or not to allow indexing across data table file

boundaries.

• Press [F4] Protect to write-protect either the output file, all files, or no files.

• Press [F6] Adjustable Filters to set input filter response times (1761-L16BWA

and 1761-L32BWA MicroLogix 1000 controllers only).

• Press [F9] Accept to accept the settings.  PLC-500 A.I. will save and compile your

program.
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Processor Status Configuration

There are several processor status items that you can set to control the operation of the

SLC 500 processor.

• Fault Override at Powerup (also available on MicroLogix)

• Load Memory Module on Memory Error

• Load Memory Module Always

• Load Memory Module and Run

• Watchdog  (also available on MicroLogix)

• I/O Slot Enables

For a full description of the processor status file, see Appendix A - Programming

Reference for Packaged Controllers or Appendix B - Programming Reference for

Modular Processors in the Instruction Set Reference manual.

To view a display showing current settings of the Processor Status bits:

1. Go to the top menu of the editor.

2. Press [F8] Display.

3. Press [F2] Prcstat.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DP
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The Processor Status Screen for a SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor has four screens of data

that you can access by pressing the [Page Up] and [Page Down] keys.  The Processor

Status Screen for a 5/02 processor has two screens of data.  For all other SLC 500

processors, this is a single screen.  The first screen of the display contains the Processor

Status Bits covered in this chapter.

Fault Override at Powerup (S:1/8)
This bit controls the state the processor starts up in when powered up.

If the processor was running and went into a fault mode before the power went down,

and this bit is on, the fault will be cleared when the processor is powered up, and the

processor will attempt to go into run mode.

If the processor is not faulted, it will power up in the same state it powered down in.

This bit is 0 by default.  It can be useful to set this bit when you have fault conditions

that can be corrected without examining the ladder logic.  In that case, the operator will

be able to clear the fault and restart the processor by cycling power.

Note Correct the cause of the fault before cycling power.

Load Memory Module on Memory Error (S:1/10)
(Not available on MicroLogix)

This bit controls the way the processor starts up.

If this bit is set and a memory fault is detected when the processor starts up, the

contents of the memory module will be copied to the processor.

If bit S:1/10 in the memory module is also set to 1, the processor will go into run mode.

This bit is 0 by default.

!
If this bit is set, the memory module will overwrite the processor memory on
powerup.
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Load Memory Module Always (S:1/11)
(Not available on MicroLogix)

This bit controls the way the processor starts up.

If this bit is set when the processor starts up, the contents of the memory module will be

copied to the processor.

If the processor was in run mode or faulted from run mode when the power went down,

the processor will go into run mode.

If the processor was in test or program mode, or faulted from test or program mode,

when the power went down, the processor will go into program mode.

This bit is 0 by default.

!
If this bit is set, the memory module will overwrite the processor memory on
powerup.

Load Memory Module and Run (S:1/12)
(This function is not available on MicroLogix controllers; S:1/12 is the Run Always bit.

For more information refer to Appendix A - Programming Reference for Packaged

Controllers in the Instruction Set Reference.)

This bit controls the way the processor starts up.

If this bit is set when the processor starts up, the contents of the memory module will be

copied to the processor, and the processor will go into run mode, regardless of the state

it was in when the power went down.  Otherwise, the processor will retain it's memory

and state as it was when power was lost.

This bit is 0 by default.

!
If this bit is set, the memory module will overwrite the processor memory on
powerup.
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Watchdog (S:3/8 - S:3/15)
This value controls the time limit (in 10ms ticks) for a processor scan.  If a program

scan takes longer than the time you configure, a major fault (code 0022) will occur, and

the processor will be halted.

You can set the Watchdog Scan Time to any value from 2 (20ms) to  255 (2.55

seconds).  The default is 10.

The actual time since the current scan started is stored in the low 8 bits (S:3/0 - S:3/7)

of the word when the processor is in run mode.

The bit numbers here are not displayed on the processor status screen—just the word

address S:3.

!
Scan time for a program can vary, particularly if you use JMP and JSR instructions.
Setting a low Watchdog Scan Time can halt your processor’s operation.

I/O Slot Enables (S:11, S:12)
(Not available on MicroLogix)

These bits allow you to disable I/O cards.  Each bit corresponds to one of the 30

possible slots (S:11/0 represents slot 0 on fixed I/O systems, S:12/15 is not used).

When a bit is 1, the corresponding card (if any) is enabled.  If a bit is 0, the

corresponding card is ignored.

When an output is disabled, it is frozen in it’s current state as long as the processor is

in run mode.  When the power is cycled, a fault occurs, or another mode is selected, the

outputs become 0.

!
Enabling or disabling a slot can affect machine operation, potentially damaging
equipment or injuring personnel.



4  Data Table Addressing and
Editing

PLC-500 A.I. automatically creates and expands data table files while you create and

edit your ladder program.  This chapter discusses how to manually manage data table

files using the Memory Map utility.

PLC-500 A.I. contains the following features to make addressing I/O simpler:

• Symbolic Addressing:  You can assign symbol names to word or bit addresses,

and use them instead of the address during programming.

• Auto Addressing:  The PLC-500 A.I. software can assist you in managing I/O and

memory usage by selecting the next unused I/O word or bit on a particular card, or

memory element in a particular file, whenever a new symbol name is used during

program development.

• Auto Describe:  With this option enabled (it is enabled by default), the instruction

description editor appears any time an undescribed address is used.

• Short Addressing:  If you enable short addressing, you can leave out the file

number when addressing one of the default files (files 0 through 7 or 8 depending

on your processor).  For example, the short address form for address N7:13 is N13.

• Indexed Addressing:  The specified address is offset by the value stored in S:24.

• Indirect Addressing:  You can substitute a component of a logical address with

the value at another address.  (SLC 5/03 OS302 and 5/04 OS401 only)

Note Data Table Files can only be created or deleted while offline.
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Creating and Updating Data Table Files

To create a new data table file:

1. Display the Data Table File screen.

§ Access the ladder editor from the Main Menu by pressing [F2] Offline

Programming/Doc.

§ Press [F6] Utility, then press [F4] Memmap, or use the shortcut key:

[Shift-F2].

2. Press [F5] Create.  PLC-500 A.I. displays the following prompt.

3. Select Normal or DEBUG (for use with Emulator software).  The system asks you

for the address you want to create.  (Note:  DEBUG files are not downloaded to the

processor.  They are only for use offline with the emulator.)

4. Type the address you want to add to the data table, and press [Enter].

5. If you entered an address for a new file, the system asks you for an access type for

the file.  Unless you want to limit direct access to the file to a single program file,

select [F1] Global access.

Shortcut keys for this
function:
[Shift-F2]

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UM
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6. The system asks you to assign a name, with a maximum of 10-characters, to the

new data table file.  Type the name, and press [Enter].

7. The system asks you to type a description of the data table file with a maximum of

40-characters.  Type the description, and press [Enter].  The new data table file

appears in the file list.

Expanding a Data Table File
To expand a data table file:

1. From the Data Table File screen, press [F5] Create.  The system asks you if you

want to create a normal data table file or a DEBUG data table file.

2. Select Normal or DEBUG (for use with Emulator software).  The system asks you

for the address you want to create.  (Note:  DEBUG files are not downloaded to the

processor.  They are only for use offline with the emulator.)

3. Type a new address for the existing data table file, and press [Enter].  The system

will expand the file to include the address you specify.  For example, if N12:10 was

the highest address in the file, and you entered N12:20, data table file N12 will be

expanded to 21 words, so N12:20 is its last address.

4. The system asks you to assign a name, with a maximum of 10-characters, to the

new data table file.  Press [Enter] to keep the existing name, or type a new name,

and press [Enter].

5. The system asks you to type a description of the data table file with a maximum of

40-characters.  Press [Enter] to keep the existing description, or type a new

description, and press [Enter].  The system expands the data table file to include

the new address.

Adding a Data Table Address
To add a data table address, you can either create a new file, or expand an existing file.

(See Creating and Updating Data Table Files and Expanding a Data Table File

above.)  You can also create data table addresses using the Auto Address feature.  (See

Auto Addressing on page 4-34.)
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Naming and Describing a Data Table File
To describe a data table file, access the Data Table File screen (See page 4-2 for

instructions) and highlight the file you want to describe.  Press [F4] Name. The system

asks you for a file name with a maximum of 10 characters.  Type the filename, and

press [Enter].  The system asks for a file description with a maximum of 40 characters.

Type the description, and press [Enter].  The filename and description appear on the

Data Table File screen.

Changing the File Access Mode
The description database uses two file access modes for data table files:

• Global allows access from any program file

• Local allows access from only one program file.

Generally, you should use global access for your files, but there are instances where you

may want to limit access to a file.  One such instance is when files contain information

that is only appropriate to one program file.  In this case, you can limit access to

prevent accidental overwrites of the data.  Another instance is for recipe programming,

where there are a multitude of similar activities for the same ladder program;

restricting access to critical data files to only those programs that use them prevents

confusing the recipe process.

Note The file access mode is not a function of the SLC 500 processor.  It is still possible to

overwrite local data table values from other program files by using other software, by

using indirect addresses, or by indexed addressing beyond file boundaries.

To change the file access mode:

1. Access the Data Table File screen.  (See page 4-2 for instructions.)

2. Highlight the file whose access mode you want to change, and press [F8] Filemod.

If the file was local, the system asks you if you want to switch its access mode to

global.  Select [F1] Yes or [F5] No.  If the file was global, the system asks you if

you want to switch its file access to local.  Select [F1] Yes or [F5] No.

3. If you select local file access, the system asks you which program file number the

data table file should be local to.  Type the file number, and press [Enter].
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The file modes are maintained in a file with the name PROJECT.ATT, where “project”

is the name of the SLC 500 project.  To change all the data table file modes to global,

delete this file.

Note The default data table files (O0 through F8), cannot be made Local.  These files are

always Global.

Protecting a Data Table File
Data table file protection is available with any of the SLC 500 processors; however, you

have the most flexibility with SLC 5/03 and 5/04 processors.  Three modes of

protection are available:  static, constant, and memory module.

• Static.  Values in a statically protected data table file can only be changed during

ladder program execution, including online edits.  Values cannot be changed by

communication channels.

• Constant.  No changes can be made to a constantly protected data table file,

whether by communication channels or your ladder program.  Input, Output, and

Status files cannot be constantly protected.

• Mem-Mod.  Memory module protection allows you to autoload your memory

module and preserve retentive data in the protected file.  This will only occur if the

program in the processor is the same as the program in the memory module.  If the

programs do not match, all memory module data files are transferred to the

processor and bit S:36/10 (Memory Module Data File Overwrite Protection Lost) is

set.

Fixed and SLC 5/01 Processors

The Output file is always statically protected.  You cannot alter the output data table

file while in the REM Run mode using the communication channels.  All other data

table files, however, are unprotected.
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SLC 5/02 Processors

You can choose to statically protect your data table files at the time you save your

program.  When you save your program (refer to Chapter 6 - Creating and Editing

Ladder Logic), the following options appear.

Press [F4] File Protection to toggle between:

• Outputs only the Output file is statically protected (default)

• All all data table files are statically protected

• None no data table files are statically protected

SLC 5/03 and 5/04 Processors

You can protect individual data table files when using a SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor.

You cannot write to a protected status file while in the run or test modes.  You can,

however, clear a processor fault, write a zero to bit S:1/13 (Major Error Bit Halted), or

clear words S:5 (minor error bits) and S:6 (Fault Code) while in the fault mode.

To protect a data table file:

1. Access the Data Table File screen.  (See page 4-2 for instructions.)

2. Press [F3] Protect.

3. Use the arrow keys to highlight the file you want to protect, and press one of the

following.

[F1] Static to “statically protect” the highlighted file

[F2] Const to “constantly protect” the highlighted file

[F3] Remove to remove protection from the highlighted file

[F4] Mem-Mod to “memory module protect” the highlighted file

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UMP
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Deleting a Data Table File or Address

You can delete data table addresses, or entire data table files.  The only data table files

that cannot be deleted are the output, input, and status files.

To delete a data table address or entire file:

1. From the Data Table Files screen, press [F2] Delete.  The system asks you which

data table address you want to delete.

2. Type the address that you want to delete and press [Enter].  To delete an entire

data table file, type the lowest address in the file.  For instance, to delete file N22,

type address N22:0.

3. The system deletes the address (or file) from the data table.

Shortcut for deleting an entire file:

1. Highlight the file you wish to delete on the Data Table Files screen.

2. Press [Del].

Deleting All Program and Data Table Files
This option, available from the top editing menu, deletes all files, reinitializing memory

to its default state.  The default state cannot be monitored online, so if you clear all

program and data files while online the software gives you the choice of downloading

an existing program or entering the Offline Editor.

To delete all program and data table files for a project:

1. From the top editing menu, press [F5] Clear.  The menu bar changes to show

clearing options.

2. Press [F4] dElall.  The system asks you if you want to delete all program and data

files.

3. Select [F1] Yes.  The system deletes all program and data table files, returning the

processor to its default state.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.CE
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4. PLC-500 A.I. responds differently depending on whether you are online or offline.

§ If you are online, the system prompts you for whether to download an existing

program or enter the offline editor.

§ If you are offline, the Processor Definition Screen appears with the Processor

Type selection screen up.  PLC-500 A.I. will not allow you to exit the

Definition screen until you have selected a processor type.

Clearing a Data Table File
To clear a single data table file:

1. From the top editing menu, press [F5] Clear.  The menu bar changes to show

clearing options.

2. Press [F2] Datafil. The system asks you for the number of the data file you want to

clear.

3. Type the number of the data file you want to clear.  Press [Enter].

4. Press [F1] Yes when the system asks you to verify that you want to clear the data

file.  All values in the file will be reset to 0 but the file number and length will

remain unchanged.

Clearing a Program File
To clear a single program file:

1. From the top editing menu, press [F5] Clear.  The menu bar changes to show

clearing options.

2. Press [F1] Progfil. The system asks you for the number of the program file you

want to clear.

3. Type the number of the program file you want to clear.  Press [Enter].

4. Press [F1] Yes when the system asks you to verify that you want to clear the

program file.

Note Clearing program files is not possible online, nor is it possible while running the

Processor Emulation Module.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.CD

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.CP
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Clearing All Program and Data Table Files
This option clears all program and data files. All ladder logic is erased but the empty

program files will remain.  All values in the data files will be reset to zero. The size of

data table files will not be changed.

To clear all of the Program and Data Files:

1. Press [F5] Clear.  The menu bar changes to show clearing options.

2. Press [F3] All. The system asks you if you want to clear all program and data files.

3. Select [F1] Yes.  The system clears all program and data files, leaving the

processor data table structure intact.

Note Clearing program files is not possible online, nor is it possible while running the

Processor Emulation Module.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.CA
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Monitoring Data Table Files

To monitor a data table file, display the SLC 500 Data Table File screen:

To display this screen, press [F6] Utility, then press [F4] Memmap, or use the shortcut

key:  [Shift-F2].

To select a data table file to monitor or edit:

1. Highlight the data table file you want to monitor or edit.

2. Press [F1] Monitor.  The system opens the data table file you highlighted.

Note You can also call up the data table monitor directly from the ladder display.  Simply

place your cursor on an instruction and press [F8] Display, [F8] Special.  If the

instruction has more than one address, you’ll be prompted to select one of them.  Refer

to the section on Special Instruction Display in Chapter 19 - Troubleshooting and

Diagnostics.

Shortcut keys for this
function:
[Shift-F2]

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UM

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DS
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Monitoring Output and Input Files
When monitoring output and input files, the file monitor screen appears as follows:

The following function keys are active on this screen:

[F5] neWaddr Allows you to enter a different address to display.

[F6] Des Starts the instruction description editor for the highlighted address.

[F7] Next Displays the monitor screen for the next data table file.

[F8] Prev Displays the monitor screen for the previous data table file

[F9] Usage

(or Value)

Displays usage information for the file.  An “X” indicates that the

ladder logic in any one of your program files uses a particular bit or

word.  A “.” indicates that the bit or word is unused.  To return to

displaying values, press [F9] Value.  The Usage screen contains an

extra WF column.  A W in this column means the address is used as

a word; an F means the address is part of a group of addresses (file).

See Monitoring Integer Files for an example.

[F10] Help Displays information about using this screen.
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You can use the data table monitor to change address values.  To change an address

value, use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the bit or word you want to change.  At

the bottom of the screen, the system indicates the address corresponding to the cursor

location.  Type the new value for the bit or word, and press [Enter] or one of the cursor

keys.  The system changes the value of the address, and displays the new value on the

monitor screen.

!
Typing a value and then pressing a cursor key will cause the value to be entered in
the data table.

!
Changing data table values while online can cause unexpected machine movement,
possibly resulting in personal injury or equipment damage.  USE EXTREME
CAUTION WHEN CHANGING DATA TABLE VALUES!

Monitoring the Processor Status File
When monitoring the processor status file, the file monitor screen appears as follows:
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The Processor Status Screen for a SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor has four screens of data

that you can access by pressing the [Page Up] and [Page Down] keys.  The Processor

Status Screen for an SLC 5/02 processor has two screens of data.  For all other SLC

500 processors, this is a single screen.  The first screen of the display contains the

Processor Status Bits covered in this chapter.

!
When a processor faults, you must find and correct the underlying cause of the fault
before attempting to clear the fault.  If you do not find out what is causing the fault,
the processor may behave unpredictably.

The following keys are active on this screen:

[F3] Glbstat (SLC 5/04 OS401 and higher)  Displays the Global Status File.

[F4] Clrfalt Clears the major fault bits.  (Minor faults must be reset manually.)

[F5] neWaddr Allows you to enter a different address to display.

[F6] Des Displays the instruction description editor for the highlighted address.

[F7] Next Displays the monitor screen for the next data table file.

[F8] Prev Displays the monitor screen for the previous data table file.

[F9] Usage

(or Value)

Displays usage information for the file.  An “X” indicates that the ladder
logic uses a particular bit or word.  A “.” indicates that the bit or word
is unused.  To return to displaying values, press [F9] Value.

[F10] Help Displays information about using this screen.

[PgUp],
[PgDn]

(SLC 5/02 processor and higher)  Displays more processor status
information.

[Esc] Returns to the Data Table File screen.

For more information on using the processor status screen, see Chapter 19 -

Troubleshooting and Diagnostics.

!
Changing data table values while online can cause unexpected machine movement,
possibly resulting in personal injury or equipment damage.  USE EXTREME
CAUTION WHEN CHANGING DATA TABLE VALUES!
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You can use the data table monitor to change address values.  To change an address

value, move to the bit or word you want to change.  At the bottom of the screen, the

system indicates the address corresponding to the cursor location.  Type the new value

for the bit or word, and press [Enter] or one of the cursor keys.  The system changes

the value of the address, and displays the new value on the monitor screen.

!
Typing a value and then pressing a cursor key will cause the value to be entered in
the data table.

Monitoring the Global Status File
SLC 5/04 OS401 or higher processors only

You can use the Global Status File to send a high-speed broadcast to all processors on a

network in one token rotation.  Using a MSG instruction would require as many MSG

instructions and token rotations as there are processors on the network.  This is useful

for such activities as sending start/stop signals, synchronizing processors, and

synchronizing clocks.

The Global Status File occupies words S2:100 through S2:163 of the Status File and

consists of Global Status Words passed from other processors on the DH+ network.  Bit

S2:34/3 must be set to enable transmitting the Global Status Word.  This bit is set to

zero by default.  When the processor passes the DH+ token to the next node, it will also

send the 16-bit Global Status Word.  Only the “next” node on the network accepts the

token, however, all nodes on the network read the Global Status Word and may save it

to memory.  To save the Global Status Words received from other processors to

memory, bit S2:34/4 must be set.  This bit is set to zero by default.

Each processor has a table in memory with as many words in it as there are nodes on

the DH+ network.  One word of every node’s table is updated each token pass, provided

that the GSW Transmit Enable (S2:34/3) and GSW Receive Enable (S2:34/4) bits are

set.  For more information on network communications, refer to Chapters 15 - 17.
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You can monitor the Global Status File.  From the Processor Status File display (see

page 4-12), press [F4] Glbstat.  A screen like the following appears.

The following function keys are active on this screen:

[F1] Radix Allows you to change the display radix to the following options:
[F1] Binary
[F2] Integer
[F3] BCD/Hex
[F4] Ascii
[F5] Octal

[F6] Des Start the instruction description editor for the highlighted address

[F10] Help Displays information about using this screen.

You can use the data table monitor to change address values.  In the Global Status File,

you can only change the Transmit Word, the Transmit Enable Bit, and the Transmit

Receive Bit.  To change an address value, move to the bit or word you want to change.

At the bottom of the screen, the system indicates the address corresponding to the

cursor location.  Type the new value for the bit or word, and press [Enter] or one of the

cursor keys.  The system changes the value of the address, and displays the new value

on the monitor screen.
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!
Typing a value and then pressing a cursor key will cause the value to be entered in
the data table.

Monitoring Binary Files
When monitoring binary files, the file monitor screen appears as follows:

The following function keys are active on this screen:

[F1] Radix Allows you to change the display radix to the following options:
[F1] Binary
[F2] Integer
[F3] BCD/Hex
[F4] Ascii
[F5] Octal

[F3] Xref (Available when displaying usage.)  Displays the Cross Reference List
for the bit under the cursor.

[F5] neWaddr (Available when displaying values.)  Allows you to enter a different
address to display.

[F6] Des Start the instruction description editor for the highlighted address

[F7] Next Display the monitor screen for the next data table file
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[F8] Prev Display the monitor screen for the previous data table file

[F9] Usage

(or Value)

Displays usage information for the file.  An “X” indicates that the
ladder logic uses a particular bit or word.  A “.” indicates that the bit
or word is unused.  To return to displaying values, press [F9] Value.
The Usage screen contains an extra WF column.  A W in this column
means the address is used as a word; an F means the address is part of
a group of addresses (file).  See Monitoring Integer Files for an
example.

[F10] Help Displays information about using this screen.

!
Changing data table values while online can cause unexpected machine movement,
possibly resulting in personal injury or equipment damage.  USE EXTREME
CAUTION WHEN CHANGING DATA TABLE VALUES!

You can use the data table monitor to change address values.  To change an address

value, move to the bit or word you want to change.  At the bottom of the screen, the

system indicates the address corresponding to the cursor location.  Type the new value

for the bit or word, and press [Enter] or one of the cursor keys.  The system changes

the value of the address, and displays the new value on the monitor screen.

!
Typing a value and then pressing a cursor key will cause the value to be entered in
the data table.
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Monitoring Timer, Counter, and Control Files
When monitoring timer, counter, and control files, the file monitor screen appears

similar to the  following:

The following function keys are active on this screen:

[F3] Xref (Available when displaying usage.)  Displays the Cross Reference List
for the bit under the cursor.

[F5] neWaddr (Available when displaying values.)  Allows you to enter a different
address to display.

[F6] Des Starts the instruction description editor for the highlighted address

[F7] Next Displays the monitor screen for the next data table file

[F8] Prev Displays the monitor screen for the previous data table file

[F9] Usage

(or Value)

Displays usage information for the file.  An “X” indicates that the
ladder logic uses a particular word.  A “.” indicates that the word is
unused.  To return to displaying values, press [F9] Value.

[F10] Help Displays information about using this screen.
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!
Changing data table values while online can cause unexpected machine movement,
possibly resulting in personal injury or equipment damage.  USE EXTREME
CAUTION WHEN CHANGING DATA TABLE VALUES!

You can use the data table monitor to change address values.  To change an address

value, move to the bit or word you want to change.  At the bottom of the screen, the

system indicates the address corresponding to the cursor location.  Type the new value

for the bit or word, and press [Enter] or one of the cursor keys.  The system changes

the value of the address, and displays the new value on the monitor screen.

Note You cannot place the cursor on the Base field when monitoring the Timer file.  To

change the time base you must re-program the timer instruction.

!
Typing a value and then pressing a cursor key will cause the value to be entered in
the data table.

Monitoring Integer Files
When monitoring integer files, the file monitor screen appears as follows when

showing usage and the radix is binary:
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The following function keys are active on this screen:

[F1] Radix Allows you to change the display radix to the following options:
[F1] Binary
[F2] Integer
[F3] BCD/Hex
[F4] Ascii
[F5] Octal

[F3] Xref (Available when displaying usage.)  Displays the Cross Reference List
for the bit under the cursor.

[F5] neWaddr (Available when displaying values.) Allows you to enter a different
address to display.

[F6] Des Starts the instruction description editor for the highlighted address

[F7] Next Displays the monitor screen for the next data table file

[F8] Prev Displays the monitor screen for the previous data table file

[F9] Usage

(or Value)

Displays usage information for the file.  An “X” indicates that the
ladder logic uses a particular bit or word.  A “.” indicates that the bit
or word is unused.  To return to displaying values, press [F9] Value.
The Usage screen, if the radix is binary, contains an extra WF
column.  A W in this column means the address is used as a word; an
F means the address is part of a group of addresses (file).  For
example, if you use a COP instruction with a length of 2 to copy N7:0
to N7:10, N7:0 and N7:10 will be marked WF, and N7:1 and N7:11
will be marked F.  (See the screen shown on the previous page.)

[F10] Help Displays information about using this screen.

!
Changing data table values while online can cause unexpected machine movement,
possibly resulting in personal injury or equipment damage.  USE EXTREME
CAUTION WHEN CHANGING DATA TABLE VALUES!
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You can use the data table monitor to change address values.  To change an address

value, move to the bit or word you want to change.  At the bottom of the screen, the

system indicates the address corresponding to the cursor location.  Type the new value

for the bit or word, and press [Enter] or one of the cursor keys.  The system changes

the value of the address, and displays the new value on the monitor screen.

!
Typing a value and then pressing a cursor key will cause the value to be entered in
the data table.

Monitoring Floating Point Files
Monitoring floating point files is much the same as monitoring integer files, except that

you cannot change the display radix.

Monitoring ASCII Files
When monitoring ASCII files, the file monitor screen appears as follows:
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The following function keys are active on this screen:

[F1] Radix Allows you to change the display radix to the following options:
[F1] Binary
[F2] Integer
[F3] BCD/Hex
[F4] Ascii
[F5] Octal

[F3] Xref (Available when displaying usage.)  Displays the Cross Reference List
for the highlighted address.

[F5] neWaddr (Available when displaying values.)  Allows you to enter a different
address to display.

[F6] Des Starts the instruction description editor for the highlighted address

[F7] Next Displays the monitor screen for the next data table file

[F8] Prev Displays the monitor screen for the previous data table file

[F9] Usage

(or Value)

Displays usage information for the file.  An “X” indicates that the
ladder logic uses a particular bit or word.  A “.” indicates that the bit
or word is unused.  To return to displaying values, press [F9] Value.

[F10] Help Displays information about using this screen.

!
Changing data table values while online can cause unexpected machine movement,
possibly resulting in personal injury or equipment damage.  USE EXTREME
CAUTION WHEN CHANGING DATA TABLE VALUES!

You can use the data table monitor to change address values.  To change an address

value, move to the bit or word you want to change.  At the bottom of the screen, the

system indicates the address corresponding to the cursor location.  Type the new value

for the bit or word, and press [Enter] or one of the cursor keys.  The system changes

the value of the address, and displays the new value on the monitor screen.

!
Typing a value and then pressing a cursor key will cause the value to be entered in
the data table.
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Monitoring String Files
(SLC 5/03 OS301 and higher)  When monitoring string files, the file monitor screen

appears as follows:

The following function keys are active on this screen:

[F1] Clrstr (Available when displaying values.)  Clears the contents of the
highlighted string address.

[F3] Editstr (Available when displaying values.)  Opens an edit box for the
highlighted string address.

[F3] Xref (Available when displaying usage.)  Displays the Cross Reference List
for the highlighted address.

[F5] neWaddr (Available when displaying values.)  Allows you to enter a different
address to display.

[F6] Des Start the instruction description editor for the highlighted address

[F7] Next Display the monitor screen for the next data table file

[F8] Prev Display the monitor screen for the previous data table file

[F9] Usage

(or Value)

Displays usage information for the file.  An “X” indicates that the
ladder logic uses a particular bit or word.  A “.” indicates that the bit
or word is unused.  To return to displaying values, press [F9] Value.
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[F10] Help Displays information about using this screen.

!
Changing data table values while online can cause unexpected machine movement,
possibly resulting in personal injury or equipment damage.  USE EXTREME
CAUTION WHEN CHANGING DATA TABLE VALUES!

You can use the data table monitor to change address values.  To change an address

value, move to the bit or word you want to change.  At the bottom of the screen, the

system indicates the address corresponding to the cursor location.  Type the new value

for the bit or word, and press [Enter] or one of the cursor keys.  The system changes

the value of the address, and displays the new value on the monitor screen.

!
Typing a value and then pressing a cursor key will cause the value to be entered in
the data table.
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Multipoint Monitoring

(SLC 5/03 OS302, 5/04 OS401, and MicroLogix only)  Multipoint monitoring allows

you to define a list of bit addresses for monitoring and editing.  These addresses need

not be contiguous.  You can use a multipoint list to:

• change the on/off state of bits

• set and clear forces on I/O points

• define symbols

• write protect a bit

The multipoint list for SLC 5/03 OS302 and 5/04 OS401 processors can contain as

many as 32 points.  The multipoint list for MicroLogix controllers can contain only 16

points.  Two modes are available, Online and Offline.  The multipoint display and

menus are slightly different between the two modes.  The online multipoint list is

stored in the processor’s memory and is, therefore, cleared whenever the processor’s

memory is cleared.  The offline multipoint list is stored in the project file.  It is not part

of the processor image; however, you can add it to the processor image by copying it to

the online multipoint list.

To access the multipoint list in PLC-500 A.I.:

1. From the top menu of the ladder editor, press [F8] Display.

2. Select [F9] Custom.  A box like the following will appear on the screen.Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DC
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3. Use the arrow keys to highlight MULTIPOINT I/O LIST, and press [Enter].
The online or offline multipoint list will appear depending on which editor you

were in in step 1.

To access the multipoint list in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.:

1. From the top menu of the ladder editor, press [F8] Display.

2. Select [F9] multipT.  The Multipoint screen will appear as above.

The table below describes the options available on this screen.

Function Key Description

[F1] Edit Displays the edit menu allowing you to edit, protect,
describe on and off states, and toggle the address mode of
the multipoint list.  Refer to the table below for more
information.

[F2] Select Allows you to select a Custom Display screen

[F3] Zoom Zooms to the first occurrence in the ladder program of the
highlighted point.

[F4] Hist Displays a histogram for the highlighted point

[F5] tChart Displays a timing chart for the word containing the
highlighted point

[F7] Force Displays the force menu allowing you to force an I/O bit on
or off, remove forces, and enable or disable forces.

[F8] Toggle Toggles the state of the highlighted point

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DT
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[F9] Adrmode Toggles the address mode of the display between logical
address and symbol name.

The table below describes the options available on the edit screen.

Function Key Description

[F1] Edit Enter or edit the bit address for the highlighted point.  When
the address field is open, you can press [Ins] to select from
a list of symbols.

[F2] Clear Remove the selected bit address from the list.

[F3] Protect Protect the highlighted point from being toggled Online from
the multipoint list.  A “P” appears after the point number
when a point is protected.

[F4] On des Enter a description of up to 15 characters to be displayed
when the bit is on (1).

[F5] oFf Des Enter a description of up to 15 characters to be displayed
when the bit is off (0).

[F9] Adrmode Toggles the address mode of the display between logical
address and symbol name.

Forcing
You can access I/O bit forcing functions from multipoint monitoring.  Read the section

on I/O Forcing in Chapter 19 - Troubleshooting and Diagnostics before using forces!

!
All force functions can result in sudden machine movement, possibly causing death,
personal injury, or damage to equipment.  Investigate the effects on machine
operation before forcing external input data file bits or external output circuits.  USE
EXTREME CAUTION WHEN FORCING I/O!

!
MicroLogix 1000 users:  Forces are always enabled in MicroLogix 1000 controllers.
When forcing I/O points, the forces take effect as soon as they are placed!
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To access forcing functions from the Multipoint list screen (not the edit screen), press

[F7] Force.  The Force menu appears on the Multipoint screen.

Highlight the I/O point for which you would like to change forcing, and press the

appropriate function key.  The following keys are available on this screen.

Function Key Description

[F1] oFf Force the highlighted bit off.

[F2] oN Force the highlighted bit on.

[F3] Remove Remove the force from the highlighted bit.

[F6] Enable Enable all forces.  (PLC-500 A.I. only)

[F7] Disable Disable all forces.  (Forces remain, they are just ignored.)
(PLC-500 A.I. only)
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Selecting a SLC 500 Address or Operand

When you insert or append an instruction into a ladder program, the system asks you to

specify addresses for the instruction.  For example, the illustration below shows a timer

instruction before and after addresses and values are specified.

For additional information about instruction requirements, use the Instruction Help

facility (use the command portal string .UUKI or [Shift-F10]).  While programming

an instruction, you can press [F10] to get help on that specific instruction.

Addressing Modes
The SLC 500 processor supports a number of different addressing modes.

Logical Addressing

Logical Addresses consist of an alpha-numeric string with punctuation to specify the

data location.  For instance, N7:50 represents the 51st word in file N7.  (Remember, the

first element in any file is “0”.)

Indexed Addressing

Indexed Addresses (SLC 5/02, 5/03, 5/04, and MicroLogix processors) consist of a

prefix (#) followed by a logical address referred to as a base address.  An offset value

from the processor status file word S:24 is added to the base address.  For example, if

S:24 has a value of 12, then the indexed address #N7:10 would actually reference

N7:22 in the data table.

After Specifying
Addresses

Before Specifying
Addresses
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The value in S:24 can be positive or negative.  The data table is not automatically

expanded to accommodate indexed addresses.  For example, if N7 contains 20 elements

and S:24 contains 30, #N7:10 refers to an integer outside of N7.  This is referred to as

crossing a file boundary.  Crossing a file boundary is allowed (except with MicroLogix

controllers) if the Indexed Addressing File Range status bit (S:2/3) is 1, otherwise,

crossing a file boundary results in processor fault 002A.

!
File instructions also use and modify the value in S:24.  Verify that S:24 contains the
correct value before using an indexed address; failure to do so could result in
unpredictable machine operation with possible damage to equipment and/or injury to
personnel.

When a User Error Handler, STI routine, or I/O Interrupt routine, is invoked, the
S:24 value is stored, and when the routine ends, the original value is restored.
Therefore, you can’t use these routines to set the value in S:24.

Indirect Addressing

SLC 5/03 OS302 and SLC 5/04 OS401 only

Indirect addressing allows you to use a logical address to specify a component of

another logical address.  The processor uses the value from the substitute address to

form the indirect address.  The substitute address is enclosed within brackets [ ].For

example, if the value in N7:0 is 13, then the indirect address T[N7:0]:0.ACC refers to

address T13:0.ACC.  Only word addresses can be used to specify an indirect value (not

bit or multi-word addresses).

Note Instructions with indirect addresses execute slower than instructions with direct

addresses because the processor has to look up each indirect address.

!
Allocate addresses in the data table to include any indirect addresses you specify.
The data table will not automatically expand to include indirect addresses.
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When a direct address (logical or indexed) is assigned to an instruction, the data table

automatically expands to include that address.  (See Appendix C - Data File

Organization and Addressing in the Instruction Set Reference for more information on

allocating data table addresses.)  The following table describes data table allocation for

indirect addresses.

If the indirect
component refers to then

a file number no data table space will be allocated

an element number data table space will be allocated as if element zero was
specified

a subelement number data table space will be allocated as if subelement zero was
specified

a bit number data table space will be allocated as if bit zero was specified

Examples

Indirect Address Memory Allocated

N[N7:1]:8/4 none

T4:[N7:1] T4:0

N20:[N7:1]/4 N20:0/4

N20:8/[N7:1] N20:8/0

The data table will expand to include an address used to specify an indirect address.

For example, specifying the indirect address N11:[N22:33]/[N44:55] would cause the

data table to expand to include the following addresses.

• N11:0

• N22:33

• N44:55

For more information on Indirect Addressing, refer to Appendix C - Data File

Organization and Addressing in the Instruction Set Reference.

Note When converting a program or a block of a program to a processor that does not

support indirect addressing, the indirect addresses will remain and the program will be

saved with errors.  Edit the program to change the indirect addresses to direct

addresses.
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Symbolic Addressing
PLC-500 A.I. allows you to assign a symbol name to a word or bit address, and use the

symbol instead of the address during programming.  A symbol is a description of the

data the word or bit address represents, and can be up to 15 characters in length.  To

create a symbol, simply type a new symbol name in response to a prompt for an

address.  (See Auto Addressing on page 4-34 for more details.)  You can assign symbols

to both direct and indirect addresses.

Note The following characters may NOT be used in a symbol name:  * ? . / : # $ [

].  Characters from the Extended ASCII character set are also invalid in symbol

names.  (These characters are specified by holding down the [Alt] key while typing  a

number on the numeric keypad.)

Symbol Help

Anywhere the system prompts you for an address, you can obtain symbol help, which

allows you to select from a list of existing symbols.  Press [Ins] to display the symbol

help screen.

The symbol help screen shows the symbol name, data file type, address type (word or

bit) and description text.  Position the cursor on a symbol and press [Enter] to select

that symbol/address.
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You can display a shorter list of symbols by entering the first few letters of the desired

symbol text before pressing the [Ins] key.  For instance, entering LS then pressing [Ins]

will display a list of symbols which begin with the letters LS.

To move through the symbol list, you can use the arrow keys or [PgUp] and [PgDn].
You can also locate symbols by entering successive characters in the symbol name.  For

instance, pressing the letter L causes the list to jump to the first symbol that begins with

the letter L.  Entering subsequent letters in the symbol string moves the cursor to the

first matching symbol name.

After pressing [Enter] to accept an address, the input is parsed, or checked, to make

sure it is valid for the current instruction type.

Bit and Word Mnemonics in Symbols

You can use bit and word mnemonics in creating a symbol.  For instance, if you want to

address a timer’s done (.DN) bit, and the timer has a symbol attached to it, you could

enter SYMBOL.DN (where SYMBOL is the symbol for the timer address) as a symbol for

the done bit.  You can use a period ( . ), underscore ( _ ), or forward slash ( / ) as a

delimiter to separate the bit or word mnemonic from the symbol.

There are a series of reserved bit and word mnemonics that the system will interpret as

mnemonic addresses if they are incorporated into symbol names.  These mnemonics are

listed in Appendix D - Bit and Word Mnemonics.  If a symbol contains such a

mnemonic, the system truncates the symbol.  For instance, if you use

SYMBOL_DN_FOUR as a symbol, the system truncates the symbol to SYMBOL_DN (the

done bit of SYMBOL).  This happens whether or not SYMBOL is a symbol in use.

Short Addressing
When addressing one of the default files (file numbers 0 through 7 or 8 depending on

your processor) you can omit the file number and the colon.  For example, you can

enter address N7:10 as N10.  For bit addresses in file B3, you can omit both the file

number and the slash ( / ).  For example, you can enter address B3/0 as B0.

This feature must be enabled on the Program Operational Parms screen.  Refer to

Chapter 12 - Customizing PLC-500 A.I.
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Auto Addressing

When you are using PLC-500 A.I., you don’t have to keep track of what addresses are

available; you can use the Auto Addressing feature to automatically assign the next

available address.

When you create a new symbol, you can assign it to a particular address, allow the

software to assign it to the next available element in the file you select, or you can have

the software create a new file and assign the symbol to the first element.

The screen below is an example of the Auto Addressing screen.

These options are available:

[F1] Attach Select the next available address from the highlighted file.

[F2] attNew Create a new data file for the symbol, and select the first address.

[F4] Name Enter a name for the highlighted file.

[F9] Selpos Select a specific address from the highlighted file.

Symbol to be
addressed
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To enable Auto Addressing:

1. From the Top menu of the offline or online ladder editor, press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F8] Config.

3. Press [F5] Auto-Assign new symbols.  This toggles the setting between

ENABLED and disabled.

4. Press [Esc] to accept the settings.

For more information on configuration options, see Chapter 12 - Customizing PLC-500

A.I.

Even if Auto Addressing is disabled, you can still automatically assign addresses to new

symbols.  When you type a new symbol name at a prompt for an address, the following

prompt will appear.

Enter the address or press [Ins] to proceed with the Auto Address function.

The instructions in the following sections assume Auto-Assign new symbols is enabled

under [F6] Utility [F8] Config.

Attach Symbol to Existing Data File
To attach a symbol to an address in an existing data table file:

1. Insert, append, or replace an instruction in a ladder program.

2. When prompted for an address, type in a new symbol name.

3. The software displays the Auto Addressing screen with a list of the currently

defined data files.  Highlight a file and press [F1] Attach.  (If you selected an input

or output file, the I/O Configuration screen appears.  Highlight the slot you wish to

use and press [F1] Autosel.)

4. The software automatically assigns the first unused address in the file you selected

to the symbol.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UC
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Attach Symbol to New Data File
Use this option to create a new data file for the symbol.  The lowest available file

number will be assigned.  Element 0 or bit 000/00 will automatically be selected from

the file.

To create a new data file for a symbol:

1. Insert, append, or replace an instruction in a ladder program.

2. When prompted for an address, type in a new symbol name.

3. The software displays the Auto Addressing screen with a list of the currently

defined data files.  Press [F2] attNew.

4. The software prompts you to select the data table file type:  Normal or DEBUG (for

use with Emulator).

5. The software displays a list of file types.  Select the file type for the new file.

6. The software prompts you to select the access type:  Global or Local.  If you select

Local, the new data file will be accessible only from the current program file; if you

select Global, the new data file will be accessible from any program file in the

project.

7. The software prompts you for a file name with a maximum of ten characters.  You

can enter a name for the file, or leave it blank.  Type the name and press [Enter].

8. The software prompts you for a description of the file with a maximum of 40

characters.  You can enter the description, or leave it blank.  Type the description

and press [Enter].

9. The software automatically assigns the first unused address in the new file to the

symbol.

Select Position
The Select Position function allows you to select an address from a screen similar to the

data table monitor screen.  Use the arrow keys to select the desired word or bit address

for the new symbol.

To use the Select Position option:
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1. Insert, append, or replace an instruction in a ladder program.

2. When prompted for an address, type in a new symbol name.

3. The software displays the Auto Addressing screen with a list of the currently

defined data files.  Highlight a file and press [F9] Selpos.

4. The software shows you the data table for the file you selected.  The display is

automatically formatted in words or bits, depending on the type of instruction you

are programming.  (If you selected the Input or Output file, the I/O Configuration

screen is displayed.  Highlight the slot you wish to use then press [F2] Manual.)

5. Move the cursor to the word or bit you want to associate with the symbol.  Press

[Enter].

6. The software associates the word or bit with the symbol.
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5  Ladder Program Basics

This chapter discusses the operation of simple ladder programs.  The information is

basic, intended to introduce programming to first-time users.
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Ladder Programming

The ladder program you enter into the controller’s memory will contain bit (relay logic)

instructions representing external input and output devices.  It will also contain other

instructions, as described in the Instruction Set Reference.

As your program is scanned during controller operation, the changing on/off status of

the external inputs will be applied to your program, energizing and de-energizing

external outputs according to the particular instructions you’ve used.

To illustrate how ladder programming works, we chose to use bit (relay logic)

instructions, since they are probably the easiest to understand.  The three instructions

we will be discussing in this section are:

Examine if Closed (XIC)

] [ Analogous to the normally open relay contact.
For this instruction, we ask the processor to
“Examine if (the contact is) Closed.”

Examine if Open (XIO)

] [/ Analogous to the normally closed relay contact.
For this instruction, we ask the processor to
“Examine if (the contact is) Open.”

Output Energize (OTE)

( ) Analogous to the relay coil.  The processor
makes this instruction true (analogous to
energizing a coil) when there is a path of true XIC
and XIO instructions in the rung.

Keep in mind that operation of these instructions is similar but not equivalent to that of

relay contacts and coils.  In fact, a knowledge of relay control techniques is not a

prerequisite for programming the SLC 500 Programmable Controller.
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A One-Rung Ladder Program

A ladder program consists of individual rungs, each consisting of at least one output

instruction.  A rung may have at most 128 instructions:  a combination of 0 to 127

input instructions and 1 to 75 output instructions.  Various rung constructions are

discussed later.  Every program file must have an END rung.  This is automatically

programmed by PLC-500 A.I.

The ladder rung below has two input instructions and an output instruction.  An output

instruction always appears at the right, next to the right power rail.  Input instructions

always appear to the left of the output instruction.

] [ ] [/ ( )
B3 B3 B3

10 11 12

XIC XIO OTE

Input Instructions Output Instruction

XIC=Examine if Closed Address B3/10
XIO=Examine if Open Address B3/11
OTE=Output Energize Address B3/12

A simple rung, using relay logic instructions

Note that each instruction in the diagram above has an address.  This address identifies

a storage location in the processor’s data files, where the on/off state of the instruction

is stored.  For more information on addressing, refer to Appendix C - Data File

Organization and Addressing in the Instruction Set Reference.  Addresses of the above

instructions indicate Bit data file 3 (B3), bits 10, 11, and 12:

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 0100 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000

Bit Data File 3,
Element 0

XIO XICOTE

In the preceding diagram, we indicated that bit 10 is logic 1 (on), bit 11 is logic 0 (off),

and bit 12 is logic 1 (on).  These logic states indicate whether an instruction is true or

false, as pointed out in the table below.
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If the data table The status of the instruction in the sample rung is:

bit is: XIC
Examine if Closed

] [

XIO
Examine if Open

] [/

OTE
Output Energize

( )

Logic 0 False True False

Logic 1 True False True

From this table, we see that the status of bits 10, 11, and 12 indicate that the XIC, XIO,

and OTE instructions of our rung are true.

The true/false status of instructions is the basis of controller operation, as indicated in

the following sections.
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Logical State of Rungs

During controller operation, the processor evaluates each rung, changing the state of

instructions according to the logical continuity of rungs.  More specifically, input

instructions set up the conditions under which the processor will make an output

instruction true or false.  These conditions are:

• When the processor finds a continuous path of true input instructions in a rung, the

OTE output instruction will become (or remain) true.  We then say that “rung

conditions are true.”

• When the processor does not find a continuous path of true input instructions in a

rung, the OTE output instruction will become (or remain) false.  We then say that

“rung conditions are false.”

Note If the actual state of an output does not agree with input conditions on a particular

rung, it may be that the output is also used elsewhere in the program.  Use a cross

reference search to find any other occurrences of the output instruction.  Refer to

Chapter 10 - Searching Functions for directions on conducting a search by cross

reference.

Suppose that the controller is operating and the input instructions of our rung change

state over a period of time (as determined by changing logic conditions in previous

rungs).  The output instruction would then change state accordingly:

] [ ] [/ ( )
B3 B3 B3

10 11 12

XIC XIO OTE

Input Instructions Output Instruction

Inputs Output Bit Status

Time XIC XIO OTE XIC XIO OTE

t1(initial) False True False 0 0 0

t2 True True Goes True 1 0 1

t3 True False Goes False 1 1 0

t4 False False Remains False 0 1 0
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Series Logic (AND)
So far you have seen examples of series (AND) logic.  When input instructions are in

series, all input conditions in the path must be true for the output to energize.

] [ ( )] [
A B C

Series Inputs

In this example, if A and B are true, energize C.

Parallel Logic (OR)
Another form of logical continuity is parallel (OR) logic.  When input instructions are

in parallel, one path or another must be true to energize the output.

] [

] [

( )
A C

B

Parallel Inputs

In the above example, if A or B is true, energize C.

Use branching to form parallel logic in your user program.  You can use branching to

avoid redundant instructions, speed up processor evaluation, and provide more efficient

programming.  Branches can be established at both input and output portions of a rung.

The upper limit on the number of levels which can be programmed in a parallel branch

structure is 75.  The maximum number of instructions per rung is 128.
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Input Branching

Use an input branch in your application program to allow more than one combination

of input conditions to form parallel branches (OR logic conditions).  If at least one of

these parallel branches forms a true logic path, the rung logic is enabled.  If none of the

parallel branches forms a true logic path, rung logic will not be enabled, the output

instruction logic will not be true, and the output will not be energized.

] [

] [

( )
A D

C

Parallel Input Branching

] [/
B

In the above example, either A and B, or C can provide a true logical path.

Output Branching

You can program parallel outputs on a rung to allow a true logic path to control

multiple outputs.  When there is a true logic path, all parallel outputs become true.

] [

] [

( )
A C

B

Parallel Output Branching

( )U
E

Move
Source S:3

Dest N7:10

MOV

In the above example, either A or B provides a true logical path to all three output

instructions.
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Additional input logic instructions (conditions) can be programmed in the output

branches to further condition control of the outputs.  When there is a true logic path,

including extra input conditions on an output branch, that branch becomes true.

] [

] [

( )
A C

B

Parallel Output Branching with Conditions

( )] [
D E

In the above example, either A and D, or B and D provide a true logical path to E.

Either A or B provide a true logical path to C.

Nested Branching

Input and output branches can be “nested” to avoid redundant instructions and to

provide more efficient programming.  A “nested” branch is a branch that starts or ends

within another branch.  You can nest branches up to four levels deep.

] [ ] [ ] [ ( )

] [

] [

] [

] [] [

] [

( )

( )] [

] [

Nested Input and Output Branches

] [

PLC-500 A.I. allows all branching combinations to be programmed in the MicroLogix,

fixed, SLC 5/01, 5/02, 5/03, and 5/04 processors.

Note The Hand Held Terminal (HHT) does not allow nested input and output branches to be

programmed in a fixed or SLC 5/01 processor.
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Nested branching can be converted into non-nested branches by repeating instructions

to make parallel equivalents.

] [ ] [ ] [ ( )

] [

] [

] [

Non-Nested Equivalent Parallel Branch

] [ ] [ ] [

] [

] [

( )

Nested Branch

A B C F

D

E

A B C F

D C

E

Execution Time and Branch Structure Considerations

In general, non-nested branches are more efficient than nested branches.  Both of the

examples shown below accomplish the same result with the same number of output

instructions; however, the non-nested branching example is evaluated approximately

1 µs faster than the nested branching example.

Nested Branching

( )

( )

Non-Nested Branching

( )

( )

( ) ( )

You are limited to four nested branches per rung.  Each nested branch, however, can

have up to 75 extended branches.  Remember, you are still confined to 128 instructions

per rung, which would limit you before the branch structure would.
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A Four-Rung Ladder Program

The following four-rung ladder program uses the same 3 bit locations as our simple one

rung diagram.  It also uses an external input bit address and an external output bit

address. Note that individual bits are addressed repeatedly.  For example, B3/11 is

addressed with an XIC instruction in rungs 1 and 4, and it is addressed with both an

XIC and an OTE instruction in rung 2.

] [ ] [/ ] [ ( )

] [ ] [/ ] [/ ( )

] [

] [

] [

( )

( )

I:0 B3 B3 B3

1 10 11 12

I:0 B3 B3 B3

B3

I:0 B3

B3 O:0

1 10 12 11

11

1 10

11 2

1

2

3

4

Bit

Rung I:0/1 B3/10 B3/11 B3/12 O:0/2

1 ] [ ] [/ ] [ ( ) N/A

2 ] [ ] [/ ( ) ] [ ] [/ N/A

3 ] [ ( ) N/A N/A N/A

4 N/A N/A ] [ N/A ( )

During normal controller operation, the processor checks the state of the input data file

bits then executes the program instructions individually, rung by rung, from the

beginning to the end of the program.  As it executes the instructions, it updates the data

file bits and energizes the appropriate output data file bits accordingly.
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B3/10, B3/11, and B3/12 are all initially logic 0.  When XIC instruction I:0/1 goes true

(e.g. because an external momentary push button closes):

• Rung 1 is evaluated as false because XIC instruction B3/11 is false at this time.

• Rung 2 is evaluated as true.  XIC B3/11 in the branch of this rung goes true to

maintain continuity in the rung.

• Rung 3 is evaluated as true.

• Rung 4 is evaluated as true because XIC B3/11 has gone true.  The external device

represented by OTE O:0/2 is energized.

Application:  Use this program to achieve the maintained contact action of an On-Off

toggle switch using a momentary contact push button.  Press for On.  Press again for

Off.

The first time you press the push button (represented by address I:0/1), instruction

B3/11 is latched, energizing output O:0/2.  The second time you press the push button,

instruction B3/12 unlatches instruction B3/11, de-energizing output O:0/2.  Instruction

B3/10 prevents interaction between instructions B3/12 and B3/11.

Previously, we indicated that the processor executes instructions individually, rung by

rung, to the end of the program.  This is called a program scan and is usually repeated

many times a second.  The figure below indicates in greater detail what happens during

individual scans when an external input device (represented by I:0/1) is operated.

When the state of a bit changes during the program scan, the effects this may have in

earlier rungs of the program are not accounted for until the next scan.  To point this

out, we’ve shown successive scans (1000 and 1001, 2000 and 2001, etc.).
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XIC
I:0/1

Instruction Execution
T = true at time of execution
F = false at time of execution

Goes
True T F

T

F

T

T

T

FT

T T

T

T

Scan 1000

T F

T

T

T

T

F

TF

T T

T

T

Scan 1001

Goes
False

F F

F

T

F

T

F

TF

T T

F

T

Scan 2000

F F

F

T

F

T

T

TT

T T

F

T

Scan 2001

Goes
True T T

T

T

T

F

T

TT

F F

T

F

Scan 3000

T F

T

F

T

F

F

FF

T F

T

F

Scan 3001

Goes
False F F

F

F

F

F

F

FF

T F

F

F

Scan 4000

F F

F

F

F

F

T

FT

T F

F

F

Scan 4001

F F
F

F
F
F

T
FT
T F

F
F

The diagram above is the same one
that appears in the beginning of this
topic.  This diagram is also
represented below with each
instruction replaced with a T or F,
indicating the initial True/False status
of the instruction.

The table at the right indicates how the
instructions are executed when XIC
instruction I:0/1 changes state.  (I:0/1
represents an external momentary
contact push button.)

] [ ] [/ ] [ ( )

] [ ] [/ ] [/ ( )

] [

] [

] [

( )

( )

I:0 B3 B3 B3

1 10 11 12

I:0 B3 B3 B3

B3

I:0 B3

B3 O:0

1 10 12 11

11

1 10

11 2

1

2

3

4
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Operating Cycle (Simplified)

The diagram below shows a simplified operating cycle, consisting of the program scan,

which we discussed above, and the I/O scan.

I/O Scan

Program Scan

In the I/O scan, data associated with external outputs is transferred from the output data

file to the output terminals.  (This data was updated during the preceding program

scan.)  In addition, input terminals are examined, and the input data file is updated

accordingly.

In the program scan, the updated status of the external input devices is applied to the

user program.  The processor executes the entire list of instructions in ascending rung

order.  Bits are updated according to logical continuity rules as the program scan moves

from instruction to instruction through successive ladder rungs.

The I/O scan and program scan are separate, independent functions.  Thus, any status

changes occurring in external input devices during the program scan are not accounted

for until the next I/O scan.  Similarly, data changes associated with external outputs are

not transferred to the outputs until the next I/O scan.

Note The description here does not account for the processor overhead and communications

portions of the operating cycle.  These are discussed in Appendices A and B of the

Instruction Set Reference.  Also, for time critical I/O operations, special instructions

such as IOM, IIN, and DII can be used to update I/O terminals during the program

scan.
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The table below indicates how the operating cycle works for the four rung ladder

program discussed on pages 5-10 through 5-12.  Details of program scans 999-1001 are

shown.

] [ ] [/ ] [ ( )

] [ ] [/ ] [/ ( )

] [

] [

] [

( )

( )

I:0 B3 B3 B3

1 10 11 12

I:0 B3 B3 B3

B3

I:0 B3

B3 O:0

1 10 12 11

11

1 10

11 2

1

2

3

4

Scan Event

Scan
Program Initial conditions.  No changes.  I:0/1 goes true, but has no

effect on the program until after the I/O scan.

999 I/O Processor determines that external input terminal I:0/1 is On.
Bit I:0/1 in the input data file is changed from 0 to 1.  Output
O:0/2 is unchanged.

Scan
1000

Program Program is scanned.  Data files are updated, as affected by bit
I:0/1.  Output bit O:0/2 is changed from 0 to 1.

I/O Output terminal O:0/2 is turned On.  Input terminal I:0/1 is
unchanged.

Scan
1001

Program Program is scanned.  Bit changes that took place in the later
part of program scan 1000 are now applied to the first part of
the program.

I/O No changes.



6  Creating and Editing Ladder Logic

Editing program files is done within the ladder editor.  Select the project you would like

to work on (see Chapter 2 - Handling Project Files), then enter the ladder editor by

pressing [F2] Offline Programming/Doc (or [F3] Online Programming/Monitoring)

from the PLC-500 A.I. main menu.  This chapter focuses on offline editing.

Differences for online editing can be found in Chapter 18 - Online Editing and

Monitoring.  Unless otherwise indicated, the instructions in this chapter are given

assuming that you are at the top ladder editing menu.

This chapter contains instructions for:

• creating ladder logic files

• selecting a ladder program to edit

• entering instructions

• using various modes of the ladder editor, including:

§ append and insert modes

§ branch mode

• using block functions to edit your program files

• saving processor files

• clearing and deleting program files
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Creating Ladder Program Files

Creating and editing ladder program files is done within the ladder editor.  From the

main menu, press [F2] Offline Programming/Doc.  The ladder editor will start at the

top menu.

The editor automatically brings up program file 2, the main program file.  Note that the

status line indicates the file and rung number (in the upper right of this screen).

RUNG 2:0/0 on this screen indicates file number 2, rung number zero out of zero total

rungs.
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To create a new ladder program file:

1. Display the SLC 500 Program Files screen:

§ Press [F6] Utility.

§ Press [F5] Progfil.

2. Press [F5] Create to add a program file to the program list.

3. The system asks you for the program file number.  Type the number, and press

[Enter].  The system creates the program file.  (If program file numbers have been

skipped, those files will also be created.  Using the above screen as an example, if

you created program file number 5, file numbers 3 and 4 would also be created.)

Note Program file numbers 0 and 1 are reserved and cannot be edited or deleted.

To create and immediately edit a new program file:

1. Press [F9] sPecfil, from the Program Files screen.  A prompt will appear for the

file number.

2. Type the new file number, and press [Enter].  The program file will be created and

displayed.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UP

Shortcut key for this
function:
[Shift-F1]

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UPP
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To name and describe a program file:

1. Display the Program Files screen.

2. Highlight the program you want to name or give a description to.

3. Press [F4] Filname.  PLC-500 A.I. will ask you to type a name for the file.

4. Type a file name of up to 10 characters and press [Enter].

5. PLC-500 A.I. will ask you to type a description for the file.  Type a description of

up to 50 characters and press [Enter].

Note The 10-character file name is stored in the file project.NAM.  The 50-character

description is stored in the database file (project.DSC).
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Selecting a Program File to Edit

To select a different ladder program file to edit or monitor:

1. Display the SLC 500 Program Files screen:

§ Press [F6] Utility.

§ Press [F5] Progfil.

2. Highlight the program file you want to monitor or edit.

3. Press [F1] Monitor.  The system opens the ladder file you highlighted.

You can also use the [F9] sPecfil function to specify by number the program file you

would like to create or edit.  This can be convenient if you have a large number of

program files.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UP

Shortcut key for this
function:
[Shift-F1]
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Entering Instructions and Rungs

Note This chapter reflects instructions and software behavior for offline editing.  For

information about online editing, see Chapter 18 - Online Editing and Monitoring.

To edit a ladder program, select [F3] Edit from the top level of the editor.

Moving the Cursor in the Ladder Logic
The cursor position determines whether the edit command is directed at a rung or an

instruction.  If the cursor is on the left power rail, as in the screen above, you can insert,

append, delete, or replace a rung.  If the cursor is anywhere else, edits occur on the

current rung.

To move… Press…

one rung up or down [áá] or [ââ]

five rungs up or down [PgUp] or [PgDn]

10 rungs up or down [Ctrl-PgUp] or [Ctrl-PgDn]

left or right (to instructions) [ßß] or [àà]

to the last output on the rung [End]

to the End rung [End] [End]

Cursor
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To move… Press…

to the left power rail [Home]

to the top of the current program file [Home] [Home]

to the next program file [Alt-N]

to the previous program file [Alt- —]

onto a branch (The cursor must be on the start or end of
the branch.)  [ââ]

(For more information on branching, refer to the section on Branching beginning on

page 6-15.)

Select Mode (Append or Insert)
You can place new instructions or rungs either before or after the cursor.

If the cursor is... Append will.. Insert will...

on the rung (on an
instruction or
branch junction)

place the new instruction to
the right of the current cursor
position

place the new instruction to
the left of the current cursor
position

on the left power rail place the new rung below the
current rung

place the new rung above the
current rung

To append or insert a rung or instruction:

1. Move to the rung where you want to append or insert a rung or instruction.

2. To append or insert a rung, place the cursor on the left power rail, and press

[F3] Append or [F4] Insert.

3. To append or insert an instruction, place the cursor on the instruction nearest to

the location where you want the new instruction, and press [F3] Append or [F4]

Insert.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.EA to append
.EI to insert
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Enter the Instructions
There are four methods for selecting instruction types during editing, and you can use

any of them at any time during ladder editing:

• Function key menu programming

• ASCII mnemonic

• Quick key programming

• Command Portal programming

Use any one of these methods to place instructions on a rung.

Function Key Menu Programming

Function key menu programming is the simplest method of programming.  You do not

need to remember long, complicated command structures or syntax to program using

this method.  After selecting the appropriate editing mode (append, insert or replace)

the function key menu across the bottom of the screen will display a set of the most

commonly used instruction types.  These include discrete bit references (XIC, XIO,

etc.), Timer On, Count Up, Count Down, and Timer Off.  Pressing [F10] Others shows

other instruction type categories.  Locate the desired instruction and press that function

key.

ASCII Mnemonic

While in edit mode you can use an instruction’s 3-letter mnemonic to enter that

instruction.  Press [/] (forward slash), type the three letter mnemonic, and press

[Enter].  For example, type /MOV [Enter] to enter a move instruction.

You can also use this method to program or edit an entire rung.  Once you are familiar

with the mnemonics, this method is much quicker than using the function key menus.

To display the mnemonic for an existing rung:

1. Enter edit mode.

2. Position the cursor on the left power rail of the rung whose mnemonic you wish to

display.

3. Press [ / ].
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4. Press [Ins].  PLC-500 A.I. displays the mnemonic for the rung as in the example

shown below.

When using mnemonics to enter instructions, you must enter all parameters required

for the instruction.  Notice in the example above that all parameters for the TON

instruction are listed in order, separated by spaces, in the rung mnemonic.

Quick Key Programming

Quick key programming is very useful, especially if you have certain instructions you

use often.  If you map instruction types to the keyboard, pressing one of your defined

keys appends that instruction type after the current cursor position.  For instance, the

“X” key is assigned to the XIC instruction by default.  Pressing [X] appends or inserts

the XIC instruction, depending on the cursor position.

To define quick keys from the ladder logic editor, press [Shift-F10].  The quick key

definition window includes an instruction help utility which describes each SLC 500

instruction.

The keys assigned to given instructions are displayed on a line above the function key

help line.  If more keys are assigned than will fit across the line, the line will end with

an ellipsis (…) to indicate that more keys are assigned than are displayed.  Press the

spacebar to scroll the display of assigned quick keys.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUK

Defined Quick Keys

Rung Mnemonic
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Command Portal Programming

Command Portal programming is a quick method of entering rungs and instructions

into a ladder program.  You can use the Command Portal to access any edit mode from

most other menu levels, since the first character in the string will point to the [F3] Edit
level.  You can append an instruction type to the end of the string using either the quick

key or three character mnemonic methods.

For example, pressing the [.] key and typing EIX inserts an XIC instruction, if “X” is

the quick key for the XIC instruction.

You may append any instruction mnemonic to the command portal string by preceding

it with a slash (/) character. For instance, to insert a new rung with a MOV instruction,

move the cursor to the left power rail and type .EI/MOV [Enter].  This inserts a rung

with a MOV instruction above the current rung.

The Command Portal is also used for moving around in PLC-500 A.I.  The Key

Command Guide supplied with PLC-500 A.I. details the Command Portal keys.  Refer

to Chapter 1 - Introduction for more information.

Accept the Rung
When you are done editing a rung, you must accept the rung for PLC-500 A.I. to

incorporate the changes in your program.  Until you have accepted the rung, you can

abort all edits to the rung by pressing [Esc].

To accept the rung you are editing, press [F9] aCcept.

To accept the rung you are editing and automatically append a new rung for editing,

press the [+] key on the numeric keypad.

Instruction Set Help
You can obtain information about any instruction used in the SLC-500 processor.

To obtain instruction help:

1. From the top ladder editing menu, press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F9] Util2.  The function keys change to the second set of utility options.

Shortcut keys for this
function:
[F10] while editing an
instruction
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3. Press [F7] Keyconf.  The Program Key Assignments screen appears.

4. Press [F4] Inshelp.  The system prompts you to select an instruction.  The first

instruction (ABL) is highlighted.

5. Move the highlight to the instruction for which you want information, and press

[Enter].  The system displays a help screen for the instruction you selected.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUKI
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Changing a Rung

You can edit existing rungs by replacing, deleting, and undeleting instructions and

rungs.

Replace Mode
If you replace a rung, the software places a copy of the rung above the original.  When

you press [F9] to accept the modifications, the original rung is discarded and replaced

by the modifications.  You can also discard the modifications and restore the original

rung by pressing [Esc] prior to accepting the edits.

If you replace an instruction, the current instruction type becomes the default replace

type.  Press [Enter] immediately after selecting replace to modify the address, leaving

the instruction type unchanged.  If you replace one instruction with another, and the

two instructions have the same addressing requirements, (e.g., replace XIC with XIO)

the old address will become the new default address.

To replace a rung or instruction:

1. Enter edit mode.  (From the top menu bar, select [F3] Edit.)

2. Move to the rung or instruction that you want to replace.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.ER
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3. Press [F5] Replace.  PLC-500 A.I. places a copy of the rung above the original and

marks the copy with the letter “I” along the power rails.  The rung being replaced

is marked with the letter “R” along the power rails.  In the screen shown below, an

instruction is highlighted to be replaced.

4. Make your changes.  You can append and insert instructions as described in the

section on Entering Instructions and Rungs above.  Branching, explained later in

this chapter, can also be added or changed here.  Deleting and undeleting is

explained in more detail below.

5. If you make a mistake, you can press [Esc] to abort edits.

6. Press [F9] aCcept when you are done with your changes.  The software replaces

the old rung with the new one.

Delete & Undelete Modes
You can delete instructions from rungs, or rungs from the ladder program.  The last

instruction and rung deleted are saved in a buffer and can be undeleted.  You can also

delete and undelete branch structures.  See the section on branching for more

information.

Note Three separate delete buffers exist for instructions, rungs, and branches.
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When you undelete a rung or instruction, the software assumes the insert mode.  If the

deleted item was a rung, undeleting it places it above the current rung.  If the deleted

item was an instruction, undeleting it places it before the current instruction.

To delete a rung or instruction:

1. Move to the rung where you want to delete a rung or instruction.  Press [F3] Edit
to enter the ladder editing mode.

2. To delete a rung, place the cursor on the left power rail on the rung you want to

delete.  Press [F6] Delete.  The rung is deleted from the program.

3. To delete an instruction, place the cursor on the instruction you want to delete.

Press [F6] Delete.  The instruction is deleted from the rung.

To undelete a rung or instruction:

1. Move to the part of the ladder logic where you want to place an undeleted rung or

instruction.  To undelete a rung, place the cursor in the left power rail.  To

undelete an instruction, place the cursor on a rung, not on the power rail.

Remember that undeleted rungs are placed above the current rung, and that

undeleted instructions are placed before the current instruction.

2. Press [F3] Edit to enter the ladder editing mode.

3. Press [F7] Undel.  The last rung or instruction deleted is placed in the ladder

program.  You can undelete the item as many times as you wish, until you exit the

ladder editor, clear the scrap buffer, or delete a different item.

Note The last deleted rung or instruction can be undeleted repeatedly as many times as

necessary.  You can use this feature to quickly duplicate or move a rung or instruction.

The contents of the “delete buffer” are lost when you exit the ladder editor.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.ED to delete
.EU to undelete
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Branching

You can set up parallel logic paths using branches.  See Chapter 5 - Ladder Program

Basics for more information on parallel logic and branching.

Creating Branches
Branching options are executed from a separate menu level, below the edit level.  From

the ladder editing mode ([F3] Edit), you can access branch options by:

• pressing [F1] Branch then [F3] Append or [F4] Insert

• pressing a predefined key such as [B] for Branch Start

• using a mnemonic such as /BST (Branch Start)

• using Command Portal keys such as .EBA

To create a branch:

1. Move the cursor to the rung where you want a branch.  Place the cursor on an

instruction where you want the branch to start or end.

2. Make sure you are in edit mode.  (From the top menu bar, press [F3] Edit.)

3. Press [F1] Branch.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.EBA to append a
branch
.EBI to insert a
branch.
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4. Press [F3] Append to start the branch after the current cursor location or [F4]

Insert to start the branch before the current cursor location.  The branch structure

will be displayed visually as shown below.

5. Position the branch on the rung.  You can use the arrow keys to move the start or

end of the branch and see what it will look like, or you can press the letter

corresponding to the desired start or end point of the branch.  For more detail on

how to position the branch, see the section on Positioning the Branch below.

§ Use the arrow keys to position the branch, then press [F1] cUrrent to program

the branch structure as displayed.

OR

§ Press a letter or corresponding function key to place the start or end of the

branch at that location.  The software immediately programs the branch

structure.

6. Press [F9] aCcept to accept the rung.

Positioning the Branch

This section will use several examples based on the rung above to explain branch

positioning.  Each example begins with the screen as shown above.  At this point, you

can move either the start or the end of the branch, but not both.
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Example 1

If you press the right arrow key, [àà], the end of the branch will move to the right.  The

branch in the screen on the previous page will then appear as follows.

Press [F1] cUrrent to program this structure.

Note You can achieve the same result by pressing [D] or [F5] from the screen shown on

page 6-16.  You can also use the Command Portal to program a branch.  In this case,

with the cursor on the OTE instruction, you would type .EBID.

Add your instruction(s) to the branch.  See Adding Instructions to a Branch on page 6-

19.

At this point you can edit the rung further or press [F9] aCcept.
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Example 2

A branch is inserted as shown on the screen below.

If you press the left arrow key, [ßß], the start of the branch will move to the left.  The

branch in this example will then appear as follows.

If you press [ßß] again, the start of the branch will move further to the left as shown

below.  (If you press [àà] the start of the branch will move back to the right.)
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Press [F1] cUrrent to program this structure.

At this point you can edit the rung further or press [F9] aCcept.

Note You can achieve the same result by pressing [A] or [F2] from the first screen shown.

Adding Instructions to a Branch
Append and insert instructions on a branch the same way that you would place them on

a rung.  Use [ââ] to move the cursor to the lower left-hand corner of the branch.  From

here, [F3] Append will allow you to place an instruction on the lower  leg of the

branch and [F4] Insert will allow you to place an instruction on the upper  leg of the

branch.
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Extending Branches
You can create multiple parallel branches.  Use the Extend Up or Extend Down options

to create another branch group in parallel to the existing branch group.

Parallel branches look like this:

] [ ( )

( )

( )

The maximum number of levels in a parallel branch structure is 75.  The maximum

number of instructions per rung is 128.

To extend a branch:

1. Place the cursor on the branch you want to extend.

2. Press [F3] Edit to enter the editing mode.

3. Press [F1] Branch to display branch editing options.

4. If you want to extend the branch group above the current cursor position, press

[F1] extUp.  If you want to extend the branch group under the current cursor

position, press [F2] extDown.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.EBU to extend up or
.EBD to extend down
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Nesting Branches
Nested branches are used to create an “or” path inside of an existing branch structure.

A “nested” branch is a branch that starts or ends within another branch.  You can nest

branches up to four levels deep.  (Each nested branch can contain up to 75 parallel

branches.)

For Example:

] [ ( )

] [ ] [

] [

Nested Branch

To create a nested branch:

1. Either create a branched rung, or go to a branched rung in your program.

2. Move your cursor to the point on the branched rung where you would like to nest a

branch.

3. The rest of the procedure is the same as placing a branch on a regular rung.  You

can append or insert a branch on the branch rung, creating the nested branch.

Deleting a Branch
Note Deleting a branch also deletes all instructions within that branch group.  If the cursor

is on a branch leg, that leg is deleted with all its contents.

To delete a branch rung:

1. Place the cursor on the lower left corner of the branch rung you want to delete.

2. Press [F3] Edit to enter the editing mode.

3. Press [F1] Branch to enter the branch editing functions.
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4. Press [F6] dElete to delete the branch leg.  The system deletes the leg and all

instructions on the leg.  If the branch segment that disappears is not what you

meant, either press [Esc] to cancel all edits to the rung, or see Undeleting a Branch

below.

Undeleting a Branch
When you delete a branch, it is saved in a buffer until you delete another branch.  This

new deletion takes the place of the old one in the buffer.  You can undelete a branch

structure in the buffer to any location in the project.  You are not limited to undeleting

to the same instruction, the same rung, or even the same program file.

Note The last deleted branch can be undeleted repeatedly as many times as necessary.  You

can use this feature to quickly duplicate a branch.  The contents of the “delete buffer”

are lost when you exit the ladder editor.

To undelete a branch:

1. Position the cursor where you would like to append or insert the previously deleted

branch.

2. Select [F3] Edit, then [F1] Branch.

3. Select [F7] uNdel.  PLC-500 A.I. displays a message telling you to Select undelete

mode.  You must tell the software how you want the undeleted branch placed.  The

system acts as if you were creating a new branch structure; you can insert or

append the branch.

4. Select a mode from the menu bar.

§ If you select [F3] Append or [F4] Insert, the system draws an empty branch

structure.  Use the techniques discussed in the previous section for moving the

branch into the correct position.  Select [F1] cUrrent to accept the branch

structure.  The system restores the previously deleted branch, including

instructions.

§ If you select [F1] extUp or [F2] extDown with the cursor on a branch leg, the

system restores the previously deleted branch, including instructions.

5. Press [F9] aCcept to incorporate the edits into the program.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.EBE

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.EBN
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Re-using Blocks of Rungs (Libraries)

Block functions provide a method of moving rungs from one program file to another, to

a different location in the current program file, or to another project.

You can:

• Copy or cut a block of rungs to a memory area called the scrap buffer

• Copy rungs from the scrap buffer into a program file

• Save the scrap buffer to a disk file called a library file

• Load rungs from a library file into a program file

Block Copy and Cut
While in the offline editor, you can copy and cut blocks of rungs.  The copied and cut

rungs are stored in a temporary scrap buffer in the computer’s memory until they are

overwritten by another block, or the buffer is intentionally emptied.  Once a block is in

the scrap buffer, you can insert it into program files or save it to disk.

Rung descriptions assigned to rung numbers within a copied block are not inserted.

Use the library functions to preserve rung descriptions in copied blocks.  (See the

sections on saving and loading a block of rungs, below.)

Note The contents of the scrap buffer will be lost if you exit the offline editor, or shell to the

Database Editor or reporting options.  In general, if you are prompted to save your

edits, you are leaving the editor.  There are several other operations (cutting another

block of rungs, for example) which clear the scrap buffer.  A warning will appear

before these operations clear the buffer, and you will have an opportunity to cancel the

operation or save the buffer to disk.

To cut or copy a block of rungs to the scrap buffer:

1. Move the cursor to the first rung you want in the block operation.

2. Press [F3] Edit to enter the editing mode.

3. Press [F2] blocK to select block operations.

4. Press [F1] bkStart to select the starting rung of the block.
Command Portal keys
for this function:
.EKS to start the block,
then …
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5. Move the cursor to the last rung you want in the block.  PLC-500 A.I. highlights

your selection as you move the cursor.

6. Press the key for the operation you want to perform.  Your choices are

§ [F2] bkCopy - Copy the rungs to the scrap buffer, leaving the original rungs

alone.

§ [F3] bkcUt - Cut the rungs out of the ladder logic and put them in the scrap

buffer.

Inserting a Block of Rungs
You can insert rungs from the scrap buffer into a ladder program.

Note If you use local file access mode, do not copy rungs between files.  Instead, export the

rungs to a library and load them into the new program file using the symbolic mode.

See Chapter 4 - Data Table Addressing and Editing for details on local and global file

access modes, and Loading a Saved Block of Rungs on page 6-26 for details on the

symbolic mode.

To insert a block of rungs from the scrap buffer:

1. Move to the rung in your ladder program where you want to place the rungs from

the scrap buffer.  The scrap buffer rungs will be inserted above the current rung.

You can switch to any program file in the current project to insert the block.

2. Press [F3] Edit to enter the ladder editing mode.

3. Press [F2] blocK to enter the block editing mode.

4. Press [F4] bkIns to insert the block of rungs.

Saving a Block of Rungs
You can save blocks of rungs to disk files.  This allows you to copy blocks of rungs (or

entire projects) from one SLC 500 project to another.  These disk files are called

libraries.

To save the contents of the scrap buffer to a disk file:

1. Copy or cut a block of rungs into the scrap buffer.  If you are performing a

complete export (of the entire program), you may skip this step.

…
.EKC to copy or
.EKU to cut.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.EKI
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2. Make sure you are at the block editing menu bar.  ([F3] Edit, [F2] blocK)

3. Press [F8] Save to save a block of rungs.  The Export Configuration menu appears.

This menu allows you to configure the saved file.

4. Select [F1] Library to export. The File Selector appears, allowing you to select or

create a file for the rungs.  Create the library file (go to the directory into which

you want to place the library file, and then press [Ins], type the file name, and

press [Enter]).  The Export Configuration menu will reappear.

5. Select [F2] Export Rung Des’s to toggle the setting to export rung descriptions

with the file between YES and NO.

6. You can export either the entire set of ladder programs in your project, or the set of

rungs in the scrap buffer.  [F3] Export Mode toggles the export mode.  Marked

Block exports only the rungs in the scrap buffer, and Entire Program exports all

ladder programs, data table files, and the I/O configuration.

Note The software will not allow you to select a partial export when the scrap buffer is

empty.  (That is, if you skipped step 1.)

7. Toggle [F4] Annotate Library to Yes if you want rung numbers to appear as

comments in the exported file.  Annotation also inserts Data Table address

reference numbers as comments in the file.  This option is useful if you are going

to edit the program in a text editor.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.EKS
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8. Use [F5] Export Ins Des’s to include instruction descriptions and symbols.  This

will create two additional files.  The .FIX file created with this option is an index

of addresses in the library, which can be used to offset addresses when the block is

reloaded (see Loading a Saved Block of Rungs, below).  The .SY5 file contains

symbol and description text for all addresses actually used in the library.  This

option must be enabled to use Indexed Mode to load addresses when importing a

saved block of rungs.

9. To export the rungs, press [F7] Perform Export Operation.  PLC-500 A.I. will

ask you to enter a description for the new program library.

§ Type a description and press [Enter].  This description will be displayed when

a user attempts to load the library.

OR

§ To skip the description, press [Esc] or just press [Enter].

10. Press [Esc] to exit the Export Configuration menu.

!
MSG, REF, and SVC instructions can be different depending on the processor.  You
may have trouble if you save a block containing one of these instructions to a library
file and attempt to load the library to a program that is configured for a different
processor or for a processor with a different operating system (like SLC 5/03 OS301
and SLC 5/03 OS300).

Loading a Saved Block of Rungs
Note Libraries may contain either partial or complete program file images.  A library

containing a partial program file image may be loaded into any program file number.

A complete program file image is appended to the same file number as the original

program file, regardless of the current ladder file number.  In most cases, a library

containing a complete program file image should be imported into a newly created and

empty project.

To recall a saved block of rungs:

1. Open the ladder logic file into which you want to import the rungs from the library

file.  Place the rung cursor on the rung just past where you want the block loaded.

The block will be loaded just above the cursor, as if you were inserting rungs.
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2. Press [F3] Edit to enter the ladder editing mode.

3. Press [F2] blocK to open the block editing options.

4. Press [F9] Load to select a library file to load into the ladder program.  The Import

Configuration menu appears.

5. Press [F1] Library to import to select a library file to import.  The file selector

appears.  Use the file selector to choose a library file.  The Import Configuration

menu reappears.

6. Toggle [F2] Import Rung Des’s to select the import mode for rung descriptions.

§ Import New will import only those rung descriptions that do not conflict with

existing rung descriptions.

§ Overwrite imports all rung descriptions from the library file, overwriting any

corresponding rung descriptions that already exist in the current program.

§ Ignore will not import any rung descriptions.

7. Toggle [F3] Import Ins Des’s to select the import mode for instruction

descriptions.

§ Import New will import only those instruction descriptions that do not

conflict with existing descriptions.

§ Overwrite imports all instruction descriptions from the library file,

overwriting any corresponding descriptions that already exist in the current

program.

§ Ignore will not import any instruction descriptions.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.EKL
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8. Toggle [F4] Import Ins Symbols to select the import mode for instruction

symbols.

§ Import New will import only those instruction symbols that do not conflict

with existing symbols.

§ Overwrite imports all instruction symbols from the library file, overwriting

any corresponding symbols that already exist in the current program.

§ Ignore will not import any instruction symbols.

9. You can choose from three modes for handling addressing conflicts between the

library file and the base program:  Normal, Indexed, and Symbol.

Toggle [F5] Address Load Mode to select an import mode.

§ Normal:  Normal mode preserves addresses.  If a conflict arises between an

address and a symbol, the library’s address is used and the symbol is lost.

§ Indexed:  Indexed mode allows you to offset addresses so addresses in the

imported rungs do not conflict with addresses present in the ladder program.

Indexing is available only for libraries made with PLC-500 A.I. with [F5]

Export Ins Des’s enabled.  See Editing the Address Index below for more

details.

Indexed mode also checks for symbol conflicts and modifies conflicting

symbols in the library file with a letter A-K at the beginning of the symbol

name.  For instance, if you are importing a block of rungs containing a symbol

called SYMBL, and the program already contains SYMBL (used for a

different address), the system modifies the imported SYMBL, making it

ASYMBL.  The system warns you that it is modifying the imported symbol,

and writes that information to a file called filename.ERR, where filename is

the same as the name of the library.  This file appears in the same directory as

the library file.

§ Symbol:  In symbolic mode, the symbol information takes precedence.  For

example, you may have a block of rungs (library) that handles the panic

button.  The library may have been copied from project A, where the symbol

E_STOP refers to address I:1.0/6.  You want to use the library in another

project, project B, where the symbol E_STOP refers to I:1.3/2.  Simply load

the library in symbolic mode, and all references to E_STOP in the block will

refer to I:1.3/2.
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10. If you have chosen Indexed Address Load Mode, you can press [F6] Edit Index to

edit the address index.  This is explained in more detail in Editing the Address

Index below.

11. Press [F7] Perform Import Operation to import the library.  A message will

appear displaying the library file description and asking whether to proceed with

the load operation.

Editing the Address Index (Indexed Mode)

When you have selected Indexed mode to import a library file, you can offset addresses

so that addresses in the imported rungs do not conflict with addresses present in the

ladder program.  For instance, you may have a series of addresses in the library that

begin at T4:0.  If the base program also contains addresses at T4:0, you may want to

offset the addresses in the library to accommodate the addresses in the base program.  If

your library addresses are T4:0 - T4:10, and your base program contains addresses T4:0

- T4:5, you could offset the library addresses to T4:6 - T4:16.  Then the addresses no

longer conflict.

Addresses which were assigned as local in the original program will automatically be

assigned as local to the current ladder file.  If a local address in the library conflicts

with a global address in the program, the next available data file number is used to

create a file of the same type for the incoming address.

To edit address indices:

1. Press [F6] Edit Index from the Import Configuration menu.  The Edit Address

Info screen appears.  (Directions you need to get to this point are given above in

the section on Loading a Saved Block of Rungs.)
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 This screen has four columns.  You can edit two of them:  Fixup and Type.

§ Address:  The original address from the library file

§ Fixup:  The address that will be used when importing the library

§ Type:  The address type.  There are three types of addresses:

§ Base addresses, which act as anchors for relative addresses.  When you

change a base address, the relative addresses that follow it (up to the next

base address) change similarly.

§ Relative addresses, whose addresses depend on base addresses

§ Global addresses, which are independent of base addresses

§ Symbol:  The symbol assigned to the address in the current project database.

2. To toggle the addressing type between base,  global, and relative:

§ Highlight the entry in the Type column for the address you want to change.

§ Keep pressing [Enter] until the type you want is displayed.  For instance, if

T4:0 is a base address, and you want to toggle it to global, move the highlight

bar to the word Base next to address T4:0, and press [Enter].

3. To edit an address:

§ Cursor to the address in the Fixup column that you want to offset.

§ Press [Enter].  An input bar opens at the bottom of the screen, allowing you to

type in a new address.
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§ Use the [Backspace] key to delete the old address.  (You can also press [Esc]

to quickly clear the entire address.)  Type the new address.  Press [Enter].  If
you change a base address, all of the relative addresses associated with that

address (below the base, up to the next base) also change.

4. When you have finished editing the index, press [Esc] to return to the Import

Configuration menu.

Freeing the Scrap Buffer
If you are running low on memory, you may want to free the memory in the scrap

buffer, particularly if you have copied a large set of rungs to the buffer.  There are two

ways to do this.  One is to exit from the Offline Editor.  The other is via the block

menu.

To free the scrap buffer while remaining in the editor:

1. Select [F7] Free while in the block editing mode.  The following warning message

appears.

2. Select an option from the menu

§ Press [F1] to abort the operation, retaining the scrap buffer.

§ Press [F2] to delete the contents of the scrap buffer.

§ Press [F3] to save the contents of the buffer to a library file before deleting it.

The Export Configuration screen will appear.  Refer to Saving a Block of

Rungs on page 6-24 for details on saving the buffer.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.EKF
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Saving a Project File

You can save a project file in one of two ways:  upon exiting the editor, or while

editing.

Note If you change the processor configuration for a program containing indirect addresses

to a processor that does not support indirect addressing, errors will occur.

PLC-500 A.I. will allow you to save the program with the errors (press [Esc] to

continue when the error list is displayed).  Indirect addresses will remain as they were

in the original program.  You must edit these addresses before attempting to run the

program with the new processor.

Saving Your Project While Exiting
When exiting the offline or online editor, PLC-500 A.I. tells you if the program or data

table files have changed and gives you an opportunity to save the file before exiting.

To save your project:

1. Press [Esc] until you see a message like the following.

2. Press [F1] Yes.  The following prompt will appear:
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3. Press [F1] Yes.  You will be asked several save configuration options depending on

your processor type.

4. Press the appropriate function keys to toggle each option to the desired setting.

The options available at the Configuration for Project screen will be different

depending on the type of processor the project is configured for.  The table below

lists the different options.  Each is explained in more detail on following pages.
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Processor

Function Key Description Micro Fixed
& 5/01

5/02 5/03 5/04

[F1] Single
Step Test

Toggles between Enable and
Disable.  This option allows you
to execute your program one
rung at a time or a section at a
time.  Use this function for
debugging purposes.

•

[F2] Future
Access

Toggles between Allow and
Disallow.  This option allows you
to protect proprietary program
algorithms.  The protection takes
effect only after the processor file
is downloaded to a controller.

• • • • •

[F3] Index
Across Files

Toggles between Allow and
Disallow.  This option allows you
to use indexed addressing to
address data table elements
outside of the base address data
file.

• • •

[F4] File
Protect

Toggles between Outputs, None,
and All.  This option allows you to
protect your data table files from
external modification by devices
on the DH-485 network.

•

[F4] Force
Protection

Toggles between Enable and
Disable.  This option allows you
to prevent I/O forces from being
enabled.  This protection takes
effect only after the processor file
is downloaded to a controller.

• •

[F6] Adjustable
Filters

This option allows you to select
input filter response times for the
1761-L16BWA and 1761-
L32BWA micro controllers.

•

5. Press [F9] Accept to accept the configuration and save the program.

6. PLC-500 A.I. displays a message asking you to enter a description for this revision

of your project.  Type a description up to 80 characters long, then press [Enter].
This revision history feature can be turned off.  See Program Operational

Parameters in Chapter 12 - Customizing PLC-500 A.I. for more information.
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Configuration Options

[F1] Single Step Test (SLC 5/02 specific)

This option allows you to execute your program one rung at a time or a section at a

time.  Use this function for debugging purposes.  (The single step test function is

available in MicroLogix controllers and SLC 5/03 and 5/04 processors, but this

configuration option is not required.)  See the section on Changing Remote Modes in

Chapter 7 - Changing Processor Modes for information on executing a Single Step

Test.  See also, Chapter 18 - Online Editing and Monitoring.

Enable:  When selected, the size of your program increases by 0.375 instruction words

per rung.  Because of this, you may not be able to upload the program to a Hand–Held

Terminal (HHT).  You will have to disable and resave the program to reduce the

program size.

Disable:  Single Step Test is not available.  This is the default selection.

[F2] Future Access (all processors)

This option allows you to protect proprietary program data and algorithms.  The

protection takes effect only after the processor file is downloaded to a controller.  The

protection does not allow online access to the processor unless a matching copy of the

online processor file is resident on the terminal hard disk or in the HHT.  (This is also

called OEM lock.)

Allow:  Online access to the processor file and data table using a programming

terminal is unrestricted.  This is the default.

Disallow:  Online access to the processor file and data table is restricted to limited

options.

You cannot:

• monitor the program or create reports

• enter or change the processor password

• save the online processor file to disk

• transfer the file from the processor memory to a memory module
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However, you can:

• clear the processor memory

• transfer the contents of a memory module into the processor memory

• restore (download) a different program to the processor

!
If you lose or delete the offline copy of the program, you cannot access the program
in the controller.  You must clear the controller memory and re–enter the program.

If you make online edits with a SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor, be sure to save the edits
when exiting the online editor; otherwise, you will be unable to access Online
Programming/Monitoring again!

[F3] Index Across Files (SLC 5/02, 5/03, and 5/04 specific)

This option allows you to use indexed addressing to address data table elements outside

of the base address data file.  Refer to Chapter 4 - Data Table Addressing and Editing

for more information.

Allow:  The processor will not verify if the indexed address (the sum of the base

address and the offset value) is in the same data file as the base address.  The processor

does check to ensure that the indexed address is contained within the data table address

space.

Disallow:  The processor performs runtime checks on indexed addresses to ensure that

the indexed address is contained within the same data file as the base address.  This is

the default selection.

SLC 5/03 OS301 and SLC 5/04 OS400 specific:  When an indexed string (ST) data

file is specified, indexed addressing is not allowed to cross a string element boundary,

regardless of your index checking selection.  A run–time error will occur if you use an

offset value that results in crossing a string element boundary.
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[F4] File Protect (SLC 5/02 specific)

This function key toggles between Outputs, None, and All.  This option allows you to

protect your data table files from external modification by devices on the DH–485

network.  (Other processors also offer data table file protection, but it is implemented

differently.  Refer to the section on Protecting a Data Table File in Chapter 4 - Data

Table Addressing and Editing.)

Outputs:  Only the output file (O:0) is protected from external data modification.  This

is the default selection.

None:  External devices may change any data address within the data file, including

the output file (O:0).

All:  The entire data table is protected from external data modification.

[F4] Force Protect (SLC 5/03 and SLC 5/04 specific)

This function key toggles between Enable and Disable.  This option prevents a user

from enabling forces in the program. You can, however, add, delete, or disable forces.

You must enable this option before downloading a program.

Enable:  Forcing is not allowed and the processor indicates that it did not perform the

requested action.

Disable:  Allows forcing to occur.  This is the default state.

[F6] Adjustable Filters (MicroLogix specific)

This option allows you to select input filter response times for MicroLogix 1000

controllers with DC inputs (1761-L16BWA, 1761-L32BWA, 1761-L16BBB, 1761-

L32BBB, 1761-L16BWB, 1761-L32BWB).

!
The input filter response times can only be adjusted at the time your program is
developed.
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High speed counters require filter adjustment.  The input filter response time is the time

from when the external input voltage reaches an on or off state to when the MicroLogix

1000 controller recognizes that change of state.  The higher you set the response time,

the longer it takes for the input state change to reach the MicroLogix controller.

Higher response times provide better filtering of high frequency noise.

When you press [F6] from the Configuration for Project menu, you will see the

following screen.

You can apply a unique input filter setting to each of the three input groups.  When you

press [F1], [F2], or [F3], you will be shown a list of response times to choose from.
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Highlight the desired response time and press [Enter].

!
The input filter response times for MicroLogix 1000 controllers 1761-L16AWA,
1761-L32AWA, and 1761-L32AAA are fixed at 8ms.  Selecting any other input filter
response time for these controllers will not change the response time of the inputs.
However, your response times given by your software will not show the actual times.
Also, the Input Filter Modified Bit (S5/13) will be set when the controller is in run or
test mode.

Saving Your Project Within the Editor
It is a good idea to save your project periodically while editing in case of a computer or

power failure.  While using the offline editor or the online monitor, you can save the

project files to disk.

To save your project files:

1. Press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F2] Save.  You will be asked to verify whether or not you want to save the

program and to configure various options for the project.  These steps are the same

as in Saving Your Project While Exiting above.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.US
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Clearing and Deleting Program Files

Clear functions allow you to clear processor memory and program files.  You can use

this function to erase individual program files, clearing them out while leaving the file

structure intact.

You can also delete the entire project from the processor, returning the processor to the

default memory structure.

Clearing a Program File
To clear a single program file:

1. From the top editing menu bar, press [F5] Clear. The function keys change to

show clearing options.

2. Press [F1] Progfil.  The system asks you for the number of the program file you

want to clear.

3. Type the number of the program file you want to clear.  Press [Enter].

4. Press [F1] Yes when the system asks you to verify that you want to clear the

program file.  The system erases the ladder logic in the file but does not delete that

file number from the ladder file list.

Note For processors that do not support online editing (SLC fixed, 5/01, 5/02, and

MicroLogix 1000), clearing program files is not possible online, nor is it possible while

running the Processor Emulation Module.

Clearing a Data Table File
To clear a data table file:

1. From the top editing menu bar, press [F5] Clear. The function keys change to

show clearing options.

2. Press [F2] Datafil.  The system asks you for the number of the data table file you

want to clear.

3. Type the number of the data file you want to clear.  Press [Enter].

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.CP

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.CD
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4. Press [F1] Yes when the system asks you to verify that you want to clear the data

file.  The system sets all values to zero, but does not change the size of the data

table file.

Clearing All Program and Data Table Files
This option clears all program and data files.  All ladder logic is erased but the empty

program files will remain.  All values in the data files will be set to zero.  The size of

data table files will not be changed.

To clear all of the Program and Data Files:

1. Press [F5] Clear.  The menu bar changes to show clearing options.

2. Press [F3] All.  The system asks you if you want to clear all program and data files.

3. Select [F1] Yes.  The system clears all program and data files, leaving the

processor data table structure intact.

Note For processors that do not support online editing (SLC fixed, 5/01, 5/02, and

MicroLogix1000), clearing program files is not possible online, nor is it possible while

running the Processor Emulation Module.

Deleting All Program and Data Table Files
This option deletes all files, reinitializing memory to its default state.  The default state

cannot be monitored online, so if you clear all program and data files while online the

software gives you the choice of downloading an existing program or entering the

Offline Editor.

To delete all program and data table files for a project:

1. From the Top editing menu, press [F5] Clear.  The menu bar changes to show

clearing options.

2. Press [F4] dElall.  The system asks you if you want to delete all program and data

files.

3. Select [F1] Yes.  The system deletes all program and data table files, returning the

processor to its default state.

Command portal keys
for this function
.CA

Command portal keys
for this function
.CE
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4. PLC-500 A.I. responds differently depending on whether you are online or offline.

§ If you are online, the system prompts you for whether to download an existing

program or enter the offline editor.

§ If you are offline, the Processor Definition Screen appears with the Processor

Type selection screen up.  PLC-500 A.I. will not allow you to exit the

Definition screen until you have selected a processor type.

Resetting a Processor
For instructions on returning an SLC 5/03 or 5/04  processor to its default condition,

refer to Allen-Bradley publication number 1747-6.2, SLC 500 Modular Hardware Style

Installation and Operation Manual.  For other SLC 500 processors, just unplug the

battery and cycle power.  Be aware that this may not be sufficient for SLC 5/01 1K and

4K processors that have a backup capacitor and that this capacitor can take from one

week (1K) to four weeks (4K) to discharge.



7  Changing Processor Modes

SLC 5/03 and 5/04 processors have a keyswitch that can be set to either RUN,

PROGram, or REMote.  Remote modes include program, run, and test.  Other SLC and

MicroLogix processors have no keyswitch.  All modes are considered remote in these

processors because the programming device rather than the keyswitch must supply the

command to change modes.  The following table indicates the modes available for

various processors.

Mode

Processor Run Program RemProg RemRun RemTest

MicroLogix • • •*

Fixed • • •*

SLC 5/01 • • •*

SLC 5/02 • • •

SLC 5/03 • • • • •

SLC 5/04 • • • • •

•*  Single Scan and Continuous Scan test modes only.
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Processor Modes

This section briefly describes the function of the different modes.  More information on

the available processor modes is available in Allen-Bradley documents SLC 500

Modular Hardware Style Installation and Operation Manual, publication number

1747-6.2 and MicroLogix 1000 with Programming Software User Manual, publication

number 1761-6.1.

Program Mode (SLC 5/03 and 5/04 only)
With the keyswitch in the PROGram position, remote terminals may not change the

processor mode.

PROGram Mode allows you to:

• perform online edits (if the processor supports online editing)

• monitor the ladder program in the processor without rung state indication

• set up I/O forces without enables being executed

• save a controller file to disk

• use the search and replace functions

• monitor and edit data files

• download to the processor

• transfer processor files to and from a memory module

RemProg Mode
In this mode the processor does not scan or execute the ladder program and all outputs

are de-energized.  When the processor is in this mode it functions as if the keyswitch

were in the PROGram position with the exception that the mode can be changed using

a programming terminal.
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The REMote Program mode allows you to:

• monitor the ladder program in the processor (without rung state indication)

• set up I/O forces

• save a processor file to disk

• use the search and replace functions

• monitor and edit data files

• transfer processor files to and from a memory module (not available with

MicroLogix controller)

• perform online edits (if the processor supports online editing)

• change the processor mode from a remote terminal

Run Mode (SLC 5/03 and 5/04 only)
While you are in the Run mode, the processor scans or executes the ladder program,

monitors input devices, energizes output devices, and acts on enabled I/O forces.

When the keyswitch is in the RUN position, you can only change the mode by changing

the keyswitch position.  You cannot use a programming device to remove the processor

from the Run mode.

Run mode allows you to:

• monitor the ladder program as it is being executed

• save a controller file to disk

• monitor and edit data files

• use search functions

• force I/O

Note You cannot make online edits in Run mode.  You must be in RemRun mode to make

online edits or download to the processor.
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RemRun Mode
The REMote Run mode allows you to:

• monitor the ladder program, rung state, and data as it is being executed

• save a processor file to disk

• use the search functions

• force inputs and outputs

• monitor and edit data files

• perform online edits (if the processor supports online editing)

• change the processor mode from a remote terminal

While you are in the REMRun mode, the processor scans or executes the ladder

program, monitors input devices, energizes output devices, and acts on enabled I/O

forces.  Power rails along a rung are highlighted when that rung is being executed.

When the processor is in this mode, it functions as if the keyswitch were in the RUN

position except that online program editing is allowed and the mode can be changed

with a programmer.

Edit Zones

When you’re programming online in REMote Run mode, you’ll notice that the

processor doesn’t take your edits immediately.  There’s an intermediate step, where you

must test your edits before they become a part of your program.  This is a safety feature

of the processor, designed to allow you to make changes “on the fly” without affecting a

running process.

Whenever you make a ladder logic change while in REMote Run mode, your edits are

marked as part of an “edit zone.”

There are several types of edit zones.  You can tell the difference between the types

from the power rails on-screen.  The power rails turn into letters indicating the type of

zone:
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This
letter: Indicates this type of zone:
I Insert zone:  this is a rung that has been added to the program.

D Delete zone:  this is a rung that has been deleted from the program.

R Replace zone:  this is a rung that has been modified.  Replace zones
are always paired with an insert zone.  The replace zone rung is the
old version of the rung.

For more information on edit zones and testing, refer to Chapter 18 - Online Editing

and Monitoring.

RemTest Mode
The REMote Test mode is the same as RemRun, except that outputs are not energized.

You can perform the following ladder program tests.

Single Step Test

This test mode applies to SLC 5/02 and higher processors.  Use this test to verify proper

ladder operation and for troubleshooting purposes.  Single Step Test initiates the

processor to scan and execute a single rung or group of rungs.  See Chapter 18 - Online

Editing and Monitoring for information on running a single step test.  On a SLC 5/02

processor, Single Step Test must be enabled when saving the file (see Chapter 6 -

Creating and Editing Ladder Logic).

Single Scan Test

In this test mode, the processor executes a single operating cycle which includes

reading the inputs, executing the ladder program, and updating all data without

energizing output circuits.

Continuous Scan Test

This test mode is the same as the REMRun mode, except output circuits are not

energized.  This allows you to troubleshoot or test your ladder program without

energizing external output devices.
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Changing Remote Modes

PLC-500 A.I. can perform remote processor mode changes.  Functions such as [F6]

Utility, [F2] Load (in the online editor) and the download function, include a mode

change option when necessary.  PLC-500 A.I. will ask you to confirm the mode change

before sending the codes to change the mode.

The Mode functions include keys to move between the Online and Offline modes and

keys to control the emulator (if available: the Processor Emulation module is a

separately purchased option) from the Offline editor.

!
When you switch the SLC 500 processor to the Run mode, outputs energize and de-
energize based on the ladder logic in the processor.  If forces are present and
enabled, they take effect immediately.  Use extreme caution when changing SLC 500
processor modes.

To change the processor mode:

1. From the top level of the ladder editor, press [F9] Mode.  The menu bar displays

the Mode options.  The choices will be different depending on whether you are in

Offline or Online editing.

 From Offline:

 From Online:

2. Press the function key corresponding to the mode you wish to use.  PLC-500 A.I.

will ask you to confirm that you wish to change modes before switching to the

selected mode.  The status bar will change to indicate the current mode.  The tables

below describe the Mode options.
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From Offline Editing

Mode Options Description
Command
Portal Keys

[F1] offProg Program mode.  Returns to offline editing mode.
Emulation, if running, is disabled. .MP

[F2] Emulate Emulator.  If you have Emulator software installed, you
can use this option to simulate running your program
online.  The computer executes the program and
emulation files.  (Emulator is not available for
MicroLogix 1000 A.I.)

.ME

[F3] Single Single Scan test mode.  Emulator simulates program
execution for one scan. .MS

[F4] oNerung Single Step test mode.  Emulator simulates program
execution for only one rung.  Select this option, then
press [Alt-Spacebar] to execute a rung.  Note:  If you
are running PLC-500 A.I. in a DOS box under
Windows 95, you will need to modify the properties for
the DOS box to perform a single step test.  See below.

.MN

[F5] Cfg Configure options for the Emulator. .MC

[F6] selRung Allows you to Emulate execution of a group of rungs.
To use this option:
1. Press [F2] Emulate or [F3] Single.
2. Move the cursor to the first rung you want to

emulate.
3. Press [F9] Mode,  then [F6] selRung to mark the

beginning of the block.
4. Move cursor to the last rung in the block and press

[F6] again.

.MR

[F7] Break Set a Breakpoint to stop program execution under set
conditions.  For more information on using
Breakpoints, see the Emulation manual.

.MB

[F8] Down&on Compiles and downloads the current project to the
processor and then enters Online Monitoring. .MD

[F9] Online Switch to Online Monitoring mode. .MO
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From Online Editing

Mode Options Description
Command
Portal Keys

[F1] Prog Program mode.  Ladder execution stops and all
outputs are de-energized. .MP

[F2] Run Run mode.  Ladder execution begins and outputs are
energized or de-energized based on the ladder
program and force table.

.MR

[F3] Test Test mode (Continuous Scan).  Ladder execution
begins but the status of outputs is not written to real
I/O devices.

.MT

[F4] Sscan Single Scan test mode.  Ladder execution begins, but
only for one scan of the program.  The status of
outputs is not written to real I/O devices.

.MS

[F5] sstEp Single Step test mode.  One rung or a group of rungs
is executed.  The data table is updated, but outputs are
disabled.

.ME

[F8] Up&off Uploads the current project to the programming
terminal and enters offline programming mode. .MU

[F9] Offline Returns to offline programming mode.  If the program
in the processor is not on the programming terminal,
PLC-500 A.I. will give you the opportunity to either
upload the current project or to select a different
project on disk.

.MO

If programming or addressing errors exist in the processor, switching to the Run or

Test modes causes the processor to fault immediately and execution of the ladder

program ceases.  The word FAULT flashes on and off next to the mode indicator on the

processor status line.  Faults must be cleared and corrected prior to restarting the

processor.  For procedures for clearing a faulted processor, see Clearing a Faulted

Processor in Chapter 19 - Troubleshooting and Diagnostics.

Modifying a Windows 95 DOS Box
For the [Alt-Spacebar] key combination (used when executing a single step test) to

work under Windows 95, you must modify the properties of the DOS box.

1. Click on the MS-DOS icon on the left end of the DOS box Title Bar.

2. Select Properties from the pull down menu.
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3. Click on the Misc page tab.

4. On the Windows shortcut keys portion of the dialog box, click the Alt+Space
checkbox  to clear it.

5. Click OK.



8  Adding Descriptive Text to
Ladder Logic

When you document a ladder program, you attach descriptions of the program’s

elements to the ladder logic, making it easier to see what the elements are doing.

Without these descriptions in the ladder program, you may lose track of how your

program functions.

PLC-500 A.I. can also use documentation (page titles) to divide the ladder logic into

sections and allow you to quickly locate the correct part of your program.

Note You can also use the Database Editor to document your ladder programs.  For more

information on the Database Editor, see Chapter 9 - Using the Database Editor.

PLC-500 A.I. provides you with many ways to document ladder programs.  You can

document:

• Addresses (with descriptions and symbols)

• Rungs

• Pages of the program

• The entire program, using a program note (revision history)

• I/O modules

• Custom display screens

PLC-500 A.I. does not store rung descriptions, page titles, program notes, or address

descriptions inside of the ladder program (.ACH) file.  This means that the processor

memory is not burdened with the descriptions, allowing you to create program files that

are as large as the processor can hold.  The documentation files are related to the ladder

file, so whenever you go online with the processor, you see the descriptions in the

ladder file.
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When you program or monitor ladder logic online with a SLC 500 processor, the

system uses the project name stored in the processor to determine which database the

system will use with the ladder program.  The system reads the project name, compares

it to the projects on disk, and provides the correct database for the project.

If you use a different computer to go online with a SLC 500 to which you have

downloaded a project, you will not see the descriptions in the ladder logic.  This is

because the ladder logic (.ACH) file in the processor does not contain the descriptions

for the project.  To see these descriptions on a different computer, copy the project files

from the computer you used to document the project to the other computer.

Note The description database can become corrupt if you exit the program incorrectly (i.e.,

rebooting the computer while editing ladder logic or while using the database editor).

If you get a message from PLC-500 A.I. that the database is corrupt, you must rebuild

the database.  See Chapter 14 - Utility Options for Database Maintenance for more

information.
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Describing Addresses

When you define instructions, PLC-500 A.I. allows you to enter address descriptions.

You can also enter the descriptions later, using the Tags feature of the offline and

online editors.

If the auto describe feature is turned on (it is on by default), PLC-500 A.I. shows the

Instruction Description Editor window immediately after you define an instruction

whose address doesn’t already have a description.

Note For information on turning off the auto describe feature, see Chapter 12 - Customizing

PLC-500 A.I.

Note The description and symbol field widths may be set to allow 9 to 15 characters.  This is

useful if you intend to export documentation for later import to another software

package (such as APS), which may not accommodate 15-character field widths (the

default width).  See the section on Program Operational Parameters in Chapter 12 -

Customizing PLC-500 A.I. for information on changing the field widths.

The Instruction Description Editor window (shown above) displays a list of addresses,

and the description and symbol (if applicable) for the highlighted address.

Use the cursor (arrow) keys to highlight the address you wish to describe.  Use the

[Tab], [Shift-Tab], and [Enter] keys to move to the description and symbol fields and

edit the information.  The table below explains the function of various keys.

To Use these keys

move from one field to the next [Tab]

move to previous field [Shift-Tab]

delete the current line of a description (and move the rest up) [Ctrl-Y]
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To Use these keys

insert a line into a description (and move the rest down) [Ctrl-N]

move to the front of the next word in the description field [Ctrl-àà]

move to the front of the previous word in the description field [Ctrl-ßß]

clear out a line in the description or symbol fields (does not copy to
scrap buffer to allow paste with [Alt-R])

[Esc]

exit the tags editor (the cursor must be in the address field) [Esc]

toggle Disable Xref from Y to N (cursor must be in the address field) [Ctrl-D]

cut a single line [Alt-C]

paste a single line (cut previously with [Alt-C]) [Alt-R]

copy entire description text of last edited description to current field [Alt-D]

Note If there are phrases you use commonly in your address descriptions, you may want to

define Function Text Keys to type the text automatically.  For more information on this

feature, see Chapter 12 - Customizing PLC-500 A.I.

Entering an Address Description While Defining an Instruction
To enter an address description:

1. If the auto describe feature is turned on (it is on by default), PLC-500 A.I. shows

the Instruction Description Editor window immediately after you define an

instruction whose address doesn’t already have a description.

2. The first address will be highlighted and the cursor will be in the Description field.

Enter the text as described in step 3, unless you wish to describe a different address

from the list.  To move to the address list, press [Shift-Tab].  Press [áá] or [ââ] to
highlight the address you want to describe.  Move the cursor back to the

Description field by pressing [Enter] or [Tab].
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3. Enter the text.  Note that the description does not word wrap; it will wrap to the

next line, but will split words to do so.  To avoid splitting words, you can press

[Enter] to get to the next line in the description.  Address descriptions can be a

maximum of five lines long with 15 characters per line.

Note There are several key combinations that provide shortcuts in the Instruction

Description Editor.  The table above shows these shortcuts.

4. When you have finished typing the address description, press [Enter].  If you have

blank lines remaining in the address description, the cursor moves to the next

blank line.  Press [Enter] until the cursor leaves the Description field, or press

[Tab] to move directly to the next field.

5. The cursor moves to the Symbol field.  You can enter a new symbol for the

address, or leave it as it is.  If the address cannot have a symbol, the symbol field is

not displayed.  Only base addresses may have symbols; other addresses associated

with a base address may not.  For instance, T4:0 may have a symbol, but

T4:0.ACC may not.  (To address subelements symbolically, use the base address

symbol name followed by the subelement mnemonic.  For example, if T4:0 is

BAKE1, then T4:0.DN can be addressed BAKE1.DN.)

Note If you attempt to use a symbol that is already defined for another address, the system

displays an error message.  Symbols must be unique within the database unless local

mode is used.  See Chapter 4 - Data Table Addressing and Editing for details on local

and global files.

6. When you have the address descriptions set the way you want them, move the

cursor to the address list field and press [Esc].

Changing an Address Description
To change an address description from the ladder editor after the instruction is defined:

1. Move the cursor to the instruction with the address you want to describe.

2. From the top ladder editor menu bar, press [F4] Tags.  The function keys at the

bottom of the screen change to show description editing functions.

3. Select [F1] Ins.  The Instruction Description Editor window opens, allowing you to

enter the address description.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TI

Shortcut into Tags
menu:
[Alt-T]
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4. Follow the instructions given in Entering an Address Description While Defining

an Instruction, above.

To change an address description from the Display Address function:

1. Press [Shift - F2] to display the Data Table Files screen.

2. Highlight the file containing the address you want to describe.

3. Press [F1] Monitor to display the contents of the file.

 Or (instead of steps 1-3), from the top menu bar press [F8] Display, then [F1]

Addr and enter the address.

4. Highlight the address you want to describe, and press [F6] Des.  The Instruction

Description Editor window opens, allowing you to edit the description for the

address.

5. Follow the instructions given in Entering an Address Description While Defining

an Instruction, above.

You can also change instruction addresses through the database editor.  See Chapter 9 -

Using the Database Editor for details.

Search for Undescribed Instructions
When you are in the offline editor, you can search for instructions that have not yet

been documented.  This feature is designed to help you complete the documentation for

a partially documented program.  When the Search for Undescribed Instructions

function finds an undocumented address used in an instruction, it displays the

instruction and opens the Instruction Description Editor (described above) for you to

add the description.

To search for undescribed instructions:

1. From the top menu bar, press [F4] Tags.

2. Press [F6] srUndes.  The system looks through the ladder program, searching for

instructions without a description.  When it locates one, it displays the rung

containing the instruction, and opens the Instruction Description Editor.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UM

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TU
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3. If you don’t want to describe the instruction, press [Esc].  The system asks if you

want to search for another undescribed instruction.  Select [F5] No to end the

search or [F1] Yes to continue the search.

4. If you want to describe the instruction, enter the description into the instruction

description editor.  When you finish entering the description and exit the editor

window, the system asks you if you want to search for more undescribed

instructions.  Select [F5] No to end the search or [F1] Yes to continue the search.

5. If the system does not find any undescribed instructions, it displays a message

saying “Not Found.”  Depending on your configuration options, the search may

have missed undescribed subelements.  If, on the Configuration Options menu

(.UC), option [F8] Tmr/Ctr/Ctrl Base Address Des’s is set to ENABLED, the

search for undescribed instructions will bypass subelements without descriptions.

Search and Replace Description Text
You can search and replace address description text by using the Search/Replace

Description Text utility.  This utility scans the address descriptions for the text that you

specify, and replaces the text with the other text you specify.

To search and replace description text:

1. From the top level of the ladder editor, press [F6] Utility.  The function keys at the

bottom of the screen change to show the utility options.

2. Press [F9] Util2.  The function keys change to the second set of utility options.

3. Press [F3] S/r des.  The Search/Replace Description Text window appears as

shown below.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUS
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4. Specify addresses to search if desired.  The Search Address field is highlighted

when the menu appears on the screen.  You can limit the search to specific

addresses or to wildcard addresses.  For instance, if you only want to replace

description text for N7:0, you can enter that address in the Search Address field.

If you want to replace description text for all words in data table file N7, you can

enter N7:* in the Search Address field.  If you leave the Search Address field

blank, the system places an asterisk (*) in the field, meaning that all addresses will

be searched.  Press [Enter].

5. The Search Text field highlights.  Type the text you want to search for, and press

[Enter].

6. The Replace Text field highlights.  Type the text you want to replace the search

text with, and press [Enter].

7. The system asks you if it should automatically replace the text.  If you press [F1]

Yes, the system will search through the database, automatically replacing every

instance of the search text with the replace text.  If you press [F5] No, the system

will prompt you to confirm that you want to replace the text at each instance.

8. The system prompts you to continue.  If you type Y, the system proceeds with the

search.  If you type N, the system aborts the operation.  You can press [Esc] any

time during the search and replace to stop the procedure.
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Describing Rungs

You can use PLC-500 A.I. to document the rungs of your ladder program.  You can

attach a rung description to the output of the rung, or to the rung number.

Rung descriptions can be up to 64K bytes (characters) long.  The whole rung

description will appear on ladder reports (unless you configure the ladder report not to

show rung descriptions), and up to 20 lines of a rung description can be displayed on

the ladder logic screen.

If you attach a description to a rung, the description follows the rung number.  For

instance, if you attach a description to rung number 55, and insert three rungs before

rung 55, the description remains with the rung, following the rung to position 58.

Note Under some circumstances, a rung will be moved without PLC-500 A.I. having a

chance to move the rung descriptions.  For example, the program could be edited using

another software package, or at another terminal.  If that happens, use the Adjust Rung

Pointers utility, on the Utility2 menu.  See Chapter 14 - Utility Options for Database

Maintenance for details.

If you attach a rung description to the rung output, the description will appear on each

rung where that output is used.  This means that the same rung description may appear

on multiple rungs.

Note If you attach a rung description to a rung with branched outputs, the system attaches

the description to the rightmost output on the lowest branch.  If the output instruction

contains multiple addresses, the rung comment is attached to the last address in most

cases.

!
When you delete a rung, the rung comment is also deleted if it is attached to the rung
number rather than the output.  To save the rung comment before deleting the rung,
either:

• change the attach mode to output,

• save the rung and rung comment to a library, or

• adjust the rung pointer up or down, delete the rung, adjust the rung pointer
back.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUA
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Configuring the Rung Editor
You can configure several rung description parameters, using the Editor Configuration

window.  Press [F4] Tags, and [F8] Config to access the Editor Configuration window.

You can configure the following options.

• [F1] Screen Editor Mode configures the rung description editor to occupy either

half of the screen or the whole screen.  Press [F1] to toggle between the two.

• [F2] Rung Description Wrap Width sets the right margin for the rung

description at the 80th or 132nd column position.  Press [F2] to toggle between 80

and 132.

• [F3] Number of Lines to Display on Ladder determines how many lines of each

rung description will be displayed on the ladder logic screen.  This option applies

only to the screen display.  Reports will show the entire rung description

regardless.  Backspace to delete the current entry and type a number from 1 to 20,

then press [Enter].

• [F4] Note Editor File Name configures the filename that will be used for the

program note editor.  Backspace to delete the old filename, type a new one, and

press [Enter].  See Program Note Editor on page 8-19.

When you are satisfied with the settings, press [Esc] to close the Editor Configuration

window.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TC
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Creating Rung Descriptions with the Tags Feature
To use the Tags feature to attach rung descriptions:

1. Move the cursor to the rung you want to describe.

2. From the top menu bar, press [F4] Tags.

3. Press [F2] Rung.  The rung description editor window opens.

4. Type your rung description in the window.  You can enter up to 64 Kbytes of text.

This field word wraps, so you never have to press [Enter].  (If the Rung

Description Wrap Width is set to the default of 132, it may not appear to wrap.)

The following keys are available while editing rung descriptions.

To… Press…

write the defined block of text to disk [F1]

mark the start of a block of text.  Use the cursor (arrow) keys
to extend the highlighting for the block of text.

[F5]

read a block of text from disk. [F9]

delete the current character or cut a marked block of text and
save it to the scrap buffer

[Del]

insert text from the scrap buffer at the current cursor position [Ins]

move cursor to start of previous word [Ctrl-ßß]

move cursor to start of next word [Ctrl-àà]

move cursor to start of current line [Home]

move cursor to the top of the file [Home] [Home]

move cursor to end of current line [End]

move cursor to the end of the file [End] [End]

move one page up or down [PgUp] or [PgDn]

move to the top of the file or the end of the file [Ctrl-PgUp] or
[Ctrl-PgDn]
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5. When you have finished entering the rung description, press [Esc].  Don’t worry

about the attach mode yet; you will be asked for it later.

6. The system asks you whether or not to save the changes.  Press [F1] Yes to save

your edits.

7. If this is a new rung description, the system prompts you to attach the description

to either the rung or to the output.  Press [F1] to attach to the output, or [F2] to
attach to the rung.

8. The system displays a list of options along the bottom of the Edit Rung Description

window:

E Edit the rung description

C Change the attach mode

D Delete the rung description

Q Quit the Rung Description Editor (saves the description)

Press [Q] or [Esc] to complete the rung description.

9. The system attaches the rung description to the rung or to the output, depending on

the attach mode you chose in step 7.  If you have rung descriptions enabled in the

ladder logic configuration, the descriptions appear on the screen above the rung.

See the section on Ladder Editor Configuration in Chapter 12 - Customizing PLC-

500 A.I.
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Editing an Existing Rung Description
To edit an existing rung description using the Tags feature:

1. Move the cursor to the rung you want to describe.

2. Press [F4] Tags.  The function keys on the bottom of the screen change to show the

Tags options.

3. Press [F2] Rung.  The rung description editor window opens.  The current rung

description is displayed, along with a list of options along the bottom of the Edit

Rung Description window:

E Edit the rung description

C Change the attach mode

D Delete the rung description

Q Quit the Rung Description Editor (saves the description)

4. To edit the rung description, press [E].  When you are finished editing the

description, press [Esc].  You will be prompted to save or cancel the edits.

5. To change the attach mode, press [C].  The attach mode toggles from “Rung” to

“Output” or vice versa.

6. To delete the rung description entirely, press [D].  The Edit Rung Description

window closes.

7. To accept the changes and return to the ladder editor, press [Q] or [Esc].

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TR
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Describing Page Titles

Use page titles to describe groups of rungs that perform a specific operation.  A page

title is a single line (up to 80 characters) description of the ladder rungs that follow.

Page titles are assigned to the same database records as rung descriptions.  If you have

a page title and a rung description assigned, changing the attach mode of one will also

change the attach mode of the other.

Page titles define a section from one page title to the next page title.  They have no

effect on program execution, but they are used with the Advanced Diagnostics search

feature and to separate logical program areas in reports.

When you print a report for a program that includes page titles, the system places the

page titles in the headers and/or footers on the report.  Also, PLC-500 A.I. segments

the report, forcing a page break when a new title is encountered.

For instance, if you have a page title at rung 77, and the next page title at rung 113, the

reporting feature starts a new page at rung 77, places the page title in the header or

footer, and prints rungs 77 through 112.  At rung 113, the system begins a new page,

places the new page title in the header or footer, and prints the next section.

Creating a Page Title with the Tags Feature
To insert a new page title with the Tags Feature:

1. Move the cursor to the rung where you want to insert a page title.

2. Press [F4] Tags.  The function keys on the bottom of the screen change to show the

Tags options.

3. Press [F3] Page.  The page title editor window opens.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TP
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4. The page title field opens automatically.  Type a maximum of 80 characters for the

page title into this field.  When you have finished entering the page title, press

[Enter].

Note Pressing [Esc] clears the page title.  You must press [Enter] to save the

page title and exit.

5. If this is a new page title, the system asks you if you want to attach the page title to

the rung number or to the rung output.  Press [F1] to attach to the output, or [F2]
to attach to the rung.

6. The system displays a list of options:

E Edit the page title

C Change the attach mode

D Delete the page title

Q Quit page title editor (saves the page title)

Press [Q] to accept the page title and return to the ladder editor.

Editing an Existing Page Title with the Tags Feature
To edit an existing page title using the Tags feature:

1. Move the cursor to the rung where you want to edit the page title.

2. Press [F4] Tags.  The function keys on the bottom of the screen change to show the

Tags options.

3. Press [F3] Page.  The page title editor window opens, showing the current page

title.

4. The system displays a list of options:

E Edit the page title

C Change the attach mode

D Delete the page title

Q Quit page title editor (saves the page title)

§ To edit the page title, press [E].  The page title field opens, allowing you to

edit the page title.  When you have finished editing the page title, press

[Enter].  You will be prompted to save or cancel the edits.

§ To delete the page title, press [D].  The page title editor window closes.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TP
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§ To change the attach mode for the page title, press [C].  The attach mode

toggles between “Rung” and “Output.”

§ To accept the changes and return to the ladder editor, press [Q].
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Revision History Display

You can display the revision history of your ladder program from within the offline and

online editors.  If you enabled the revision history feature of the software, the system

prompts you for a revision history description whenever the project is saved.  (See

Program Operational Parameters in Chapter 12 - Customizing PLC-500 A.I.)  These

descriptions are held in a revision history file.

To display the revision history text:

1. Press [F4] Tags.  The function keys on the bottom of the screen change to show the

Tags options.

2. Press [F4] reVhist.  The revision history is displayed, showing the last version of

PLC-500 A.I. used to edit the program, the time and date of each project revision,

and the description for each project revision.

Note Revision History data is stored in the project.PRF file.  To reset the Revision History,

delete the .PRF file and all files with numeric extensions.  Be aware that deleting the

files with numeric extensions will delete your automatic backup files.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TV
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Device Code Assignment

You can enter device codes for real I/O points. These codes are used by the reporting

module to generate the I/O Parts List report.

To assign a device code to a real I/O point:

1. Place the cursor on the instruction using the I/O point.

2. From the Top edit menu bar, press [F4] Tags.

3. Press [F5] Device.  The system prompts you to select a device class.

4. Use the [áá] or [ââ] keys to highlight the device class, and press [Enter].  The

system prompts you to select a specific device.

5. Highlight the device, and press [Enter].  The device you selected is assigned to the

I/O point.

6. The Instruction Description Editor appears.  Two additional fields, Abv and Blw,

are available for real I/O points.  The contents of these fields will appear in Data

Table Dump reports.  (Abv will be the top label on Wiring Logistics interface

printouts and Blw will be the bottom label.)  Fill in the fields in the Instruction

Description Editor in the same manner as described in Entering an Address

Description While Defining an Instruction on page 8-4 .
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Program Note Editor

PLC-500 A.I. contains a built-in text editor utility.  Use this utility for taking notes

about program development, operations, or for anything you want to remember.

To run the note editor:

1. Press [F4] Tags.  The function keys on the bottom of the screen change to show the

Tags options.

2. Press [F7] Notedit.  The note editor screen appears.

3. Type the note text.  The note editor operates much like a basic word processor,

supporting word wrap and cut/paste features.  The following keys are available.

To… Press…

write the defined block of text to disk [F1]

mark the start of a block of text.  Use the cursor (arrow) keys
to extend the highlighting for the block of text.

[F5]

read a block of text from disk [F9]

delete the current character or cuts a marked block of text and
saves it to the scrap buffer

[Del]

insert text from the scrap buffer at the current cursor position [Ins]

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TN

Shortcut keys for this
function:
[Alt-E]
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To… Press…

move cursor to start of previous word [Ctrl-ßß]

move cursor to start of next word [Ctrl-àà]

move cursor to start of current line [Home]

move cursor to the top of the file [Home] [Home]

move cursor to end of current line [End]

move cursor to the end of the file [End] [End]

move one page up or down [PgUp] or [PgDn]

move to the top of the file or the end of the file [Ctrl-PgUp] or
[Ctrl-PgDn]

After you use [F1] or [F9] to read or write a block of text to a file, the software will

prompt you for a filename.  You can press [Enter] to use the file selector to chose a

directory and filename or you can type the drive\path\filename.

4. Press [Esc] to exit the Note Editor.  PLC-500 A.I. will ask if you want to save the

changes.  Select [F1] to save the changes.

The note text is stored in a plain ASCII text file titled NOTES.TXT (unless you have

configured another name using the Editor Configuration window, described in the

Configuring the Rung Editor section on page 8-10), and is not connected with any

particular component of the ladder program.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TC



9  Using the Database Editor

PLC-500 A.I. gives you the option of editing the project database outside of the ladder

editor.  You can use the Database Editor system to:

• Enter new records in the database

• Copy existing records to another part of the database

• Change descriptions and symbols from within the database

• Search through the database for a particular symbol or address

• Delete records from the database

Many ladder logic programmers find it convenient to document all the I/O points in the

project before they begin editing ladder logic.  The Database Editor provides one means

of doing this.
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The Databases

Ladder logic documentation is stored in two databases:

• Address (instruction) Descriptions

• Page Titles and Rung Descriptions

Each of these has a separate editor.

Address Descriptions
An address description consists of the following.

• An Address, which must be unique.  Two database records cannot refer to a single

address, however, a particular memory location may be referred to by a bit address

and a word address.  For example, N7:0 and N7:0/0 may each have a different

database record.  Several types of instructions do not refer to an actual address;

these may be documented using pseudo-addresses (described on page 9-4).

• A Symbol, which must be unique for each address.  A symbol is up to 15

characters long, all uppercase.

Note If you are using the local mode for data files, you are allowed to use duplicate symbol

names, for example, if N10:0 is local to program file #2 and N11:0 is local to program

file #3, then you could use the same symbol for both addresses.

• The Description, which can contain a maximum of five lines with 15 characters

each.

• The Disable Xref flag.  This is a field that can be used to prevent a frequently used

address from cluttering the ladder report cross reference.

• Several additional fields are used to document I/O devices.  These fields can only

be used in records that refer to physical I/O devices.  When you edit internal

memory addresses, the I/O device fields are unavailable.

§ Device Code:  a code identifying the type of device.

§ Abv and Blw:  descriptive text to appear above and below the device in

reports.

§ Device Class:  text describing the type of device.

§ Device Desc:  text description of the particular device.
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Page Titles and Rung Descriptions
Each record in this database can contain a page title, a rung description, or both.  Each

record consists of:

• An Address, which must be unique.  Only one record can exist for a particular

address.  If the page title/rung description is attached to a rung number, a pseudo

address is used, in the form RUNGxxx-yyy, where xxx is the program file number,

and yyy is the rung number.

• A Page Title, which is a single line of text.  A page title is used to divide the

program into logical sections, and can be used with the Advanced Diagnostics

search facility.

• A Rung Description, which is a block of text, up to 64K bytes long.  Note that the

ladder logic display will only show the first few lines (up to 20).  See Chapter 12 -

Customizing PLC-500 A.I. for information on the ladder editor configuration.
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Pseudo-addresses

Pseudo-addresses are used for:

• instruction types that do not have real data table addresses.  The PLC-500 A.I.

software generates pseudo-addresses to provide a database record point for these

instruction types.

• text attached to ladder program file numbers

• text attached to data table file numbers

• descriptions assigned to I/O cards

Instruction Addresses
Address Description

U:n JSR and SBR
Jump subroutine, where n is the destination ladder file number

Qn:n JMP and LBL
Jump to label, where n:n is the ladder file number and label number

V:n RET
Return from subroutine, where n is the ladder file number where the
RET resides

Ladder Files
The ten character name for the program file is stored in the .NAM file (not in the

processor).  A database record is created in the format PFILE:nnn, where nnn is the

ladder file number.  The database record is used to store the forty character program

file description.

Note Because the ten character name is stored in the .NAM file on disk, and not in the

SLC 500 processor, uploading from the processor will erase existing filename

descriptions.

Data Table Files
The ten character name and 40 character description are stored in a database record in

the format DFILE:nnn, where nnn is the data file number.
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Rung and Page Descriptions
Rung descriptions and page titles assigned to rung numbers generate a pseudo-address

in the format RUNGnnn:xxxx where nnn is the ladder file number and xxxx is the rung

number.  These records are always formatted with leading zeros.
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Editing Address Descriptions Using the Database
Editor

The address description function of the Database Editor has two parts:  the upper

portion shows a scrolling list of instruction description records, and the lower portion

shows detailed information for a selected record.

The list of records is sorted by address or by symbol. Press [F9] to toggle the sort mode.

If the symbol highlighted is local to a particular program file, that file number will be

displayed here.  For example, if this field displays 003, then the symbol is local to

ladder file 3.

Local Indicator
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Note Binary file addresses may be configured for /bit or word/bit mode.  For example, B3/17

refers to the same bit as B3:1/1.  For more information about bit display modes, refer

to the section on Program Operational Parameters in Chapter 12 - Customizing

PLC-500 A.I.  When you type an address in the Database Editor, it may change to the

other format depending on the currently selected mode.  This is also true for I/O bit

display mode and for all addresses using short address display mode.

Editing an Address Description
To edit address descriptions:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.

2. Select 10 Data Base Editor, by highlighting the option and pressing the [Enter]
key.

3. To select a different database to edit, press [F1] Select Program.  The File Selector

appears, allowing you to choose another project’s database.  If you want to edit the

database for the current working project, skip this step.

 You can also reach the Database Editor from the Offline or Online Editor.  From

the top level of the menu, select [F4] Tags, then [F9] dbEditr.

4. Select [F2] Edit Instruction Descriptions from the Database Editor menu.  The

screen displays the address description function of the Database Editor.

5. Highlight the record you want to edit.

§ Use the up and down arrow keys to move the highlight bar up or down one

record.

§ Use the [PgUp] and [PgDn] keys to move through the records one screen at a

time.

§ To move to the top record on the screen, press [Home]. To move to the first

record in the database, press [Home] [Home].

§ To move to the bottom record on the screen, press [End]. To move to the last

record in the database, press [End] [End].

§ You can sort the list either by address or by symbol.  Press [F9] to toggle

between these sorting methods.

§ To search for a symbol or address, see Search for Symbol or Address, on page

9-11.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TE
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6. Press [Enter] to edit the description and symbol of the record.

§ To move forward between fields, press the [Tab] key.  To move backward,

press [Shift-Tab].  You can also use the arrow keys to move within or between

fields.

§ Five key combinations can help simplify editing instruction descriptions.

• [Ctrl-N] inserts a line and moves the other lines down.

• [Ctrl-Y] deletes the current line of a description and moves the other lines

up.

• [Alt-C] clears the current line and stores it in the scrap buffer.

• [Alt-R] recalls the last deleted line.

• [Alt-D] copies the description text from the previously edited record to the

current record.

§ Press [Esc] to clear a field.

Note If you have defined [Alt-C], [Alt-R], or [Alt-D] as a macro, the macro will override the

built-in functionality.  Deleting the  macro will restore the built-in function.

7. Save changes to the record.  With the cursor on a blank field, press [Esc].  The

system asks if you want to save your changes.  Press [F1] Yes to save the changes,

or [F5] No to discard the changes.

Another way to save the changes is to place the cursor in the Disable Xref field

and press [Enter].  Your changes will be saved immediately and the next address

will be highlighted.

8. Press [Esc] to exit the Database Editor.

Device Type

If you are editing a record for a real input or output address, you can also enter the

device type for the input or output.  Entering device codes enables the I/O parts list

report and summary.  To enter a device type:

1. Access the instruction description editor as described in Editing an Address

Description on page 9-7, highlight the address, and press [Enter].
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2. Cursor or tab to the Device Code field.  The system prompts you for a device code

for the input or output.

 Type the device code if you know it and skip to step 5, otherwise, press [Ins] and

continue with the next step.
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3. The system lists the device types available in a box similar to the one below.

Use the up and down arrow keys to highlight the device type, and press [Enter].
The system displays a list of devices of the type you selected.

4. Use the up and down arrow keys to highlight the device, and press [Enter].  The

system automatically places the device code in the Device Code field.

5. You can also enter description text for above and below the input or output.

Cursor or tab to the Abv or Blw fields, type the description, and press [Enter].
These descriptions are used in Rockwell Software’s Wiring Logistics software, and

are also used in the Data Table Dump report.

6. Save changes to the record.  With the cursor on a blank field, press [Esc].  The

system asks if you want to save your changes.  Press [F1] Yes to save the changes,

or [F5] No to discard the changes.

Another way to save the changes is to move the cursor to the Blw field and press

[Enter].  Your changes will be saved immediately and the next address will be

highlighted.
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Using Wildcard Characters
You can use wildcard characters to specify a group of addresses on which to perform a

function in the Database Editor.  A wildcard character can represent any alphanumeric

character.

Wildcard Description Example

? Represents a single
number or letter

N7:? represents only the first 10 addresses in
file N7, N7:0 - N7:9.  The ? represents only one
digit.

N7:2? represents addresses N7:20 - N7:29.

* Represents a series of
numbers or letters

N7:* represents all addresses in the file N7.
The * can represent more than one digit.

Search for Symbol or Address
In the Database Editor, you can search for addresses, symbols, or description text

strings.  For large databases, the search functions make finding the specific address or

symbol much easier.

You can search for either an address or a symbol depending on how the database is

sorted.  Press [F9] to toggle the sort mode between address and symbol.

Search for Address

To search the database for an address, make sure the list is sorted by address.  (If it’s

sorted by symbol, press [F9].)  Press [F1] to search.  The system prompts you for an

address to find.  Type the address, and press [Enter].  The system highlights the record

for the address you typed.  If the address you typed does not exist in the database, the

system highlights the record for the closest address to the one you typed.

Note When searching for an address, you must enter the address with correct punctuation

because addresses are not parsed as they are in the ladder editor.  For example, you

cannot type N7;0 instead of N7:0.
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Search for Symbol

To search the database for a symbol, make sure the list is sorted by symbol.  (If it’s

sorted by address, press [F9].)  Press [F1] to search.  The system prompts you for a

symbolic reference to find.  Type the symbol, and press [Enter].  The system highlights

the symbol you typed.  If the symbol you typed does not exist in the database, the

system highlights the closest symbol to the one you typed.

Search for Description Text String

No matter how the database is sorted, you can search for a description text string of up

to 100 characters.  To search for a text string, press [F2].  The system prompts you for a

text string.  Type the string, and press [Enter].  The text search is not case-sensitive; it

doesn’t matter if the letters are capitals or not.  If the string you typed does not exist in

the database, the system responds with a message saying the string was not found.

Note This search only searches down in the database.  If the search string is not found, try

pressing [Home] [Home] to move to the top of the database and try the search again.

Inserting an Address Record
You can use the Database Editor to insert an address record into the database.

To insert a record:

1. After you select the project database to edit, select [F2] Edit Instruction

Descriptions from the Database Editor menu.

2. Press [Ins].  The address description fields at the bottom of the screen clear,

allowing you to enter information for a new address.

3. Enter the information for the new record, following the instructions for editing

records given in Editing an Address Description, on page 9-7.  If you enter an

address or symbol that has already been described in the database, the system

assumes you want to edit the existing record for the address, and fills the address

description fields with the information associated with the currently defined record.

When you have entered all the fields for the current record and press [Enter] on

the last field, the record will be saved and the window will be prepared for you to

add or edit the next address record.
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When the cursor is on the address field, you can increment the address by pressing

[Alt-N].  To decrement the address, press [Alt--] (hyphen key).  For example, if the

current address is N25:0, you can press [Alt-N] to increment the address to N25:1.

Note If you have defined [Alt-N] as a macro, the macro will override the built-in [Alt-N]

functionality.  Deleting the [Alt-N] macro will restore the built in-function.

Deleting Address Records
You can use the Database Editor to delete address records from the database.  There are

several ways of specifying records to delete:

• Single addresses

• Wildcard range of addresses

• Block of addresses

Deleting a Single Address Record

To delete a single address record:

1. After you select the project database to edit, select [F2] Edit Instruction

Descriptions from the Database Editor menu.  The Database Editor appears.

2. To select a single record to delete, use the up and down cursor keys to move the

highlight bar to the record you want to delete.

Press [Del].  The system presents you with deletion options.  Press [F1] Delete

Record: xxxxx (where xxxxx is the highlighted record).  The system deletes the

record.

Deleting a Range of Address Records

To delete a range of records:

1. After you select the project database to edit, select [F2] Edit Instruction

Descriptions from the Database Editor menu.  The Database Editor appears.

2. Press [Del].  The system presents you with deletion options.  To select a range of

records to delete with a wildcard, press [F2] Specify Wildcard Delete Address.

The system prompts you for the address of the records to delete.
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3. Enter the address in much the same way as you would enter a DOS command

using wildcard characters.  For example, to delete all addresses beginning with

N17:, enter N17:*.  After you enter the wildcard address, press [Enter].

4. The system prompts you to make sure you want to delete the entire set of records

you selected with the wildcard.

If you are not sure, or if you want to verify each record before the system deletes it,

select [F5] No.  The system will prompt you to delete each address.

The system saves the deleted records in a file called projectname.DEL.  You can

import these records back into the database by using the Import Database options

described in Chapter 14 - Utility Options For Database Maintenance.

Deleting a Block of Address Records

To delete a block of address records:

1. After you select the project database to edit, select [F2] Edit Instruction

Descriptions from the Database Editor menu.  The Database Editor appears.

2. From the Edit Address Descriptions screen, move the highlight bar to the first

record you want to delete.  Press [Del].

3. The system prompts you to select the type of deletion.  Select [F3] Delete Block of

Addresses.

4. The system tells you that the highlighted record is the first record it will delete, and

that you should move the highlight bar to the last record to delete.  Press [Esc] to

continue.  (Pressing [Esc] a second time will cancel the block delete function.)

5. Move the highlight bar to the last record in the block you want to delete.  Press

[Del].  The system asks you if want to delete the range of records you selected.  If

you want to continue, select [F1] Yes, otherwise select [F5] No to cancel.
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6. The system then asks you if want to autodelete the block of records.  If you do not

want the system to prompt you when it is about to delete each record, select [F1]

Yes.  If you want the system to prompt you before it deletes each record, select [F5]

No.  To stop the deletion process entirely, press [Esc].

The system saves the deleted records in a file called projectname.DEL.  You can

import these records back into the database by using the Import Database options

described in Chapter 14 - Utility Options For Database Maintenance.

Copying Address Records
You can copy address records to other locations in the database.  You can copy a single

record, or use wildcards to copy a range of records.

Copying a Single Record

To copy a single record:

1. Access the address description portion of the Database Editor as described in

Editing an Address Description on page 9-7.  With a record highlighted, press

[F6].  The system asks if you want to copy one record, or a range of records.

2. Select [F1] Copy Currently Selected Record.

3. The system asks you to type the new address for the record.  Type the new address,

and press [Enter].

4. The system asks you to identify the program file that the symbol for the address

will be local to.  Type the program file number, and press [Enter].  This is done to

prevent a duplicate symbol error.  (Two instances of the same symbol are not

considered duplicates unless they are both global to all program files or are both

local to the same program file.) If you accept the default file number of 0 (meaning

global), the description will be copied, but the symbol will not.  Local symbols are

only valid for local data files.  That is, if you make a symbol local to a particular

program file, but the address associated with that symbol is in a global data table

file, that symbol would appear when that address was programmed in the ladder

logic no matter what the program file.

5. The system copies the record to the new address.
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Copying a Range of Address Records

To copy a range of address records:

1. Access the Database Editor as described in Editing an Address Description on page

9-7.  With a record highlighted, press [F6].  The system asks if you want to copy

one record, or a range of records.

2. Select [F2] Search/Copy a Range of Addresses.  The system prompts you for a

search address.  This address can be a single address, or you can use a wildcard

character in the address to select a range of records.  For instance, you could

explicitly choose address C5:0, which would copy only the record for address C5:0.

However, you could choose C5:*, which would copy all records for addresses in the

C5: data table file.

3. Type the address you want to copy (including any wildcards).  Press [Enter].  The

system asks you for the replace address, which is the address (or addresses) where

you want the copied records to go.  If you use a wildcard in the search address, you

must use that wildcard in the replace address.  For instance, if you copied C5:*,

you could select C25:* as the replace address, which would copy all the records in

C5 to C25.

4. Type the address (including wildcards) where you want the copied records to go.

Press [Enter].

 Wildcard example:  If you specify C25:1? as the search address, and C25:4? as

the replace address, the system will copy C25:10 - C25:19 to C25:40 - C25:49.

5. The system asks if you want to perform an automatic search and replace.

§ If you want to copy the whole block automatically, select [F1] Yes.

§ If you want to confirm each address in the block, select [F5] No.

6. Because the symbols associated with a record must be unique unless they are local

to a single program file, the system asks you to specify the program file for local

assignment.  Type the program file number identifying the destination of the

symbols, and press [Enter].  If you type 0 (meaning global) for the file number,

symbols will not be copied to the destination.
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7. The system copies the records.  Depending on your answer in step 6, the records

are copied either all at once, or one by one allowing you to confirm each one.  If

the replace address already exists, PLC-500 A.I. will ask you if you want to delete

the old address.

The frame at the bottom of the screen shows the record for the old address that will

be deleted if you select [F1] Yes.

Changing Addresses
Changing address records is similar to copying records, except that the records move

from their old address to the new address.

You can change a single record, or use wildcards to change a range of records.

Changing a Single Address Record

To move a single address record:

1. Access the Database Editor as described in Editing an Address Description on page

9-7.  With a record highlighted, press [F5]. The system asks if you want to change

the currently selected record, or a range of records.
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2. Select [F1] Change Currently Selected Address.  The system prompts you for the

new address for the record.

3. Type the new address for the selected record.  Press [Enter].  The system changes

the record to the new address, and highlights the record at its new address.

Changing Multiple Address Records

To move more than one address record:

1. Access the Database Editor as described in Editing an Address Description on page

9-7.  With a record highlighted, press [F5].  The system asks if you want to change

the currently selected record, or a range of records.

2. Select [F2] Search/Replace a Range of Addresses.  The system prompts you for a

search address.  This address can be a single address, or you can use a wildcard

character in the address to select a range of records.  For instance, you could

explicitly choose address B3/0, which would change only the record for address

B3/0.  You could, instead, choose B3/*, which would move  the records for all

addresses starting with B3/.

3. Type the address you want to change (including any wildcards).  Press [Enter].
The system asks you for the replace address, which is the address (or addresses)

where you want the records to go.  If you use a wildcard in the search address, you

must use that wildcard in the replace address.  For instance, if you copied C5:*,

you could select C25:* as the replace address, which would move all the records in

C5 to C25.

4. Type the address (including wildcards) where you want to move the records.  Press

[Enter].

5. The system asks if you want to perform an automatic search and replace.

§ If you want to move the whole block automatically, select [F1] Yes.

§ If you want to confirm each address in the block, select [F5] No.
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Editing Page Titles/Rung Descriptions Using the
Database Editor

The Database Editor allows you to edit page titles and rung descriptions.

The page title/rung description screen of the Database Editor is divided into two parts:

the top shows a scrolling list of page titles, and the bottom shows the page title and

rung description for the highlighted record.

Each record in the page title/rung description database can contain a page title, a rung

description, or both.  A page title is a single line of text used to divide a program into

functional sections.  A rung description is a block of text up to 64K bytes long.  See

Chapter 7 - Adding Descriptive Text to Ladder Logic for more information on page

titles and rung descriptions.

A page title/rung description record can be attached to an output address, or to a rung

number.  Records attached to a rung number use a pseudo-address in the form

RUNGxxx-yyy, where xxx is the program file number and yyy is the rung number.

Note You can shorten rung address entry to RUxxx-yyy to save keystrokes.

Page Title

Rung Description
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Editing Page Titles/Rung Descriptions
To edit a page title or rung description:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.

2. Select 10 Data Base Editor, by highlighting the option and pressing the [Enter]
key.

3. To select a different database to edit, press [F1] Select Program.  The File Selector

appears, allowing you to choose another project’s database.  If you want to edit the

database for the current working project, skip this step.

4. Select [F3] Edit Page Titles/Rung Descriptions from the Database Editor menu.

The screen displays the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor.

 You can also reach the Database Editor from the Offline or Online Editor.  From

the top level of the menu, select [F4] Tags, then [F9] dbEditr.

5. Highlight the record you want to edit.

§ Use the up and down arrow keys to move the highlight bar up or down one

record.

§ Use the [PgUp] and [PgDn] keys to move through the records one screen at a

time.

§ To move to the top record on the screen, press [Home].  To move to the first

record in the database, press [Home] [Home].

§ To move to the bottom record on the screen, press [End].  To move to the last

record in the database, press [End] [End].
§ To search for a page title or rung description, see Searching for a Page Title

or Rung Description, on page 9-21.

6. To edit the highlighted page title/rung description, press [Enter].  The page title

field opens, allowing you to enter a page title.  The page title can be up to 80

characters long.

7. When you finish editing the page title, press [Enter].  The system opens the rung

description editor.

When you finish typing your rung description, press [Esc].  The system prompts

you to save the changes to the database.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TE
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Searching for a Page Title or Rung Description
In the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor, you can search for

addresses, rung numbers, or text (as in page titles).  For large databases, the search

function makes finding the specific page title or rung comment much easier.

You can search either by address/rung number, or by character string.  The character

string can be any portion of a page title or rung comment.

To search by address or rung number:

1. From the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor, press [F1].
The system asks you to type an address to find.

2. Type the address or rung number, and press [Enter].  To enter a rung number, use

the syntax: RUNGxxx-yyy, where xxx is the program file and yyy is the rung

number in that program file.  The system highlights the page title at the address or

rung number you typed.  If the address or rung number you typed does not exist in

the database, the system highlights the closest address or rung number to the one

you typed.

Important The leading zeros in rung numbers are significant in the search.  For example, if you

search for RUNG2-3, the system will not find RUNG002-003.

To search with a text string:

1. From the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor, press [F2].
The system prompts you for a character string.  The search function is not case-

sensitive:  you can type either capital or lower-case letters.

2. Type the string, and press [Enter].  The system highlights the record containing

the string you typed.  If the string you typed does not exist in the database, the

system responds with a message saying that the string was not found.  If the string

occurs in more than one description, PLC-500 A.I. will find the next occurrence.
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Inserting a Page Title or Rung Description
To insert a page title or rung description:

1. From the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor, press [Ins].
The cursor flashes in the address field waiting for you to enter an address or rung

number at which to insert the page title/rung description.  To type a rung number,

use the syntax:  RUNGxxx-yyy, where xxx represents the program number and yyy

represents the rung number.

2. Type the address or rung number and press [Enter].  The page title field opens.

3. Type the page title and press [Enter].  The system opens the rung description

editor.

4. Type the rung description and press [Esc].  The system prompts you to save the

changes to the database.  The cursor will return to the address field allowing you to

insert another description.  If you are done inserting, press [Esc].

When the cursor is on the address field, you can increment the address by pressing

[Alt-N].  To decrement the address, press [Alt--] (hyphen key). For example, if the

current address is N25:0, you can press [Alt-N] to increment the address to N25:1.

Note If you have defined [Alt-N] as a macro, the macro will override the built-in [Alt-N]

functionality.  Deleting the [Alt-N] macro will restore the increment function.

Deleting a Page Title or Rung Description
You can use the Database Editor to delete page titles and rung descriptions from the

database.  There are several ways of specifying which page titles and rung descriptions

to delete:

• Single addresses

• Wildcard range of addresses

• Block of addresses
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Deleting a Single Record

To delete a single record:

1. Within the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor, highlight the

record you want to delete.  See Editing Page Titles/Rung Descriptions on page 9-

20 for directions on highlighting a record.

2. Press [Del].  The system presents you with deletion options.

3. To delete the highlighted record, press [F1] Delete Record: xxxxx, where xxxxx is

the address you highlighted.

Deleting Using Wildcard Addresses

1. Within the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor, press [Del].
A menu appears showing deletion options.

2. Press [F2] Specify Wildcard Delete Address.  The system prompts you for the

addresses or rung numbers of the records to delete.

3. Enter the address or rung number in much the same way as you would enter a DOS

command using wildcard characters.  For example, to delete all records for

addresses beginning with N17:, enter N17:*.  Press [Enter].  For more

information on using wildcard characters, see page 9-11.

4. The system prompts you to make sure you want to delete the entire set of records

you selected with the wildcard.

If you are not sure, or if you want to verify each record before the system deletes it,

select [F5] No.  The system will then prompt you before deleting each record.
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5. The system saves the deleted records in a file called projectname.RDL.  You can

import these addresses back into the database using the Import Database options

described in Chapter 14 - Utility Options for Database Maintenance.

Wildcard examples:

Entering N7:1? will delete addresses N7:10 - N7:19.

Entering N7:1* will delete addresses N7:10 - N7:19 and N7:100 - N7:199.

Deleting a Block of Records

1. Within the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor, highlight the

first record you want to delete.  See Editing Page Titles/Rung Descriptions on page

9-20 for directions on highlighting a record.

2. Press [Del].  A menu appears showing deletion options.

3. Press [F3] Delete Block of Addresses.

4. The system displays a message telling  you that the highlighted record is the first

record it will delete, and that you should move the highlight bar to the last record

to delete.  Press [Esc] to continue.  (You can press [Esc] again to abort the process

without deleting anything.)

5. Move the highlight bar to the last record in the block you want to delete.  Press

[Del].  The system asks you if want to delete the records you selected.  If you want

to continue, select [F1] Yes.

6. The system then asks if you want to autodelete the block of records.  If you do not

want the system to prompt you when it is about to delete each record, select [F1]

Yes.  If you want the system to prompt you before it deletes each record, select [F5]

No.

7. If you selected Yes, the system deletes all of the records in the block.  If you

selected No, the system prompts you before deleting each record.

The system saves the deleted records in a file called projectname.RDL.  You can import

these records back into the database by using the Import Database function.  (See

Chapter 14 - Utility Options for Database Maintenance.)
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Copying Page Titles/Rung Descriptions
You can copy a single record, or use wildcards to copy a range of records.

Copying a Single Page Title/Rung Description Record

To copy the page title/rung description for a single address:

1. In the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor, highlight the

address with the description you want to copy.  See Editing Page Titles/Rung

Descriptions on page 9-20 for directions on highlighting a record.

2. Press [F6].  The system asks if you want to copy the currently selected record, or to

copy a range of records.

3. Select [F1] Copy Currently Selected Record.  The system prompts you for the

new address.

4. Type the address or rung number to copy the record to.  Press [Enter].  The system

highlights that address and copies the description to it.

Copying Multiple Page Title/Rung Description Records

To copy more than one page title/rung description record:

1. In the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor, press [F6].  The

system asks whether to copy the currently selected record, or a range of records.

2. Select [F2] Search/Copy a Range of Addresses. The system prompts you for a

search address.  This address can be a single address, or you can use a wildcard

character in the address to select a range of records.

3. Type the address whose record you want to copy (including any wildcards).  Press

[Enter].  The system asks you for the new address (where you want the copied

records to go).  If you use a wildcard in the search address, you must use that

wildcard in the new address.  For instance, if you copied C5:*, you could select

C25:* as the replace address, which would send all the records in C5 to C25.

4. Type the address (including wildcards) where you want the copied records to go.

Press [Enter].
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5. The system asks if you want to automatically search and copy the records.  If you

want to copy all the records, select [F1] Yes, and the system will automatically

copy the records.  If you want to confirm each address, select [F5] No, and the

system will prompt you record by record, asking you if you want to copy the record

to the new address.

Changing Page Title/Rung Description Addresses
Changing the address for page title/rung description records is similar to copying the

records, except that the records move from their old address to the new address.

You can change a single record, or use wildcards to change a range of records.

Changing a Single Page Title/Rung Description Record to a Different Address

To change the address for a single page title/rung description:

1. In the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor, highlight the

address you want to change.  See Editing Page Titles/Rung Descriptions on page 9-

20 for directions on highlighting a record.

2. Press [F5].  The system asks if you want to change the currently selected address,

or a range of addresses.

3. Select [F1] Change Currently Selected Address.  The system prompts you for the

address to which you want to move the record.

4. Type the address or rung number to which you want to move the selected record.

Press [Enter].  The system moves the description to the new address, and

highlights the record at its new address.

Changing Multiple Page Title/Rung Description Records to a Different Address

To change more than one page title/rung description record to a different address:

1. Within the page title/rung description portion of the Database Editor, press [F5].
The system asks if you want to change the currently selected address, or a range of

Addresses.
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2. Select [F2] Search/Replace a Range of Addresses.  The system prompts you for a

search address.  This address can be a single address, or you can use wildcard

characters in the address to select a range of records

3. Type the address whose record you want to move (including any wildcards).  Press

[Enter].  The system asks you for the new address (where you want the records to

go).  If you use a wildcard in the search address, you must use that wildcard in the

new address.  For instance, if you copied C5:*, you could select C25:* as the new

address, which would move all the records in C5 to C25.

4. Type the address (including wildcards) where you want to move the records.  Press

[Enter].

5. The system asks if you want to automatically search and replace the records.  If you

want to move all the records, select [F1] Yes, and the system will automatically

move the records.  If you want to confirm each address, select [F5] No, and the

system will prompt you record by record, asking if you want to move the record to

the new address.  If records already exist at the new addresses, the system prompts

you before changing the address for the records, warning that you are about to

replace existing records.
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Configure Database Editor

You can change the following database parameters:

• Instruction description width:  the number of characters allowed in the

instruction description field.  The field width can be between nine and fifteen.

• Symbol field width:  the number of characters allowed in a symbol.  The field

width can be between nine and fifteen.

• Rung description wrap width:  the length of a line of text in rung descriptions in

the ladder editor display, either 80 or 132 characters.

To change one of these parameters:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.

2. Select 10 Data Base Editor.

 You can also reach the Database Editor from the Offline or Online Editor.  From

the top level of the menu, select [F4] Tags, then [F9] dbEditr.

3. Select [F4] Configure Data Base Editor.

4. The Database Editor Configuration menu appears.

From this menu, press the function key corresponding to the parameter you want to

change.  The values for the parameter toggle as you press the function key.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.TE



10  Searching

You can quickly locate specific items in a ladder program by using the search

functions.  You can search for:

• Addresses

• Instruction types

• Address and Instruction Combinations

• Symbol names

• Edit zones

• Page Titles  (not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.)

• Cross referenced addresses (not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.)

• Undescribed instructions  (See Chapter 8 - Adding Descriptive Text to Ladder

Logic)

• A particular Rung number, in any program file

You can search and replace:

• Addresses  (including wildcard addresses)

• Description Text  (not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.)
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Accessing Search Functions

From the top ladder editing menu bar, select  [F1] Search.  The search menu bar

appears.  In addition to listing items you can search for, this menu provides three

options for controlling and executing your search.

• [F1] Again performs a search using the currently defined specifications (described

in the following section).  If you have not defined search specifications, this acts

like pressing [F2] New.

• [F2] New brings up the Search Path Specification Window, allowing you to define

search specifications.  See the following section.

• [F3] Current automatically loads the address of the instruction under the cursor to

the Addr/Sym parameter and resets the Ins Type parameter to ANY.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SA

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SN

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SC
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Search Parameters

You can optimize the search functions by specifying parameters that control the search

operation.

To define search parameters:

1. Select  [F1] Search.  The function keys at the bottom of the screen change to show

the search functions.

2. Select [F2] New.  The Search Path Specification Window appears and the menu

bar at the bottom of the screen shows search parameters.  The current state of each

parameter is shown on a status line.

Note The Search Path Specification Window also appears if you select [F1] Again from the

search options without having search parameters defined.

State of
search

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SN
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3. Set desired search parameters.

§ Press [F1] Scope to toggle between GLOBAL and LOCAL.  A Local search

examines the current ladder file only, while a Global search examines all

ladder files in the project.

§ Press [F2] Direct to toggle the search direction either up or down from the

current cursor position.

§ Press [F3] Wrap to toggle the wrap parameter between ON and OFF.  When

wrap is OFF, searching will begin at the current cursor position and end at the

last or first rung of the program, depending on the search direction.  When

wrap is ON, the whole file (or files) will be searched.  For example, if Direct

is set to DOWN and Wrap is set to ON, PLC-500 A.I. will search from the

current rung to the end of the program, and continue from the first rung to the

rung where the search began.

§ Press [F4] curIns to automatically select the instruction type under the cursor

as the Ins Type parameter.

§ Press [F5] curOper to automatically select the address of the instruction under

the cursor as the Addr/Sym parameter.
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Search for an Instruction Type, Address, Symbol,
or Edit Zone

You can use the Search Path Specification Window to search for an instruction type,

address, symbol, or edit zone.

Indirect addresses (SLC 5/03 OS302 and SLC 5/04 OS401 only) may be used to specify

a search address, but the search will only find instances of the address in indirect

format.  (For example, if the value in N7:0 is 12, and you search for N24:[N7:0], the

search will find occurrences of N24:[N7:0], not N24:12.)  The software will, however,

find addresses used as a component within an indirect address.  For example, a search

for N7:0 would find the address F8:[N7:0], assuming this address exists.

Indexed addresses (SLC 5/02, 5/03, 5/04, and MicroLogix processors) may be used to

specify a search address, but the search will ignore the index and find all occurrences of

the specified address.  For example, a search for #N7:10 would find only occurrences of

N7:10, regardless of the offset value for indexed addressing.

To search for an address or symbol:

1. Select  [F1] Search.  The function keys at the bottom of the screen change to show

the search functions.

2. Select [F2] New.  The Search Path Specification Window appears.

3. Press [áá] to move the cursor to the Ins Type field.  The menu bar at the bottom of

the screen will list instructions.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SN
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4. Specify the instruction type (or edit zone).

§ Press the function key for the desired instruction type or

§ Enter a three character mnemonic for the desired instruction type by pressing

the “/” key followed by the mnemonic.  For example, to search for Examine if

Closed instructions, type /XIC.  (You could also type X, using the Quick Key

feature to specify Examine If Closed.)

You can enter a three letter mnemonic to search for an edit zone.  (Refer to

Chapter 7 - Changing Processor Modes for an explanation of edit zones.)  See

the table below for edit zone mnemonics.

For this type of edit zone Use this mnemonic

delete zone DZN

insert zone IZN

replace zone RZN

any zone AZN

§ If you should want to reset the instruction type to ANY, move the cursor to

this field, press [Esc] twice to clear the field and change the instruction type

back to ANY.
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5. With the cursor in the Addr/Sym field, enter the address or symbol you want to

search for.  You have several options for entering the address or symbol.

§ Type the address or symbol you want to search for.

§ Press [F5] curOper to automatically enter the address at the current cursor

position in the ladder program.

§ Press [Ins] to display a list of symbols to choose from.

Press [áá], [ââ], [PgUp], or [PgDn] to move through the list.  Highlight the

desired symbol.  When you press [Enter], the search will execute.  You can

press [Esc] to go back to the Search Path Specification Window before

executing the search.

6. Once you have everything set as desired, press [Enter] to set the current

parameters as the new default and execute the search.

As the search executes the current file and rung number being examined are

displayed on right side of the search status line.
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Search for a Rung Number

You can go directly to a specific rung number in any ladder file in the SLC 500.

Rung numbers entered as integers reference the current ladder file.  Precede the rung

number with a ladder file reference (file number followed by a colon—see sidebar) to

go to a rung in a different program file.

1. Select  [F1] Search.  The function keys at the bottom of the screen change to show

the search functions.

2. Select [F9] Rung.  The system prompts you for a rung number.

3. Type the rung number you want to search for.  To search for a rung in a different

program file, type the file number, then a colon, and then the rung number.  For

instance, if you want to search for rung 54 in program file 3, type 3:54.  (You can

also use a semicolon or a space to separate the file number and the rung number.

For example, instead of 3:54, you could type 3;54 or 3 54.)

4. Press [Enter] to begin the search.  The system displays the rung you requested.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SR

You can also include
the ladder file number
and the rung number
in the Command
Portal.  For example,
to go to rung 25 in
program file 2, type
.SR2:25
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Search by Cross Reference

Not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.

Search Xref displays a table of cross reference information for all occurrences of the

addresses in the instruction under the cursor.  If the cursor is not on an instruction with

an address, a prompt appears in the lower left corner of the screen for address input.

To search using xref data:

1. Position the cursor on an instruction with the address you want to search for.

2. Press  [F1] Search.

3. Press [F5] Xref.  The system finds all instances of the address, and displays them

in a list.  The system also shows the description (if any) for the currently

highlighted rung.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SX
or
.SXf:nnn
where f:nnn is a valid
address
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If the address is used as a file, such as a control block for a COP instruction, the

address will be shown in the format, _F:fn:wnl%fl where:
_F indicates file usage

fn is the file number

wn is the starting word number

l% indicates that the next number is the file length

fl is the file length (in words)

For example, if the system shows “_F:N7:0l%11”, this means file N7:0, with a file

length of 11 words.

Note You can configure the rung descriptions on and off with [F6] Utility [F8] Config.  See

Chapter 12 - Customizing PLC-500 A.I. for details.

4. To move to one of the rungs listed, use the arrow keys to highlight the rung

number reference and press [Enter].
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Search Using Page Titles (Advanced Diagnostics)

Not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.

Advanced Diagnostics provides a method of searching for a desired rung using page

title documentation.  See Chapter 8 - Adding Descriptive Text to Ladder Logic for

information on entering page titles.

Advanced Diagnostics allows you to segment your ladder programs into functional

blocks, keeping together parts of the program that serve a given function.

For instance, if you had several hundred rungs that controlled a particular machine, you

could place a page title at the first rung of that part of the ladder program to identify the

function of that part of the program, such as, “Control Logic for Machine #2”.

When something goes wrong with machine #2, you could perform an Advanced

Diagnostics search on the program, and immediately see the outputs for the control

logic for machine #2.  If you are online with the processor, you can see the outputs

change as the machine operates.  If you want to edit the ladder logic, you can select the

rung you want to go to, press [Enter], and immediately go to that rung in the ladder

program.

To search using page title documentation:

1. Cross references must be generated before selecting the Advanced Diagnostics

search option.  (If not, you will just get an error message.)  To generate or

manually update cross references, follow the steps below.

A Make sure the program you want to search is selected, then from the Main

Menu, select [F4] Reporting Options

B Select [F2] Generate Xref Data Base

Or, from within the ladder editor, select [F6] Utility, [F9] Util2, then [F2]

Xrefgen.

2. From the top ladder editing menu bar, press [F1] Search.

3. Press [F6] adVdiag.  A list of program files appears, allowing you to search a

single program file or all program files.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUX

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SV
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4. Highlight the program file you want to search.  If you want to search through all

program files, select ALL.

5. The Program Section List appears, showing all page titles used in the program

file(s) you selected.

An up or down arrow on the left side of the screen indicates that there are more

page titles that you can access.

6. Highlight the desired page title using the arrow keys.
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7. Press [Enter] to view the Output Display List for the highlighted section.

This screen shows all the output instructions for the rungs in the section (including

instruction type, address, description, and symbol).  In the case of branched

outputs, the last output address on the lowest parallel branch is shown.

 A triangle to the left of the last rung number indicates there are more rungs to

follow.  A triangle to the left of the first rung indicates preceding rungs in that

section.

 Online note:  when online, outputs will be displayed differently depending on their

states.  If the output is OFF, it will be intensified (displayed in yellow on a color

monitor).  If the output is ON, it will be displayed in reverse video.

8. Highlight the rung you want to display.

9. Press [Enter] to go to that rung in the ladder program.
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Search and Replace Addresses and Instructions

Search and Replace allows you to replace an address or range of addresses with another

address or range of addresses.  You can use search parameters to limit the search to a

particular instruction type and address combination.  All search parameters (e.g., wrap,

global/local, etc.) affect a search and replace operation.

Indirect addresses (SLC 5/03 OS302 and SLC 5/04 OS401 only) may be used to specify

the search address, but the operation will only be performed on indirect addresses

within the program.  For example, if you search for N7:[N14:9] and the value in N14:9

is 10, occurrences of N7:[N14:9] in the program will be replaced, but not occurrences

of N7:10.  The replace operation may occur on indirect components of addresses in the

program even if neither the search nor the replace address are specified as indirect.  For

example, if you are replacing N7:0 with R6:2.POS and the address F8:[N7:0] appears

in the program, it will be replaced with F8:[R6:2.POS].

The wildcard characters “*” and “?” are supported in search and replace operations.

Use the “*” character to replace a complete address component, or the “?” character to

replace just one character of  an address component.  (Each question mark represents

one digit of the address.)  Wildcard characters must be specified in the same position of

both the search and replace address.  See the examples below.

Here are some examples of wildcard search specifications:

If you search for
this address

and replace with
this address

then

T4:* T15:* Every address in data table file T4 is replaced
with T15.  If T15 does not exist, the system
creates it.

I:02/*
or
I:02

I:24/*
or
I:24

Every bit address in I:02 is replaced with the
corresponding bit in I:24.  If I:24 does not exist,
it is created.

N10:1?? N11:2?? Each address from N10:100 to N10:199 is
replaced with the corresponding address in
N11:200 to N11:299.  If N11 does not exist, the
system creates it.
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The Description Mode determines what will be done with the descriptions on the found

instructions:

• Move  moves the description and symbol from the search address to the replace

address.  The old address will be left without a description.

If both the old and the new addresses already have symbol records, the system

notifies you and asks which to use.

• Copy  copies the description from the old address to the new.  Both will have the

same description.

If both the old and the new address already have description records, the system

notifies you and asks which to use.

• Ignore  leaves the descriptions unmodified by the search/replace operation.

To search and replace addresses:

1. Press [F1] Search.  The function keys at the bottom of the screen change to show

the search functions.

2. Press [F7] rePlace.  The system displays the Search Specification Window.

See Search Parameters on page 10-3 for details on setting search parameters.  One

additional parameter is available for a search and replace, description mode.

3. Press [F6] desMode to toggle the description mode between Move, Copy, and

Ignore.
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4. You can limit your search to a particular type of instruction.  To do this, move to

the Search Ins. Type field and enter the instruction type.  More detailed directions

for entering the instruction type are given on page 10-6 in the directions under the

Search for an Instruction Type, Address, Symbol, or Edit Zone heading.

5. Enter the search address.  Remember, you can use wildcard characters in the

address.  You can also use the insert key [Ins] to select a symbol.  The address for

that symbol will appear in the Search Addr/Sym field.  You can edit the field if

you want to include a wildcard character.

6. Move the cursor to the Replace Address field.  Enter the replace address.  You can

use wildcards and display a list of symbols as with the search address.

7. Press [Enter] to begin the search and replace operation.

8. The system asks you if you want to perform a search and replace on the addresses

you entered.  Select [F1] Yes if the addresses are correct.

9. The system asks you if you want to perform an automatic search and replace of the

addresses.  If you select [F1] Yes, the system replaces all the addresses that match

the search specification.  If you select [F5] No, the system prompts you whether or

not to replace each address.

Note If the new addresses are valid but do not exist, the system creates them.  If the system

creates a new file, you will be prompted for an access mode for the file.

10. If both the search and replace address have symbol/description information, you

will be prompted whether to copy the search symbol and description over the

replace information.

11. The search and replace operation continues until all occurrences of the search

address have been found.  To abort the operation, press [Esc].

12. After the last search address has been found, a “Not Found” message appears.

(This is because the search continues until no more matching addresses are found.)

If you had elected to perform an automatic search, this message may appear

immediately upon initiating the search even though the search was successful.  The

search may have completed rapidly due to a fast computer, a small program, or few

instances of the search address.
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Search and Replace Description Text

Not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.

A separate utility exists for searching and replacing instruction description text.  This

utility searches through instruction descriptions, looking for a text string that you

specify, and replaces the string with another text string.

To search and replace description text:

1. From the top ladder editing menu bar, press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F9] Util2.  The function keys change to the second set of utility options.

3. Press [F3] S/r des.  The Search/Replace Description Text window appears.

4. The Search Address field on the menu is highlighted.  Enter an address if you

want to limit the search to specific addresses or to wildcard addresses.  If you leave

the Search Address field blank, the system places an asterisk (*) in the field,

meaning that all addresses will be searched.  Press [Enter].

5. The Search Text field highlights.  Type the text you want to search for, and press

[Enter].  This field is not case sensitive; you can enter the text in either upper or

lower case.

6. The Replace Text field highlights.  Enter the text you want to insert into the

description instead of the search text, and press [Enter].  The text will be replaced

exactly as typed (in upper or lower case).

7. The system asks you if it should automatically replace the text.  If you press [F1]

Yes, the system will automatically replace every instance of the search text with

the replace text.  If you press [F5] No, the system will prompt you to confirm that

you want to replace the text at each instance.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUS
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8. The system asks you if the information is correct.  Type Y to execute the search, N

to change the information, or [Esc] to abort the search.



11  Creating and Printing Reports

Using the Program Reporting feature, you can produce printouts of:

• The ladder program

• The cross reference data base

• Data table information

• The documentation data base

If you fully documented your program, you can also produce reports showing the I/O

module and rack configuration information and an I/O parts list.

The printer configuration option provides a template for entering information regarding

paper size, printer control codes and other printer specific options.  You can use

virtually any dot-matrix or PCL-compatible (HP LaserJet) printer with the Program

Reporting feature.

The report configuration option determines which reports the system will print, and

options for configuring the ladder report, the data table report and cross reference

reports.  You may save the report configuration to a disk file for easy recall later, or to

use with the Batch Reporting Options.

Note Report configurations created with earlier versions of PLC-500 A.I. may not be

compatible with current versions.  You must create and save new printer configuration

files to use with more recent revisions of the software.

This chapter provides example report configurations, including compressed and normal

cross reference options on the ladder and cross reference reports.  The possible

combinations of parameters are too numerous to list.
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Accessing the Reporting Options Menu

You can access the Reporting Options menu from the Main Menu or from the ladder

editor.

From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.

From within the ladder editor:

1. Press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F9] Util2.  The function keys change to the second set of utility options.

3. Press [F6] Report.  The system displays the Reporting Options menu.  When

accessed from within the ladder editor, the Reporting Options menu does not

include the [F1] Select Program option.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUR
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Select Project for Reports

To select the project that you wish to print reports for:

1. From the Reporting Options menu, press [F1] Select Program.

2. The File Selector appears.  Highlight the desired project and press [Enter].  For

more detailed information on choosing a project with the File Selector, see

Selecting a Project File in Chapter 2 - Handling Project Files.

If you access Reporting Options from the ladder editor, this step is unnecessary (as well

as unavailable on the menu).  In this case, PLC-500 A.I. will print reports for the

project being edited.
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Generate Xref Data Base

If you edit the ladder program and then print reports, the system automatically

generates the cross reference data base files, so you won’t have to do this under normal

circumstances.

To force regeneration of the cross reference data base:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.  The Reporting Options

Menu appears.

2. Press [F2] Generate Xref Data Base.  The data base generates automatically.  The

screen displays information about the files as the system generates them.  When

completed, the display returns to the Reporting Options menu.

You can also generate the Xref data base from the Online or Offline Editor.  From the

top level of the menu, select [F6] Utility, [F9] Util2, then [F2] Xrefgen.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUX
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Configure Reports

Through the Reporting Configuration option, you can select which reports you want to

print, the formats for those reports, and the printer configuration to use for the reports.

Different configurations for the report format can be saved for future use.

To configure reports:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.

2. From the Reporting Options menu, press [F3] Reporting Configuration. The

Reporting Configuration screen appears as follows:

This screen has two parts.  The left box lists the main report configuration

categories, and the right list shows sub-options for the highlighted category.

To select a category from the left box, use the up and down arrow keys to cursor up

or down through the left column.  You can also press the capitalized letter for your

selection to highlight it.  (For example, press [M] to highlight Margins.)

When you highlight a category in the left column, the options specific to that

category become available in the right column.
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3. To change an option, press the function key ( [F1] - [F9] ) corresponding to the

option.  The function key either toggles through the available settings for that

option, displays a list for you to select from, or opens a field for you to type in a

value.

4. To exit and save the parameters, press [Esc].

5. To obtain help on any category of options, highlight the desired category and press

[F10].

Report configuration information is saved in a file (with a .RCF extension).  By using

the load New config and Save config as options, you can create report configuration

files for all your reporting scenarios.

See Select and Configure Report Types beginning on page 11-12 for information on

selecting and configuring the different types of reports available in PLC-500 A.I.

• Ladder Report (see page 11-12)

• Cross Reference (Xref) Report (see page 11-21)

• Data Table Dump Report (see page 11-25)

• Data Table Usage Report (see page 11-25)

• Data Base Form (see page 11-30)

• Unused Address Report (see page 11-31)

• Program File List Report (see page 11-31)

• Data File List Report (see page 11-32)

• Sequencer Data Report (see page 11-33)

• Processor Configuration Report (see page 11-34)

• Rack Description Report (see page 11-35)

• I/O Parts List Report (see page 11-37)

• Revision History (see page 11-38)

• Table of Contents/Key (see page 11-39)
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Margins
Use the Margins parameter to specify the number of blank spaces or lines to insert

between various ladder report components.  You may also set global margins for the

left, right, top, and bottom of the page.  The maximum margins are: top, and bottom—

10 lines; left—10 characters; rung margins—3 lines; rung description and cross

references—5 lines.

At the Reporting Configuration menu, highlight Margins.

The margins screen appears similar to the following:

To change a margin, press the associated function key and type the desired margin in

the field.  Horizontal margins (for example, the left margin) are measured in

characters.  Vertical margins (for example, rung descriptions) are measured in lines.

Press [Esc] to save the configuration in the currently selected format.
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Miscellaneous Options
At the Reporting Configuration menu, highlight misc. Options.

The miscellaneous options screen appears as follows:

Press the appropriate function key to edit parameters.

[F1] Starting Page #
Enter the page number to start printing at.  Use this option if you need to reprint

part of a report due to a paper jam, for example.

[F2] Report Header
Enter up to 79 characters of text to print in the header or footer of each page.

[F3] Header Mode
Toggle the position of the page header between Top, Bottom, Both or None.

[F4] Company Name
Enter up to 79 characters of text to print at the bottom of the report header.

[F5] Print User Title Page
Toggle between Yes and No.  If set to yes, the information entered in the user title

page editor (below) will be printed at the beginning of the report.
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[F6] Edit User Title Page
Displays the user title page editor.  Use the user title page editor  to create a User

Title Page to print at the beginning of the report.  The “page” may actually be the

full 64K of text (about 16 pages) available to the editor.

[F7] Force Odd Page # For New Sections
When set to Yes, this option forces new reports to start on an odd page.  This is

especially handy when you are printing reports on double-sided printers.

[F8] Print RSI Title Page
When set to Yes, the report will include the printer, report, and ladder

configurations used to generate the report.

Select Printer Configuration
To select the printer configuration to use with your report:

1. At the Reporting Configuration menu, highlight Printer config.

2. The printer configuration screen appears as follows:
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3. Press [F1] Printer Driver Name to select the printer driver.  A list will be

displayed.  Use the arrows keys to highlight a name on the list and press [Enter].
(See Configure Printer beginning on page 11-40 for information on modifying or

creating a new printer driver.)

4. Press [F2] Print Destination and enter a valid device name (e.g., LPT1 or LPT2).

Print to a File

To print to a disk file:

1. Highlight Printer config on the Reporting Configuration screen.

2. Press [F1] Printer Driver Name.  If you wish to send the file to a printer later,

select that printer driver from the list.  If you would simply like to view the

“printout” using a text editor or word processor, select ASCII.

3. Press [F2] Print Destination and type a DOS path and filename (e.g.,

C:\REPORTS).

When you print to a file, the system prints the file in the format called for in your

printer driver.  If you call for printer codes in your printer driver, you will see these

codes at the beginning of each line in your file.  If you copy the file to a “print device”

(printer) that supports the codes, the file prints “normally” (as though you had sent the

report directly to the printer).

You may print the file later by copying the print file to your printer device name.  For

instance, to copy a file to LPT1, type the following command from a DOS command

line:

copy c:\pathname\filename lpt1

Load or Save Report Configuration
You can save a report configuration for future use.  (The report configuration includes

report types and options, and printer configuration.)

To save a report configuration:

1. Highlight Save config as... on the Reporting Configuration screen.

2. Press [Enter].  The File Selector utility will be displayed.
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3. Specify a filename in which to save the current report format.  See Chapter 2 -

Handling Project Files for information on using the File Selector utility.

To load an existing report configuration:

1. Highlight load New config on the Reporting Configuration screen.

2. Press [Enter].  The File Selector utility will be displayed.

3. Select the report format file you would like to use.  See Chapter 2 - Handling

Project Files for information on using the File Selector utility.
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Select and Configure Report Types

You can print many different types of reports.  This section will discuss each of them in

detail.

Ladder Report
The system allows you to print ladder reports in a variety of formats.  The Reporting

Configuration screen provides format choices through two main options, Ladder

parms 1 and Ladder parms 2.

To enable the ladder report:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.  The Reporting Options

Menu appears.

2. From the Reporting Options Menu, press [F3] Reporting Configuration.  The

Reporting Configuration screen appears.

3. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 1.  The

right column of the screen lists reports available to print.  Toggle [F2] Ladder

Report to Yes.

4. Use Ladder parms 1 and Ladder parms 2 to configure the ladder report.  These

options are described in detail below.

The options in Ladder parms 1 determine the print mode of the ladder diagram and

documentation text.  The options in Ladder parms 2 determine whether or not cross

reference information is included on the ladder printout and how the system formats

cross reference information.
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Ladder parms 1

These parameters determine the print modes for the ladder diagram and documentation

text.

Set the ladder parameters by pressing the function key corresponding to the parameter

you want to set.  The value of that parameter toggles, a selection list appears, or a field

opens for you to type a value for the parameter.

[F1] Rung Print List
Select ALL or enter the specific rung numbers or ranges to print, using the

following formats:

2-5 7 Print all rungs in ladder files 2 through 5 and file 7.

2:1 2:5 3:8 Print rungs 1 & 5 from ladder file two and rung 8 in file three.
Use a colon to indicate that rung numbers follow.

2:15-30, 3:0-20 Print rungs 15 through 30 in ladder file 2, and rungs 0 through
20 in ladder file 3.  The hyphen specifies a range of rungs to
print.

2:0-20, 3:9- Print rungs 0 through 20 in ladder file 2, and rungs 9 through
the end of ladder file 3.  Use the hyphen alone after a rung
number to print from the specified rung number through the end
of that ladder file.
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Note Always separate items in a rung list with spaces and/or commas.  The system checks

the range entry format when you press [Enter].  If the numbers change when this check

occurs, it indicates that the ranges have been entered improperly.  Re-enter the

numbers to conform to the examples shown above.  To clear the current rung list and

reset to ALL, press [F1], then [Esc], then [Enter].  Remember, rung numbers in a

program file begin at 0.

[F2] Ladder Print Mode
Toggle between Normal, Compressed, Enhanced, Normal/Compressed, Raw

Compressed, and Raw Normal.  This determines which printer control codes to use

for the ladder report.  See Select a Printer Driver on page 11-40 for details on

printer codes.

Normal Print all ladder rungs in normal mode.

Compressed Print all ladder rungs in compressed mode.

Enhanced Use enhanced mode.  For multiple address instructions, the
system prints description text for each address above the
instruction.  The description text is printed in compressed
mode.  When the system prints descriptions for multiple
addresses above an instruction, text for each address appears
in the order (left to right) in which the address occurs in the
instruction’s parameters (top to bottom).

Normal/Compressed Automatically switch between Normal and Compressed
depending on the width of the rung and the description text.

Raw Normal or Raw
Compressed

The raw modes ignore page breaks and headers providing a
faster (continuous) printout.

[F3] Rung Desc. Print Mode
Toggle this option between Fit in Rung and No Compress.  The Fit in Rung
option attempts to keep the comment within the left and right power rails by using

the printer codes for compressed mode.  The No Compress option causes all rung

descriptions to print using the normal mode printer codes even if they extend past

the power rails.  See Select a Printer Driver on page 11-40 for details on printer

codes.
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[F4] Box Rung Description
Use this option to enclose rung description text in a box composed of any valid

IBM character.  Enabling this option displays a menu to select one of seven

predefined characters or to enter a custom character. To enter custom characters

press [F8], then the key for that character.  To enter non-keyboard characters, hold

down the [Alt] key and enter the ASCII code number on the numeric keypad.  IBM

graphics characters will print only if

§ your printer supports these characters,

§ your printer’s support for these characters is enabled, and

§ your selected printer driver has [F3] Use IBM Graphics set to Yes.  See

Create a New Printer Driver on page 11-40 for details.

[F5] Chk Page on Vert Split
When rungs are too wide to fit between the left and right power rails, the rungs

split vertically and continue below and slightly to the right of the left power rail.

Enabling this option keeps split portions of a rung on the same page.

[F7] # of Des Lines to print
Toggle between 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 to set the number of description lines to print

above instructions.

Note:  To print all the instruction descriptions above multiple address instructions,

see “Enhanced” under the [F2] Ladder Print Mode option on the previous page.

[F8] Symbolic Mode
The different modes are Normal, Replace, or None.  Normal causes both the

address and symbol to print.  Replace causes only the symbol name to print, if it

exists; otherwise the address will print.  None prints addresses only.

[F9] Show I/O Cards
With this option enabled, real input and output addresses display the I/O card

mnemonic (e.g., OA8, IA8, etc.) below the instruction.
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Ladder parms 2

These parameters determine the way Xref information prints on the ladder diagram.

Set the ladder parameters by pressing the function key corresponding to the parameter

you want to set. The value of that parameter toggles, a selection list appears, or a field

opens for you to type a value for the parameter.

[F1] Output Xref
Select Below, Side, Side/Below, or None.  Examples of the different modes are

shown below.

None
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Below

Side
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Side/Below

The amount of data printed when Side or Side/Below is selected depends on the

[F6] Side Xref column width, the [F3] Ladder Xref Print Mode, and the number

of horizontal lines used by the rung drawing, including description text (see [F7] #

of Des Lines to print under Ladder parms 1 for more information).

When Side mode is selected, and there is more data than can fit to the side of the

rung, dots (...) print in the last available column position to indicate the data is

incomplete. A capital “E” prints in the last column position if the system

encountered an error while printing side Xref data (e.g., not enough space for even

the basic information).

If there is considerably more data than the number of horizontal lines permits

when printing Xref data to the side of the rung, the print routine assigns priority to

output Xref data (as opposed to subelements of a word used as output on the same

rung).

Note To ensure that complete xref data prints on the ladder diagram, select either the Below

or Side/Below modes.

[F2] Input Xref
Prints cross reference immediately below input instructions, showing the next rung

number where the program uses that contact as an output.  Refer to that rung

number for the full cross reference listing (assuming that you have enabled Output

Xref).
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[F3] Ladder Xref Print Mode
Toggle between Normal and Compressed.

Normal mode format:

T4:1 - TON - File #2 MAIN_PGM2 - 11
 File #29  -  8

T4:1.DN - -| |- - Fle #5 SCALE_OPER - 28, 39

Address

Instruction Type

File Number Filename

Rung Number

Compressed mode format:

T4:1 - 11, [29] 8 , {DN}, [5] 28, 39

Address

Rung Number

File Number
Subelement

§ Numbers or characters within braces { } are bits or subelements of the address.

The information following the braces applies to that subelement.

§ Numbers within brackets [ ] are file numbers.  The information following a set

of brackets refers to that file number.

§ If no ladder file is specified, the data refers to the file being printed.  (This is

why, in the example above, file numbers 29 and 5 are specified, but file

number 2 is not.)

§ A “/” character before a number indicates an XIO contact, otherwise the

reference is either an OTE, OTL, OTU or XIC.

§ A “w” or “f” before a rung number indicates use as a word or file, respectively.

This could be in a MOV or TON instruction, for example.

Note To print a key to the compressed mode symbols, enable the Table of Contents/Key

report under Report selections 2.
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[F4] Ignore Xref Disable Flg
When an address occurs repeatedly within a program, printing its cross reference

data may be redundant.  You may choose to set the xref disable flag with the

database editor, so that the cross reference information for that address will not

normally appear on the ladder report.  Refer to Chapter 9 - Using the Database

Editor for information on setting the Xref Disable flag.

At some point, you may want to print your ladder reports with all the cross

reference information.

Set this parameter to Yes to ignore the xref disable flag on the ladder report

without removing the flag from the data base.

[F5] Force Addr on Side xref
When Xref data prints to the right of the rung, the address for that data prints only

if the output instruction has more than one operand, or if branched outputs exist.

Enabling this option causes the printout to always include the address with the side

cross reference data for all outputs.

[F6] Side Xref Column Width
Valid range 20-60.  This parameter determines the space allocated to the right of

the power rail for Xref data.  This parameter applies only if you select Side or

Side/Below modes for Output cross reference data.

When allocating space for the Side Xref Column Width, you must leave at least

50 characters for rung data or the system displays an error message and aborts the

printout.  The total width is a factor of the pitch (characters per inch) and the

printer page width.  If you get this message, you can try switching to compressed

mode, shortening the Side Xref Column Width, or switching to a wide carriage

printer (if you have one).

[F7] Print Right Power Rail
Toggle this parameter On to print the right power rail.  Printing the right rail is

required if you set Side or Side/Below modes for xref data.  You can only set this

parameter to Off  if you set Output Xref to Below or None.
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Cross Reference Report
A cross reference report shows all addresses used in the program and lists each place

that address is used.  The following is an example of a portion of a cross reference

report.

Note If you are using indirect addresses, the indirect components will appear in the cross

reference report, but will not be replaced with their values.

To enable the cross reference report:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.

2. Press [F3] Reporting Configuration.

3. Highlight Report selections 1.  The right column of the screen lists reports

available to print.  Toggle [F3] Xref Report to Yes.
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4. On the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Xref report parms.

These parameters affect the Xref Report (not the cross reference information

printed on the ladder diagram report).

[F1] Xref Sort Mode
Toggle between Address, Symbol or various description modes.  The sort modes

determine both the order of the data on the report and which data the report

includes.

§ Address mode includes cross references for all points used in the ladder

program.  This sorts addresses in file number order.

§ Symbol sort mode uses the 15-character symbol name as the sort criterion.

This mode includes only addresses which have a symbol assigned and are used

in the program.

§ Description sort modes include only those points used in the ladder program

that have text in the Description field.  Full Des sorts on all 5 lines of the

description text.  Des Line 1 through Des Line 5 sort on the specified line of

the description.
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[F2] Xref Mode
Toggle between Normal and Compressed.  See [F3] Ladder Xref Print Mode on

page 11-19 (under Ladder parms 2) for the differences between normal and

compressed modes.  These modes behave the same in both the Ladder and Xref

Reports.  To print a key to the abbreviations used in compressed mode, enable the

Table of Contents/Key report.

[F3] Print Descriptions
Toggle this parameter On to include the 5 lines of description text for addresses on

the Xref Report when using Address or Symbol sort mode.

[F4] Print Symbols
Toggle this parameter on to print symbol names within braces { }.

[F5] Replace Addr w/Sym
Toggle this parameter On to print the symbol name instead of the address on the

Xref Report.  ([F4] Print Symbols will automatically be set to No so that symbols

will not be printed twice.)

[F6] Xref Printer Mode
Toggle between Normal, Compressed or Enhanced to determine which printer

control codes to use for the entire Xref Report.  See Select a Printer Driver on page

11-40 for details on printer codes.
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[F7] Group Bits into word
Instead of listing each bit address separately on the Xref Report, they are included

in the cross references for the word address.  This compressed format is the same

as the compressed mode for cross reference data printed on the ladder diagram (see

page 11-19), except for grouping the bit cross references in with the word cross

references.  Two examples are shown below.

B3:0 - {12},1,5,[3]1,3,{15},[2]/1,2,/5,6,[3]/1,/3

B3/12 - 1,5,[3]1,3

B3/15 - /1,2,/5,6,[3]/1,/3

Compressed with
Group Bits into word
enabled

Compressed

T4:19 - {ACC/05},/1

T4:19.ACC/5 - /1Compressed

Compressed with
Group Bits into word
enabled

To enable the Group Bits Into Word option, you must set the Xref Sort Mode to

Address, the Xref Mode to Compressed, and disable description and symbols.

[F8] Margin between xrefs
Enter the number of lines (from 0-3) to leave blank between addresses.

Clear All Xref Disable Flags

When an address occurs repeatedly within a program, printing its cross reference data

may become overwhelming. For instance, an output used as a storage bit may have

many cross references. You may choose to enter a xref disable flag with the database

editor, disabling the printout of cross reference data on the ladder report and search

displays for that output.  (See Chapter 9 - Using the Database Editor.)
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At some point, you may want to print your ladder reports with all the cross reference

information. There are two ways to do that: you can configure the report to ignore the

Xref Disable flags (see Ignore Xref Disable Flags on page 11-20), or you can clear the

Xref Disable flags.

To clear the xref disable flags:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.

2. From the Utility Options menu, select 11 Clear all Xref Disable Flags.  The

utility asks you if you want to enable ladder xref printing on all points in the

project.

Note To select menu options beyond [F9], use the arrow keys to highlight the option, and

press [Enter].

3. To clear the flags, select [F1] Yes.  To return to the Utility Options menu without

clearing the flags, select [F2] No.

Data Table Dump and Data Table Usage Reports
The Data Table Dump report shows the values stored in the data table for the project.

The Data Table Usage report shows which data table addresses are used in the project.

The Data Table Dump and Data Table Usage reports print in similar formats.  To save

space, these reports show output and input data files in three columns.  Each of these

columns includes the word address and the 16 data bits for that word.

Data Table Dump

To enable the Data Table Dump Report:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report Selections 1.

2. Toggle [F4] Data Table Dump Report to Yes.

The following is part of a Data Table Dump Report.  An actual Data Table Dump

Report will show the data table associated with all files in the project.
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Data Table Usage

To enable the Data Table Usage Report:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 1.

2. Toggle [F4] Data Table Dump Report to Yes.

The system formats the Data Table Usage report similarly to the Data Table Dump,

except the usage report uses `X’s to indicate that a bit or word address is used.  An

excerpt from a Data Table Usage Report follows:
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Data Table Report Parameters

The Data Table Dump and Data Table Usage reports present data sorted by data table

file number, from lowest to highest.

You can enter a list of address ranges to limit the data for the report.  Address data

prints in the order in which the ranges appear in the list.  Use the address list to select

specific data table files for the report.

For example, if you have files N7, N12 and N13 among others in the data table and

want only these three integer files included in the report, enter the ranges as:

N7:0 - N7:255
N12:0 - N12:255
N13:0 - N13:255

To add a range of files:

1. Highlight Dt report parms on the Reporting Configuration screen.  (Or press [D]
to move the highlight bar directly to the selection.)

2. Press [F3] Edit Address List.  A window appears, showing your currently defined

address list.  (It is blank if no address list has been defined.)
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3. Press [Ins] to add a range of files to the list.  A prompt appears asking you for the

low address of the range you want to print.

Type the first address in the range, and press [Enter].

4. A prompt appears, asking you for the high address of the range you want to print.

Type the last address in the range, and press [Enter].  (If you want to print only

one address, enter that address as the low address and, at the high address prompt,

press [Enter] without typing an address.)

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for any additional ranges you want to print.

6. To delete a range, use the up and down arrow keys to highlight the range to delete,

and press [Del].

7. To save the ranges and exit, press [Esc].

8. To enable the saved address list, press [F2] Use Address List to toggle the

parameter to Yes.

Note The range of addresses can include any valid data table address. For example:

O:0 - N7:255
B3:0 - B3:255
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Data Base Form
The Data Base Form prints out the address and text for all records in the data base.  A

portion of a Data Base Form report follows.

SymbolAddress Description

To set up the Data Base Form:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 1.

2. Press [F6] Data Base Form.  A menu of sorting options will appear.
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3. Press the appropriate function key to select a sort order, or, to disable the report,

use the arrow keys to highlight 10 DISABLE REPORT and press [Enter].  Most

of the sorting options are self explanatory—Address sorts by address, Des Line 2

sorts by line two of the description.  Addr/ASCII, however, is a little different.

Addr/ASCII also sorts by address, but alphabetically rather than in file number

order.  For example, sort by Address puts file S2 before file B3 because 2 comes

before 3.  Sort by Addr/ASCII puts file B3 before file S2 because “B” comes

before “S.”

At the end of the Data Base Form report, the system prints a list of the page titles and

rung descriptions contained in the project.

Unused Address Report
The Unused Address report includes only those addresses which are described in the

data base but are not used in the ladder program.  The report is formatted like a Data

Base Form with Addr/ASCII selected as the sort mode.

To enable the Unused Address Report:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 1.

2. Toggle [F7] Unused Address Report to Yes.

Program File List Report
The Program File List Report lists all program files defined in the project.  The report

includes the program name (if assigned), file number and description.

To enable the Program File List Report:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 1.

2. Toggle [F8] Program File List Report to Yes.
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Data File List Report
The Data File List Report lists all data files defined in the project.  The report includes

the name, description, file number, type, mode (Global or Local), and size in both

elements and words.

To enable the Data File List Report:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 1.

2. Toggle [F9] Data File List Report to Yes.
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Sequencer Data Report
The Sequencer Data Report lists information for each sequencer command in the

program.  A sample is shown below.

To enable the Sequencer Data Report:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 2.

2. Press [F3] Sequencer Data Report.  A list of data formats to select from will

appear.

3. Press the function key associated with the desired format or press [F6] to disable

the report.

If the program does not contain any sequencer commands, the report will print, “No

sequencers found in project!”

Note The Sequencer File Report Data Format selected here applies only to sequencers

which have not been flagged by the Mode function on the Display Special screen.

Those sequencers will be formatted in the radix that was specified by the Mode

function.
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Processor Config Report
The Processor Config Report includes the processor status bits, channel configuration,

and communication information.  A portion of a sample report is shown below.

To enable the Processor Config Report:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 2.

2. Toggle [F4] Processor Config Report to Yes.
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Rack Description Report
The Rack Description Report prints information about the I/O cards in the rack(s) and

the addresses.  Three modes are available for this report, Overview, Full List, and

Oview+Full.

Overview mode shows the slots on the rack and the I/O card assigned to each slot.  A

sample report is shown below.

Full List mode shows all addresses on each I/O card along with the symbol and

description text for that point.  The report also prints a summary to the right of the

blocks of data, including a summary of the I/O cards for that rack.  A sample report is

shown on the following page.
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Oview+Full mode prints both the overview and the full list.
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Note The full list modes print as many lines of description text as will fit.  (More lines can be

printed if you have an 8 point I/O module than if you have a 16 point or 32 point I/O

module.)

To enable the Rack Description Report:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 2.

2. Press [F5] Rack Description Report.  A list of report formats to select from will

appear.

3. Press the function key associated with the desired format or press [F4] to disable

the report.

I/O Parts List Report
If you assigned real-world devices to real input and output addresses in the data base,

you may print the I/O Parts List Report.  This report shows the total number of I/O

cards and total number of I/O points, then lists each I/O address and description text.

The report also prints a summary, indicating the total number of free I/O points.  A

sample report is shown below.
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To enable the I/O Parts List Report:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 2.

2. Toggle [F6] I/O Parts List Report to Yes.

Revision History
The Revision History report prints the program revision notes.  (Revision notes are

entered whenever the program is saved if you have revision note entry enabled on the

Program Operation Parameters screen.)  The report prints the revision number, time

and date, and revision description.  The system stores revision history data in the

project.PRF file.

To enable the Revision History:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 2.

2. Toggle [F8] Revision History to Yes.
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Table of Contents/Key
The Table of Contents/Key report shows starting page numbers for reports in a print

job.  The report also includes a summary of SLC 500 program information, plus a quick

reference sheet to help you interpret xref data information.  A sample Table of

Contents/Key is shown below.

To enable the Table of Contents/Key:

1. From the Reporting Configuration screen, highlight Report selections 2.

2. Toggle [F9] Table of Contents/Key to Yes.
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Configure Printer

The printer driver determines which control codes to incorporate into the various

reports.  These codes tell the software how to switch between normal, compressed or

enhanced printing modes.  The template may be used to create custom configurations

for virtually any dot matrix or HP LaserJet compatible printer.

Note The functions described below through the Reporting Options menu can also be

accessed by selecting, from the Main Menu, [F9] Configure Program Parameters,

then [F2] Configure Printer.

Select a Printer Driver
To select a printer driver:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.  The Reporting Options

Menu appears.

2. From the Reporting Options Menu, press [F4] Configure Printer.  The system

displays a menu similar to the following:

3. Use the arrow keys to highlight the desired printer and press [Enter].

Create a New Printer Driver
To create a new printer driver:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.  The Reporting Options

Menu appears.
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2. From the Reporting Options Menu, press [F4] Configure Printer.  The system

displays a menu similar to the following:

3. Press [Ins] to create a new printer driver.  A printer driver template opens, similar

to the following:

The default settings appearing in the template are for an Epson-compatible 80-

column dot-matrix printer.  You can change the settings to match the requirements

of your printer.

4. Press [F1] Printer Device Name. Enter up to 8 characters for the device name.

5. Press [F2] Printer Device Desc. Enter up to 50 characters of description text for

the device.
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Note The system requires you to enter a printer device name and printer device description,

but you can enter any name and description you like.  The device name and description

identify the printer in the program.  Use printer device names and descriptions that

make sense to you.  We suggest using the printer type or location to name and describe

your printer.

Make sure the remaining settings match those required by your printer.  Refer to your

printer’s manual for details on the codes it requires.

The system will include the new printer device name and description the next time

you access the printer drivers.  These two items may not be modified later, so make

sure they are correct before accepting the configuration.

6. Press [F3] Use IBM Graphics.  This toggles the IBM Graphics compatibility

setting.  If vertical or horizontal lines on the ladder report appear as anything other

than solid lines, the printer does not support IBM Graphics, and this option should

be set to NO.

7. Press [F4] Allows Enhanced Mode to toggle this setting.  If the printer allows

compressed and expanded modes, toggle the setting to Yes.  This must be set to

Yes to use the Enhanced print mode which is set under Ladder parms 1.

8. Press [F5] Paper Type (w/h).  This option toggles between 8.5 x 11, 14 x 11, 11 x

8.5 and Custom.  Use Custom for printers such as Hewlett Packard Laserjets,

which cannot physically print on the outer edges of a page, making the usable area

of an 8.5 x 11 sheet of paper into 8 x 10 inches.  If you select Custom, a window

appears on the screen, asking you to specify the width of the page.  Type the

custom width (in inches) and press [Enter].  Another window appears asking you

to specify the page height.  Type the height and press [Enter].

Note The number of characters per inch are used only for calculating the width of rungs and

cross reference data.  Codes for switching the printer into different print modes are

defined in the printer driver.

9. Press [F6] Normal Chars/Inch.  Enter the number of characters per inch for the

codes specified in [CTL-F2] Normal Print.

10. Press [F7] Compressed Chars/Inch.  Enter the number of characters per inch for

the codes specified in [CTL-F1] Compressed Print.
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11. Press [F8] Lines per Inch.  Enter the number of horizontal lines per inch.

Note Lines per inch and paper height determine how many lines will fit on a page.  Normal

or compressed characters per inch and paper width determine the calculated page

width.  Entering incorrect codes or sizes may cause reports to overrun or underrun the

real page size.  Make adjustments as required.

12. Press [F9] Print Initialize.  The system sends the control codes on this line to the

printer once at the beginning of the report.  Use this option to enter codes for

printer reset, page orientation, lines per inch, etc.

13. [CTL-F1] Compressed Print, [CTL-F2] Normal Print, and [CTL-F3]

Expanded Print all indicate print modes.  For each mode, press the associated

keys, then type the code for the number of characters per inch in compressed,

normal or expanded mode.  Refer to your printer’s documentation to determine the

codes to use.

14. Either press [Enter] to accept the configuration,

or, press [Esc] to exit without saving the new or modified printer driver.

Note The measurements on the printer template are in inches.  Enter all control codes in

decimal format.  Since most printer codes are ESCAPE sequences, these generally

begin with the number 27, which represents the ESCAPE character in decimal format.

If your printer’s documentation does not provide printer codes in decimal format, see

Appendix C - ASCII Character Codes for a conversion chart.
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Modify or Delete an Existing Printer Driver
To modify an existing printer driver:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.  The Reporting Options

Menu appears.

2. From the Reporting Options Menu, press [F4] Configure Printer.  The system

displays a menu similar to the following:

3. Highlight the printer driver you wish to modify.

4. Press [F1] Modify.  The printer driver template opens.

5. Follow steps 6-14 under Create a New Printer Driver to modify the driver.

To delete an existing driver:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.  The Reporting Options

Menu appears.

2. From the Reporting Options Menu, press [F4] Configure Printer.  The system

displays the driver menu.

3. Highlight the printer driver you wish to delete.

4. Press [Del] to delete the highlighted driver.
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HP LaserJet Information
The HP LaserJet II code examples on the following pages are examples of different

ways to use control codes.  They have been developed for use with the LaserJet II series

but should work on any LaserJet II compatible printer.

Normal Codes—very basic, no frills

[F3] Use IBM Graphics Yes

[F4] Allows Enhanced Mode No

[F5] Paper Type (w/h) Custom (landscape = 10.5 x 7.5, portrait = 8 x 10)

[F6] Normal Chars/Inch 10

[F7] Compressed Chars/Inch 16.7

[F8] Lines per Inch 6

27 69 27 38 108 49 79 27 38 107 48 83 27 38 108 54 68 27 40 49 48 85

     Landscape Mode

(Change to 48 for
Portrait mode)

Force IBM Graphics On

6 lines/in.10 characters/in.

Global Reset

[F9] Print Initialize

 27 38 107 50 83 27 40 115 48 66

Normal face16.7 characters/in.

[Ctl-F1] Compressed Mode

 27 38 107 48 83 27 40 115 48 66

Normal face10 characters/in.

[Ctl-F2] Normal Mode

 27 38 107 48 83 27 40 115 51 66

Bold face10 characters/in.

[Ctl-F3] Expanded Mode
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Compressed Codes—compresses everything, gets the most data on a page

[F3] Use IBM Graphics Yes

[F4] Allows Enhanced Mode No

[F5] Paper Type (w/h) Custom (landscape = 10.5 x 7.5, portrait = 8 x 10)

[F6] Normal Chars/Inch 16.7

[F7] Compressed Chars/Inch 16.7

[F8] Lines per Inch 8

27 69 27 38 108 49 79 27 38 107 50 83 27 38 108 56 68 27 40 49 48 85

     Landscape Mode

(Change to 48 for
Portrait mode)

Force IBM Graphics On

8 lines/in.16.7 characters/in.

Global Reset

[F9] Print Initialize

 27 38 107 50 83 27 40 115 48 66

Normal face16.7 characters/in.

[Ctl-F1] Compressed Mode

 27 38 107 50 83 27 40 115 48 66

Normal face16.7 characters/in.

[Ctl-F2] Normal Mode

 27 38 107 48 83 27 40 115 51 66

Bold face10 characters/in.

[Ctl-F3] Expanded Mode
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Enhanced Codes—enables enhanced ladder print mode

[F3] Use IBM Graphics Yes

[F4] Allows Enhanced Mode Yes

[F5] Paper Type (w/h) Custom (landscape = 10.5 x 7.5, portrait = 8 x 10)

[F6] Normal Chars/Inch 10

[F7] Compressed Chars/Inch 20

[F8] Lines per Inch 6

27 69 27 38 108 49 79 27 38 107 48 83 27 38 108 54 68 27 40 49 48 85

     Landscape Mode

(Change to 48 for
Portrait mode)

Force IBM Graphics On

6 lines/in.10 characters/in.

Global Reset

[F9] Print Initialize

 27 38 107 50 83 27 40 115 48 66 27 38 107 54 72

Normal face16.7 characters/in.

[Ctl-F1] Compressed Mode

Force character width to 20 cpi

 27 38 107 48 83 27 40 115 48 66 27 38 107 49 50 72

Normal face10 characters/in.

[Ctl-F2] Normal Mode

Force character width to 10 cpi

 27 38 107 48 83 27 40 115 51 66 27 38 107 49 50 72

Bold face10 characters/in.

[Ctl-F3] Expanded Mode

Force character width to 10 cpi
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Print Wire Labels

You can print wire labels for:

• All defined I/O points

• Only those I/O addresses used in the program

• Custom labels (text strings)

You may use the default wire label formats, or create custom label formats.  The default

labels are for various W.H. Brady label types.

Note You may want to print your labels on plain paper to check the spacing before printing

on your actual wire labels.

Select Wire Label Type
To select a wire label type:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.  The Reporting Options

menu appears.

2. Select [F7] Print Wire Labels.  The Wire Labels Options menu appears.

3. Select [F1] Select Wire Label Type.  A menu appears from which you can select

one of the existing label types or define a custom label format.

Follow the directions below to select an existing type, create your own, or modify

or delete an existing type.
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Select Existing Label Type

To select an existing label type:

1. Use the up and down arrow keys to move the highlight bar over the label type you

want to select.

2. Press [Enter] to select the label type.

Create New Label Type

To define a custom label format:

1. Press [Ins] to add a new label.  The system prompts you to enter a label

description.  The description can be up to 50 characters long.  Type the description,

and press [Enter].

2. The system prompts you to enter the number of labels per row.  You may have

between 1 and 20 labels per row.  Type the number, and press [Enter].

3. The system prompts you to enter the number of printable lines per label.  You may

have between 1 and 10 printable lines per label.  Type the number, and press

[Enter].

4. The system prompts you to enter the number of printable characters across the

label.  You may have between 7 and 40 characters across the label.  Type the

number, and press [Enter].

5. The system prompts you for the number of vertical lines between rows of labels.

You may have between 0 and 10 lines between rows.  Type the number, and press

[Enter].

6. The system prompts you to enter the number of spaces between horizontal labels.

You may have between 0 and 20 character spaces between columns of labels.  Type

the number, and press [Enter].

7. The system prompts you to enter the number of labels to print for each I/O point.

You may print between 1 and 10 labels for each point.  Enter the number of labels

you want to print, and press [Enter].
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8. The next prompt provides options to print the address, symbol or both for each

label.  (If you selected 2 or fewer lines per label, the third option below, [F3] Print

Both Address and Symbol, will not be available.)

The top portion of the window indicates to which label number the assignment

corresponds.  (You will select a print mode for the number of labels you specified

in step 7 above.)

Modify or Delete Existing Label Type

To modify or delete an existing label type:

1. Use the up and down arrow keys to move the highlight bar over the label type you

want to modify or delete.

2. Press [F1] Modify to change the label type, or press [Del] to delete the label type.

3. If you are modifying an existing label type, follow steps 2-8 under Create New

Label Type above.

Print Test Pattern
Select [F2] Print Test Pattern to print two sets of labels to check the format.  The

system sends any print jobs to the current print device defined by the Configure

Printer option on the Reporting Options menu, first sending the printer initialization

string for the selected print device along with the wire labels.

Print a Label Setup Pattern
You may print a setup pattern to help you determine a custom format for your labels.

The setup pattern consists of the characters 1234567890 repeated across the width of

the current print device (either 80 or 132 columns) and 15 rows down.  You can use

this pattern to determine the correct spacing for your labels.

To print a setup pattern, select [F3] Print a Label Setup Pattern from the Wire Label

Options menu.
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Print Labels for USED I/O Points
To print labels for points you are using in the ladder program, select [F4] Print Labels

for USED I/O Points from the Wire Label Options menu.

Print Labels for ALL I/O Points
To print labels for all defined I/O points, select [F5] Print Labels for ALL I/O Points
from the Wire Label Options menu.  This option generates a wire label for all real I/O

addresses, determined by the I/O cards defined.  The labels print whether the ladder

program uses the points or not.

Edit and Print User Defined Labels
You may define text strings to print in your currently defined label format.  Press [F6]

Edit User Defined Labels.  The first time you select this option for each different

project, the system displays a message that a .LBL file does not exist, and that the

system will initialize the file.  Press [Esc] to continue.  The .LBL filename created

matches the current project.  A window appears with a list of user defined labels.  The

window will be empty if no labels have been defined.
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To add a new label:

1. Press [Ins].  A window appears for you to enter the label in.

2. Type the new label text.  You may enter up to 40 characters.  Press [Enter].
Labels will be placed in the list in alphabetical order.

To delete an existing label:

1. Highlight the label you wish to delete.

2. Press [Del].

When you are done editing labels, press [Esc] to exit and save the label text.

You can print user defined labels alone or along with others.

• User defined labels are included when you select [F4] Print Labels for USED I/O

Points or [F5] Print Labels for All I/O Points.

• To print user defined labels only, press [F7] Print User Defined Labels.
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Select Report Printing Order

You may select the order in which the system prints your reports.  The order you select

remains as the default order until you change it again.

Note The Table of Contents must be printed last.  The Table of Contents is built as the

reports print, so it must come last in the printing order.  There is no option for

changing the report order for the Table of Contents.

To change the reporting order:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.  The Reporting Options

menu appears.

2. Select [F8] Select Report Printing Order.  The report order selection screen

appears.

3. Use the up and down arrow keys to highlight the report you want to move.

4. Press [Enter].  The report name moves to the right.

5. Use the up and down arrow keys to highlight the position above which you want to

insert the report.

6. Press [Enter] to place the report above the highlighted position.
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7. Save the report order.

§ Either press [Esc] to save the order and exit the Select Report Order screen,

§ or, press [F1] to save this order as the new default and exit the Select Report

Order screen.

For example, to print the Revision History report before the Ladder Report:

1. From the Select Report Order screen highlight Revision History, and press

[Enter].  Revision History moves to the right.

2. Highlight Ladder Report, and press [Enter].  Revision History moves back to the

left, above Ladder Report.

If you change the report order and want to return it to the default order, access the

Select Report Order screen and press [F2].  The list will return to the default order.
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Print Reports

This option prints out all the ladder reports you selected under Reporting

Configuration.  The report automatically generates xref information, if necessary.

To print the reports you selected:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.  The Reporting Options

Menu appears.

2. Press [F5] Print Reports.

To stop printing the reports, press [Esc].  The system stops printing the reports at the

point where you pressed [Esc].

Note Most printers store (buffer) information to be printed later.  When you press [Esc], the

computer will stop sending information to the printer.  The printer will print the stored

information and then stop.  This usually takes one or two pages, depending on the

printer and the page density.
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Batch Printing

You may print reports for multiple projects at the same time by using the batch printing

option.  Each project name may have its own report format, print device and number of

copies.  All batch reports use the current report order.

To print reports for multiple projects:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F4] Reporting Options.  The Reporting Options

menu appears.

2. Press [F9] Batch Print.  The Batch Reporting screen appears.

3. From this screen, you can add a project to the batch print job, change the settings

on a job currently in the batch, delete a project from the batch, or exit back to the

Reporting Options menu.
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To add a project to the batch:

1. Press [Ins].  The File Selector appears, allowing you to choose a project.  Highlight

the project you want to add, and press [Enter].

2. A prompt appears for you to select a print device for the project.  Type the name of

the print device (e.g., LPT2), and press [Enter].  To print to a disk file, type the

filename.  You may type a full path name, but only the filename appears in the

batch list.

3. A prompt appears for you to select the number of copies of the report to print.

Type the number of copies you want to print, and press [Enter].

4. The File Selector for report formats appears.  Use the up and down arrow keys to

select a format, and press [Enter].  You will be returned to the Batch Reporting

screen and the new project will be listed.

To change the report format for a job in the batch list:

1. Use the up and down arrow keys to select the project to edit.

2. Press [Enter] to select the project.  The File Selector screen for report formats

appears.

3. Highlight the format you wish to use and press [Enter].

4. The system will ask if you wish to edit the selected format.  Press [F1] Yes to edit

the format or [F5] No to accept it and return to the Batch Reporting screen.

To edit the settings on a job in the batch list:

1. Use the up and down arrow keys to select the project to edit.

2. Press [F1].  The File Selector appears.  You can replace the project in the batch list

by selecting a different project.  The remainder of the steps are the same as for

adding a project to the batch.
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To delete a project name from the batch list:

1. Use the up and down arrow keys to highlight the project to delete.

2. Press [Del] to delete the project.

Note The batch list always contains at least one project name.  Before deleting the default

project, add a new project name to the list.

To print the batch job or exit without printing:

1. Press [Esc] to exit and save the current list.

2. A prompt appears asking if you wish to start batch printing.  Select [F1] Yes to

print, or [F5] No to exit and save the batch setup.



12  Customizing PLC-500 A.I.

You can customize PLC-500 A.I. to create an environment that best suits your needs.

In PLC-500 A.I., you can:

• Create a user-defined help data base

• Create macros to help execute procedures you commonly use to program

• Configure the ladder logic display screen

• Configure function keys to insert text in instruction descriptions

• Configure keys for SLC 500 instruction mnemonics

• Configure the screen size

• Configure several other operational parameters
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User-Defined Help

User-Defined Help is only available if you installed User Configurable Help when

installing PLC-500 A.I.  Refer to the A.I. Series Installation Guide for information on

installing compatible modules.  You can use the user-defined help database to provide

quick, categorized access to any information you see fit to include.

Accessing User-Defined Help
To access User-Defined Help:

1. Press the [Alt-H] key combination from any point in the software.  A list of main

topics is presented.

2. Move the highlight bar to a topic and press [Enter] to view that topic.  The topic

name will be displayed in the header of the help window (in yellow text on a color

monitor).
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3. Use the arrow keys to highlight a topic and press [Enter].  The topic will be

displayed.

4. Use [PgUp] and [PgDn] to move through the topic.

5. Press [Esc] when you are done viewing the topic.

Adding Help Topics
Configuration of the help data base requires two or more ASCII files created in a

specific format.  The first file is called HELP.DIR and acts as a directory for the other

help data base files.  Each of the other help files may have any valid DOS file name, as

long as the file name has a .HLP extension.  The HELP.DIR file and several .HLP files

are included when User Configurable Help is installed.

To add a help topic:

1. Add a line to the HELP.DIR file with the new topic.

§ Open HELP.DIR in a text editor or word processor.  If you use a word

processor be sure to save the file as ASCII or DOS text.

§ Type a line with a title for the new help topic followed by a comma and a .HLP

filename.  For example,
HOW TO CREATE USER DEFINED HELP SCREENS,help1.hlp
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2. Create the .HLP file for the new topic.  The .HLP file consists of a list of topics

followed by a comma (,) and a reference number.  These reference numbers are

used within the text of the file, preceded by a period, (e.g., .1, .2,) to locate

information on that topic.

§ Open a new file in a text editor or word processor.  If you use a word processor

be sure to save the file as ASCII or DOS text.

§ Type the contents of the file.  First list each subtopic followed by a comma and

a reference number.  After this list of subtopics you will type the text for each

subtopic.  At the far left of the screen (with no preceding spaces) type a period

( . ) then the reference number for the subtopic.  Leave the rest of the line

blank.  Below that, type as much text as you need for that subtopic, then go on

to the next.  An example of a portion of a .HLP file is shown below.

§ Save the file as ASCII or DOS text with a .HLP extension.  (e.g. help1.hlp)

3. Now when you use [Alt-H] to access User-Defined Help, your new help topic will

be available.
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Keyboard Macros

You can record a series of keystrokes in a file called a macro.  Macros can be used to

control menu options or ladder editing functions.  Macros are stored in a file with a

.MAC extension.  The default file for macros is KEYBOARD.MAC.

PLC-500 A.I. is divided into several executable (.EXE) files, including:

• Offline/Online Monitoring

• Reporting

• Cross Reference generator

• Database Editor

• System Configuration

• Compare

• Import

• AB Import

• Upload/Download

!
Use dot commands rather than function keys when recording macros.  The behavior
of a function key depends on the menu from which it was selected.  A macro based on
function keys therefore, may behave unpredictably if run from a different menu level
than that from which it was created.

Defining a Macro
To define a macro:

1. Start the Macro Menu by pressing [Ctrl- –] (Control minus).  The following menu

appears.

2. Select [F1] Define a new keyboard macro.
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3. Type the key for calling the macro ([A-Z]).

4. Enter the keystrokes to be recorded to the macro.  The software will execute the

keystrokes as you type them.

5. End macro recording by pressing [Ctrl- –].

6. Type a description for the macro and press [Enter].

Note Several Alt-letter key combinations are pre-defined in the ladder editor (e.g., [ALT-I],

to display ladder information).  Macros take precedence over pre-defined functions.  In

other words, if you define a macro as [Alt-I], when you press [Alt-I], the macro will

run, instead of the information screen.  To restore the pre-defined Alt-key function,

delete the macro.  Pre-defined Alt keys are listed below.

[Alt-C] change processor mode

[Alt-D] display menu

[Alt-E] note editor

[Alt-F] access force menu

[Alt-H] user defined help

[Alt-I] system information (processor status)

[Alt- –] display previous program file

[Alt-N] display next program file

[Alt-T] access tag functions

Tip Once a macro has been defined, you cannot edit a particular keystroke within the

macro; the entire macro must be redefined.  To facilitate changes, break your macros

into several smaller macros and create a macro to execute them all.  (Or you can chain

the macros together by executing the next macro as the last keystroke of the preceding

macro.)
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Using Macros
To run a macro, hold down the [Alt] key and press the letter you used to define the

macro [A-Z].

If you have forgotten the key assigned to a macro, you can select the macro from a list.

1. Start the Macro Menu by pressing [Ctrl- –] (Control minus).

2. Press [F4] Select Macro From List.  A list of your currently defined macros will

appear.

3. Highlight the macro you wish to run and press [Enter].

Deleting Macros
To delete a macro:

1. Start the Macro Menu by pressing [Ctrl- –] (Control minus).

2. Press [F2] Delete a Keyboard Macro.  A list of macros appears.

3. Highlight the macro you want to delete.  Press [Enter].

4. The system asks you to confirm that you want to delete the macro.  Select [F1]

Yes. The system deletes the macro.

Loading a New Macro File
You can save up to 26 macros (A-Z) in the default macro file, KEYBOARD.MAC.

You can create additional macro files.  Each file can contain up to 26 macros (A-Z).

Only one macro file can be active at a time.

To load a different macro file, or to create a new macro file:

1. Start the Macro Menu by pressing [Ctrl- –].

2. Press [F3] Load a new Macro File.

3. The system prompts you for an eight-character filename for the macro file.  If you

specify an existing macro filename, the macros in that file become active.  If you

specify a new filename, the system creates a new macro file.  (The system will

automatically assign the .MAC file extension to the name you supply.)
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Note Exiting and restarting the software resets the macro file name to the default.  Refer to

Program Operational Parameters on page 12-20 for information on defining a new

default macro filename.

Changing a Macro’s Description
1. Start the Macro Menu by pressing [Ctrl- –].

2. Press [F5] Change Macro Description.  A list of macros appears.

3. Highlight the macro you wish to describe and press [Enter].

4. Edit the description and press [Enter].
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Ladder Editor Configuration

You can change many features of the ladder editor display to fit your preferences,

including rearranging parts of the editor display.  To configure the ladder editor:

1. From the top level in the ladder editor (online or offline), press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F8] Config.  The system displays a menu of configuration options.

3. Press the function key or key combination to toggle the settings for an option on

the menu.  The menu bar at the bottom of the screen is also active, so you can also

tab to highlight an option and press [Enter].  Options are described in more detail

below.

4. Press [Esc] to accept the configuration and exit.

Options
[F1] Rung Des’s and Page Titles on ladder

Enable shows rung descriptions and page titles on the ladder display; disable

removes them from the display.  This option has no effect on reports.

[F2] Rung Display Mode
Show either one or multiple rungs in the ladder display.

[F3] Instruction Description Display
Set the number of lines of instruction descriptions (0-5) to show in the ladder

display.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UC

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UCR

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UCD

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UCI
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[F4] Symbolic Mode
Determines whether or not to show symbols and addresses.

Normal:  displays both symbols and addresses

None:  only addresses are displayed

Replace:  displays symbols rather than addresses where they exist.  Addresses will

only be displayed if no symbol exists.

[F5] Auto-Assign new symbols
Enable or disable auto assignment of addresses to new symbols.  Even if you

disable this feature, you can still auto assign symbols by pressing [Ins] when

prompted for an address.  For more information about auto-assigning symbols, see

Chapter 4 - Data Table Addressing and Editing.

[F6] Show I/O Type on instructions
Enable or disable the display of the I/O type indicator below real I/O addresses on

the ladder display.

[F7] Auto Describe new instructions
If you disable this feature, the system does not automatically prompt for instruction

descriptions when you use an address that does not already have a description.  For

more information on describing instructions, see Chapter 8 - Adding Descriptive

Text to Ladder Logic.

[F8] Tmr/Ctr/Ctrl Base Address Des’s
If enabled, the system displays descriptions for timer, counter, and control

addresses above instructions which reference sub-elements (e.g., .DN, .EN, etc.),

even if these sub-elements have their own descriptions.

[Ctrl-F1] Configure Window Display
When you press this key combination, the system displays the Configure Window

Display menu, described on page 12-11.

[Ctrl-F2] Show Rung Descriptions on Search Xref Screen
Pressing this key combination enables or disables the appearance of rung

descriptions on the search xref screen.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UCS

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UCA

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UCO

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UCU

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UCB
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[Ctrl-F3] Instruction Description Window
When enabled, the description for the currently highlighted instruction will be

displayed on a line toward the bottom of the screen, as shown below.

[Ctrl-F4] Display value for indirect addresses
When this option is enabled, the value of indirect addresses will be shown in the

ladder display rather than the data table address.  Brackets will remain around the

component to indicate an indirect address.  For example, if this option were

enabled, the indirect address B3:0/[N7:10] would be displayed as B3:0/[2] if the

value in N7:10 were 2.

Configure Window Display
When you press [Ctrl-F1] Configure Window Display from the Configuration

Options menu, the following screen appears.

This menu allows you to rearrange elements of the ladder display, or  remove some of

them to increase the size of the ladder area.  One element, the SLC-500 Status line,

cannot be moved.  This element will always appear at the top of the screen.
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The order that the ladder display elements appear in the Visible List is the same order

in which the elements appear in the display, from top to bottom on the screen.  For

example, you could put the function keys at the top of the display, as shown below.

Rearranging Screen Elements

To rearrange screen elements:

1. Under Visible List on the Configure Window Display screen, highlight an element

you wish to move.

2. Press [Enter].  This selects the element for moving.

3. Use the up and down arrow keys to position the highlighting where you want to

place the element.

4. Press [Enter] to insert the element above the highlighting.

5. Press [Esc] to accept the configuration.
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Removing Screen Elements

You can also remove certain elements from the display, leaving more room for ladder

logic.  Some elements, such as the rung display, cannot be removed.

To remove an element from the screen:

1. Under Visible List on the Configure Window Display screen, highlight the element

of the display that you want to remove.`

2. Press [Del].  The element moves under the Invisible List.

3. Press [Esc] to accept the configuration.

Restoring Screen Elements

To place an element from the Invisible List back into the Visible List:

1. At the Configure Window Display screen, press [Ins].

2. The system displays directions.  Press a key on the keyboard to remove the

directions and continue.

3. The highlighting moves from the Visible List to the Invisible List.  Highlight the

element you wish to display again.

4. Press [Enter].

5. Press any key to remove the directions from the screen and continue.

6. The highlighting moves from the Invisible List to the Visible List.  Position the

highlighting where you would like to place the item, and press [Enter].

7. Press [Esc] to accept the configuration.

Resetting the Window Display

No matter what you do to the window display configuration, you can reset it back to the

default.  To return to the original configuration, press [\] (backslash key).  Press [Esc]
to accept the configuration.
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Function Key Text

If you commonly use certain phrases in your description text, you can configure

function keys to enter the text.  You can define up to five lines of instruction

description text per function key.  When you are editing instruction descriptions, you

can press a function key to enter the text automatically, saving keystrokes.

To define function key text:

1. Press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F9] Util2.  The function keys change to the second set of utility options.

3. Press [F4] Fktext.  The Function Key Text screen appears.

4. Press a number corresponding to the function key for which you want to define

text.  For instance, if you want to define text for F1, press [1].  (For F10, press [0].)
The text entry field opens.

5. Type the text for the function key in the text entry field.  Note that the function key

text does not word wrap; it will wrap to the next line, but will split words to do so.

To avoid splitting words, you can press [Enter] to get to the next line in the

description.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUF
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6. When you finish typing the text, press [Enter] as many times as necessary to move

the cursor out of the text entry field, or press [Tab] once.  The text you defined

appears next to the function key designator.

7. Press [Esc] to save the function key text and exit.
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Change Key Configuration

To make entering instructions in the ladder editor faster, you can assign keys to

automatically enter instructions. You can assign up to 26 keys (A-Z) to instruction

types.

To assign keys:

1. Press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F9] Util2.

3. Press [F7] Keyconf.  The Program Key Assignments screen appears.

4. A set of default keys are defined for you.  These appear in the Ins columns on the

screen.

5. Press [F1] Assign.  The screen prompts you to press the key you want to assign.

6. Press the key (A-Z) that you want to assign.  The system prompts you to select an

instruction to assign to the key.

7. The first instruction (ABL) is highlighted.  Move the highlight to the instruction

that you want to assign to the key, and press [Enter].

8. Press [Esc] to accept the key assignment and exit.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUK
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To delete a key assignment:

1. Access the Program Key Assignments screen.

2. Press [F2] Delete.  The system prompts you to press the key for the key assignment

you want to delete.

3. Press the key (A-Z).  The system deletes the key assignment.

You can also get instruction set help from the Program Key Assignments Screen by

pressing [F4] Inshelp.  See Chapter 6 - Creating and Editing Ladder Logic for more

information.

Note If you assign more keys to instructions than can be listed on the Key List line of the

display, three dots will appear at the end of the line to indicate that more keys have

been assigned.  Press the spacebar to scroll through the defined key list.
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Programming Screen Size

Configuring the programming screen size can increase the amount of ladder logic and

documentation on your display.  These options are available with certain video cards.

To configure the software for your video display adapter:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F9] Configure Program Parameters.

2. Press [F3] Programming Screen Size.  A screen similar to the following will

appear.

3. In the Video Display Adapter Type window, use the up and down arrow keys to

highlight the type of adapter you have in your system.

!
Select the video adapter that is actually present in your computer.  If you select a
mode other than 80 columns by 25 lines when your adapter does not support other
modes, the screen may be disabled when entering the Online or Offline
programming modes.  Any computer that supports VGA can use the Generic VGA
driver.  Therefore, if your specific adapter is not listed, select Generic VGA.

4. Use the right arrow key to move to the Video Mode window.  In this window, use

the up and down arrow keys to select the number of character columns and lines

you want to display on your screen.
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5. Press [Enter] to exit this screen and save your changes.

Recommended Settings Under Windows
If you are running PLC-500 A.I. in a DOS box under Windows and are using one of the

“generic” video adapters, we recommend using one of the following settings.

• Generic EGA, 80 x 35

• Generic VGA, 80 x 40
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Program Operational Parameters

PLC-500 A.I. allows you to configure some of the operational parameters of the

software such as number of backups, default directories, and instruction description

field width.

To change program parameters:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F9] Configure Program Parameters.

2. Press [F4] Program Operational Parms.

3. Press the function key or key combination corresponding to the parameter you want

to change.  Depending on the parameter, the value of the parameter toggles or a

field opens for you to enter the new value of the parameter.  The options are

described below.

Note Operational parameters are saved in the file SLC5LL.CFG.  The file is located in the

PLC500 product directory, or in the drive and directory specified by the PLCLL

environment variable.

4. When you finish changing the program parameters, press [Esc] to exit and save the

changes you made.
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[F1] Number of Program Backups to Save
The automatic backup feature maintains sequential copies of the ladder and data

table information allowing old versions to be restored or compared to the current

version.  This option allows you to control how many backup versions are stored.

The backup files are saved in the working program directory with the same name

as the .ACH file, but with a 3-digit extension (e.g., SAMPLE.003).  The file with

the greatest extension number is the most recent.  You can set the number of

backups as high as 999, but you will probably want to set this number low to avoid

tying up an unnecessary amount of disk space with backups.

[F2] Enable Program Revision Note Entry
Revision note entry allows you to enter one line (80 characters) of descriptive text

any time a ladder program is written to disk.  A file name matching the project

name, with a .PRF extension, stores the text, revision number and system time &

date.  Disable this option if you do not want to be prompted for a revision note

entry each time you save your project.

[F3] Directory to hold temporary files
This option sets the drive and path specification used by the PLC-500 A.I. software

to write temporary files.  If no directory is specified, the default directory

(C:\SLC500\TEMP) is used.

Note In multitasking or network installations, each session must specify a unique directory

for temporary file storage, otherwise conflicts will occur in the temporary files.

[F4] Directory to hold prog libraries
This option sets the default drive and path specification to locate saved blocks of

rungs (library files).

[F5] Default Keyboard Macro File Name
Change the default keyboard macro file from KEYBOARD.MAC to a different

.MAC file.  For information on macros, refer to Keyboard Macros on page 12-5.

[F6] Instruction Description Field Width
The default field width for instruction descriptions is 15 characters.  You can

specify from nine to fifteen characters as the field width.  Changes to the field

width affect new database records only.  Existing records remain the same.
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[F7] Symbol Field Width
The default field width for symbols is 15 characters.  You can specify from nine to

fifteen characters as the field width.  Changes to the field width affect new

database records only.  Existing records remain the same.

[F9] Bit Address Display Mode
Toggle this option between Split Line and Single Line.  This determines whether

the bit number on the ladder appears next to the word address above the instruction

(Single Line), or separately below the instruction (Split Line).

[Ctrl-F1] Data Base Search Path
This option specifies the path in which to look for data base files when going

online.  This path functions like DOS’ path command; you can separate multiple

paths with a semi-colon ( ; ), and an asterisk ( * ) at the end of a path causes the

software to search sub-directories.

[Ctrl-F2] Start ONLINE in Who Active
When set to Yes, Who Active will start whenever you go online.  If set to No, Who

Active will start only if you have selected an incorrect address to go online with.

[Ctrl-F3] ‘B’inary Bit Display Mode
Toggle the display mode for Binary files between /Bit and Word/Bit.  Word/Bit

mode treats the file as a series of words, and addresses the word and bit within the

word.  For example, B3:1/5.  /Bit mode treats the file as a series of bits.  Bits are

simply numbered consecutively without word divisions.  In /Bit mode, the address

B3:1/5 would be B3/21.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

0 1 2 3 4 5

Note Data base files set to Word/Bit mode will not display descriptions in PLC-500 A.I.

versions prior to 7.07.

B3:0

B3:1

B3:1/5
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[Ctrl-F4] I/O Bit Display Mode
Toggle the display mode for Input and Output files between Slot.Word/Bit and

Slot/Bit.  I/O addresses always include the slot number.  The Word/Bit or /Bit

portion of the address functions as described above under Binary Bit Display

Mode.

Note Data base files set to Slot/Bit mode will not display descriptions in PLC-500 A.I.

versions prior to 8.02.

[Ctrl-F5] Short Address Display/Entry
When enabled, you can enter addresses in short form when applicable.  The ladder

editor will display applicable addresses in short form.  Refer to Chapter 4 - Data

Table Addressing and Editing for a description of short addressing.



13  Program Compare

Not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.

This chapter describes the Program Compare utility.  The Program Compare Utility

examines ladder programs and data table values to determine the differences between

two programs.

You can use the Program Compare Utility to determine where changes have occurred

in a program. For instance, you can use the utility to compare a program to its backup;

this is very useful in case of a hard disk failure or other file-corrupting mishap.
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Using the Compare Utility

The program compare utility runs an intelligent comparison of two programs on disk,

comparing the ladder rungs and/or data table files.  The system notes the differences

between the files in a Compare Report, which the system sends to a printer or to a disk

file.  Only those rungs or data areas that do not match are included in the report.

The Compare Utility examines and reports the following types of information:

• Moved, inserted, deleted, or modified rungs or instructions

• Modifications to data table file sizes, including new files

• Differences in data file values

The utility does not compare descriptions and symbols, but descriptions and symbols

from the base program appear in the Compare Report when the utility finds rung or

data table value differences.

If you specify the print device as a DOS file name, the system writes the Compare

Report to a disk file in ASCII format.  You can view the disk file using the View

Compare Report option or you can copy the file to a printer.  You can also use any word

processor or text editor to view the file.

Note The last-selected report format file is used to format the ladder output from the

compare function.  (See Chapter 11 - Creating and Printing Reports for more

information on report formats and printing to a file.)
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To compare two files:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F7] Program Compare Utility.  The Compare

Options Menu appears.

At the top of the screen, the utility displays the pathname of the Base Program and

the Compare Program.  If you have run this utility before, the Base Program

defaults to the base program used last time.

2. To select a Base Program, press [F1] Select Base Program.  The File Selector

opens, allowing you to select a Base Program.

3. Select a Compare File.  You can either select a different program or an automatic

backup of the base program.  (These are the backup files with a 3-digit file

extension like .005, not compressed backups with a file extension of .IB1.)

§ To compare to a different program,  press [F2] Select Compare File.  The

File Selector opens, allowing you to select a Compare File.

§ To compare the Base Program to an automatic backup file, press [F3] Select

Compare file from Backup.  The utility displays a menu containing names of

backup files for the Base Program.  Highlight the file you want to use as a

Compare File, and press [Enter].  (Refer to Program Operational Parameters

in Chapter 12 - Customizing PLC-500 A.I. for more information on automatic

backups.)
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4. To select a print device for the report, press [F4] Enter new Print Device.  The

utility prompts you for the print device name (LPT1, LPT2, COM2, etc.).  To print

to a disk file, type the DOS path and filename.  Press [Enter].

 (You must select the print driver—ASCII, Epson80, HPLJET, etc.—from [F4]

Configure Printer on the Reporting Options menu.)

5. To print the Compare Report, press [F5] Print Compare.  The utility prompts you

to compare the ladder program, data files, or both in the report.

§ To compare only the ladder programs, press [F1] Print Ladder Compare.

§ To compare only the data tables, press [F2] Print Data Table Compare.

§ To compare both the ladder programs and data tables, press [F3] Print

Ladder and Data Table Compare.

 If you selected a printer device name, the utility prints the Compare Report to the

printer device you selected.  If you selected a DOS pathname as the print device,

the utility writes the Compare Report to an ASCII file with that pathname.

6. If you printed to a file, you can view the Compare Report file.  Press [F6] View

Compare Report.  The report appears on the screen.  You can use [áá], [ââ],

[PgUp], and [PgDn] to scroll through the file.  [Home] [Home] takes you to the

top of the file; [End] [End] takes you to the bottom of the file.  Press [Esc] when

you are done viewing the file.

 You can also view the Compare Report file in a text editor or word processor, just

as you would any other ASCII format file.



14  Utility Options for Database
Maintenance

The Utility Options menu provides access to a variety of functions.  The following

database maintenance functions are covered in this chapter:

• Rebuild Damaged Database

• Delete Unused Instruction Addresses

• Update Database to Current PLC-500 A.I. Revision

• Export Database

• Import Database

• Repair/Compact Database
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Rebuild Damaged Database

The Rebuild Damaged Database option corrects database files that have either been

damaged or were produced using a different version of PLC-500 A.I.  Leaving the

online or offline ladder editor by rebooting the computer often damages the database,

making a rebuild necessary.

If the system fails to rebuild the database or if rebuilding the database does not correct

the problem, go to Repair/Compact Database, on page 14-14.

To rebuild the database:

1. If you want to rebuild the database for one project, select that project from [F1]

Select Program/SLC-500 Addr on the Main Menu.

2. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.

3. From the Utility Options menu, select [F1] Rebuild Damaged Data Base.

4. The following window appears.  Select the appropriate option.

5. The system asks you if you want to force a rebuild of the index files.  Select [F5]

No unless a previous rebuild failed to correct a database problem.

6. A status screen appears when the rebuild is in progress.

When completed, press any character key to return to the menu structure.
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Delete Unused Instruction Addresses

The Delete Unused Instruction Addresses option deletes all unused address

descriptions from the database.  An unused address is a database entry assigned to a

data table address that is not used in the ladder program, either directly or within a file.

For instance, assume address B3/0 is used in your ladder logic, and has description text

assigned in the database.  If you delete all instructions that refer to B3/0, the text

assigned to B3/0 remains in the database.  Deleting unused instruction addresses clears

this record from the database.

In another example, word B3:0 is used in a file instruction (e.g., COP B3:0, length 10)

and B3:4 has a description.  Address B3:4 is not used anywhere in the program, except

within the file in the copy instruction.  If you delete unused addresses, the description

text for B3:4 remains in the database, even though B3:4 itself is not directly referenced.

(For more information on file instructions, refer to Appendix C - Data File

Organization and Addressing in the Instruction Set Reference.)

The Delete Unused Instruction Addresses utility scans the cross reference database to

determine which addresses you used in your program.  The utility then scans the

database.  The utility writes deleted records to an ASCII delimited file with a .DEL

extension.  You can re-import this ASCII file to the database using the ASCII import

routine.  (From the Utility Options menu select [F5] Import Data Base, then [F1]

Import Descriptions and Symbols.)

To delete unused instruction addresses:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.

2. From the Utility Options menu, select [F2] Delete Unused Instruction Addresses.

3. The system prompts you for confirmation before deleting the addresses.  Select

[F1] Yes to delete the unused addresses.  If cross reference information is

necessary, the system automatically generates it.
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4. A window will show you how many addresses have been deleted.  Press any

character key to return to the menu.
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Update Database to Current Revision

Sometimes a new revision of the PLC-500 A.I. software requires a change in the

database format.  When this happens, a message will appear when you run the online or

offline editor, informing you that you must update your existing databases to the current

format.

To update the databases, press [F3] Update Data Bases to Revision: v8.xx on the

Utility Options menu.
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Export Database

The Export Data Base utility writes address and description information to a file in an

ASCII delimited format.  ASCII delimited means that the fields for each record are

enclosed in quote marks and separated by commas.  You can edit the ASCII file with a

text editor, or load the file into another database, such as dBASE III.

You can export the following components of the database:

• Instruction descriptions and symbols

• Rung descriptions and page titles

• Cross reference data

To export the database from the current working program:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.

2. Select [F4] Export Data Base.  The following menu appears.

These options are explained in more detail in the following sections.

3. Select the type of database you want to export.  The File Selector appears,

prompting you to choose a filename for the exported data.

4. Use the File Selector to choose an existing filename or press [Ins] to create a new

filename.  (See Chapter 2 - Handling Project Files for more information on using

the File Selector utility.)

5. The utility creates the ASCII delimited file you selected.

Export Descriptions and Symbols
Each record in the descriptions and symbols ASCII file consists of twelve fields and

applies to one address.  The following is an example of how a record might appear in

the ASCII file, and a description of each of the fields.
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“I:2.0/0”,“0”,“ALL_OFF”,“Feeder &”,“Delivery”,“All
Water”,“Off”,“Push Button”,“102”,“N.O. PB”,“Red”,“0”

1. Address.  Variable length.  May contain data table addresses, or pseudo addresses

for data files, program files or I/O cards.

 The utility assigns description text for data file numbers to a pseudo address in the

format “DFILE:nnn” where ‘nnn’ is the data table file number (000-255).

 The utility assigns text for ladder file numbers to a pseudo address in the format

“PFILE:nnn” where ‘nnn’ is the ladder file number (002-255).  The utility does not

export the ten-character name assigned to ladder files, which normally occupies the

symbol field, because this text is stored in the .NAM file.

2. Global/Local.  A number 0 or 2-255.  Zero means the symbol is global; 2-255

indicates the ladder file number to which the symbol is locally assigned.

3. SYMBOL.  Up to 15 Characters.  This field is always in upper case.

4. Line 1.  Up to 15 Characters.  The first line of description text.

5. Line 2.  Up to 15 Characters.  The second line of description text.

6. Line 3.  Up to 15 Characters.  The third line of description text.

7. Line 4.  Up to 15 Characters.  The fourth line of description text.

8. Line 5.  Up to 15 Characters.  The fifth line of description text.

9. Device Code.  Numeric.  Device codes correspond to device names in the SLC 500

database and to device drawings in the Wiring Logistics database.  This field is

always zero for addresses that are not real inputs or outputs.

10. Abv.  Up to 9 Characters.  This field is only valid for real I/O addresses.  This text

is exported to Wiring Logistics and placed above the device drawing on the

resulting I/O Schematic.

11. Blw.  Up to 9 Characters.  Same as Abv, except this text is placed below the device

drawing.

12. Xref Disable.  0 or 1.  If this field is set to 1, cross reference printing on ladder

reports is disabled for the address associated with this record.
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Export Rung Descriptions and Page Titles
Each rung description and page title is exported as a single record.  Each record

contains three fields:

1. Address.  Variable length.  Depending on the attach mode, this field will contain

either data table addresses or a pseudo address representing the rung number.  The

pseudo address for the rung number will be in the format “RUNGxxx-yyyy”, where

“xxx” is the ladder file number (002-255) and “yyyy” is the rung number within

that ladder file.

2. Page Title.  80 Characters.  This field contains the text of the page title.  If no

page title is associated with the address, a pair of double quote marks will be

present to mark the position.  Because double quotes delimit the page title record,

any double quotes used in the page title will be changed to single quotes on export.

3. Rung Description.  Up to 64K (approximately 16 pages).  This field contains the

text of the rung description associated with the address.

The example below shows two records.  The first record contains information in all

three fields.  The second record contains three fields, but the Page Title field is empty.

“C5:0”,“COUNTERS TO TOTAL PIECES”,“COUNTER TO TOTAL STATION 1 PIECES”
“C5:0.ACC”,“”,“SUBTRACT ONE COUNT FROM TOTAL FOR REJECTED PART”
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Export Cross Reference Data
The cross reference data export directly dumps data stored in the working project’s

.XRF file.  This export utility is primarily used as a debugging tool.  It allows you to

use the cross reference information with other database systems.

The first line of the exported file consists of a record indicating the most recent version

of the cross reference generator used to produce the cross reference database.  Other

records within the file may include references such as “PROGFILE:2” or

“PROGFILE:3”; you can ignore these items when interpreting this file.

Each line of the ASCII file consists of an address and one or more references.  Each

reference indicates the instruction type, where the instruction is used in the ladder

program, and a code indicating whether or not that specific occurrence of the address

can accept a rung description or page title assignment.  For example, a record may

appear like this:

“O:000/01”, “XIC 3:0 OUT:0”, “OTE 3:1 OUT:1”

The first reference in this record indicates that address O:000/01 is used as an Examine

If Closed on rung 0 of ladder file 3.  It also indicates that the instruction is incapable of

having a rung description or page title assigned at that location.

The second reference indicates that the address is used as an Output Energize on rung 1

of ladder file 3.  It also indicates that a rung description or page title could be assigned.

Note This does not mean there is a rung/page description assigned, only that it is possible.

Records may also appear in the following format:

“_F:N009:000l%5”,“COP 2:4 OUT:1”

This record shows a file address beginning at N9:0, with a length (l%) of 5 words, used

in a Copy File instruction on rung 4 of ladder file 2.  “OUT:1” indicates that this

address can have a rung/page title description assigned to it.
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Export to A-B Format ASCII Files
You can export text developed with PLC-500 A.I. software to APS.  Converting the

documentation is a two step process:

1. Export the PLC-500 A.I. database to A-B format ASCII files.  (Refer to the steps

on page 14-6 under Export Database.)

2. Import the ASCII files to the APS database.  Refer to your APS documentation for

details.

Depending on the versions, either PLC-500 A.I. allows longer descriptions than APS or

APS allows longer descriptions than PLC-500 A.I.  The PLC-500 A.I. software also

allows some characters in symbols which the APS software does not.  If the export

function has to truncate or change any descriptions or symbols to make them work with

APS, it notes the changes in an error file with a .ERR extension, and displays them at

the end of the conversion process.
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Import Database

PLC-500 A.I. contains database import utilities to read address and description

information from ASCII delimited file formats.  The ASCII delimited file format is

described in the previous section on database exporting.

To import an ASCII delimited file from a disk:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.

2. Select [F5] Import Data Base.  The system presents you with a choice of import

options.  The options are described in more detail in the sections below.

3. Select the database import type you want.  The File Selector appears, prompting

you to choose the file you want to import.

4. Select the file.  You will be asked whether to overwrite or keep the existing

database record.

5. Press [F1] or [F2] to select the mode.  The utility imports the file.

Import Descriptions and Symbols
The Import Descriptions and Symbols utility imports ASCII delimited files created by

the export routine or by a text editor or word processing package.  The file format is

described in the section on database export.

Import Rung Descriptions and Page Titles
The Import Rung Descriptions and Page Titles utility imports ASCII delimited files

created by the export routine or by a text editor or word processing package.  The file

format is described in the section on database export.
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Import Allen-Bradley Database
The Import Allen-Bradley Database utility imports description files created with the

formerly Allen-Bradley APS software.

The APS database allows comments to be assigned either as Address Comments or

Instruction Comments.  The utility imports both to the PLC-500 A.I. database.  In

situations where an Address and an Instruction comment are assigned to the same data

table address, the Address Comment takes precedence and the Instruction Comment is

lost.  The utility imports symbol names normally.

Note The import utility assigns rung comments imported from the APS software to the output

address for that rung.  In cases where rungs with branched outputs have rung

comments assigned, the APS software uses the address of the top-most output in that

branch group, but the PLC-500 A.I. database uses the address of the bottom-most

output on a rung.  The import routine will adjust rung comment assignments

automatically.

The same applies to instruction comments on multiple address instructions like ADD.

APS software uses the first address in the instruction, while PLC-500 A.I. uses the last

address in the instruction.  The import routine will adjust instruction comment

assignments automatically.

To import the APS database correctly, APS’ .ACH file must be in the same directory as

APS’ .OP$ file.  If the file exists, a prompt appears, giving you the option to copy the

.ACH file or to use the existing file.  If  you use the existing file, and rungs with

branched outputs have been modified significantly, the rung description assignments

may not be properly adjusted and will remain assigned to the original output address in

the APS database.
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For the import utility to function properly, six APS files are required in the source

directory.

Data File Contents

.AC$ Instruction descriptions

.B1$ Index

.IX$ Symbol descriptions

.OP$ Address information

.PC$ Rung Descriptions

.ACH Ladder logic

During the import, when selecting the import file name, the File Selector lists files

ending in a .OP$ extension.  If the APS software is on the same computer as your

PLC-500 A.I. software, the directory is typically C:\IPDS\ARCH\SLC500.

If database files already exist, the utility prompts you to confirm the import option.  For

further confirmation, the utility displays a summary screen with the full path names for

both the source and destination directories.

As the import proceeds, the utility displays incoming description text for informational

purposes.
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Repair/Compact Database

If the index files linking the text to the ladder become damaged, you may need to repair

the database.  The Repair/Compact Database utility performs a two step operation on

the index files.  First, it checks the description text files for deleted records and removes

their index records.  Second, the utility runs the Rebuild Damaged Database function to

recreate the index files and verify their integrity.

To repair and compact the database:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.

2. Select [F6] Repair/Compact Data Base.  A prompt will appear for you to confirm

that you want to repair and compact the database.

3. Select [F1] Yes.  The utility repairs and compacts the database, showing you which

files it is scanning and rewriting.

4. When this is done, press any character key to continue.  The utility rebuilds the

database, displaying the status of the rebuild, then automatically updates the cross

reference.

5. When completed, press any character key to return to the menu.
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The Repair/Compact Database utility also makes a backup copy of the database.  Each

database backup writes over the previous database backup for the same project.  For

information on how to restore a database, refer to the section Restore from Backups in

Chapter 19 - Troubleshooting and Diagnostics.



15  Configuration for Online
Communications

Before you can download or go online with a SLC 500 or MicroLogix processor, you

must configure PLC-500 A.I. to communicate.  This involves telling PLC-500 A.I.

specifics about your communication hardware such as the interface type, network

address, baud rate, etc.  These parameters will vary depending on the type of interface

you are using.  For the SLC 5/03 and 5/04, you may also need to configure

communication channels (CH1 and CH0).  Channel configuration will be covered in

the following chapter.

You can configure your programming device to communicate:

• with a single processor, or a network of processors on DH–485

• with a single processor, or a network of processors on DH+

• from a terminal on a DH+ network through a 1785-KA5 module to a processor on

a DH–485 network

• from a terminal on an Ethernet network through a 5820-EI module to a processor

on a DH–485 or DH+ network

• under Windows through WINtelligent™ LINX™

• on RS–232 (DF1) to a 1770-KF3 module (DH-485), 1770-KF2 module (DH+), or

Ch0 (SLC 5/03 and 5/04 processors only)
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A Network Example

The diagram on page 15-4 shows an example of an extended network that uses DH-

485, DH+, and Ethernet®.  Numbers 1 to 6 in the diagram correspond to the following

descriptions:

1. Terminal on DH–485 Network.  The first section of the table on page 15-9

indicates the methods you can use to connect a programming device to the DH–485

network.

2. DH–485 Network.  The network can extend to a maximum length of 4000 ft

(1,219.2 m).  The valid node address range is 0 - 31 decimal.  The diagram shows

a 1747–AIC link coupler at each network drop.  The interface device can be

connected to any of the link couplers (A, B, C, or D).

 The diagram shows a processor (SLC 5/01, SLC 5/02, and SLC 5/03) connected to

three of the link couplers.  The link couplers are powered by the processors.  Note

that the fourth link coupler (at the left) does not have a processor connected to it.

For this reason, it is energized by a 24 VDC power supply, 1747–NP1 (or 1747–

NP2).

 The DH–485 network extends downward on the right to a 1785–KA5 gateway

module.  This gateway module is required only when you have a terminal on a

DH+ network from which you want to communicate with devices on the DH–485

network.  The gateway module has a node address (0 to 31 decimal) on the DH-485

network, as well as a DH-485 link id.

3. Terminal on DH+ Network.  This terminal is connected to an interface device,

which connects the programming device to the DH+ network.  With the A.I. Series

software installed, the programming device communicates with devices on the

DH+ network.  For DH–485 network communication, a 1785–KA5 Gateway

module is required.
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4. DH+ Network.  This network is used for all PLC-5 family  programmable

controllers.  The maximum length of the network is 10,000 ft.  The valid node

address range is 0 - 77 octal.  The 1785–KA5 Gateway module (or other DH+
device) is a node on the DH+ network, allowing the programming device on the

DH+ network to communicate with devices on the DH–485 network.  The gateway

module has a node address of 0 to 77 octal on the DH+ network, as well as a DH+

link id.

5. Ethernet®.  This network is often already installed in a plant and it is possible to

build on this existing network.  A 5820-EI module can be used to bridge from

Ethernet to DH+.  With the addition of a 1785-KA5 module, the software can be

used to bridge from Ethernet to DH+ to DH-485.

6. Terminal on Ethernet.  This terminal is connected with an Ethernet card using

FTP Software’s PCTCP, TCP/IP driver.  PLC-500 A.I. can communicate to a

SLC 5/04 processor on DH+ by bridging through a 5820-EI module or through a

computer running WINtelligent™ LINX™ gateway software.  PLC-500 A.I. can

also communicate with SLC 5/01, 5/02, and 5/03 processors on DH-485 by

bridging a second time through a 1785-KA5 module from DH+ to DH-485.

7. Terminal on DF1.  Note that with the 1770-KF2, 1770-KF3, 1747-KE device, or

CH0, modems can be used.  Modem communications are described in the section

on Using Modems beginning on page 15-34.
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PLC-500 A.I.
Programming Terminal

equipped with  a
Communication Interface
Module (See the table on

page 15-9 for a list of
communication devices.)

SLC 5/03
Processor
Address 3
(Node 3)

SLC 5/02
Processor
Address 2
(Node 2)

24 VDC
Power
Supply

SLC 5/01
Processor
Address 1
(Node 1)

1785-KA5
DH+ to DH-485

Gateway
Module

SLC 5/04
Processor

PLC-5
Processor

1.
Terminal on DH-485

Network

2.
 DH-485 Network

4.
 DH+ Network

3.
Terminal on DH+

Network

To receptacle
A, B, C, or D

A B C D

1747-AIC

1747-NP1

Node 4 on
DH-485

Nodes on
DH+

5130-KA

5130-RM

5820-EI

PI chassis

PLC-500 A.I. Programming
Terminal equipped with TCP/IP

Software
Ethernet card

6.
Terminal on

Ethernet

5.  Ethernet

1770-
KF3

1747-KE

1770-
KF2

1785-KE

PLC-500 A.I.
Programming

Terminal

DF1
(RS-232)

DF1
(RS-232)

PLC-500 A.I.
Programming Terminal

equipped with  a
Communication Interface
Module (See the table on

page 15-9 for a list of
communication devices.)

7.
Terminal on DF1

modem

modem
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Using WINtelligent LINX Drivers

You can also configure your programming device to communicate under Windows

using WINtelligent LINX drivers.  The driver allows PLC-500 A.I. to run in a DOS

window and also allows multiple applications to simultaneously access the same

communication module or channel.

For example, you can select a Windows DH+ driver to allow PLC-500 A.I. and PLC-5

A.I. or WINtelligent LOGIC 5 to run simultaneously under Microsoft Windows using

the same 1784-KT Communication Interface Module.  This assumes that PLC-500 A.I.

is using the KT card in DH+ mode (without an S5-103 Smart Cable).  LINX uses two

different drivers for the KT card:  one to DH+, and one to DH-485.  You can use a

1785-KA5 Communications Adapter Module to bridge from a DH+ network to a DH-

485 network.

Refer to Optimizing Windows for Use with PLC-500 A.I. and LINX on page 15-18 for

more information on setup.

Having too many Windows applications open at any one time can impact the

performance of your computer.  For optimum performance, reduce the number of

Windows opened at any one time or increase the performance of your personal

computer.

!
If you are using WINtelligent LINX software with PLC-500 A.I., we recommend that
you run PLC-500 A.I. in a sizable window (NOT full screen).  The default settings
under Windows for a full screen DOS box will not allow enough CPU time for LINX
to run properly in the background.

To switch between full screen and window display mode, press [Alt-Enter].  To set
the size of the window display, select Fonts … from the File menu, and pick a font

size.
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Communication Device Configuration

The online communication parameters allow you to select the hardware communication

interface module (referred to as interface card) as well as the communication port and

baud rate.

To configure online communications hardware:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F9] Configure Program Parameters.

2. Select [F1] Communication Hardware.  A screen like the following appears.

Different parameters are available depending on which interface is selected.

Options [F2], [F3], and [CTL-F2] are available regardless of the selected interface.

[F1] Computer/Terminal Address is available for all but Ethernet, WINtelligent

LINX, and LAN Logistics devices.  Addresses on DH+ range from 0-77 octal.

Addresses on DH-485 range from 0-31 decimal.
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3. Press [F2] Interface Hardware Type to select the interface hardware type.  Refer

to the section titled Interface Hardware Type beginning on page 15-8 for a

description of the available interface cards and their configurable parameters.

 MicroLogix 1000 A.I.:  This option is not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I., as

the interface is automatically set to Serial Port to MicroLogix.  If you are using

MicroLogix 1000 A.I. you can follow step 4 below, then turn directly to Serial Port

to MicroLogix Controller on page 15-21.

4. Press [F3] Online wait for reply timeout repeatedly until the desired value is

displayed.  The value will toggle from 5 to 60 in 5 second increments.  This

parameter determines the length of time the program will wait for a response from

the SLC 500 or MicroLogix processor.  If this value is exceeded, PLC-500 A.I. will

display an error stating that it is unable to communicate with the selected device.

The device used and the amount of traffic on the network may require that you

increase this value.

Note A timeout error does not necessarily mean that the timeout value is too low.  For

example, a disconnected cable or noisy network will generate a timeout error.  A

timeout error simply indicates that the communication device sent out a packet and did

not receive a reply.

[CTL-F2] Network Diagnostics accesses Who functions.  Network Diagnostics also

includes a function for finding RS-232 settings, which is helpful for configuring

communications.  Refer to Find Baud, Parity, Protocol Settings on page 15-32.  More

information on Network Diagnostics is available in Chapter 19 - Troubleshooting and

Diagnostics.

The remaining parameters, which vary depending on the interface, are discussed on the

following pages.
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Interface Hardware Type

To select the interface hardware type:

1. From the Configure Online Communications Hardware menu, select [F2]

Interface Hardware Type.  The following menu appears.

2. Select the communication medium.

If you want to communicate… select…

locally on a DH-485 network, [F1]

between a DH-485 network and a DH+ network via
a 1785-KA5 module,

[F2]

on a DH+ network (SLC 5/04 only), [F3]

via Ethernet to DH+ devices, [F4]

with a MicroLogix controller, [F1]

locally using serial communication to CH0 (SLC
5/03 and 5/04 processors only),

[F1]

3. Another menu will appear from which you can select the type of communication

hardware you are using.  The list will be different depending on the medium you

chose in the step above.  The tables on the following pages list the communication

devices for each of the four choices above and indicate which SLC processors they

apply to and on what page in this manual you can find information on the available

parameters.

NT Users:  Only serial drivers (except 1747-PIC) will work when running PLC-500

A.I. under Windows NT.  RSI is working on a version of the software that will contain

special drivers to communicate through RSLinx™.  This will allow you to

communicate using any of the drivers available with RSLinx.
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Available Hardware Devices
PLC-500 A.I. does not support the 1784-KTK1 card.

DH-485 Device
Fixed,

SLC 5/01 SLC 5/02 SLC 5/03 SLC 5/04 Page

Serial Port to A-B 1747–PIC • • • •* 15-10

1784-KT/KT2 with RSI S5-103 Cable • • • •* 15-11

1784-KL with RSI S5-103 Cable • • • •* 15-12

1784–KR • • • •* 15-13

1784-PCMK with RSI S5-104 Cable • • • •* 15-14

1784-KTX/KTXD • • • •* 15-15

5/03, 5/04 CH0, 1770-KF3, 1747-KE • •* 15-17

WinLinx driver • • • •* 15-18

Serial Port to MicroLogix controller 15-21

DH+ Bridged Device
Fixed,

SLC 5/01 SLC 5/02 SLC 5/03 SLC 5/04 Page

1784–KT/KT2 • • • •* 15-11

1784–KL • • • •* 15-12

1784-PCMK • • • •* 15-14

1784-KTX/KTXD • • • •* 15-15

S-S Technologies, Inc. 5136-SD/SD2 • • • •* 15-22

WinLinx driver • • • •* 15-18

A-B Ethernet • • • •* 15-23

RSI LAN Logistics • • • •* 15-24

RSI LAN Logistics NETBIOS • • • •* 15-25

* An SLC 5/04 can only communicate using DH–485 protocol through Channel 0 via RS–232.

To accomplish this, connect a 1747-PIC Interface Converter “backwards.”  Use a 9-25 pin

adapter in the CH0 port of the SLC 5/04 processor, with a ribbon cable connected to the PIC.

The PIC is then connected to an AIC Link Coupler on the DH-485 network.
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DH+ Direct Device
Fixed,

SLC 5/01 SLC 5/02 SLC 5/03 SLC 5/04 Page

Serial to 1770-KF2B • 15-26

1784–KT/KT2 • 15-11

1784–KL • 15-12

1784–PCMK • 15-14

1784–KTX/KTXD • 15-15

S-S Technologies, Inc 5136-SD/SD2 • 15-22

WinLinx driver • 15-18

RSI LAN Logistics • 15-24

RSI LAN Logistics NETBIOS • 15-25

Ethernet Device
Fixed,

SLC 5/01 SLC 5/02 SLC 5/03 SLC 5/04 Page

A-B Ethernet to DH+ • 15-27

WinLinx Driver Ethernet to DH+ • 15-28

Serial Port to A-B 1747-PIC Interface Converter
The 1747–PIC Interface Converter supports DH-485 communication only.  Note that

the SLC 5/04 processor only supports DH–485 communication via channel 0 (RS–232).

See Allen-Bradley’s SLC 500 Modular Hardware Style Installation and Operation

Manual, Publication 1747–6.2 for connection information.

The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device on a DH-485 network.

Parameter Description

[F1] Computer/
Terminal Address

enter the station address (0-31 decimal).  This address must be
unique on the network.

[F4]
Communications
Port

designates which communication port on your computer to use.
If using COM 3 or 4, you must enter the port address and IRQ.
Refer to page 15-32 for information on setting the COM Port.

[F5] Baud rate select the baud rate of the DH-485 network
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1784-KT/KT2 Communication Interface Modules
The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device.

Note You need Rockwell Software’s S5-103 cable to use a 1784-KT or KT2 card on a DH-

485 network.

Communication Medium

Parameter DH-485 (w/RSI S5-103) DH+ / DH-485 Bridged DH+

[F1] Computer/
Terminal
Address

enter the station address
(0-31 decimal).  This
address must be unique
on the network.

enter the station address
(0-77 octal).  This
address must be unique
on the network.

enter the station address (0-77
octal).  This address must be
unique on the network.

[F4] KT
Communica-
tions Board
Addr

Hexadecimal address
must match the -KT/KT2
card’s base memory
address. *

Hexadecimal address
must match the -KT/KT2
card’s base memory
address. *

Hexadecimal address must
match the -KT/KT2 card’s base
memory address. *

[F5] Baud rate select the baud rate of
the DH-485 network

not available not available

[F7] 1785-KA5
DH+ Address

not available enter the DH+ station
address of the 1785-KA5

not available

[F8] Terminal
Name

not available enter an 8-character
name that will be
displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

enter an 8-character name that
will be displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

[F9] DH+ Link
ID

not available enter the DH+ channel
link ID of the 1785-KA5

not available

[F9] LOCAL not available not available displays the Configure Local
Remote Settings menu.  From
this menu, press [F1] Network
Mode to toggle between LOCAL,
REMOTE, or DH+ ROUTING.
Refer to DH+ Direct
Local/Remote Settings on page
15-29.

*For information on excluding memory addresses to avoid conflicts with the interface

card, refer to the Hardware Interface Configuration Guide.
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1784-KL Interface Card
PLC-500 A.I. automatically configures the KL card’s memory address when you select

the KL as your communication device.

The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device.

Note You need Rockwell Software’s S5-103 cable to use a 1784-KL card on a DH-485

network.

Communication Medium

Parameter DH-485 (w/RSI S5-103) DH+ / DH-485 Bridged DH+

[F1] Computer/
Terminal
Address

enter the station
address(0-31 decimal).
This address must be
unique on the network.

enter the station address
(0-77 octal).  This
address must be unique
on the network.

enter the station address (0-77
octal).  This address must be
unique on the network.

[F5] Baud rate select the baud rate of
the DH-485 network

not available not available

[F7] 1785-KA5
DH+ Address

not available enter the DH+ station
address of the 1785-KA5

not available

[F8] Terminal
Name

not available enter an 8-character
name that will be
displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

enter an 8-character name that
will be displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

[F9] DH+ Link
ID

not available enter the DH+ channel
link ID of the 1785-KA5

not available

[F9] LOCAL not available not available displays the Configure Local
Remote Settings menu.  From
this menu, press [F1] Network
Mode to toggle between LOCAL,
REMOTE, or DH+ ROUTING.
Refer to DH+ Direct
Local/Remote Settings on page
15-29.

For information on excluding memory addresses to avoid conflicts with the interface

card, refer to the Hardware Interface Configuration Guide.
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1784–KR Communication Board
The 1784–KR interface card is used on a DH-485 network and does not require you to

use a PC communication port.  See the Allen-Bradley publication SLC 500 Modular

Hardware Style Installation and Operation Manual, Publication 1747–6.2 for

connection information.

The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device on a DH-485 network.

Parameter Description

[F1] Computer/Terminal
Address

enter the station address (0-31 decimal).  This
address must be unique on the network.

[F4] KR Memory Address enter the -KR card’s base memory address *

[F5] Baud rate select the baud rate of the DH-485 network

[F6] KR I/O Port Addr enter the -KR card’s I/O address

[F7] KR Interrupt # enter the -KR card’s interrupt number

*For information on excluding memory addresses to avoid conflicts with the interface

card, refer to the Hardware Interface Configuration Guide.
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1784-PCMK Interface Card
The 1784-PCMK is a Type II PCMCIA card that serves as an interface between SLC

processors and your programming terminal.  You must have DOS version 6.0 or later

and a PCMCIA 2.1 compliant notebook computer to use this card with PLC-500 A.I.

Refer to the RSI document, Hardware Interface Configuration Guide, or the user

configurable help in PLC-500 A.I. ( [Alt-H] ) for PCMK configuration information.

The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device on a DH-485 network.

Note You need Rockwell Software’s S5-104 cable to use a 1784-PCMK card on a DH-485

network.

Communication Medium

Parameter DH-485 (w/RSI S5-103) DH+ / DH-485 Bridged DH+

[F1] Computer/
Terminal
Address

enter the station address
(0-31 decimal).  This
address must be unique
on the network.

enter the station address
(0-77 octal).  This
address must be unique
on the network.

enter the station address (0-77
octal).  This address must be
unique on the network.

[F4] PCMK
Socket (Slot)

enter the PCMCIA slot
(0 or 1) where the PCMK
card is located and PLC-
500 A.I. will find any
other necessary
information from
PCMKINIT.COM or
Windows® 95

enter the PCMCIA slot
(0 or 1) where the PCMK
card is located and PLC-
500 A.I. will find any
other necessary
information from
PCMKINIT.COM or
Windows® 95

enter the PCMCIA slot (0 or 1)
where the PCMK card is located
and PLC-500 A.I. will find any
other necessary information from
PCMKINIT.COM or Windows®
95

[F5] Baud rate select the baud rate of
the DH-485 network

not available not available

[F7] 1785-KA5
DH+ Address

not available enter the DH+ station
address of the 1785-KA5

not available

[F8] Terminal
Name

not available enter an 8-character
name that will be
displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

enter an 8-character name that
will be displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

[F9] DH+ Link
ID

not available enter the DH+ channel
link ID of the 1785-KA5

not available
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Communication Medium

Parameter DH-485 (w/RSI S5-103) DH+ / DH-485 Bridged DH+

[F9] LOCAL not available not available displays the Configure Local
Remote Settings menu.  From
this menu, press [F1] Network
Mode to toggle between LOCAL,
REMOTE, or DH+ ROUTING.
Refer to DH+ Direct
Local/Remote Settings on page
15-29.

For information on excluding memory addresses to avoid conflicts with the interface

card, refer to the Hardware Interface Configuration Guide.
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1784-KTX/KTXD Interface Card
The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device.

Communication Medium

Parameter DH-485 DH+ / DH-485 Bridged DH+

[F1] Computer/
Terminal
Address

enter the station address
(0-31 decimal).  This
address must be unique
on the network.

enter the station address
(0-77 octal).  This
address must be unique
on the network.

enter the station address (0-77
octal).  This address must be
unique on the network.

[F4] KTX
Communica-
tions Board
Addr

Hexadecimal address
must match the KTX
card’s base memory
address.*

Hexadecimal address
must match the KTX
card’s base memory
address.*

Hexadecimal address must
match the KTX card’s base
memory address.*

[F5] Baud rate select the baud rate of
the DH-485 network

not available not available

[F7] 1785-KA5
DH+ Address

not available enter the DH+ station
address of the 1785-KA5

not available

[F8] Terminal
Name

not available enter an 8-character
name that will be
displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

enter an 8-character name that
will be displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

[F9] DH+ Link
ID

not available enter the DH+ channel
link ID of the 1785-KA5

not available

[F9] LOCAL not available not available displays the Configure Local
Remote Settings menu.  From
this menu, press [F1] Network
Mode to toggle between LOCAL,
REMOTE, or DH+ ROUTING.
Refer to DH+ Direct
Local/Remote Settings on page
15-29.

*For information on excluding memory addresses to avoid conflicts with the interface

card, refer to the Hardware Interface Configuration Guide.
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5/03, 5/04 CH0, 1770-KF3, 1747-KE
The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device.  (To use this driver, CH0 must be configured as DF1 rather than DH-485

Master.)

Parameter Description

[F1] Computer/Terminal
Address

enter the station address.  This address must
match dip switch settings on KF3/KE module.  This
must be a unique node address when using CH0.

[F4] Communications Port designates which communication port on your
computer to use.  If using COM 3 or 4, you must
enter the port address and IRQ.  Refer to page 15-
32 for information on setting the COM Port.

[F5] Baud rate select the baud rate of the DF1 connection

[F6] Parity toggle the parity setting for the KF3 or KE module
or for CH0

[F7] Error Checking Mode toggle the error checking mode for the KF3 or KE
module or for CH0

[F8] Protocol toggle between full or half duplex.  This must match
the protocol setting for the KF3 or KE module, or
for CH0.

[F9] Dial Modem toggle between Yes and No.  When set to Yes, if
you attempt to execute an online function (such as
WHO Active or download), the software will dial the
modem using the Modem Dial String.  Set this
parameter to No if you are not using a modem or
will use the Terminal Utility to dial it.

[CTL-F1] Modem Dial String enter the command string for dialing the modem

[CTL-F3] Run Terminal Utility
Program

displays a screen that allows you to manually dial
the modem.  You can test your modem
communications by typing AT then pressing
[Enter].  The software should return the message,
“OK.”  When you are successfully connected to the
remote modem, the software will display the word,
“CONNECT.”  This “dumb terminal” can also be
used to configure the 1747-KE module.

For information on excluding memory addresses to avoid conflicts with the interface

card, refer to the Hardware Interface Configuration Guide.

Refer also to Using Modems on page 15-34.
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LINX Driver
You can use WINtelligent LINX software with PLC-500 A.I. if you run PLC-500 A.I.

in a DOS box under Windows.  This allows communication with many different drivers

and the sharing of devices.  For example, if you are running PLC-500 A.I. and

WINtelligent LOGIC 5 on the same computer with a KT card, these two programs can

share the KT card if you choose the LINX driver and set the Default Server Option in

PLC-500 A.I. to the name of the LINX server.  This assumes that PLC-500 A.I. is

using the KT card in DH+ mode (without an S5-103 Smart Cable).  LINX uses two

different drivers for the KT card:  one to DH+, and one to DH-485.

Notice that a WinLinx driver is available in PLC-500 A.I. under all four options on the

Select Communication Medium menu.  Make sure you select the WinLinx driver from

the appropriate menu.

To find out if a LINX server is active, from the Configure Online Communications

Hardware menu select [CTL-F2] Network Diagnostics, then [F3] List active

Network Servers.

Optimizing Windows for Use with PLC-500 A.I. and LINX

(This is unnecessary with Windows 95 and NT.)

If you have selected the LINX driver, you will want to create a PIF file in Windows that

will run PLC-500 A.I.  Optimizing the settings in the PIF file will speed up your

PLC-500 A.I. DOS session with, for example, faster cursor movement and faster

Advanced Diagnostics.  Refer to your Windows manual for instructions on creating a

PIF file.

Before creating the PIF file, edit the SYSTEM.INI file.

1. Make a backup of the SYSTEM.INI file in your \WINDOWS directory.

2. Use a text editor to add (or edit) the lines in the table below to the SYSTEM.INI

file.
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Line (in the [386Enh] section) Function

WindowUpdateTime=200 speeds up screen refresh rate in a DOS window,
which makes the cursor respond faster

FileSysChange=Off Windows does not monitor disk write activity

MinTimeSlice=5 makes DOS window display less jerky

Now create a PIF file in Windows for PLC-500 A.I.

1. Edit the following settings in the file.

Parameter Settings

MEMORY REQUIREMENTS KB Required. . . 510 KB Desired. . . 640

EMS MEMORY KB Required. . . 0 KB Desired. . .
1024

XMS MEMORY KB Required. . . 3072 KB Desired. . . 4096

Display Usage Windowed (see caution below)

Execution Background

!
If you are using WINtelligent LINX software with PLC-500 A.I., we recommend that
you run PLC-500 A.I. in a sizable window (NOT full screen).  The default settings
under Windows for a full screen DOS box will not allow enough CPU time for LINX
to run properly in the background.

To switch between full screen and window display mode, press [Alt-Enter].  To set
the size of the window display, select Fonts … from the File menu, and pick a font

size.

2. Click the Advanced… button and set the following options.

Parameter Settings

MULTITASKING OPTIONS Background Priority: 50     Foreground Priority: 100

DETECT IDLE TIME Off

MEMORY OPTIONS Uses High Memory Area:  On

DISPLAY OPTIONS Monitor Ports: All Off
Emulate Text Mode: On
Retain Video Memory: Off
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3. Save the PIF file.  You should notice an increase in speed when running PLC-500

A.I. from Windows.

Configuration Parameters for LINX Drivers

The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select the

WinLinx driver as the Interface Hardware Type.

Communication Medium

Parameter DH-485 DH+ / DH-485 Bridged DH+

[F5] Server
Name

enter the name of the
LINX driver that you are
going to use

enter the name of the
LINX driver that you are
going to use

enter the name of the LINX driver
that you are going to use

[F6] 1785-KA5
DH+ Address
(octal)

not available enter the DH+ station
address of the 1785-KA5

not available

[F7] DH+ Link
ID (decimal)

not available enter the DH+ channel
link ID of the 1785-KA5

not available

[F8] 1785-KA5
DH-485
Address
(decimal)

not available enter the DH-485 station
address of the 1785-KA5

not available

[F9] DH-485
Link ID
(decimal)

not available enter the DH-485
channel link ID of the
1785-KA5

not available

[F9] LOCAL not available not available displays the Configure Local
Remote Settings menu.  From
this menu, press [F1] Network
Mode to toggle between LOCAL,
REMOTE, or DH+ ROUTING.
Refer to DH+ Direct
Local/Remote Settings on page
15-29.
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Serial Port to MicroLogix Controller
You will need the Allen-Bradley 1761-CBL-PM02 cable to communicate with the

MicroLogix controller.

The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device.

Parameter Description

[F4] Communications Port designates which communication port on your
computer to use.  If using COM 3 or 4, you must
enter the port address and IRQ.  Refer to page 15-
32 for information on setting the COM Port.

[F5] Baud rate select the baud rate of the MicroLogix controller

[F9] Dial Modem toggle between Yes and No.  When set to Yes, if
you attempt to execute an online function (such as
WHO Active or download), the software will dial the
modem using the Modem Dial String.  Set this
parameter to No if you are not using a modem or
will use the Terminal Utility to dial it.

[Ctrl-F1] Modem Dial String enter the command string for dialing the modem

[Ctrl-F2] Find Baud/Parity automatically determines serial settings.  See page
15-32.

[Ctrl-F3] Run Terminal Utility
Program

displays a screen that allows you to manually dial
the modem.  You can test your modem
communications by typing AT then pressing
[Enter].  The software should return the message,
“OK.”  When you are successfully connected to the
remote modem, the software will display the word,
“CONNECT.”
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S-S Technologies, Inc. 5136-SD/SD2
The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device.

Communication Medium

Parameter DH+ / DH-485 Bridged DH+

[F1] Computer/
Terminal
Address

enter the station address (0-77
octal).  This address must be
unique on the network.

enter the station address (0-77
octal).  This address must be
unique on the network.

[F4] SD Com-
munications
Board Addr

enter any memory address which
is not in use by another device in
your computer.  PLC-500 A.I. will
download the address to the
5136-SD/SD2 when initializing
communications.*

enter any memory address which
is not in use by another device in
your computer.  PLC-500 A.I. will
download the address to the
5136-SD/SD2 when initializing
communications.*

[F5] SD Com-
munications
Board IRQ

-SD:  enter the IRQ number set
by dip switches SW1 through
SW3 on the card.

-SD2:  enter an IRQ number that
will not conflict with other devices
in your computer.  PLC-500 A.I.
will download this number to the -
SD2 card when initializing
communications.  Enter zero if no
interrupt is to be used.

-SD:  enter the IRQ number set
by dip switches SW1 through
SW3 on the card.

-SD2:  enter an IRQ number that
will not conflict with other devices
in your computer.  PLC-500 A.I.
will download this number to the -
SD2 card when initializing
communications.

[F6] SD Com-
munications
Board Port

enter the port address of the card enter the port address of the card

[F7] 1785-KA5
DH+ Address

enter the DH+ station address of
the 1785-KA5

not available

[F8] Terminal
Name

enter an 8-character name that
will be displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

enter an 8-character name that
will be displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

[F9] DH+ Link
ID

enter the DH+ channel link ID of
the 1785-KA5

not available
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Communication Medium

Parameter DH+ / DH-485 Bridged DH+

[F9] LOCAL not available displays the Configure Local
Remote Settings menu.  From
this menu, press [F1] Network
Mode to toggle between LOCAL,
REMOTE, or DH+ ROUTING.
Refer to DH+ Direct
Local/Remote Settings on page
15-29.

*For information on excluding memory addresses to avoid conflicts with the interface

card, refer to the Hardware Interface Configuration Guide.

A-B Ethernet DH+ to 1785-KA5
The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device.

Parameter Description

[F4] 5820-EI Ethernet Address enter the IP address of the EI module

[F5] PLC-5/250 Module Type toggle between RM or KA (5130-RM, 5130-KA).
Set to the module type of the -5/250 that has the
DH+ channel connected to the 1785-KA5

[F6] PLC-5/250 Channel toggle between 2 and 3.  Enter the channel number
of the DH+ network you want to connect to.

[F7] PLC-5/250 Pushwheel This is available only if the PLC-5/250 Module Type
is set to KA. Toggle from 1 to 8 to match the
setting of the pushwheel of the KA module whose
channel is connected to the -KA5.

[F8] 1785-KA5 DH+ Address enter the DH+ station address of the 1785-KA5
module

[F9] DH+ Link ID enter the link ID of the DH+ network to which the
1785-KA5 module is connected
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RSI LAN Logistics
The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device.

Communication Medium

Parameter DH+ / DH-485 Bridged DH+

[F5] Server
Name

enter the DH+ server name.  (You
can also select the name from a
list. Press [Ctrl-F2] Network
Diagnostics.  Select [F3] List
active Network Servers.
Highlight the server name you
want and press [Enter].)

enter the DH+ server name.  (You
can also select the name from a
list. Press [Ctrl-F2] Network
Diagnostics.  Select [F3] List
active Network Servers.
Highlight the server name you
want and press [Enter].)

[F7] 1785-KA5
DH+ Address

enter the DH+ station address of
the 1785-KA5 module

not available

[F9] DH+ Link
ID

enter the DH+ channel link ID of
the 1785-KA5

not available

[F9] LOCAL not available displays the Configure Local
Remote Settings menu.  From
this menu, press [F1] Network
Mode to toggle between LOCAL,
REMOTE, or DH+ ROUTING.
Refer to DH+ Direct
Local/Remote Settings on page
15-29.
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RSI LAN Logistics NETBIOS
The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device.

Communication Medium

Parameter DH+ / DH-485 Bridged DH+

[F5] Server
Name

enter the DH+ server name.  (You
can also select the name from a
list. Press [Ctrl-F2] Network
Diagnostics.  Select [F3] List
active Network Servers.
Highlight the server name you
want and press [Enter].)

enter the DH+ server name.  (You
can also select the name from a
list. Press [Ctrl-F2] Network
Diagnostics.  Select [F3] List
active Network Servers.
Highlight the server name you
want and press [Enter].)

[F7] 1785-KA5
DH+ Address

enter the DH+ station address of
the 1785-KA5 module

not available

[F8] Terminal
Name

enter an 8-character name that
will be displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

enter an 8-character name that
will be displayed when a DH+
Who Active is run

[F9] DH+ Link
ID

enter the DH+ channel link ID of
the 1785-KA5

not available

[F9] LOCAL not available displays the Configure Local
Remote Settings menu.  From
this menu, press [F1] Network
Mode to toggle between LOCAL,
REMOTE, or DH+ ROUTING.
Refer to DH+ Direct
Local/Remote Settings on page
15-29.
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Serial to 1770-KF2B
The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device on a DH+ network.

Parameter Description

[F1] Computer/Terminal
Address

enter the station address of the KF2B (0-77 octal).
This address must be unique on the network.

[F4] Communications Port designates which communication port on your
computer to use.  If using COM 3 or 4, you must
enter the port address and IRQ.  Refer to page 15-
32 for information on setting the COM Port.

[F5] Baud rate select the baud rate of the DF1 connection

[F6] Parity toggle the parity setting for the KF2B

[F7] Error Checking Mode toggle the error checking mode for the KF2B

[F8] Protocol toggle between full or half duplex.  This must match
the protocol setting for the KF2B.

[F9] Dial Modem toggle between Yes and No.  When set to Yes, if
you attempt to execute an online function (such as
WHO Active or download), the software will dial the
modem using the Modem Dial String.  Set this
parameter to No if you are not using a modem or
will use the Terminal Utility to dial it.

[CTL-F1] Modem Dial String enter the command string for dialing the modem

[CTL-F3] Run Terminal Utility
Program

displays a screen that allows you to manually dial
the modem.  You can test your modem
communications by typing AT then pressing
[Enter].  The software should return the message,
“OK.”  When you are successfully connected to the
remote modem, the software will display the word,
“CONNECT.”

Refer also to Using Modems on page 15-34 .
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A-B Ethernet to DH+
The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device on a DH+ network.

Parameter Description

[F4] 5820-EI Ethernet Address enter the IP address of the EI module

[F5] PLC-5/250 Module Type toggle between RM or KA (5130-RM, 5130-KA).
Set to the module type of the -5/250 that has the
DH+ channel connected to the 1785-KA5

[F6] PLC-5/250 Channel toggle between 2 and 3.  Enter the channel number
of the DH+ network you want to connect to.

[F7] PLC-5/250 Pushwheel This is available only if the PLC-5/250 Module Type
is set to KA. Toggle from 1 to 8 to match the
setting of the pushwheel of the KA module whose
channel is connected to the -KA5.

[F9] LOCAL displays the Configure Local Remote Settings
menu.  From this menu, press [F1] Network Mode
to toggle between LOCAL, REMOTE, or DH+
ROUTING.  Refer to DH+ Direct Local/Remote
Settings on page 15-29.
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WinLinx Driver Ethernet to DH+
The table below describes the parameters that become available when you select this

device on a DH+ network.

Parameter Description

[F4] Server name enter the DH+ server name.  (You can also select
the name from a list. Press [Ctrl-F2] Network
Diagnostics.  Select [F3] List active Network
Servers.  Highlight the server name you want and
press [Enter].)

[F5] 5820-EI Ethernet Address enter the IP address assigned by the network
administrator

[F6] PLC-5/250 Module Type toggle between RM or KA (5130-RM, 5130-KA).
Set to the module type of the -5/250 that has the
channel connected to the 1785-KA5

[F7] PLC-5/250 Channel toggle between 2 and 3.  Enter the channel number
of the DH+ network you want to connect to.

[F8] PLC-5/250 Pushwheel This is available only if the PLC-5/250 Module Type
is set to KA. Toggle from 1 to 8 to match the
setting of the pushwheel of the KA module whose
channel is connected to the -KA5.

[F9] LOCAL displays the Configure Local Remote Settings
menu.  From this menu, press [F1] Network Mode
to toggle between LOCAL, REMOTE, or DH+
ROUTING.
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DH+ Direct Local/Remote Settings

(SLC 5/04 OS401 processors only)
SLC 5/04 OS401 processors have remote communication capability.  All DH+ direct

drivers, except for the serial drivers, have the parameter [F9] LOCAL to allow you to

configure remote settings.  This section describes the options available from this

parameter.

Note SLC 5/04 OS400 processors do not support remote communications.  If you select a

network mode other than LOCAL, the processor will not be able to communicate with

the PLC-500 A.I. software.

1. When you press [F9] LOCAL from the Configure Online Communications

Hardware screen, the following menu appears.

Leave the Network Mode set to LOCAL for communication on a local network.

 Local Network Example:

SLC 5/04

DH+

Computer
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2. Press [F1] Network Mode and the following menu will appear.

 Remote Network Example:

SLC 5/04
OS401

DH+

Computer
1785-KA

1785-KA

DH+

1108

2108

DH

 Set the following parameters:

§ Press [F2] Local Address to enter the local KA module’s address in octal.

§ Press [F3] Remote Address to enter the remote KA module’s address in octal.

Note The leftmost digit (64’s digit) of the local and remote addresses must be different.  For

example, addresses 110 and 220 are valid, but 110 and 120 are not.
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3. If you press [F1] Network Mode again, the following menu will appear.

DH+ Routing Example:

SLC 5/04
OS401

DH+

Computer

DH+

(076)

5130-
RM

PI Rack

link id = 1

link id = 2

chan 3

chan 2

Note:  The DH+ link id in the
SLC 5/04 must match the
DH+ link id.

 Set the following parameters:

§ Press [F2] Bridge Address to enter the address (in octal) of the bridge device

(RM or KA module) on the DH+ network.

§ Press [F3] Dest Link ID (decimal) to enter the link ID for the destination

DH+ network.
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Find Baud, Parity, Protocol Settings

If you are using a serial communications driver (1747-PIC, 1747-KE, 1770-KF3, 1770-

KF2, SLC 5/03 or 5/04 Channel 0, MicroLogix), you may use a function in the software

to identify the baud rate, parity, and error mode that the serial link is using.

To find the serial link’s settings:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options, then select [F7] Network

Diagnostics.  (Or, from the Main Menu, select [F9], [F1], then [Ctrl-F2]).

2. Select [F3] Find Baud, Parity, Protocol Settings.  The software begins running

through the possible combinations of baud rate, parity, and error checking mode

until it hits the right combination for your serial link.  When the software finds the

correct settings, the software reports what it found the settings to be.

3. Press the [Esc] key to leave this screen.  When you press [Esc], the software saves

the settings it found as your current communications settings.  This allows you to

immediately go online with the processor without manually reconfiguring the

communications parameters.

Communications Port Considerations
Find Baud, Parity, Protocol Settings checks the Com Port you defined on the Configure

Online Communications Hardware screen.  If you have the Com Port defined with the

serial port address and the serial port interrupt number, the Find Baud, Parity, Protocol

Settings function will find the correct settings, but will display Com Port:  3 regardless

of the actual Com Port defined.

When you have selected a serial communications driver for the Interface Hardware

Type on the Configure Online Communications Hardware screen, the option [F4]

Communications Port: defaults to COM1.  PLC-500 A.I. considers this the first type

of com port.  If you press [F4], the setting changes to COM2.  PLC-500 A.I. considers

this the second type of com port.  If you press [F4] again, you will be asked to enter the

serial port address for your com port.  Next you will be asked for the serial port

interrupt number.  PLC-500 A.I. considers this designation the third type of com port.

The table below relates addresses and interrupt numbers with physical com ports.
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External Port Name
Computer’s Internal

Port Address Interrupt #

COM1 3F8 IRQ4

COM2 2F8 IRQ3

COM3* 3E8 IRQ11

COM4* 2E8 IRQ12

*These settings usually designate COM3 and COM4, but not always.

If you entered a serial port address of 3F8 and an interrupt number of IRQ4, the Find

Baud, Parity, Protocol Settings function would find and display the settings for COM1,

but would say “Com Port:  3.”

Troubleshooting
The Find Baud, Parity, Protocol Settings function may return a failure screen indicating

that the software could not determine the baud rate and parity.  The three most common

reasons for this occurring are:

• wrong com port specified

• incorrect cable pinouts

• interference from other device drivers.

In the case of interference from other device drivers, it is best to remove all device

drivers and TSRs from your CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files, reboot your

computer, and try again.  If the Find Baud, Parity, Protocol Settings function works,

you can add device drivers back one at a time (rebooting after each) until you determine

which driver is causing the problem.

If you are using a notebook computer, you may also need to check the power

management settings found in the BIOS setup of some notebook computers.
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Using Modems

Modem Dialing
Through the Configure Online Communications Hardware screen, you can configure

your system to automatically dial a modem and call a remote station.

Once you configure the system to communicate through a modem, the system will dial

the telephone number to the modem when you first perform a task requiring online

communication.  Once the modem link is established, the system keeps the link open

until you exit the software.

To use the modem dialing feature:

• You must have the local modem connected to a KF3 module, KE module, or

Channel Zero of a SLC 5/03, 5/04, or MicroLogix controller.

• You must have the communication module (KF3, KE, or Channel Zero) set to

execute diagnostic commands, accept duplicate messages, and ignore handshaking.

• All of the communication devices (modems and communication modules) must be

set to the same baud rate, duplex, parity, and error checking mode.

• Modems must have data compression disabled.

• The Carrier Detect (CD) line must not be forced high (the software checks this line

to determine whether or not it needs to send the initialization string).

An example modem setup is illustrated below:
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Modem Modem

Phone Lines

SLC 500

Communication
Module

Note Even though a 1747-PIC is a serial communications device, it cannot be used with a

modem due to hardware limitations in the PIC module.

Configuring the Software to Dial a Modem

To configure the software to dial a modem:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F9] Configure Program Parameters.
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2. Select [F1] Communication Hardware.  The Configure Online Communications

Hardware screen appears.  Make sure that you are configured to use the 5/03, 5/04

CH0, 1770-KF3, 1747-KE driver or one of the other serial drivers (except the

1747-PIC).

3. Select [F9] Dial Modem to toggle modem dialing to Yes.

4. Select [Ctrl-F1] Modem Dial String to enter a modem initialization string that

will be sent to the modem when it is dialed.  When you select [Ctrl-F1], the dial

string field opens.  Type the string your modem requires, and press [Enter] to
accept.

Note The modem initialization string is used to set up the modem for communication.  The

default string, ATV1DT, is used by Hayes-compatible modems.  If your modem is not

Hayes-compatible, or you are not sure, refer to your modem manual for the correct

initialization string.  You need to include the phone number you want to dial in the

string.

Establishing and Terminating the Connection

This section outlines the order of events when communicating via a modem.

1. After you set the Dial Modem option to Yes, you can establish a connection in one

of two ways.

§ Access any software function which requires online communications.  These

functions are listed below.

§ Any Upload or Download function
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§ Online Programming
§ Who Active and Who Listen

§ Use the Run Terminal Utility Program function to dial the modem manually.

(For more information, see the Terminal Utility Program section on page 15-

39.)

2. Once the connection is established, the line remains active until you tell the

software to hang up the line.  This avoids the lengthy initialization process every

time you access an online feature.

3. You can hang up the modem line in one of three ways.

§ Exit the software.  If the modem line is active when you exit the software, you

will be prompted to hang up the modem.  Press [F1] Yes to hang up the

modem; press [F5] No (or [Esc] ) to leave the connection active for future

communications.

§ Access the Terminal Utility Program and press [Alt-H] to hang up the

modem.  (For more information, see the Terminal Utility Program section on

page 15-39.)

§ From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options, [F7] Network Diagnostics,

then [F4] Hang Up Modem.

Common Problems

The following is a list of common problems encountered when using modems for

communication.

• The modem dials, but the connection with the other modem is not made.  Make

sure the other modem is set to auto answer.

• Settings are not consistent throughout the communications line.  Remember

that all communications settings (e.g., duplex, error checking, baud rate, parity,

etc.) must be identical for both modems, your destination device (e.g., KF3, KE,

Channel Zero), and the Configure Online Communications Hardware

configuration screen.  If any of these settings is inconsistent, communications will

not be possible.
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• Problems with special or advanced features such as data compression and high
speeds.  If your modem switches to 14.4 Kbaud or starts compressing data, the

KF3 and PLC-500 A.I. may run into problems.  A modem (through data

compression or otherwise) which switches to a higher communication rate to boost

performance will likely result in intermittent communications, or none at all.

If you run into initialization problems, try disabling these features.  If you haven’t

purchased your modems yet, try to purchase identical modems for this task.

Ideally, you should purchase 9600 baud modems with no data compression.

Identical modems may automatically enter data compression mode.  To avoid this,

disable automatic data compression on your modems.

• CD and DTR problems.  Some modems will hold the CD (Carrier Detect) and

DTR (Data Terminal Ready) lines high all the time.  This will conflict with the

operation of the PLC-500 A.I. software.  If you are trying to use modem dialing,

and the software doesn’t even try to initialize the modem, then the CD or DTR

lines are probably held high.  When PLC-500 A.I. sees the CD high, it assumes

that a connection is already made; and won’t bother to try to initialize

communications and dial your number.

To circumvent this problem, you must send a command string to the Hayes

compatible modem.  Use the Terminal Utility Program as a dumb terminal to send

the following string to the modem:

AT&C1&D2&W [Enter]

The &C1 puts the CD line into normal mode.  The &D2 puts the DTR line into

normal mode.  The &W writes these changes to ROM so you won’t have to issue

this command every time you use the modem (don’t use the &W if your modem does

not have that feature).  (Check your modem’s owner manual for more information

about command strings.)

After entering this string, the software should be able to dial correctly.  If it still

cannot, try dialing manually from the Terminal Utility Program.  (For more

information, see the Terminal Utility Program section on page 15-39.)
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Terminal Utility Program
The Terminal Utility Program may be used for modem configuration or to manually

establish or terminate a modem connection.

Note You can also use the Terminal Utility Program to configure KE modules.  See the

module’s documentation for details on configuring the KE.

If you have selected the 5/03, 5/04 CH0, 1770-KF3, 1747-KE driver, Serial to 1770-

KF2B DH+ driver, or Serial Port to MicroLogix driver on the Configure Online

Communication Hardware screen, you can press [Ctrl-F3] to run the Terminal Utility

Program.

The Terminal Screen displays the ongoing communications with your modem or a

remote connection.

If you are communicating with your modem, you can issue any of your modem’s

supported commands from the Terminal Screen.  See your modem’s manual for

available commands.  The most common command is AT (attention).  When you enter

AT and press [Enter], the modem should respond with OK.  If the modem does not

respond (or you cannot type characters in the Terminal Screen), then you are not

communicating with your modem.

Status Indicators

The following status indicators are shown on the status bar at the bottom of the screen

(from left to right).

COM Port:  Displays the port used to talk to the modem.  This COM port is set on the

Configure Online Communications Hardware screen.

Baud/Data bits/Parity/Stop bits:  Displays the baud rate, data bits, parity, and stop

bits used to communicate with your modem.  The baud rate and parity are set on the

Configure Online Communication Hardware screen.  The data bits setting is not

configurable (always set to 8); the stop bits setting is not configurable (always set to 1).

For example, if your screen displays 9600   8N1, you are communicating at 9600 baud

with 8 data bits, parity set to None, and 1 stop bit.

Offline/Online:  Offline indicates that you are not communicating with another

modem.  Online indicates that a connection is already established.
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Available Commands

The following functions are available from this screen.

[Alt-B] Sends a 0.5 second break.

[Alt-C] Clears the Terminal Screen.  This function changes the display only, it does

not actually send a command to the modem.

[Alt-H] Sends the Hang Up command to the modem.  Use this function to terminate

an existing connection.

[Alt-X] Exits the Terminal Program Utility.  If you are currently connected with

another modem, you will be asked to hang up the line.  Press [F1] Yes to

hang up the modem; press [F5] No (or [Esc] ) to leave the connection active

for future communications.
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Troubleshooting Communications

Most difficulties with serial communication involve switch settings, cabling, and

addressing.

Switch Settings

Make sure the settings you have set in PLC-500 A.I. match those set on the

communication device.  Check the documentation for the communication device and

make sure the switch settings are correct.

Cabling

Many communication problems can be traced to bad connections, faulty grounding,

bent or pushed in connector pins, and other cabling problems.  If your communications

are erratic, you probably have a cabling problem.

Addressing

Every station on the DH-485 or DH+ network must have a unique address.  If you are

unable to communicate with a particular station, it may be that the station number is

duplicated on the network.  Make sure every station has a unique address.

Communication Baud Rate

For two devices to communicate, they must use the same baud rate.  The baud rate of

MicroLogix, SLC fixed, SLC 5/01, and SLC 5/02 processors is set in the status file.

The baud rate of SLC 5/03 and SLC 5/04 processors is set in channel configuration (the

baud rate will still be displayed in the status area).  Any changes take effect when

power is cycled.  If you lose communications when power is cycled, check the baud rate

of the SLC 500.
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Troubleshooting 1784-xx Communications
Troubleshooting communications through all of the 1784- devices can be divided into

two main groups:  complete failure of device initialization and erratic communications.

Complete Failure to Initialize

If your network device fails to initialize:

1. Disable all device drivers and TSR (Terminate and Stay Resident) programs.  This

includes all DEVICE=  statements in the CONFIG.SYS file, programs loaded in

the AUTOEXEC.BAT file and all memory managers.  To make sure that no other

software products are interfering, rename your CONFIG.SYS and

AUTOEXEC.BAT files, and create a new CONFIG.SYS with nothing more than

FILES=25 and BUFFERS=20.  Reboot the computer if you change CONFIG.SYS .

2. Remove all boards, except the 1784- communication board and video board, from

the system and check the computer’s setup program (usually found on 80386 and

80486 computers) to verify that memory caching is not using the same address as

the communications device.

3. If using a memory manager (QEMM, EMM386, or 386MAX), be sure to exclude

the memory range of the card.  For information on excluding memory addresses to

avoid conflicts with the interface card, refer to the Hardware Interface

Configuration Guide.

4. Double check and reset all DIP switches.  Refer to the manufacturer’s

documentation.  Examine the communication board for obvious defects or damage.

5. Run KTDIAG.EXE from the DOS prompt, not under Windows.

Erratic Communications

Refer to Cabling on page 15-41.



16  Channel Configuration
(SLC 5/03 and 5/04 processors only)

The SLC 5/03 and SLC 5/04 processors each have two communication channels.

• Channel 0 (RS–232) — applies to SLC 5/03 and SLC 5/04 processors
Use this channel to connect the processor to a modem or other devices using DF1

(RS-232) communication protocol or to a DH-485 link.  You can configure this

channel for DF1 full-duplex (point-to-point), DF1 half-duplex (slave) protocol, or

DH-485 (using a PIC converter or a null-modem cable for a direct connection to

PLC-500 A.I.) protocol.

• Channel 1 (DH-485) — applies to SLC 5/03 processors only
Use this channel to connect the processor to a DH-485 network.  This channel

operates similar to the DH-485 channel contained in the SLC 5/01 and SLC 5/02

processors.  The valid node address range is 0 - 31 decimal.

• Channel 1 (DH++) — applies to SLC 5/04 processors only

Use this channel to connect the processor to the DH+ network.  Support of up to 64

nodes is available using this protocol.  The valid node address range is 0 - 77 octal.

A.I.

SLC 5/03 CPU
(1747-L532)

Local Host

Modem

Modem

Channel 0

RS-232

Channel 1
DH-485

1747-CP3
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Enabling/Disabling Channels

!
If you disable the communications channel you are using for online communications,
you will not be able to communicate with the processor.  Changes to channel
configurations can be performed only while the processor is in program or remote
program mode.  Do not disable both channels at the same time.

When you are not using a communications channel, you should disable it.  This lessens

the burden on the processor during its communication processing (the processor does

not have to attempt to process communications for a disabled channel).

For example, if you are communicating to a SLC 5/03 through Channel 1, and you will

not be using Channel 0, you can disable Channel 0.

To disable or enable a communications channel:

1. From the Top menu bar of the ladder editor, select [F8] Display.

2. Select [F7] chancFg.  This displays the channel configuration screen.  (The

example below is for a SLC 5/04 processor.)
Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DF
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3. Use the arrow keys to move the highlight to the System Mode Driver field for the

channel you want to disable or enable.  (For CH0, make sure that the Current

Communication Mode is set to System.)

4. Press [F9] Select until Shutdown appears in the field.

5. Press [F1] Accept to accept the change.
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Channel 0’s Default Settings

Channel 0’s default settings are important if you want to go online with the processor

using Channel 0.  You can change these settings once you are online (see Configuring

Channel 0 on page 16-6).

By default, Channel 0 is set for DF1 Full Duplex.  This means that you can go online

with the 5/03 or 5/04 through Channel 0 without having to preconfigure the port.  The

default settings for the channel are as shown on the following screen display.

When you are attempting to get online with a new SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor through

Channel 0, use the same baud rate, parity, duplex, and error detection mode settings in

your communications configuration in PLC-500 A.I.  If that fails, use the Find Baud,

Parity, Protocol Settings function described in Chapter 15 - Configuration for Online

Communications.
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Cable to Connect to Channel 0

Rockwell Software Inc. has a cable (RSI part number 9399-C29) available to connect

your computer to Channel 0 of an SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor.  You can also use Allen-

Bradley’s 1747-CP3 cable.  If you want to make this cable yourself, follow the pinout

diagram below.

Note Cable should not exceed a length of 10 feet.

DCD
RXD
TXD
DTR
COM
DSR
RTS
CTS
NC

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
3
2
6
5
4
8
7

DCD
TXD
RXD
DSR
COM
DTR
CTS
RTS

SLC Channel 0
Female 9-pin

Computer Serial Port
Female 9-pin

NC9
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Configuring Channel 0

It is easiest to change the Channel 0 settings while online with the processor through

Channel 1, although it is possible to change the Channel 0 settings while

communicating through Channel 0.

You can also make changes to channel configurations offline and download the new

configurations as part of the ladder logic project.

!
If you are communicating through Channel 0, and you change the parameters for the
channel, communications will terminate.  In this case, you will have to reconfigure
PLC-500 A.I. to communicate at the new settings.

If you are communicating through Channel 0, and you change Channel 0 to DF1
Half-Duplex Slave, DH-485 Master, or to User Mode, communications will terminate
and cannot be restored through Channel 0.  In this case, you will need to use Channel
1 to communicate with the processor, or purge the processor’s memory and
reconfigure it.

You can configure Channel 0 to communicate using:

• System Mode, DF1 Full-Duplex

• System Mode, DF1 Half-Duplex Limited Master (except on SLC 5/03 OS300

processors)

• System Mode, DF1 Half-Duplex Slave

• System Mode, DH-485 Master

• User Mode, Generic ASCII

To configure Channel 0:

1. Go online with the processor.

2. Make sure the processor is in Program or Remote Program mode.  (You can access

the configuration screens in Run or Remote Run mode, but the processor must be

in Program or Remote Program mode to accept changes.)

3. From the Top menu bar, select [F8] Display.
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4. Select [F7] chancFg.  This displays the channel configuration screen.  (The screen

shown below is for a SLC 5/04 processor.  Fewer options are available with a

SLC 5/03 processor.)

5. The highlight bar should be on the Current Communication Mode field for

Channel 0.  If it is not, use the arrow keys to move the highlight bar to that

location.

6. Press [F9] Select to toggle between System and User Mode.  Select User Mode if

you want to use the Generic ASCII driver, otherwise select System Mode.

7. If you have selected System Mode, highlight the System Mode Driver field.  Press

[F9] Select to toggle between DF1 Full-Duplex, DF1 Half-Duplex Limited Master

(except on SLC 5/03 OS301 processors), DF1 Half-Duplex Slave, DH-485 Master,

and Shutdown (disable).

8. If you have selected User Mode, highlight the User Mode Driver field.  Press [F9]

Select to toggle between Generic ASCII and Shutdown (disable).

9. Set remaining options.  (Refer to the table on page 16-8.)

§ Use the arrow keys to highlight the option you want to change.

§ Press [F9] Select to toggle the settings.

10. Press [F1] Accept to accept the changes.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DF
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Channel 0 Configuration Options

Description

Channel 0
Parameter

SLC 5/03 OS300 SLC 5/03 OS301 and up, and
SLC 5/04 OS400 and up

Current
Communication
Mode

Not available.  This processor uses
System Mode.

Toggles between System and User.
The default is System.

System Mode
Driver

Toggles between DH-485 Master, DF1
Half-Duplex Slave, DF1 Full-Duplex,
and Shutdown.  Default is DF1 Full-
Duplex.

Toggles between DH-485 Master, DF1
Half-Duplex Slave, DF1 Half-Duplex
Limited Master, DF1 Full-Duplex, and
Shutdown.  Default is DF1 Full-Duplex.

User Mode Driver Not available. Toggles between Generic ASCII and
Shutdown.  The default is Generic
ASCII.

Write Protect Toggles between Enabled and
Disabled.  If Enabled, you will only be
able to monitor, not edit, ladder and
data table files online.  The default is
Disabled.

Toggles between Enabled and
Disabled.  If Enabled, you will only be
able to monitor, not edit, ladder and
data table files online.  The default is
Disabled.

Mode Changes Not available. Enable or Disable remote mode
changes (via external device).  The
default is Disabled.

Mode Attention
Character

Not available. This character alerts the processor to a
remote mode change.  Enter any
hexadecimal value or ASCII printable
character.  The default is \0x1b (Esc).

System Mode
Character

Not available. This character follows the Mode
Attention Character to tell the
processor to change to System Mode.
Enter any hexadecimal value or ASCII
printable character.  The default is S.

User Mode
Character

Not available. This character follows the Mode
Attention Character to tell the
processor to change to User Mode.
Enter any hexadecimal value or ASCII
printable character.  The default is U.

Edit
Resource/File
Owner Timeout

This is the communication timeout
period (application layer).  Valid range
is 1-65535 seconds.  The default is 60.

This is the communication timeout
period (application layer).  Valid range
is 1-65535 seconds.  The default is 60.

Passthru Link ID Not applicable Valid range is 1-65534.
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System Mode Configuration
1. From the Channel Configuration screen, press [F4] Ch0Sys.  This displays the

configuration screen for System Mode.  Depending on the System Mode Driver you

have selected, you will see a screen similar to the following:

 

2. Edit the parameters.  Refer to the tables below for a description of the parameters.

§ Move the highlight to the parameter you want to change.

§ Either press [F9] Select to toggle the setting of the parameter or (if the

message Enter CFG value: appears near the bottom of the screen) type the

numeric value for the parameter.

§ When you have set the parameters the way you want them, press [F1] Accept.

3. Press [Esc].
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Parameters for DF1 Full-Duplex

Note Programming a SLC 500 processor via Channel 0 uses a Point-to-Point connection

between the terminal and the SLC 500 processor.  Channel 0 is NOT connected to

either the DH-485 or DH+ networks; therefore, functions such as Who Active are not

available via Channel 0 while in DF1 Full-Duplex mode.

Parameter Description

Baud Rate Communication speed in bits/second.  Toggle baud rates from
110 to 19200.

Stop Bits Toggle Stop Bits setting to 1, 1.5, or 2.

Duplicate Detect Toggle between Enabled and Disabled.  When Enabled, the
processor will detect and ignore duplicate message packets.

ACK Timeout (x 20
ms)

Enter a number between 2 and 65535 to set the timeout for
the channel.  For a one second timeout, enter the number 50.
(50 x 20ms = 1000ms = 1 second)  If the channel sends a
message and does not get a response within the timeout
period, the channel attempts to re-establish communications.

Source ID Enter the address of the source processor sending the
information.  Valid range is 0-254 decimal.

Control Line Select No Handshaking for direct point-to-point
communication (without a modem).  Select Full Duplex
Modem if you are using a modem.

Parity Toggles between Even and None to determine whether the
parity bit is used in the communication packets.

Error Detect Toggles between BCC and CRC for the error detection mode.
CRC, the default, is more complete, but BCC is faster.

NAK Retries Enter the number of NAKs (not acknowledged messages) the
processor will receive before it stops attempting to send a
packet that is not being acknowledged.  Valid range is 0-255.

ENQ Retries Enter the number of times you want the processor to make an
inquiry (a message asking whether the previous message was
received) of a node after an ACK timeout.  Valid range is 0-
255.

Embedded Responses When toggled to Enabled, the port will expect to see
embedded responses in the communication packets.  When
set to Auto-Detect, the port will automatically detect the
responses when they occur in communication packets.
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Parameters for DF1 Half-Duplex Limited Master

Parameter Description

Baud Rate Communication speed in bits/second.  Toggle baud rates
from 110 to 19200.

Stop Bits Toggle Stop Bits setting to 1, 1.5, or 2.

Duplicate Detect Toggle between Enabled and Disabled.  When Enabled, the
processor will detect and ignore duplicate message packets.

ACK Timeout (x 20 ms) Enter a number between 1 and 65535 to set the amount of
time the processor will wait for an acknowledgment of its
message transmission.  For a one second timeout, enter the
number 50.  (50 x 20ms = 1000ms = 1 second)

Message Retries Enter the number of times the processor should resend a
message to the master without getting an acknowledgment
and stopping.  Valid range is 0-255.

Control Line Select No Handshaking for direct point-to-point
communication (without a modem).  If you are using a
modem, you have two options.  Select Full-Duplex if both
the master and slave have a full duplex modem.  Select Half
Duplex Without Constant Carrier if the master and slave are
both using half duplex modems.

Polling Mode Toggle to the desired polling mode.

Priority Polling Range Enter the low and high addresses to set the range for priority
polling when the Polling Mode is set to Standard.  Valid
addresses are from 0 to 254.  If you set the Low parameter
greater than the High parameter, the polling range is
disabled.

Reply Message Wait
Time (x 20 ms)

Enter the amount of time the Master will wait before polling
for a reply to a command it has sent.

Parity Toggles between Even and None to determine whether the
parity bit is used in the communication packets.

Station Address Enter the station address.  Valid range is 0-254 decimal.

Error Detect Toggles between BCC and CRC for the error detection
mode.  CRC, the default, will detect virtually all errors.  BCC
is less stringent and may miss some errors that CRC
detects, but BCC may be easier to implement.  Use CRC
whenever possible.

RTS off Delay (x 20 ms) If you are using a half-duplex communication device, you
may need to delay turning off the RTS (request to send)
signal to make sure the last characters are sent.  Valid
range is 0-65535.
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Parameter Description

RTS send Delay
(x 20 ms)

If you are using a half-duplex communication device, you
may need to delay sending a message after activating an
RTS (request to send) signal.  Valid range is 0-65535.

Pre-send Time Delay
(x 1 ms)

If the Control Line is set to No Handshaking or Full Duplex,
this parameter is the amount of time the Master delays its
transmission after having received the last character from a
slave.

If the Control Line is set to Half-Duplex Without Constant
Carrier, then this parameter the amount of time between the
Master receiving the last character from a slave and
asserting RTS prior to transmitting.

Normal Polling Range Enter the low and high addresses to set the range for
normal polling when the Polling Mode is set to Standard.
Valid addresses are from 0 to 254.  If you set the Low
parameter greater than the High parameter, that polling
range is disabled.

Normal Poll Group Size Enter the number of nodes in the normal polling group.  This
is the number of active normal addresses that will be polled
between priority polls.  Setting this to zero causes all active
normal stations to be polled between priority polls.  Valid
range is 0-255.
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Parameters for DF1 Half-Duplex Slave

Parameter Description

Baud Rate Communication speed in bits/second.  Toggle baud rates
from 110 to 19200.

Stop Bits Toggle Stop Bits setting to 1, 1.5, or 2.

Duplicate Detect Toggle between Enabled and Disabled.  When Enabled, the
processor will detect and ignore duplicate message packets.

Poll Timeout (x 20 ms) Enter a number between 0 and 65535 to set the amount of
time the processor will wait for an acknowledgment of its
message transmission.  For a one second timeout, enter the
number 50.  (50 x 20ms = 1000ms = 1 second)

Control Line Select No Handshaking for direct point-to-point
communication (without a modem).  If you are using a
modem, you have two options.  Select Half Duplex with
Continuous Carrier if the master has a full duplex modem
and the slave has a half duplex modem.  Select Half Duplex
without Continuous Carrier if the master and slave are both
using half duplex modems.

Parity Toggles between Even and None to determine whether the
parity bit is used in the communication packets.

Station Address Enter the station address.  Valid range is 0-254 decimal.

Error Detect Toggles between BCC and CRC for the error detection
mode.  CRC, the default, is more complete, but BCC is
faster.

RTS off Delay (x20ms) If you are using a half-duplex communication device, you
may need to delay turning off the RTD (request to send)
signal to make sure the last characters are sent.  Valid
range is 0-65535.

RTS send Delay
(x20ms)

If you are using a half-duplex communication device, you
may need to delay sending a message after activating an
RTD (request to send) signal.  Valid range is 0-65535.

Pre-send Time Delay
(x1 ms)

If the Control Line is set to No Handshaking or Full Duplex,
this parameter is the amount of time the Master delays its
transmission after having received the last character from a
slave.

If the Control Line is set to Half-Duplex Without Constant
Carrier, then this parameter the amount of time between the
Master receiving the last character from a slave and
asserting RTS prior to transmitting.
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Parameter Description

Message Retries Enter the number of times the processor should resend a
message to the master without getting an acknowledgment
and stopping.  Valid range is 0-255.

EOT Suppression Generally at the end of a transmission the processor sends
an end of transmission (EOT) character.  Toggle this
parameter to Yes to suppress the EOT character.

Parameters for DH-485 Master

Parameter Description

Baud Rate Communication speed in bits/second.  Toggle baud rates
from 1200 to 19200.

Node Address Enter the address for the processor on the DH-485 network.
Valid range is 1-31 decimal.

Max Node Address Enter the highest station number on the DH-485 network.
Use this setting to speed communications by ignoring nodes
with higher addresses (the processor does not have to poll
beyond the highest address).

Token Hold Factor Enter a number from one to four to set the number of
transactions that the processor will make before giving up
the token.  Setting this number higher increases processor
throughput, but decreases throughput to others on the
network.
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User Mode Configuration
1. From the Channel Configuration screen, press [F3] Ch0User.  This displays the

configuration screen for User Mode.

2. Edit the parameters.  Refer to the table below for a description of the parameters.

§ Move the highlight to the parameter you want to change.

§ Either press [F9] Select to toggle the setting of the parameter or (if the

message Enter CFG value: appears near the bottom of the screen) type the

numeric value for the parameter.

§ When you have set the parameters the way you want them, press [F1] Accept.

3. Press [Esc].
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Parameters for User Mode

Parameter Description

Baud Rate Communication speed in bits/second.  Toggle baud rates
from 110 to 19200.

Stop Bits Toggle Stop Bits setting to 1, 1.5, or 2.

Delete Mode Toggle between Ignore, CRT, and Printer to tell the
processor what to do when it receives an ASCII delete
character.  The Echo parameter must be enabled for these
options to take effect.
• Ignore treats the delete character as normal text.

• CRT ignores the character immediately in front of the
delete character and sends a signal to the display (CRT)
to erase the character.

• Printer ignores the character immediately in front of the
delete character and sends a signal to the printer to
erase the character.

Echo Toggle to Enable or Disable echo responses.  This must be
enabled to use the Delete Modes.

Control Line If you are not using a modem, select No Handshaking.

If you are using a modem, select one of:
• Full-Duplex Modem.  Select this if the master and slave

are both using full duplex modems.
• Half-Duplex with Continuous Carrier.  Select this if the

master has a full duplex modem and the slave has a
half-duplex modem.

• Half-Duplex without Continuous Carrier.  Select this if
the master and slave are both using half duplex
modems.

Termination 1 Enter the character you want to indicate an end-of-line in
ARL and ABL ASCII instructions, or press the backslash key
[\] followed by the hexadecimal equivalent of the ASCII
character.  The default is [Enter] (\0D).  To specify no
character, enter \ff.

Termination 2 Same as above.

Parity Toggles between Even, Odd, and None to determine
whether the parity bit is used in the communication packets.
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Parameter Description

Data Bits Number of bits per byte.  Toggle between 7 and 8.

RTS off Delay (x20ms) If you are using a half-duplex communication device, you
may need to delay turning off the RTD (request to send)
signal to make sure the last characters are sent.  Valid
range is 0-65535.

RTS send Delay
(x20ms)

If you are using a half-duplex communication device, you
may need to delay sending a message after activating an
RTD (request to send) signal.  Valid range is 0-65535.

XON/XOFF Toggle between Enabled and Disabled.  As the processor
receives characters, it constantly determines how many
more it can receive without loosing any.  When XON/XOFF
is enabled, the processor sends a “stop sending” character,
XOFF.  If the sending device has the XON/XOFF feature, it
stops sending characters.  When more room is available,
the processor sends a “start sending” character, XON.

Append 1 Enter the character you want to indicate an end-of-line in the
ASCII AWA instruction, or press the backslash key [\]
followed by the hexadecimal equivalent of the ASCII
character.  The default is [Enter] (\0D).  To specify no
character, enter \ff.

Append 2 Same as above except the default is a line feed, \0A.
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Configuring Channel 1

You can change the configuration for Channel 1.  It is generally simpler to do this

while online with the processor, however, it is possible to make changes to channel

configurations offline and download the new configurations as part of the ladder logic

project.

To configure Channel 1:

1. Go online with the processor.

2. Select [F8] Display.

3. Select [F7] chancFg.  This displays the channel configuration screen.  (The screen

shown here is for a SLC 5/04 processor.)

4. Use the arrow keys to move the highlight bar to the System Mode Driver field for

Channel 1.

5. If you are using a SLC 5/03 processor, you can set the driver to DH-485 Master or

Shutdown.  If you are using a SLC 5/04 processor, you can set the driver to DH+

or Shutdown.  If the channel is Shutdown, press [F9] Select to toggle the setting

back to DH-485 Master or DH+.
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6. Press [F1] Accept to accept the change (if you made a change to Channel 1’s

mode).

7. Press [F5] Ch1Sys.  The Channel 1 Configuration screen appears.  (The screen

shown here is for a SLC 5/04 processor)

8. Edit the parameters.  Refer to the tables below for a description of the parameters.

§ Move the highlight to the parameter you want to change.

§ Either press [F9] Select to toggle the setting of the parameter or (if the

message Enter CFG value: appears near the bottom of the screen) type the

numeric value for the parameter.

§ When you have set the parameters the way you want them, press [F1] Accept.

9. Press [Esc].
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Parameters for DH-485 Master
Parameter Description

Baud Rate Communication speed in bits/second.  Toggle baud rates
from 1200 to 19200.

Node Address Enter the address for the processor on the DH-485 network.
Valid range is 1-31 decimal.

Max Node Address Enter the highest station number on the DH-485 network.
Use this setting to speed communications by ignoring nodes
with higher addresses (the processor does not have to poll
beyond the highest address).

Token Hold Factor Enter a number from one to four to set the number of
transactions that the processor will make before giving up
the token.  Setting this number higher increases processor
throughput, but decreases throughput to others on the
network.

Parameters for DH+
Parameter Description

Baud Rate Communication speed in bits/second.  Toggle baud rates
between 57.6K, 115.2K, and 230.4K.

Note:  Many DH+ devices can only communicate at 57.6K
baud.  All devices on the highway must communicate at the
same baud rate.

Node Address Enter the address of the processor on the DH+ network (0-
77 octal).



17  Uploading and Downloading
Ladder Programs

Upload/Download options are used to load ladder programs to and from SLC 500

processors.  This chapter discusses:

• Downloading a ladder program to a SLC 500 from your computer

• Uploading a ladder program from a SLC 500 to your computer

• Transferring processor files to and from an EEPROM.

• Uploading or transferring a processor file from the UVPROM.

• Converting .ACH files to hexadecimal format.

Before using the upload/download features, make sure that your communication

hardware is configured properly.

Note If communications cannot be established during the upload/download functions, the

Who Active menu will appear.  If no processors are displayed at any of the station

numbers, your communication hardware may not be properly configured.  If any error

messages appear when you attempt to communicate with a SLC 500, make sure your

Online Communications Hardware settings in PLC-500 A.I. are correct.
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Downloading to a SLC 500 Processor

When downloading a project, the system uses the default station number for the project

to determine which processor receives the program.  If the default station number for

the project does not correspond to a valid station on the network, the system displays

the Who Active screen.

!
Downloading a project to a SLC 500 processor overwrites whatever project is
currently in the processor.  Make sure you select the correct project and processor
before downloading.

Note The processor must be placed into Remote Program or Program mode in order to

perform a download.

Checking for Errors
You can use the offline ladder editor to find most program or addressing errors before

downloading the program.

To check an .ACH file:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F2] Offline Programming/Doc.

2. From the Top menu in the Offline editor, select [F6] Utility, [F3] Type/sr and

check the processor type to see that it matches the destination series and revision.

3. Then select [F6] Utility, [F4] Memmap, and [F9] Verify.

 If any errors occur during the verification process, make the necessary adjustments

to the ladder and/or data table and proceed with the download.  You will not be

able to download the program until all errors have been corrected.

Note The system allows you to load a program to a processor even if the I/O layout and

chassis configuration do not match.  This is useful if you need to burn an EEPROM for

use in a different system.  Keep in mind that programs will only run properly if the

chassis configuration and I/O layout match the system to which it is downloaded.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UT

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UMV
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4. Recompile the offline project.  This will require you to make an “edit” to the

program.  Entering an existing data table value counts as an “edit,” allowing you to

save (recompile) the project without changing the project.

Downloading
To download a project to a SLC 500 processor:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F6] Up/Download Program to SLC-500.  The

system displays the Up/Download menu.

2. Select [F1] Download program to SLC-500.

3. The system prompts you to confirm the .ACH file name that will be downloaded.

If you select [F1] Yes, the system begins downloading the project to the processor.

If you select [F5] No, the system aborts the downloading procedure.

 When you attempt to download to a SLC 500, the system checks the operational

mode of the processor.  If the processor is in the RemRun or RemTest mode, PLC-

500 A.I. asks if you want to change the processor to Program mode.  If you press

[F1] Yes, the system changes the mode to Program and downloads the program.

(When the system finishes downloading the program, it will ask if you want to

switch the processor back to its previous mode.)

 When the system starts the download procedure, the system displays a status box

showing the ladder and data table files being downloaded to the processor.

4. If the processor had been in the RemRun or RemTest mode before you began

downloading, the system asks if you want to switch the processor back to the

previous mode.  If you press [F1] Yes, the system switches the processor to the

previous mode.  If you press [F2] No, the system leaves the processor in the

Program mode.
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Upload Program from SLC 500

Uploading a program from a SLC 500 reads the ladder and data table information and

stores it to a file on disk.  Program uploading may take place with the processor in any

operational mode, and it does not affect ladder execution.

!
Uploading a project from a SLC 500 overwrites the project contained on your
computer.  Other database information is not affected.

Use the Who Active screen (reached from the main menu, [F6] Up/Download

Program to SLC-500, [F5] Who Active - Active Station Identification) to

temporarily set the default station number for the project to the station number of the

processor that contains the project files you want to upload.  To set the station number

permanently, set the default station number as described in the section on Modifying

the SLC 500 Address in Chapter 2 - Handling Project Files.

As soon as communications are established with a SLC 500, the project name is read

from the SLC 500’s header area.  The system uses the project name as the default

filename when the program is written to disk, regardless of the current offline project

name.

When you tell the system to begin uploading the ladder program, the system displays

the current operational mode of the processor, and the system asks you to confirm the

upload operation.  While the system uploads the ladder program, it displays a status

screen as it reads the program from the processor.  When the system finishes uploading

the program, the system asks you for a revision history entry (if you have enabled the

revision history function).

To upload a program from a SLC 500:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F6] Up/Download Program to SLC-500.  The

system displays the Up/Download menu.

2. Select [F2] Upload Program from SLC-500.
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3. The system shows you the project name in the SLC 500 memory and asks you if it

should save the project with that name.

If you select [F1] Yes, the system continues with the upload operation.  If you

select [F5] No, the system displays the File Selector, allowing you to select a

different filename.  To abort the upload operation, press [Esc].

4. If the program already exists on disk, the system prompts you for whether or not to

overwrite the current program.

5. If the processor is in Run or RemRun mode, the system displays a prompt showing

you the current operational mode of the processor, and asks you if it should

continue with the upload operation.  Press [F1] Yes to continue the upload, or

press [F5] No to abort the upload.

6. While the system uploads the program from the processor, it displays a status box

showing you the progress of the upload.

7. When the upload is complete, the system prompts you for a revision history note.

(If you have disabled the revision history feature, as explained under Program

Operational Parameters in Chapter 10 - Customizing PLC-500 A.I., the system

does not display this prompt.)  Enter the revision history note and press [Enter].

8. A final status screen appears.  Press any character key on the keyboard to go back

to the menu.
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Using Memory Modules (EEPROMs and UVPROMs)
(Not applicable to MicroLogix controllers)

Memory modules provide a non-volatile memory back-up in a convenient modular

form.  The modules plug into a socket on the controller.

!
If the PROM is to be “burned” in a processor other than the one it will be running
in, make sure the processors are configured alike; otherwise system errors will
occur.

Available PROMs
You can use an EEPROM (Electronically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory)

to backup your program.  You may also choose to use a UVPROM.  A UVPROM is

protected against electrical erasure and is used only for uploading or transferring

processor files from the UVPROM to the processor.

To program a UVPROM you need a PROM programmer and a:

• 1747–M5 adapter socket

• 1747–M3 or 1747–M4 UVPROM
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Available PROMs for the Fixed, SLC 5/01, and SLC 5/02 Processors

Use the following list of available PROMs to help select PROM programming

equipment capable of programming either the EEPROMs or UVPROMs for the

SLC 500 controller.

Allen-Bradley
Catalog Number Description Manufacturer

Manufacturer Part
Number

1747–M1
1K User Words

8K x 8 EEPROM NEC
OKI
XICOR
SEEQ

uPD28C64 – 250
MSM28C64ARS – 20
X28C64BP – 25
PE28C64 – 250

1747–M2
4K User Words

32K x 8 EEPROM XICOR

SEEQ

X28C256DI – 25
X28256DI – 25
DE28C256 – 25

1747–M3
1K User Words

8K x 8 UVPROM Fujitsu MBM27C64 – 25

1747–M4
4K User Words

32K x 8 UVPROM Fujitsu
NEC
Mitsubishi
Hitachi

MBM27C256 – 25
uPD27C256AD – 20
M5M27C256K – 25
HN27C256DG – 25

Available PROMs for the SLC 5/03 and SLC 5/04 Processors (Flash EPROM)

The memory module for the SLC 5/03 and SLC 5/04 processor is called Flash EPROM

(Flash Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory).  Flash EPROMs combine the

programming versatility of EEPROMs with the security precautions of UVPROMs.

Allen-Bradley
Catalog Number

Description Manufacturer Manufacturer Part
Number

1747–M11
Series B À

Supports up to
28K of user
instructions and
4K of additional

INTEL N28F010

data words AMD Am28F010

1747–M12 Supports up to
60K of user
instructions and
4K of additional

INTEL N28F020

data words AMD Am28F020

À The 1747–M11 Series A memory module can only be used in either a SLC 5/03

OS300 or OS301 processor.
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For programming a flash PROM in a PROM programmer, you need a 1747–M15

Adapter Socket in addition to the PROM.

!
When you write-protect the Flash EPROM, it cannot be burned again.  Write-
protecting the EPROM makes the burned program permanent in the EPROM, and
the EPROM cannot be erased or overwritten using PLC-500 A.I.  Make absolutely
sure the program is exactly how you want it before write-protecting the flash
EPROM.

Burning EEPROMs (Online Only)
If you have an EEPROM installed in your SLC 500 controller, you may configure your

hardware to use it for program backup, allowing the EEPROM to automatically reload

your project files if the SLC 500 memory is accidentally lost.  The processor must be in

the Program mode to burn an EEPROM.

You can burn a program into an EEPROM memory module using a processor that is

different from the one used to run the program.  When burning EEPROMs, keep the

following conditions in mind:

• A SLC 5/03 processor can burn an EEPROM for another SLC 5/03; the SLC 5/04

processor can burn an EEPROM for another SLC 5/04.

• A SLC 5/02 processor can only burn an EEPROM for another SLC 5/02 processor.

• Fixed and SLC 5/01 1K processors can burn an EEPROM for a SLC 5/01 4K

processor as long as the program does not exceed 1K.

• Any fixed or SLC 5/01 processor can burn an EEPROM for any other fixed or

SLC 5/01 processor as long as the program does not exceed 1K.

• The I/O and chassis configuration of the burning processor does not have to match

the I/O configuration of the program being burned.

• You do not have to enter the Run mode when burning an EEPROM.  If the run

mode is entered and the chassis or I/O configuration does not match, a major fault

will occur.  If you burn an EEPROM while in the fault mode, the fault will also be

saved in the EEPROM.

The following table summarizes the above conditions as to the type of processor you

can use to burn EEPROMs for other processors.
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To burn EEPROMs for these processors:

Use these
processors:

Fixed SLC 5/01
(1K)

SLC 5/01
(4K)

SLC 5/02 SLC 5/03 SLC 5/04

Fixed • • •�

SLC 5/01 (1K) • • •�

SLC 5/01 (4K) •� •� •

SLC 5/02 •

SLC 5/03 •

SLC 5/04 •

� A SLC 5/01 4K processor can burn EEPROMs for a Fixed or SLC 5/01 1K as long

as the program does not exceed 1K.

�Fixed and SLC 5/01 1K processors can burn EEPROMs for a SLC 5/01 4K as long as

the program does not exceed 1K.

Important Downloading a program to the SLC 500 does not automatically burn an EEPROM.

The project currently selected in PLC-500 A.I. is irrelevant to EEPROM burning.  It is

the project in processor memory that gets burned to the EEPROM, not the project on

the programming terminal.

Download SLC 500 Program to EEPROM

To download a project from SLC 500 memory to the EEPROM:

1. From the Top menu of the Online editor, press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F3] Burn.  The system asks you to confirm that you want to save the

program to the EEPROM.  Press [F1] Yes to continue, or [F5] No to abort the

procedure.

3. If you have a SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor, you will see the following prompt.

Be very careful!  If you write protect the EEPROM you cannot burn it again.  To

change the program, you would have to buy a new memory module.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UB
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!
When you write-protect the EEPROM, it cannot be burned again.  Write-protecting
the EEPROM makes the burned program permanent in the EEPROM, and the
EEPROM cannot be erased or overwritten using PLC-500 A.I.  Make absolutely sure
the program is exactly how you want it before write-protecting the EEPROM.

4. The system displays a prompt either to indicate that the EEPROM has been burned

successfully or that an error occurred while attempting to burn the EEPROM.

There are no diagnostic indicators from the EEPROM, so an error could indicate

that there is a problem with the EEPROM or that no EEPROM is present.

Store SLC-500 Program to EEPROM

You can store the program in the SLC 500 processor’s RAM to the EEPROM (if

installed) in the SLC 500.

To copy the program in the SLC 500’s RAM to the EEPROM:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F6] Up/Download Program to SLC-500.  The

system displays the Up/Download menu.

2. Select [F3] Store SLC-500 Program to EEPROM.

3. The system asks you if it should save the SLC 500 memory to the PROM.  If you

select [F1] Yes, the system copies the contents of the SLC 500’s RAM to the

EEPROM.  If you select [F5] No, the process is aborted.  The processor must be in

Program mode to perform this operation.

4. If you have a SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor, you will see the following prompt.

Be very careful!  If you write protect the EEPROM you cannot burn it again.  To

change the program, you would have to buy a new memory module.

Note The SLC 500 firmware does not return any diagnostic information to indicate whether

or not an installed EEPROM was successfully burned.  If no EEPROM is installed, a

NETWORK_EXT_STAT_ERR is displayed.
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Read SLC-500 Program from EEPROM/UVPROM
You can load the program in the EEPROM or UVPROM (if installed) to the SLC 500’s

RAM.

To copy the program in the EEPROM or UVPROM to the SLC 500’s RAM:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F6] Up/Download Program to SLC-500.  The

system displays the Up/Download menu.

2. Select [F4] Read SLC-500 Program from EEPROM/UVPROM.

3. The system asks you if it should load the SLC 500 memory from the PROM.  If you

select [F1] Yes, the system copies the contents of the PROM to the SLC 500;s

RAM.  If you select [F5] No, the process is aborted.  The processor must be in

Program mode to perform this operation.

Note The SLC 500 firmware does not return any diagnostic information to indicate whether

or not an installed EEPROM was successfully loaded.  If No EEPROM is installed, a

NETWORK_EXT_STAT_ERR is displayed.

Translate from ACH to HEX
The PROM Translator function converts an .ACH processor file to hexadecimal format:

• fixed, SLC 5/01, and SLC 5/02 — Intel Intellec 8/MDS

• SLC 5/03 and SLC 5/04 — Intel Intellec 8/MCS–86

Once converted, the hex–formatted processor file can be downloaded to a PROM

programmer for copying to a UVPROM using the software provided with your PROM

programmer.

Note You must provide a PROM programmer and the PROM.  The utility does not program

the PROM.  It only converts the processor archive file into a form compatible with

various PROM programmers.

To convert the currently selected project file to a hexadecimal format:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.

2. Use the [ââ] key to highlight 13 Translate ACH to HEX Format.

3. Press [Enter].  The utility prepares to translate the file.
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4. Depending on the type of processor, you may see a menu prompting you to select

the ROM size.  Select the appropriate ROM size.

5. If a copy of this file already exists in hexadecimal format, the utility asks you if you

want to overwrite the existing file.

6. If you have a SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor, you have the option of setting the

memory module protect byte.  If you set the protect byte, the message Set Memory

Module Protection is displayed.

!
Write-protecting the memory module makes the burned program permanent in the
memory module, therefore the memory module cannot be erased or overwritten
using PLC-500 A.I.  Make absolutely sure the program is exactly how you want it
before write-protecting the memory module.  To change the program you would have
to buy a new memory module.

7. The utility translates the file.  The HEX file is stored in the same directory as the

ACH file from which it was generated.

When you exit PLC-500 A.I., the hexadecimal file can be exported or copied to your

PROM programmer using DOS commands or your UVPROM programmer software.



18  Online Editing and Monitoring

Online editing of ladder programs is available when using SLC 5/03 or SLC 5/04

processors.  Use this function to make minor changes to a pre-existing ladder program.

Online editing functions consist of inserting, replacing, and deleting rungs in an

existing ladder program while online with the processor.  You can also document your

program while performing an online edit.  Refer to Chapter 8 - Adding Descriptive

Text to Ladder Logic for more information on documenting ladder programs.

Only one programming terminal can perform an online edit of a user program at a

time.  When a user accepts an edit on one terminal, any other terminals also online will

display an error message.

!
Online edits may result in sudden machine movement, possibly causing death,
personal injury, or damage to equipment!  Before initiating an online editing session,
be certain that you fully understand the possible results of the edit to the system
under control.

The following restrictions apply to Online editing.

• Data table files cannot be created, deleted, or resized.

• Program files cannot be created or deleted.

• Altering program file protection is not permitted.

• Altering of static, constant, and memory module data file values is not permitted.

• Setting Future Access, Index Across Files, and Force Protection is not available.

(See the section on Saving a Project File in Chapter 6 - Editing Ladder Logic for

more information on these configuration settings.)

• Alteration of I/O configuration is not permitted.

Note It is important to keep in mind that some ladder instructions, when programmed online,

cause data table values to change.  These instructions are those that require timer,

counter, and control addresses to be specified.  This is discussed later in this chapter.
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!
If you use DII or STI interrupts and your application requires an interrupt latency of
less than 0.50 ms, the online editing feature is not recommended.  Online editing
increases the interrupt latency response time beyond 0.50 ms.  To ensure that
interrupts are responded to within 0.50 ms, place the keyswitch in the RUN position.
This prevents the use of the online editing feature.

The following diagram represents the process involved in online editing.

Begin Edit
Session

Online Edit

End Edit
Session

Assemble
Edits

Test EditsUntest Edits

Edits
complete

Edits are
unacceptable

Edits are
acceptable

Cancel Edits

Remove edits

Modify edits
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Online Editing Modes

Note Online editing is not available when the keyswitch is in the RUN position.  If you

attempt to perform an online edit with the keyswitch in the RUN position, the message:

“Can’t acquire edit resource!” is displayed.

The SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor’s keyswitch position and mode determine the online

editing mode.

• With run mode online editing, the user program is executing when an edit takes

place, and the keyswitch is in the REMote position.  Any rungs that are inserted,

modified, or deleted remain in the ladder program and are indicated by edit zone

markers on the power rail.  Edit zone markers remain after an action is completed.

Changes are not executed until you test the edits.

• With program mode online editing, the user program is not executing when an

edit session begins, and the processor is in Program or REMote Program mode.

This mode is like the offline editing mode. Inserted or modified rungs are marked

with edit zones only until you accept the edits.  Deleted rungs are removed rather

than marked.  If you edit a rung that has edit zone markers from a previous

runtime online edit, the markers are removed when the rung is accepted.

The following table summarizes the SLC 5/03 and SLC 5/04 processor keyswitch

positions and modes which enable online editing.  For additional information on

keyswitch positions for the SLC 5/03 and SLC 5/04 processors, refer to Allen-Bradley

publication SLC 500 Modular Hardware Style Installation and Operation Manual,

publication number 1747-6.2.  For information on processor modes for the MicroLogix

processors, refer to Allen-Bradley publication MicroLogix 1000 with Programming

Software User Manual, publication number 1761-6.3.
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Keyswitch Position
SLC 5/03 or SLC 5/04

Processor Mode Editing Mode

RUN Run Not Available

PROGram Program Program Mode Online Editing

REMote REMote Program Program Mode Online Editing

REMote REMote Test Run Mode Online Editing

REMote REMote Run Run Mode Online Editing

!
Use run mode online editing only to make minor changes to the ladder program.  We
recommend developing your program offline since ladder rung logic changes take
effect immediately after testing your edits.  Improper machine operation may occur,
causing death, personal injury or equipment damage.
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Online Editing Screen

Online editing functions consist of inserting, replacing, and deleting rungs in an

existing ladder program.  The editing screen is slightly different between online and

offline editing:

• An additional edit zone marker (Delete) is used in runtime online edits.

• The status line indicates the status of online editing modifications.

• In online editing, the Who function replaces the fIle option on function key F2.

(The Who function will be discussed in Chapter 19 - Troubleshooting and

Diagnostics.)

Edit Zone Markers
While programming online edits, edit zone markers appear on the power rails,

indicating the type of ladder program edit.  Edit zone markers include:

• I — marks the rung to be inserted (or appended)

• R — marks the rung to be replaced

• D — marks the rung to be deleted (runtime online edits only)

An “R” marked rung is always preceded by an “I” marked rung indicating what the “R”

marked rung will be replaced with.

In program mode online editing, edit zone markers are removed from rungs as soon as

you accept the edits.  In run mode online editing, you must test and assemble or cancel

the edits for the edit zone markers to be removed and for the power rails to change back

to a solid line.

Status Line Display
If your program contains online editing modifications, PLC-500 A.I. indicates this on

the status line of the display.  Diagnostic information sent by the processor appears

after the heading Edits on the status line.

Edits: No indicates that there are no online edits in the processor

Edits: Tst indicates that edit marked rungs exist and they are being tested (executed)

Edits: Dis indicates that edit marked rungs exist, but they are not being executed or
tested
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The following screen shows edit zone markers.

Note If at least one edit marked zone appears in your program, either testing (Tst) or

disabled (Dis) appears on the status line.

Example Display with Edit Zone Markers

Replace Zone

Insert Zone

Delete Zone
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Effects of Online Editing on Your System

This section covers the effects of online editing on your system.  Keep these items in

mind while using the online editing function.

System Impacts
• The scan time and interrupt latency can be extended up to 10 ms when accepting a

rung, assembling, or canceling edits.  Use the following formula to calculate the

number of scans impacted:

10 +
# of rungs

50
+  # of ladder files (2-255)  =

# of scans impacted
by an online edit

• Processor memory is limited.  Online editing can be performed until the program

area in the processor is exhausted.

• The program execution time will be increased up to 117µs per edit rung.  The

increased execution time occurs regardless of the current editing state.  For

example, an “I/R” edit zone pair will impact the execution time of the program by

234µs.

Communication Break
If a communication break or other critical error occurs while the processor is receiving

online edit changes from PLC-500 A.I., an error message will appear and the software

will allow you to exit normally and save the project to disk.  PLC-500 A.I. retains your

online editing changes in memory as well.

Data Table Files
Online editing cannot change the size of existing data tables nor can new ones be

created.  Programming some ladder instructions, however, does cause data table values
to change.  These instructions are those requiring timer, counter, and control addresses

to be specified.
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PLC-500 A.I. sends new data table values associated with an inserted or modified

instruction to the processor when the rung is accepted.  For example, if a Timer On-

Delay (TON) instruction is inserted, the preset and accumulator values are sent to the

processor when the rung is accepted.

Refer to Chapter 4 - Data Table Addressing and Editing for more information about

data table file protection.

Note Data values associated with the “original version” of your program may be

overwritten with the Runtime Online Edits.  This is because “new” data values are

applied to the program when you accept the rung, not when you test edits.  Also, the

original version of your program will operate using the new data.

Offline Editing of a Program Containing Edit Zones
You can use the offline editor to edit a program containing runtime online edits.  Note

that the marked rungs are treated as normal rungs when editing offline.

During an offline edit session, a rung marked with an “I” or “D” edit zone marker can

be modified.  When the modified rung is accepted, the edit zone marker is removed.

For “I/R” pairs, only the rung marked with the “I” edit zone can be modified.  When

the rung is accepted, the “I” edit zone marker is removed and the rung marked with the

“R” edit zone marker is removed from the ladder program.

Pre-existing edit zones can be assembled during offline program editing.  When edits

are assembled, rungs marked with an “R” or “D” edit zone marker are removed from

the ladder program and rungs marked with “I” edit zone markers are changed to

regular rungs

Pre-existing edit zones can be canceled during offline program editing.  When edits are

canceled, rungs marked with “I” edit zones are removed from the ladder program.

Rungs marked with “R” and “D” edit zone markers are changed to regular rungs.
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Performing an Online Edit

Before performing an online edit, we recommend that you save your program.

To edit a project online:

1. Enter the Online editor.  You can start the Online editor either from the Main

Menu or from Offline editing.

§ From the Main Menu, select [F3] Online Programming/Monitoring.  The

Online editor will display the project in the processor.

§ From the Top menu of the Offline editor, select [F9] Mode.

Then select either [F9] Online to go Online with the project in the processor,

or select [F8] Down&on to compile and download the current offline project

to the processor and enter the Online editor.  When prompted, confirm that

you want to enter the Online editor.

2. If the keyswitch is in the REMote position, you can switch between program mode

online editing and run mode online editing by switching processor modes between

REMote Program and REMote Run.  To do so, press [F9] Mode.

§ For program mode online editing, select [F1] Prog.

§ For run mode online editing, select [F2] Run.
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3. From the Top menu, select [F3] Edit.  The menu bar changes to show the Edit

menu.  This menu is the same as in Offline editing, except that [F2] blocK is not

available in the Online editor.

4. Edit a rung or instruction in the same manner as you would in the Offline editor

(see Chapter 6 - Creating and Editing Ladder Logic).

5. Once you have made your change(s) to the rung, press [F9] aCcept.  If you are in

program mode online editing, the change will be accepted and edit zone markers

removed.  If you are in run mode online editing, the change will be accepted, but

the edit zone markers will remain until you test and assemble the edits.  See the

section on Accepting a Rung below.

6. As soon as you accept an edited rung, two more options appear on the menu at the

bottom of the screen, [F8] Test, and [F9] caNcel.  At this point you can make

additional edits, save the project, test the edits, or cancel the edits.

§ To save the project, press [Esc] to return to the Top menu, select [F6] Utility,

then [F2] Save.  The project in the processor’s memory will be saved to the

project file on your computer.

§ To test the edits, press [F8] Test.  For details, see Testing and Assembling

Edits on page 18-12.

§ To cancel the edits, press [F9] caNcel.  Rungs marked with an “I” edit zone

marker will be deleted and rungs marked with a “D” or “R” edit zone marker

will remain.  Edit zone markers will be removed.

7. Once edits have been tested, you may fully incorporate your changes by pressing

[F9] Assem.  Insert zones will be added and replace and delete zones will be

removed.  Edit zone markers are removed and the power rails appear as straight

lines.  Again, refer to Testing and Assembling Edits on page 18-12 for more details

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.US
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Accepting a Rung
Edits are sent to the processor when you accept a rung.  Once you accept the rung, the

data values are applied.

!
On accepting a rung, the scan time and interrupt latency may increase up to 10 ms
per scan.  Note that although data table values have changed permanently, the rung
changes are not permanent.  You must test and then assemble your edits to make
your edits permanent.  Canceling edits does not restore previous data table values
that have changed.

Important If your program was downloaded to the processor with the future access (OEM Lock)

bit set (S:1/14), you must upload from the SLC 500 after making online changes.  If

not, you will be unable to access that processor online again.
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Testing and Assembling Edits

Test ladder program modifications made during an online editing session before

assembling them into the ladder program.  When you test your edits, the processor

scans the edited program; executes rungs marked with insert zone markers, and ignores

rungs marked with replace or delete zone markers.  This section will describe how to

test, untest, assemble, and cancel edits.

Testing Edits
Testing edits allows you to verify that the changes you entered are not going to cause

improper machine operation before you make the changes permanent.

To test edits while online:

1. From the Top online editor menu, press [F3] Edit.  If edits have been made to the

program, a test option will appear on the menu bar.

2. Press [F8] Test.  You will see the prompt shown on the following screen.Command Portal keys
for this function:
.ET
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3. Select [F1] Yes to test the edits.  The Edits field on the status line changes from

Dis to Tst.

§ If you are in a program mode online editing session, a compile is performed on

all unmarked rungs and rungs marked with insert zone markers.

§ If you are in a run mode online editing session, the processor executes normal

rungs and all rungs marked with insert zones.  Rungs marked with delete or

replace zones are not executed.

4. When testing edits, the menu bar will change to provide Untest and Assemble

options as shown on the screen below.

Notice that editing options are not available while testing edits.  If you need to

make corrections to the program, select [F8] Untest.  If you are confident that the

program runs as expected, you can press [F9] Assem to assemble the edits.  These

options are explained in detail below.
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Untesting Edits
If you find that improper machine operation is occurring while testing edits, you can

untest your edits and make modifications.

To untest edits, press [F8] Untest.  The processor enables “R” and “D” marked rungs

and disables “I” marked rungs.  The Edits field on the status line changes from Tst to

Dis.

!
Untesting edits does not restore the data table values that were altered when you
accepted each rung.

Assembling Edits
If you find that your changes are accomplishing proper machine operation, you can

make those changes a permanent part of your program by assembling the edits.  You

can only assemble edits while edits are being tested.  Assembling edits places the online

editing changes into the program and removes the edit zones markers.

• All rungs marked with insert edit zones are assembled into the ladder program and

the edit zone markers are removed.

• All rungs marked with replace or delete zones are deleted from the ladder program.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.EU
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To assemble edits:

1. Test your edits ([F3] Edit, [F8] Test).  The assemble option is only available while

testing edits.

2. Press [F9] Assem.  PLC-500 A.I. will prompt you to confirm that you want to

incorporate the insert zones into your program and remove the delete and replace

zones.

3. Select [F1] Yes.  The Edits field on the status line changes to No.  Insert rungs are

assembled into the ladder program and the edit zone markers are removed.  Delete

and replace rungs are deleted from the program.

Note When assembling edits your scan time and interrupt latency can increase by 10 ms per

scan.
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Canceling Edits
You can discard modifications made during online editing, by canceling the edits.  This

removes the online editing changes from the program, preventing them from being

assembled into your ladder program.  The cancel option is only available if edits exist

(at least one rung has been modified and accepted) and if you are not currently testing

edits.

To cancel edits, from the edit menu, select [F9] caNcel.

• Insert rungs are removed from the program.

• Replace and delete rungs remain, but the edit zone markers are removed.

!
Canceling edits does not restore data table values that were altered during an online
editing session.

Note When performing this function your scan time and interrupt latency can increase by 10

ms per scan.
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Effects of Online Editing on Your Project

This section describes how run mode and program mode online editing affect a user

program.  The effect of each type of edit varies depending on the type of rung the cursor

is on.

Run Mode Online Editing Effects
Action Effect of Edit (upon accepting the rung)

Insert a rung A rung is inserted and marked with an insert zone marker.

Delete a rung
Normal rung:  Rung is marked for deletion, it continues to execute,
and a “D” appears on the power rail.

Insert rung:  The rung is removed from the user program.  It was not
executing.

Delete rung:  Nothing happens because the rung is already marked
for deletion.  A delete rung cannot be removed until edits are
accepted because in runtime mode, a delete rung still executes.

Insert rung of “I/R” pair:  The insert rung is removed from the user
program and the replace rung remains but the replace zone marker is
removed.

Replace rung of “I/R” pair:  The rung acts just like a replace rung and
remains in the program until edits are accepted because the rung is
executing.

Modify a rung
Normal rung:  The original rung is marked with a replace zone marker
and a copy is created above it and marked with an insert zone
marker.  You can only modify the insert rung of the “I/R” pair.

Insert rung:  The insert rung is modified.  An “I/R” pair is created only
until the rung is accepted.

Delete rung:  This is not allowed because the rung is executing.

Insert rung of I/R pair:  The insert rung is modified.  The original rung
is marked with a replace zone marker and a copy is created above it
and marked with an insert zone marker.  The original replace rung is
unchanged and continues to execute.

Replace rung:  This is not allowed because the rung is executing.

Undelete a rung If a rung exists in the delete buffer, it is placed into the user program
above the current location and is marked with an insert zone marker.

Assemble edits Insert rungs are changed to normal rungs and are executed.  Replace
and delete rungs are removed from the user program.
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Action Effect of Edit (upon accepting the rung)

Cancel edits Replace and delete rungs change to normal rungs and continue to
execute.  Insert rungs are removed from the user program.

Test edits “I” rungs become active; “R” and “D” rungs become inactive.

Untest edits “I” rungs become inactive; “R” and “D” rungs become active.
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Program Mode Online Editing Effects
Action Effect of Edit

Insert a rung Insert zone markers appear while editing the rung.  The markers are
removed when you accept the rung.

Delete a rung Normal rung:  The rung is removed.

Insert rung:  The rung is removed.

Delete rung:  The rung is removed.

Replace rung:  Not allowed.  Only the insert rung of an “I/R” pair can
be edited.

Insert rung of “I/R” pair:  The insert rung is removed.  The replace
zone markers are removed from the replace rung and the rung is
displayed as a normal rung.

Modify a rung
Normal rung:  The original rung is marked with a replace zone marker
and a copy is created above it and marked with an insert zone
marker.  You can only modify the insert rung.

Insert rung:  The rung is modified.  An “I/R” pair is created only until
the rung is accepted.

Delete rung:  Not allowed.  A message appears stating that you
“Cannot Edit this rung!”

Insert rung of “I/R” pair:  The insert rung is modified.  The replace
rung is unchanged.

Replace rung:  Not allowed.  Only the insert rung of an “I/R” pair can
be edited.

Undelete a rung Inserts the previously deleted rung from the buffer as a normal rung
above the current cursor location.

Assemble edits Replace and delete rungs are removed.  Insert rungs remain, but the
edit zone markers change to normal rungs.

Cancel edits Insert rungs are deleted.  Replace and delete rungs remain, but the
edit zone markers change to normal rungs.

Test edits These two options are only available if the program contains edit
Untest edits zones from a run mode online editing session that were not tested

and assembled.  The effect is the same as for run mode online
editing.
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Error Messages

The following PLC-500 A.I. error messages may occur during online editing:

Message Description Recommended Action

Cannot Edit this rung! An attempt was made to edit a
replace rung or modify a delete
rung.

Re-evaluate your edit
attempt.

Cannot Insert A Rung
Between An “I/R” Pair

An attempt was made to insert,
append, or undelete a rung
between an insert rung and a
replace rung.

Move the cursor before or
after the “I/R” pair and try to
insert, append, or undelete
the rung.

Cannot create/delete
file while in online or
emulate modes!

An attempt was made to access
an address larger than the data
table allocated.

Enter a different address
and try the function again or
go offline and allocate a
larger data table size.

Data value can’t be
modified due to file
protection.

During an online editing
session, an attempt was made
to modify data tables that were
constantly or statically
protected.

Go offline to either change
the data file protection and
retry the function, or edit the
program offline.

Outputs in ‘D’ and ‘R’
zones will be left at
their last state!  Test
edits?

The Test Edits function key was
pressed and edits do exist in the
ladder program.

Be aware that incorporating
new edits will cause data
associated with deleted
instructions to remain in
their last state.

Assemble all insert edit
zones and remove
delete zones.  Are you
sure?

You directed PLC-500 A.I. to
assemble all existing online
edits.

Be aware that output states
may change when the new
assembled edits become
active.

OK to switch to PROG
mode to accept
configuration edits?

You are about to modify the
channel configuration.  If this is
the channel that you are
currently using to communicate,
you may lose communications
and be returned to the Main
Menu.  The processor mode
must be changed so that the
edits can be accepted.  This will
cause your program execution
to stop.

Verify that the selected
online configuration is
correct.  Make sure it is safe
to change the processor
mode.
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Message Description Recommended Action

AB Compiler error - 3:

Out of memory in
processor image.

Transfer of an accepted rung to
a SLC 5/03 or 5/04 failed
because there is not enough
program space for the selected
rung size in the processor.

Reduce or optimize your
user program or perform
offline editing.

Can’t acquire edit
resource!

Online editing is not allowed
when the SLC 5/03 or 5/04
keyswitch is in the Run position.

Change the keyswitch to the
REM or PROG position.
Retry the function.

Switch back to
RemRun mode?

The processor mode is being
changed from REMprog to
REMrun.

Make sure it is safe to place
the processor into REMote
run mode and execute the
program.

Warning!  The SLC’s
program has been
modified by another
computer!  Program
must be re-read!

Only one terminal may be
online when edits are being
performed.  (Multiple terminals
can be online at the same time,
but you can only monitor ladder,
no edits are allowed.)

Remove one of the terminals
from the online mode.

Note Error 001F (Program Integrity Problem) occurs if a problem was detected in the edited

program.  You must re–download your program and then re-enter your edits.



19  Troubleshooting and
Diagnostics

The following functions are discussed in this chapter:

• Network Diagnostics

• Processor Status

• Clearing a Faulted Processor

• Searching

• Advanced Diagnostics

• System Information

• Verify Ladder Program and Data Table

• I/O Forcing

• Non-Sequential Rung Display

• Histograms and Timing Charts

• Custom Display Special Instruction Display

• Restore From Backups
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Network Diagnostics (Who)

The Who function lets you view active devices on the DH-485 and DH+ networks.

Who has two modes of operation:

• Who Listen lets you view active nodes on the DH-485 or DH+ network.  (This is

not available for all drivers.)

• Who Active provides a display of the devices currently being used.  Additional

functionality is available depending on the communication medium (see page 19-

5).

The Who function is not supported when your SLC 5/03 or 5/04 processor’s CH0 is

configured for DF1 protocol (DF1 Full-Duplex and DF1 Half-Duplex Slave).

Who Listen
The Who Listen utility lists the active station addresses.  You cannot change a node’s

status from this display.  Who Listen shows you a list of station addresses, and indicates

which addresses are active.

To use Who Listen:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.  The Utility Options menu

appears.

2. From the Utility Options menu, select [F7] Network Diagnostics.  The system

presents a menu of Network diagnostic utilities.

An additional option, [F3] List active Network Servers may be available.  Select

this option if you need to specify an active network server for Who Active to look

at.
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3. Press [F1] Who Listen - Active Station List.  PLC-500 A.I. displays a screen

similar to the following:

The ones ( 1) on the screen indicate active nodes; the periods ( . ) indicate inactive

nodes.  In the screen above, for example, nodes 0, 5, and 6 are active.

Who Active
The Who Active function:

• Displays stations on the network

• Shows SLC-500 processor types

• Shows project names currently in the SLC-500 processors on the network

• Allows you to select a different processor with which to communicate.

• Allows you to modify the processor node address, baud rate, and maximum poll

address (DH-485)

• Allows you to change local remote settings (DH+)

• Allows you to display the “Station Diagnostics” registers

To use the Who Active function:

1. Access Who Active either from the Main Menu or from the top online editor menu.

§ From the main menu:

• Press [F5] Utility Options.

• Press [F7] Network Diagnostics.

• Press [F2] Who Active - Active Station Identification.

§ From the first screen in online monitoring:

• Press [F2] Who.  The function keys at the bottom of the screen change to

show you the Who options.

• Press [F2] Active to display the Who Active screen.

§ (You can also access Who Active from the Configure Online Communications

Hardware screen by pressing [Ctrl-F2] Network Diagnostics.)
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2. The Who Active function scans the network looking for stations.  The processors

available on the network appear on the screen, along with the names of the projects

currently loaded in the processors.  The Who Active screen is different for DH-485

and DH+.

 DH-485:

 DH+:

3. To select a processor with which to communicate, use the arrow keys to highlight

the processor’s address, and press [Enter].
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DH-485 Who Active Parameters

You can also examine and set additional parameters from the Who Active display:

[F1] Diagnostics Status:  Display diagnostic counters from the currently

highlighted node as well as processor type, revision, series, mode, force status, and

fault codes.

[F7] Set Max Poll Address:  Set the highest address that will be scanned from the

highlighted device.

[F8] Set New Node Address:  Enter a new address for the highlighted station.

The new address will take effect when the power is cycled on the processor.

[F9] Set New Node Baud Rate:  Select the baud rate. The new baud rate will take

effect when the power is cycled on the processor.

DH+ Who Active Parameters

[F1] Display Station Diagnostic Information:  Display diagnostic counters from

the currently highlighted node as well as processor type, revision, series, mode,

force status, and fault codes.

[F2] Change Local Remote Settings:  Toggle the Network Mode between

LOCAL, REMOTE, and DH+ ROUTING.
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Processor Status

The processor status screen displays the contents of the processor status file, S2.  This

includes fault information that can be useful for troubleshooting.

To display the processor status screen:

1. From the top level in the ladder editor, press [F8] Display.  The function keys at

the bottom of the screen change to show the display options.

2. Press [F2] Prcstat.  The processor status screen appears.

SLC 5/02 and higher processors have more processor status information than can be

displayed on a single screen.  Use the [PgUp] and [PgDn] keys to page through the

status display screens.  A description of the bit or word under the cursor is displayed

near the bottom of the screen.

For more information on the Processor Status Screen, refer to Processor Status

Configuration in Chapter 3 - Configuring the SLC 500 CPU and I/O Modules.  For

more information on the status file, refer to Appendix A - Programming Reference for

Packaged Controllers in the Instruction Set Reference.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DP

Note:  Fault bits cleared
by [F4] Clrfalt.
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Clearing a Faulted Processor

If a SLC 500 processor faults, you must clear the fault before the program will run.  To

clear a processor fault, use the processor status screen.  This screen displays

information about the behavior of the processor, including fault conditions.

!
When a processor faults, you must find and correct the underlying cause of the fault
before attempting to clear the fault.  If you do not find out what is causing the fault,
the processor may behave unexpectedly.

To clear faults:

1. Access the Processor Status Screen.  Refer to the  instructions on the previous

page.

2. Press [F4] Clrfalt.  The bits in the Minor Fault word, and the Fault Code, are reset

to zero.  Press [F10] for a description of the bits in the status file and the fault

code, or refer to Appendix A - Programming Reference for Packaged Controllers

in the Instruction Set Reference.
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Cause and Effect Database

Not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.

PLC-500 A.I. Series allows you to relate addresses that are not directly related in your

ladder logic.  This allows you to associate addresses by the effect they have on each

other.  For example, a machine may have an output that affects the state of an input.

The ladder logic may not indicate the relationship at all, but the relationship exists.

The cause and effect database allows you to establish these relationships and use them

in searches.

Create Cause and Effect Database
To create a relationship in the cause and effect database:

1. Go into the offline or online ladder logic editor.

2. Select [F1] Search, then [F8] More.

3. Select [F2] Cause.  This displays the cause and effect database screen.

4. Press [F4] Insert.  The system asks you to enter the “Causing Address” (at the

bottom of the screen).

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SMC

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SMCI
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5. Type the causing address, and press [Enter].  The system asks for the effected

address.

6. Type the effected address, and press [Enter].  The address relationship appears in

the cause and effect screen.  Notice that the software may add leading zeros so that,

for example, the address B12/16 would appear as B012/00016.

To delete a cause and effect relationship:

1. Display the cause and effect database screen as described on the previous page.

2. Use the arrow keys to highlight the cause/effect relationship you want to delete.

3. Press [F5] Delete.

4. The system asks if you want to delete the relationship.  Press [F1] Yes to confirm

that you want to delete the relationship.

Cross Reference Searching with a Cause and Effect Database
You can perform cross references right from the cause and effect screen by highlighting

the address for which you want to search and selecting [F3] Xref.  This works much

like the “normal” [F1] Search, [F5] Xref function; it’s a shortcut to get the cross-

reference from this screen.

To execute a cross reference search from the Cause and Effect Database screen:

1. Use the arrow keys to move the highlight bar to the cause or effect address you

would like to search.  If you have a lengthy list of cause and effect relationships,

finding a particular address in the list may be difficult.  You can use the [F1]
Search function to type in the address you want to highlight.

A. The search function will look for an address in the left column.  This is the

Cause column by default.  If you want to find an effect address in the list, press

[F2] Mode.  The columns will switch so the Effect column is listed first.

B. Press [F1] Search.  A prompt appears allowing you to type the address you

wish to highlight.

C. Type the address and press [Enter].  The first occurrence of the address will

be highlighted.
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2. Press [F3] Xref.  The system displays the cross-reference information with the

cross references for the cause address appearing first, and the cross references for

the effect address appearing below them.  On the screen below, the cause address is

B3/54 and the effect address is T13:11.

 Note that when you use the normal [F1] Search, [F5] Xref function, cause and

effect information is displayed.  You do not have to use the [F1] Search, [F8]

More, [F2] Cause, [F3] Xref functions to get cause and effect information in a

cross-reference search.
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Searching

PLC-500 A.I.’s search options are useful in troubleshooting programming errors.  In

particular, the rung number, address, and Advanced Diagnostics search routines are

effective for tracking down problems in SLC 500 programs.  For more information on

these search functions, see Chapter 10 - Searching Functions.

One of the most useful search features is the search inputs function described below.

Search Inputs Function
Not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.

When you use search inputs, you place the cursor on a rung you want to examine.  The

search inputs feature examines the rung, and then displays, in sequential order, the

rungs in which the inputs from the tested rung are used as outputs.  This allows you to

quickly determine why an input condition is in its current state.

Search inputs allows you to rapidly locate problem areas when troubleshooting logic.

It eliminates tedious searching procedures, or even looking into the cross-reference

report for the logic.  In three keystrokes, you have your answer.

To use the search inputs feature:

1. Enter the ladder editor (online or offline) and place your cursor on the rung you

want to test.

2. Select [F1] Search.

3. Select [F4] Inputs.
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4. Select [F1] Create.  This forms a list of all rungs in your project that use the inputs

from the tested rung as outputs.  You can use all of the normal functions of a rung

list while the list is displayed, including editing of the displayed rungs (you can’t

insert new rungs or delete rungs while the rung list is displayed).

You can move to a rung in the list and press [F1] Create again to create a rung list

for the inputs on that rung.

To restore the normal ladder logic view:

1. If you are no longer in the Search Inputs menu, return there.  (Select [F1] Search,

then [F4] Inputs.)

2. You have a choice here.  You can display the normal ladder logic view at the test

rung, or at a different rung from the rung list.

§ To display the normal ladder logic display from the test rung, select [F2]

Restore.

§ To display the normal ladder logic view from a different rung in the rung list,

cursor to that rung, and select [F3] Zoom.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SIC

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.SI
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Cross Reference Search
Not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.

For information on searching for cross references, refer to Chapter 10 - Searching

Functions.  For information on cross reference searching on a cause and effect

database, refer to Cross Reference Searching with a Cause and Effect Database on

page 19-9.
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Advanced Diagnostics

Not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.

Advanced Diagnostics provides a method of searching for a desired rung using page

title documentation.  See Chapter 8 - Adding Descriptive Text to Ladder Logic for

information on entering page titles.

Your project is probably already organized into logical functional segments by using

subroutines.  The main program is in program file number 2.  Subroutines are in file

numbers three and up.  Page Titles allow you to further organize your ladder programs

by marking functional blocks within each program or subroutine.

For instance, if you had several hundred rungs that controlled a particular machine, you

could place a page title at the first rung of that part of the ladder program.  The page

title could identify that part of the program as being “Control Logic for Machine #2”.

When something goes wrong with machine #2, you could perform an Advanced

Diagnostics search on the program, and immediately see the outputs for the control

logic for machine #2.  If you are online with the processor, you can see the outputs

change as the machine operates.  If you want to edit the ladder logic, you can select the

rung you want to go to, press [Enter], and then immediately go to the rung in the

ladder program.

See Chapter 10 - Searching Functions for details on how to perform an Advanced

Diagnostics Search.
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System Information

You can obtain information about your system and your current SLC 500 project

through the Info utility.

To display the system information screen:

1. Press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F6] Info.  The system displays the PLC-500 Ladder Logistics Status screen,

including all of the information described below.

Data Base Name: The DOS path and filename for the current project’s database.

Processor Type: The catalog number and type of processor.

Data Table Files: The number of data files in the current project.

Program Files: The number of program files in the current project.

SLC-500 Memory: (Offline)  the number of available words for instructions and, for
SLC 5/03 and 5/04 processors, the number of words available
for data table usage.

Scrap Buffer Size: Memory currently used to store deleted or copied blocks of
rungs.

Shortcut keys for this
function:
[Alt-I]

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UI
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Free Memory: Free bytes of extended memory available for use by PLC-500
A.I. and virtual memory, which includes the amount of space
available for swapping to disk.

Free Disk Space: The number of bytes available on the current drive.

3. To go back to the ladder editor, press any key.

The last line on the screen displays the system date and time, and the serial number of

your Rockwell Software product.
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Verify Ladder Program and Data Table

SLC 500 programs cannot be loaded to a processor if addresses exist that point to non-

existent data table areas, or if ladder programming errors exist.  The verify option

checks address usage in the ladder program against available data file sizes and

automatically expands the data table if necessary.  Other programming errors detected

by the verify function include:

• Labels ( [LBL] ) used more than once in a program file

• Unknown instruction types

• Addresses that refer to non-existent I/O modules.

Your program is automatically verified every time it is saved, so you will rarely need to

perform the verify.

To verify the ladder program:

1. From the top level in the ladder editor, press [F6] Utility.  The function keys at the

bottom of the screen change to show the utility options.

2. Press [F4] Memmap.  The data file screen appears.

3. Press [F9] Verify.  The system checks the program for errors, and notifies you if it

finds any.  You will see the following message if no errors are found.
Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UMV
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I/O Forcing

The Force function allows you to override the actual status of external input circuits by

forcing external input data file bits On or Off.  You can also override the processor

logic and status of output data file bits by forcing output circuits On or Off.

You can install and then enable or disable forces while either:

• monitoring your file offline; or

• monitoring your file online in any processor mode.

!
All force functions can result in sudden machine movement, possibly causing death,
personal injury, or damage to equipment.  Investigate the effects on machine
operation before forcing external input data file bits or external output circuits.  USE
EXTREME CAUTION WHEN FORCING I/O!

!
MicroLogix 1000 users:  Forces are always enabled in MicroLogix 1000 controllers.
When forcing I/O points, the forces take effect as soon as they are placed!

!
MicroLogix 1000 users:  The controller will cause a major fault if you force an output
bit ON that does not exist as an actual output point on the controller.  See the
information on status bit S:0/8 in Appendix A - Programming Reference for Packaged

Controllers in the Instruction Set Reference for information on changing this
response.

Forces to both inputs and outputs are stored in an area of SLC 500 memory called the

force table.  The force table can be thought of as a data filter between the actual I/O and

the data table image of the I/O.
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Output Forces

0 1 1 0

0 0 0 0

1 1 0
0

0 0 1 1

1

1 0

1
1

0
0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 1 0
1

0 0 1 0

Data Table
O0:xx

Force
Table

Actual
Output

from
ladder
logic

to
output
devices

Output forces are written directly to the output device, and do not appear in the data

table.  The value in the force table overrides the value in the data table.  For example, if

O0:12 is forced to 1, it may still appear to be 0 in the data table and the ladder logic.

The actual output, and the output LED on the I/O module (if any) will be ON.

Input Forces

0 1 1 0

1 0 0 0

1 1 0
1

0 0 1 1

1

1 0

1
1

0
0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 1 0
1

0 0 1 0

Actual
Input

Force
Table

Data Table
I1:xx

from
input

devices

to
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logic

Input forces are written to the data table, and have no effect on actual input.  The value

in the force table overrides the actual input.  For example, if I1:12 is forced to 1, it will

appear in the data table and ladder logic as 1, regardless of the data from the actual

input device.

The force indicator LED on the SLC 500’s front panel flashes if forces are present.  A

steady light indicates that forces are present and enabled.
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When viewing a project running under PLC-500 A.I., the displayed state of inputs and

outputs on the ladder display reflects the data table values, not the actual state of the

device.  Input forces affect the data table, and thus will affect the program while it is

running.  Output forces occur after a rung has been executed, and affect only the actual

outputs, not the data table.  The output state shown on the screen may not match the

state of the actual output device.

The force table functions like a filter or mask.

State of
Actual
Output
Device

Ladder
Program

Execution

State of
Actual
Input

Device

Force
Table

(Inputs)

Force
Table

(Outputs)

Data
Table

(Inputs)

Data
Table

(Outputs)

Notice that the input data table is updated before the ladder program executes and the

output data table is updated after the ladder program executes.

Using Forces
Whenever you force a contact, the word ON or OFF appears on the ladder display, just

below the instructions referencing the forced address.  Remember that the ladder

program, and the reverse video used to indicate contact status, refer to the data table,

not the force table.  This means that forced outputs will not be highlighted in the ladder

display unless the logic controlling the output is true.
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The following screen demonstrates the effect of forced I/O:

On the first rung, the input address is forced on, causing the input bit in the data table

to turn on, thus causing the output for that rung to be true.  Both instruction indicators

appear in reverse video.

On the second rung, although the output is forced ON, the instruction does not appear

in reverse video because the force is written directly to the output device, not to the data

table.  The rung is not true so the output data table value is not on.

On the third rung, although SECOND_OUTPUT is forced ON, the data table value is

still OFF.  Therefore, the output for the third rung (THIRD_OUTPUT) is not energized.

Entering Forces
You can program forces in several ways:

• Position the cursor on an instruction in the ladder program which references a real

I/O address and press [F7] Force, then [F1] oFf, [F2] On, or [F3] Remove.  (See

Force Current Bit below.)

• Edit the force table for inputs or outputs using a display similar to the monitor data

file screen.  Forces may be enabled, disabled or removed.  (See Force Table

Monitor on page 19-26.)

�

�

�

�

�

�
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• Use [F7] Force, then [F5] Specbit to specify a bit address.  The force table appears

with that bit as the current bit.  (See Specify Address of Bit to Force on page 19-

23.)

• Access the I/O module’s Monitor screen ([F6] Utility, [F3] Type/sr, highlight the

I/O slot, [F9] Monitor), and highlight the bit you would like to force.  You have

the following force options.

[F2] forcOn Force the highlighted bit on.

[F3] focoFf Force the highlighted bit off.

[F4] Remfrc Remove the force from the highlighted bit.

[F5] frcEna Enable all forces.

[F6] frcDis Disable all forces.  (Forces remain, they are just ignored.)

• Access the Multipoint Monitor screen and select [F7] Force.  Your options are

listed briefly below.  For more information on multipoint monitoring see Chapter 4

- Data Table Addressing and Editing.

[F1] oFf Force the highlighted bit off.

[F2] oN Force the highlighted bit on.

[F3] Remove Remove the force from the highlighted bit.

[F6] Enable Enable all forces.

[F7] Disable Disable all forces.  (Forces remain, they are just ignored.)

Force Current Bit

While you are editing a ladder program, you can change the force for the bit under the

cursor.  The force table is transferred between the processor and computer during

uploading and downloading.  Forces can be edited either online or offline.  Forces do

not affect I/O until they are enabled (except for MicroLogix controllers).

To force a bit:

1. Position the cursor on an instruction with an input or output address.

2. From the top level of the ladder editor, press [F7] Force.  The function keys at the

bottom of the screen change to show forcing options.
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3. Select a force mode for the bit.

§ Press [F1] oFf to force the address off.

§ Press [F2] oN to force the address on.

§ Press [F3] Remove to remove forces from the highlighted address.

Specify Address of Bit to Force

You can specify a particular I/O address to force.  When you specify an address to

force, the system displays the force table monitor with the cursor on the bit address you

specified.

To specify an address to force:

1. From the top level of the ladder editor, press [F7] Force.  The function keys at the

bottom of the screen change to show forcing options.

2. Press [F5] Specbit.  The system prompts you for a bit address.

3. Type the address of the bit you want to force.  Press [Enter].  The system displays

the force table monitor, with the cursor on the bit you specified and the address

displayed in the lower left corner of the screen.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.FF  off
.FN  on
.FR  remove

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.FS
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4. Edit the force for the specified address.

§ Type 1, then press [Enter] to force the bit ON.

§ Type 0, then press [Enter] to force the bit OFF.

§ Type a period, then press [Enter] to remove the force from that bit.

§ Press [Esc] to leave this screen.

See Force Table Monitor on page 19-26 for details.

Enabling Forces

!
All force functions can result in sudden machine movement, possibly causing death,
personal injury, or damage to equipment.  Investigate the effects on machine
operation before forcing external input data file bits or external output circuits.  USE
EXTREME CAUTION WHEN FORCING I/O!

To enable forces, you must have at least one force present in the force table.  Once

enabled,  forces take effect immediately.  Additional forces will take effect as soon as

they are entered.  Removing all forces disables the force function.

To enable all forces:

1. Press [F7] Force.  The function keys at the bottom of the screen change to show

forcing options.

2. Press [F6] Enable.  The system asks you if it should enable all forces.  Select [F1]

Yes or [F5] No.

Disabling Forces

To disable all forces:

1. Press [F7] Force.  The function keys at the bottom of the screen change to show

forcing options.

2. Press [F7] Disable.  The system asks you if it should disable all forces.  Select [F1]

Yes or [F5] No.

Removing all forces will also disable the force function.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.FE

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.FD
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Remove All Forces

To remove all existing forces:

1. Press [F7] Force.  The function keys at the bottom of the screen change to show

forcing options.

2. Press [F4] remAll.  The system asks you if you want to remove all forces.  Select

[F1] Yes or [F5] No.

Remove a Single Force

To remove all existing forces:

1. Press [F7] Force.  The function keys at the bottom of the screen change to show

forcing options.

2. Press [F3] Remove.  The system removes the force from the bit under the cursor.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.FA

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.FA
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Force Table Monitor
The format of the force table monitor screen is similar to the data table display for

inputs or outputs.  Word addresses are displayed down the left side of the screen.  The

current force status, shown to the right, displays a period ( . ) if no force is present, or a

one or zero, indicating  ON or OFF, respectively.

The address for the cursor’s current position is displayed in the lower left of the screen.

Description text and symbol name appear immediately above the address.

To monitor the force table:

1. Press [F7] Force.

2. To monitor inputs, press [F8] monIn.  To monitor outputs, press [F9] monOut.
The force table monitor screen appears.

3. Use the arrow keys to highlight the bit you want to change.

§ To force the bit ON, type 1 [Enter].

§ To force the bit OFF, type 0 [Enter].

§ To remove a force, type a period and press [Enter].

Typing a value (0, 1, or . ) and pressing [Enter] writes the data and leaves the

cursor at the current position.  You can accept the value and move to a different

position at the same time by pressing an arrow key rather than [Enter].

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.FI  monitor input
.FO  monitor output
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Changes to the force table are effective immediately if forces are enabled.

The following functions are also available from this screen.

[F1] Inputs switch to monitoring the input force table

[F2] Outputs switch to monitoring the output force table

[F6] Enable enable all forces (not available in MicroLogix controller)

[F7] Disable disable all forces (not available in MicroLogix controller)
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Toggle Bit Value

You can toggle bit values (for both I/O and data table memory) using the bit toggle

function.  Although the bit toggle feature is not a true force function, it can have a

similar use in testing your ladder logic.  Conditions in the ladder program that write to

the output data table override the toggle function.  This function acts on the data table

I/O image (see the diagrams under the I/O Forcing heading), and thus has no effect on

output addresses that are forced ON or OFF.

The bit toggle function is of little use on real I/O in run mode, because both inputs and

outputs are overwritten each program scan.  (Toggling a bit is NOT the same as forcing

a bit.)

!
MicroLogix 1000 users:  The controller will fault if you set an output bit ON (1) that
does not exist as an actual output point on the controller.  See the information on
status bit S:0/8 in Appendix A - Programming Reference for Packaged Controllers in
the Instruction Set Reference for information on changing this response.

There are several ways to use the bit toggle function:

• Through the I/O Module System Configuration screen.

• By pressing [Shift-F5] on the Ladder Logic display while in Processor Emulation

Mode (or while online).

• From the Custom Display screen.  Refer to the section on Custom Display later in

this chapter.

• From the Multipoint Monitor screen.  Refer to the section on Multipoint

Monitoring in Chapter 4 - Data Table Addressing and Editing.

To use the bit toggle function from the I/O Module System Configuration screen:

1. From the top level of the ladder editor, press [F8] Display.

2. Press [F3] Mon i/o.
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3. The I/O module configuration screen appears.  Select the module containing the bit

you want to toggle, and press [F9] Monitor.  (If you had the cursor on an input or

output instruction in step 1, this step will be skipped and you will go directly from

step 2 to step 4.)

4. The system displays the I/O status screen for the module.

5. Use the arrow keys to highlight the bit you want to toggle, and press [F1] Bitval to
toggle the value of the bit.

Note You can also use this screen to force bits on or off, remove forces, and enable or

disable forces.

To use the bit toggle function from the Ladder Logic display while in Processor

Emulation Mode or while online:

1. Place the cursor on a contact that uses the bit.

2. Press [Shift-F5].  The value of the instruction under the cursor will toggle from

zero to one or vice versa.

3. (Online Only)  You will be prompted to confirm that you wish to toggle the bit.
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Non-Sequential Rung Display

When you are troubleshooting a SLC 500 program, you may find it useful to display

rungs that are related, but are separated in the program.  To do this, use the non-

sequential rung display feature.  You can display up to 20 non-sequential rungs.  The

rungs can be from any ladder file.

(See also Search Inputs Function on page 19-11 to automatically create a list of all

rungs containing an input address used on a designated rung.)

Each rung’s original number in the program is displayed along the left power rail.  The

rung position indicator on the processor status line changes to reflect the total number

of rungs in the list.

Note If an invalid rung number is present in the list, a message is displayed and the invalid

rung number and subsequent numbers are truncated from the list.

A typical rung display list appears as follows:
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To set up a non-sequential rung list:

1. From the top level in the ladder editor, press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F7] Rnglist.  The system prompts you for the list of rungs.

3. Type the file and rung number for each of the rungs you want to display, separated

by spaces.  You can omit the file number for rungs in the current file.  For

instance, if you are in file 2 and want to display rungs 2:2, 2:17, 2:127, 3:5, 4:8,

and 7:9  type

2 17 127 3:5 4:8 7:9.

4. Press [Enter] to accept and display the list.

To cancel a list (or display a new one):

1. Press [F6] Utility, [F7] Rnglist again.

2. At the prompt, press [F1] Yes to cancel the list.

3. You will be prompted for another list.  Either enter a new list of rungs, or press

[Enter] or [Esc] to return to the full display.
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Histograms and Timing Charts

When you are using the online monitoring module, you can use histograms and timing

charts to see the relationship between bits as the program runs in the SLC 500 or

MicroLogix processor, allowing you to determine how your program is behaving over

time.

Two charts are available:

• Contact Histogram, which monitors changes in a word or bit and shows the

elapsed time between changes.

• Timing Chart, which provides a “strip chart” readout representing the on/off

status of all 16 bits in a specified word address.

! Timing charts and histograms are a function of the programming software, not the
SLC 500 firmware.  Values may change too quickly to be detected by these functions.

Contact Histogram
Not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.

The Contact Histogram function tracks the ON and OFF status or data changes of a

specified word or bit address.  The screen below is an example of a histogram.
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Running a Histogram

To begin a Histogram:

1. You must be in one of the following modes to run a histogram:

§ Offline in RemRun mode (using the Emulator)

§ Online in RemRun mode

§ Online in Run mode

2. From the top level in the ladder editor, press [F8] Display.

3. Press [F4] Hist.

4. Press [F1] Hist.  The system prompts you for the address for the histogram.

5. Type the address of the word/bit you want to track in the histogram.  Press [Enter]
to accept the address.  The system displays the histogram window and function

keys.

6. Press [F1] Begin to start the histogram.  You can change the display format

(numbering system) for the data.  Press [F5] Format to toggle the display format

between Integer, Hex, Octal, BCD, and Binary.

7. When you want to stop the histogram, press [F2] End.

8. To exit the histogram function, press [Esc].  This also stops the histogram.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DHH
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Using Masks

You may want to “mask” out certain bits of a word, forcing the histogram to ignore

these bits.

To create a mask:

1. Begin a Histogram.  (Mask values can only be entered when a histogram is

running.)

2. From the Histogram screen, press [F4] Mask.  At the top of the screen, the system

displays a prompt asking you to enter a mask value.

3. Type a number in hexadecimal notation for the mask value, and press [Enter].  A
zero bit in the mask will prevent data at that bit from being monitored.  A one bit

in the mask will allow data at that bit to be monitored.  For example, entering a

mask of FFFF will cause all bits in the word to be examined.  A mask of FFF0

would cause the low four bits to be ignored.  See Appendix D - Number Systems in

the Instruction Set Reference for more information on numbering systems and Hex

masks.

Printing Histogram Data

To log histogram data to a printer or file:

1. From the histogram screen, press [F9] Prntdev.  The system prompts you for a

print device.

2. Type the name of your print device (e.g. LPT1, COM1, etc.) or the name of a disk

file.

3. To start logging histogram data, press [F3] Log.  Press [F1] Begin, if the

histogram is not already running.  To stop logging data, press [F3] Log again.
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Timing Charts
The Timing Chart function provides a strip chart that shows the ON/OFF status of one

word in the data table.  A screen similar to the following will be displayed:

Note If the data changes faster than the timing chart can read it from the SLC 500 or

MicroLogix processor, data will be lost.

To begin a Timing Chart:

1. You must be in one of the following modes to run a timing chart:

§ Offline in RemRun mode (using the Emulator)

§ Online in RemRun mode

§ Online in Run mode

2. From the top level in the ladder editor, press [F8] Display.

3. Press [F4] Hist.

4. Press [F2] Tchart.  The system prompts you for the address of the data to be

charted.

5. Type the address of the word you want to track in the timing chart.  Press [Enter]
to accept the address.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DHT
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6. Depending on the rate that bits are changing, you may need to increase or decrease

the time base of the chart.  To increase the time base, press [F4] Tbase+.  This

multiplies the time base by 10.  To decrease the time base, press[F5] Tbase-.  This

divides the time base by 10.  You can set the time base from .01 to 1000 seconds.

7. Press [F1] Begin to start the timing chart.

8. Press [F6] HiLo to toggle the display between the lower 8 bits (0-7) or the upper 8

bits (8-15) of the word.

9. To log data to a file or print device:

§ From the timing chart screen, press [F9] Prntdev.  The system prompts you

for a print device.

§ Type the name of your print device (e.g. LPT1, COM1, etc.) or the name of a

disk file.

§ Press [F3] Log to toggle logging the data to disk or printer.

10. When you want to stop the timing chart, press [F2] End.

11. To exit the timing chart function, press [Esc].
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Special Instruction Display

The Special Display feature provides an appropriate pre-formatted display output for

monitoring each type of data. You can directly display the data table addresses for an

instruction.  Place the cursor on an instruction, and press [F8] Display, then [F8]

Special.  The result is a display similar to that shown with the data table monitor

function.  See the section on Monitoring Data Table Files in Chapter 4 - Data Table

Addressing and Editing.

Note Using the Special Display function on a PID, MSG, or sequencer  instruction will

provide a diagnostics screen specific to each of these instruction types.  When on these

screens, notice that you cannot cursor to some fields because they are for status

display only and are not meant to be edited by the user.

Special Display:  PID Instruction
The Special Display screen for a PID instruction provides diagnostics information for

monitoring PID execution or programming PID Loop parameters.

Special Display makes it easy to change the parameters which control a PID Loop’s

execution.  To protect the PID Loop’s configuration parameters from being changed by

a user who may not be familiar with the loop, use the Security System to limit access to

the data file address for the PID.  (Refer to Chapter 20 - Security System.)

To use the PID Special Display:

1. Place the cursor on the PID instruction you want to display.

2. From the top level of the ladder editor, press [F8] Display.
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3. Press [F8] Special.  The PID monitor screen appears.  You can use this screen to

change PID parameters.

4. Change parameters in one of two ways:

§ Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to a parameter.  Type the data you want

to enter for the parameter and press [Enter].
§ If the parameter is associated with a function key, press that function key to

toggle the parameter.

[F1] Automan Toggle between Auto mode and Manual mode.

[F2] Mode Toggle between TIMED and STI.

[F3] Control Toggles the control equation between E=SP-PV and
E=PV-SP.

[F4] Outlim Toggles the output limit between Yes and No.

For more detailed information on PID control and on the parameters available on

this screen, refer the help screens ([F10] Help) and Chapter 9 - Proportional

Integral Derivative Instruction in the Instruction Set Reference.

5. You can also enter description text for addresses.  To do this, move the cursor to an

address, and press [F6] Des.  The instruction description editor appears, allowing

you to enter a description for the address.

6. To exit the special display screen, press [Esc].

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DS
(while cursor is on a
PID instruction)
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Special Display:  MSG Instruction
The Special Display screen for the MSG Instruction allows viewing of the parameters

for the instruction and monitoring of the status bits used in the control block. Status bits

may be toggled by entering a `1’ or `0’ in the desired field.

To use the MSG Special Display:

1. Place the cursor on the MSG instruction you want to display

2. Press [F8] Display

3. Press [F8] Special.  The MSG Instruction monitor screen appears.  You can use

this screen to change MSG status bits.

Note Data entry is only available for the status bits and those parameters associated with

function keys.  If other parameters must be changed, use [F3] Edit [F5] Replace from

the top menu to edit the Message Instruction.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DS
(while cursor is on a
MSG instruction)
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4. Change parameters in one of two ways:

§ Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to a parameter.  Type the data you want

to enter for the parameter and press [Enter].
§ If the parameter is associated with a function key, press that function key to

toggle the parameter.

[F1] tgtNode target node address in decimal

[F2] tgtAddr file address or offset for the target device

[F3] Timeout length of the message timer in seconds.  (A value of zero
will cause the message to wait forever for a reply.)

For more detailed information on MSG instructions and on the parameters

available on this screen, refer the help screens ([F10] Help) and Chapter 8 -

Communication Instructions in the Instruction Set Reference.

5. You can also enter description text for addresses.  To do this, move the cursor to an

address, and press [F6] Des.  The instruction description editor appears, allowing

you to enter a description for the address.

6. To exit the special display screen, press [Esc].

Special Display:  Sequencer Instructions
The Special Display screen for sequencer instructions (SQO, SQC, and SQL) allows

viewing of the parameters for the instruction and monitoring of the source or

destination file.  You can change data in the source or destination file by moving the

cursor to the value you want to change and typing a new value.

To use the Sequencer Special Display:

1. Place the cursor on the sequencer instruction you want to display.

2. Press [F8] Display
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3. Press [F8] Special.  The monitor screen appears for the sequencer instruction you

highlighted.  You can use this screen to change data values in the source or

destination file.

 

 

4. Change parameters in one of two ways:

§ Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to a parameter.  Type the data you want

to enter for the parameter and press [Enter].
§ If the parameter is associated with a function key, press that function key to

toggle the parameter.

[F1] Radix Change the data display to binary, integer, BCD, ASCII, or
octal.  (The radix is binary on the screen above.)

[F7] Editmsk (Available only if you entered a word address rather than a
value for the mask.)  Enter a new mask value.

[F8] Editdst
or Editsrc

Enter a new destination or source value.

[F9] Setmode Sets the current display radix as the default.

For more detailed information on sequencer instructions and on the parameters

available on this screen, refer the help screens ([F10] Help) and Chapter 6 -

Application Specific Instructions in the Instruction Set Reference.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DS
(while cursor is on a
sequencer instruction)

mask value

destination or
source  value

Radix applies to the values in the
data area of the screen.
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5. You can also enter description text for addresses.  To do this, move the cursor to an

address, and press [F6] Des.  The instruction description editor appears, allowing

you to enter a description for the address.

6. To exit the special display screen, press [Esc].

Instructions With Multiple Operands
You can also use the Special Display function to monitor data table addresses in other

instructions.

1. Place the cursor on an instruction with multiple operands.

2. Press [F8] Display.

3. Press [F8] Special.  A prompt appears asking you which address to monitor.

4. Highlight the address you want to monitor and press [Enter].  The Data Table

Monitor display for the selected file appears.

Instructions With Single Operands
1. Place the cursor on an instruction with single operands.

2. Press [F8] Display.

3. Press [F8] Special.  The Data Table Monitor display for the instruction address

appears.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DS

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DS
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Custom Display

Not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.

Custom Display is a powerful troubleshooting tool that allows you to monitor up to 40

different data table addresses simultaneously.  Addresses on the screens are shown in a

matrix of 10 rows by 4 columns.  You can configure the display format for each address

independently of the other addresses (some restrictions apply for certain file types).

PLC-500 A.I. stores all the Custom Display screens for the current project in one file

with the extension .CDL.  For example, if your current project is named SAMPLE,

Custom Display screens are stored in SAMPLE.CDL.  This file is part of the project

and will be backed up and restored with the project.

Note With versions 8.01α and earlier, Custom Display screens were each stored in their own

file with a .SCR extension.  These files were not a part of any particular project and as

such were not backed up with any project.  You can import and export Custom Display

screens between the .SCR and .CDL formats.

The Custom Display screen operates in one of two modes, edit or monitor.  Edit mode

allows you to change the screen to suit your needs.  In the edit mode, each cell displays

the symbol or address for that cell.  The data format is displayed directly below it.  If

the cell contains a bit address the word “Bit” is displayed.

Note If your system is configured for a high resolution video mode (more than 25 lines from

top to bottom), you can access a dual screen mode which can be configured to display

between one and six lines of custom screen data at the bottom of the ladder display.

Refer to the section on Programming Screen Size in Chapter 12 - Customizing

PLC-500 A.I. for more information on video modes.
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Custom Data Display Editing
To create or edit a Custom Display screen:

1. From the top level in the ladder editor, press [F8] Display.

2. Press [F9] Custom.

§ If no Custom Display screens exist for the current project, the following dialog

appears allowing you to create a new Custom Display.

§ If a Custom Display screen for the project has already been accessed during

this edit session, that screen will appear in monitor mode.  Press [F2] Select,
and a dialog similar to the one above will appear, allowing you to create a new

Custom Display screen, or to select from a list of existing screens.

3. To select an existing screen, highlight the description of the screen and press

[Enter].  Press [F1] Edit to display the edit menu.  Skip to step 6 for instructions

on editing the screen.

4. Press [Ins] to create a new custom display.  The system asks you for a description

for the custom screen.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.DC
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5. Type a description for the screen, and press [Enter] to create the custom display

screen and enter edit mode.

The screen is divided into 40 cells (4 columns and ten rows).

6. Move the cursor to a cell where you want an address.

7. Press [F1] Edit.  The field opens for editing.

8. Type the address or symbol name you want to display in the cell, and press

[Enter].

9. You can also perform the following functions while in edit mode:

[F1] Edit edit the address of the highlighted cell

[F2] Clear delete the address of the highlighted cell

[F3] Mode change the display radix of the highlighted address (some
restrictions apply for certain file types)

[F4] commenT type a comment to appear in the highlighted cell.  Two
comment lines are allowed.  These comments are only used on
the Custom Display screen.

[F7] eXport export the current Custom Display to the old .SCR format for
use with versions prior to 8.02α.  Refer to the help screens
([F10] Help) for more information on the .SCR and .CDL
formats.
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[F9] Adrmode toggle the display to show either addresses or symbols.  (In
symbol mode, addresses will still show for those that have no
symbol defined.)  Note:  Address descriptions cannot be
displayed on custom display screens.

9. Repeat these steps until all of the desired cells have been filled.

10. When you are finished with the custom data screen, press [Esc] to exit.

11. You will be prompted to save the screen.  Press [F1] Yes.

12. The screen will switch to the monitor mode automatically and all cells refresh,

showing current data values.

 If you are using a high resolution video mode, the option [F7] Dualscr will be

available on this screen.
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Custom Data Display Monitoring
Selecting an existing screen or exiting the edit mode places the current Custom Display

screen in the monitor mode.  Symbol display mode is the default for the screen.  Data

format is indicated by a letter in parentheses after the value.  The possible indicators

are:

( i )  Integer

( o )  Octal

( h )  Hex or BCD

( a )  ASCII

no indicator for binary or floating point

Binary formatted floating point numbers do not have special indicators, since the

format of the data is self-explanatory.  Bit addresses display the word ON or OFF.

A sample Custom Display screen in monitor mode is shown below.

In monitoring mode, you can perform the following functions.

[F1] Edit edit data values (see the section on data entry below)

[F2] Select choose a different Custom Display screen

[F3] Zoom execute a cross reference search on the highlighted address and go
directly to that rung in the ladder.

[F4] Hist run a histogram on the highlighted address
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[F5] Tchart run a timing chart on the highlighted address

[F7] Dualscr enter the dual screen mode (only available if using a high resolution
video mode.  See Programming Screen Size in Chapter 12 -
Customizing PLC-500 A.I.)

[F8] Btoggl toggle the value of the bit under the cursor (for bit addresses only)

[F9] Adrmode toggle between displaying addresses and symbols

Data Entry

You can use custom data monitoring screens to change the values of addresses.  The

data entry prompt for the current cell appears in the lower left corner of the screen.

To change an address value (in monitor mode):

1. Move the cursor to the cell containing the value that you want to change.

2. Type the new value for that address.  For binary addresses, type ON, OFF, 1 or 0,

or simply press [F8] Btoggl to toggle the value.  Notice in the screen below that

toggling the value for bit N7:10/5 also changed the value for word N7:10.

(Compare to the screen on the previous page.)

You can also toggle between address and symbol display modes with [F9] Adrmode.

Valid data entry format depends on the radix for the current cell.  For example, a cell

containing an integer address formatted as BCD will interpret input as a BCD value

(e.g., 27 BCD = 39 integer).
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Data display format Input string length Range

Binary (word) 4 characters BCD data 0000 to FFFF

Binary (bit) 1 character 0 or 1, or “on” or “off”

Integer 6 characters -32768 to 32767

BCD or Hex 4 characters 0000 to FFFF

Octal 6 characters 0 to 177777

Floating Point 37 or 38 characters,
or, in scientific

notation, n × ±E 37

values are formatted in scientific
notation and rounded to a 13 character
string, including decimal point, for
display

ASCII 19 characters not applicable   (all ASCII characters)
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Restore From Backups

PLC-500 A.I. makes automatic backups of your ladder program files.  Refer to the

section on Program Operational Parameters in Chapter 12 - Customizing PLC-500 A.I.

You can restore the ladder program files from these backups, using the Restore

Program/Database from Backup utility.

Note The automatic backup function backs up program files, not database files.  Database

files must be backed up manually with the Repair/Compact Database function on the

Utility Options menu.  See Chapter 14 - Utility Options for Database Maintenance.

Restore Ladder Program
To restore a program from a backup:

1. Use [F1] Select Program/SLC-500 Addr to select the program you wish to

restore.

2. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.  The Utility Options menu

appears.

3. From the Utility Options menu, select [F8] Restore Program/Dbase from

Backup.

4. A menu appears, allowing you to select whether you want to restore an old

program revision or restore the database.
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5. Select [F1] Restore an old Program Revision.  The utility provides a list of

revisions from which you can choose.  These revisions are listed by revision

number, with the date and time the revision was saved.  The utility also provides

revision comments in this list only if you entered a revision comment when you

saved the ladder program.  (Revision history is enabled by default, but can be

disabled.  Refer to Chapter 12 - Customizing PLC-500 A.I., Program Operational

Parameters.)

6. Move the highlight bar to the revision you want to restore using the up and down

arrow keys.  Press [Enter] to select the revision.

7. The utility asks you if you want to overwrite the current version of the program

with an old revision.  Select [F1] Yes to continue and overwrite the current

program, or [F5] No to stop.

8. If you continue, the utility prompts you again to make sure you want to overwrite

the current ladder program.  Select [F1] Yes to continue and overwrite the current

program, or [F5] No to stop.

Restore Database

To restore the database from a backup:

1. Use [F1] Select Program/SLC-500 Addr to select the program whose database

you wish to restore.

2. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.  The Utility Options menu

appears.

3. From the Utility Options menu, select [F8] Restore Program/Dbase from

Backup.
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4. A menu appears, allowing you to select whether you want to restore an old

program revision or restore the database.

5. Select [F2] Restore Data Base.  Since there is only one database backup, you

don’t need to select a revision of the database.

6. The utility warns you that you are about to overwrite the current database.  Press

[F1] Yes to continue, or [F5] No to abort the restore operation.

7. If you choose to overwrite the database, the utility prompts you again to make sure

you want overwrite the current database.  Press [F1] Yes to continue, or [F5] No to

abort the restore operation.

If no database backup files exist, the utility displays a CopyFile error code -2  error

message.

If necessary, the utility runs the Rebuild Data Base utility.

Clean Directory/Remove Backups
As you use PLC-500 A.I., the software creates backup files for many of its files.  After

using the software for a period of time, you may find the backup files cluttering up your

directories.  To help you remove these files easily, PLC-500 A.I. includes the Clean

Directory/Remove Backups utility.

Backup files have one of the following filename extensions:

• .DBK - the instruction description (.DSC) backup file

• .RBK - the rung and page title (.RPD) backup file

• .XBK - the cross reference database (.XRF) backup file
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• .001 - .999 - ladder program (.ACH) backup files

(You may possibly see a file extension of .000.  This would occur if the .ACH file

existed before the database files were created, for instance, when you upload an

existing .ACH file.)

To delete any unwanted backup files:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F5] Utility Options.  The Utility Options menu

appears.

2. Select [F9] Clean Directory/Remove Backup Files.

3. The utility scans your current program directory, and presents you with a list of

files with the filename extensions listed above.  Use the up and down arrow keys to

highlight a file to delete, and press [Enter].

4. The utility asks you whether or not you really want to delete the selected file.

Select [F1] Yes or [F5] No.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for the rest of the files you want to delete.  To return to the

Utility Options menu, press [Esc].



20  Security System

Not available in MicroLogix 1000 A.I.

PLC-500 A.I. allows you to protect your installation from unauthorized users, and to

limit the access privileges of authorized users.  These system security features are

discussed in this chapter.

The PLC-500 A.I. software provides passwords for access to:

• PLC-500 A.I. software

• Individual features of PLC-500 A.I.

The software also allows you to manage the SLC 500 or MicroLogix processor

password system.

The person configuring the PLC-500 A.I. security system sets up user accounts and

passwords, and determines functional access.  The A.I. security system is divided into

two areas, System Setup and User Setup.

The System Setup options include: enable/disable security system, enable/disable user

action disk logging, specify the path where the user log file will be located, print the

user log, clear the user log, and define a new A.I. security system master password.

The User Setup options include adding or deleting user names (and passwords), and

adding or deleting user rights.

When the security system is enabled, a prompt for user name and password is displayed

when any of the executable files are accessed.  The user name is echoed to the screen as

it is entered, and the password is echoed as dots.  User’s rights are then checked and

options to which the user has not been assigned rights will return a Not authorized to

use this function message.
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Security System Parameters are stored in the file SLC5LL.SCY.  If the file is deleted

from the SLC-500 directory or corrupted, a System_Security_Error will be generated

and further execution of the software will not be possible.  The security file is encrypted

to prevent tampering.

After configuring the security system, SLC5LL.SCY should be copied to a diskette or

protected directory (such as a system administrator’s directory on a network) for

safekeeping.  If the file is damaged, deleted, or tampered with, the security system can

be re-enabled by copying SLC5LL.SCY back to the SLC-500 directory.

A default security system file is included with all product updates.  The security file is

not overwritten during a product update.  Loading an update to a blank  directory will

include the SLC5LL.SCY file which could be used to reset the security system.  Restrict

access to update diskettes to maintain security system integrity.

Note Modifications to system security parameters, including the enable/disable status, are

written to SLC5LL.SCY.  For maximum system security integrity, all files should be

copied to a directory on a network to which only the system administrator has write

access.  This adds a second level of security (the network OS), as the contents of

SLC5LL.SCY are always read from the default directory.  Users would then run the

product from the network and specify a local drive/directory for configuration files

using the PLCLL environment variable and the TNT environment variable.  Refer to

the A.I. Series Installation Guide for more details on setting environment variables.
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Security System Setup Options

To set up the PLC-500 A.I. software system security:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F9] Configure Program Parameters.

2. Select [F5] Modify System Security Parameters.

3. The system prompts you for a new master password (or the existing password if

one has already been defined).  The password may be up to 15 characters long.

Type the password and press [Enter].

4. The system displays a menu with two options:  [F1] System Setup and [F2] User

Setup.

5. Select [F1] System Setup.

6. Set up options as described in the following sections.

Note Enabling and disabling the system security applies only to the PLC-500 A.I. security

system, not the SLC 500 and MicroLogix processor passwords.
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Enabling the Security System
When the security system is enabled, a prompt for user name and password is displayed

when any of the executable files (such as the main program, Offline Programming, or

Reporting) are accessed.  The user name is echoed to the screen as it is entered, and the

password is echoed as dots.  User’s rights are then checked and options to which the

user has not been assigned rights will return a Not authorized to use this function

message.

Note Enabling and disabling the system security applies only to the PLC-500 A.I. security

system, not the SLC 500 and MicroLogix processor passwords.

To enable the A.I. security system:

1. From the System Setup menu, select [F1] Enable/Disable Security System.  The

upper left corner of the title window shows that the security system is enabled.

2. Press [Esc] to exit and save changes.
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Enabling User Logging
User logging keeps track of each user who logs in, which function they used (Online,

Offline, or Upload and Download), the project name, the station number, and the time

and duration of their access.  The log also tracks invalid attempts to access the

software, such as using the incorrect password to access a function that the user has

rights to.  The log does not record attempts to access a function that the user does not

have rights to.  The system date and time and user name are written to an encrypted file

called SLC5LL.LOG when these functions are initiated and exited.

Note You must have users set up in the software before PLC-500 A.I. can log users’ sessions.

See User Setup Options below.

To enable the logging of user actions:

1. From the System Setup menu, select [F2] Enable/Disable User Disk Logging.

The upper right corner of the title window shows that logging is enabled.

2. Press [Esc] to exit and save changes.
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Printing the User Log
Use this option to send the user log file to a print device or ASCII file on disk.  Enter

any valid DOS device or filename at the prompt.

To print the log of user actions:

1. From the System Setup menu, select [F3] Print User Log.  A prompt will appear

for the device or file name to print the data to.  The default is LPT1.

2. If you want to print the information to a printer attached to LPT1, simply press

[Enter].  Otherwise, type the device or file name and press [Enter].

3. Press [Esc] to exit.

Clearing the User Log
This option erases the contents of SLC5LL.LOG.

To delete the log of user actions:

1. From the System Setup menu, select [F4] Clear User Log.  The system will

prompt you to confirm that it is OK to delete the user log.

2. Select [F1] Yes to clear the log.

3. Press [Esc] to exit.

Specifying the User Log Path
Use this option to select the DOS directory where the SLC5LL.LOG file will be located.

To select a DOS directory for the log of user actions:

1. From the System Setup menu, select [F5] Specify User Log Path.  A prompt

appears for you to enter the path where the SLC5LL.LOG file will be stored.

2. Type a path name and press [Enter].  The directory will be created for you if it

doesn’t already exist.

3. Press [Esc] to exit.
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Defining a New Master Password
Use this option to define a new PLC-500 A.I. security system master password.  See the

section on Processor Security, below.

To define a new master password:

1. From the System Setup menu, select [F6] Define a New Master Password.  The

system displays the current Master Access Password.

2. Type a new password and press [Enter].

3. Press [Esc] to exit.
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User Setup Options

The PLC-500 A.I. security system is based on a list of Users.  Each User in the list has

a password and a set of rights.  When the security system is enabled, prompts will

appear at several points in the software, asking for the user name and password.  The

system uses the user name to determine whether or not to allow the use of certain

functions.  (See the section on Adding a User Name and Rights below.)

To restrict users from accessing certain features of PLC-500 A.I.:

1. From the Main Menu, select [F9] Configure Program Parameters.

2. Select [F5] Modify System Security Parameters.

3. The system prompts you for a new master password (or the existing password if

one has already been defined).  The password may be up to 15 characters long.

Type the master password and press [Enter].

4. The system displays a menu with two options: [F1] System Setup and [F2] User

Setup.

5. Select [F2] User Setup.  The system displays the User List.  Use this screen to add,

delete, or modify user names, passwords, and access rights.
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Note We recommend that you  define at least one user with full access to all functions and

data table addresses.

Adding a User Name and Rights
With the User List screen displayed, you can add a new user to the user list.

To add a user:

1. Access the User List.

2. Press [Ins].  The system prompts you for a user name.  Type the name (up to 15

characters), and press [Enter].

3. The system prompts you for a password for the user.  Type the password (up to 15

characters), and press [Enter].  The system shows the default list of rights for the

new user.
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4. To add additional rights to the user, press [Ins].  The system displays the list of

remaining rights (in the case of a new user, the only remaining right is Data Table

Value Modification).  Press [Enter] to add this right (or [Esc] to back out without

adding this right).  The system adds the Data Table Value Modification right and

displays the Data Table Access Control List.

Use the Data Table Access Control List to designate addresses that you do or do

not want the user to be able to modify while online.

§ Press [F1] to toggle the mode between displaying addresses the user can

modify and addresses the user cannot modify.  (This allows you to choose to

enter the smaller of the two lists.)

§ Press [Ins] to add a range of addresses into the Data Table Access List.  The

system prompts you for the low address in the range.  Type the address and

press [Enter].  The system asks you for the high address in the range.  Type

the address and press [Enter].  Repeat this procedure for as many address

ranges as you like.  If set to “CANNOT,” and you leave the list blank, the user

will have access to all Data Table addresses.

§ Use the arrow keys to highlight an address and press [Del] to remove the

address from the list.

§ Press [Esc] to end editing and save the list.

5. To delete a right from the user, use the up and down arrow keys to select a right to

delete, and press [Del].  The right disappears from the list.
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6. Press [Esc] to exit and save the user rights information.

Deleting a User
To delete a user from the user list:

1. Access the User List.

2. Use the arrow keys to highlight the user you want to delete.

3. Press [Del].

4. The system asks you to confirm that you want to delete the user.  Select [F1] Yes to

delete the user, or [F5] No to leave the user in the list.

Modifying Password and Rights For an Existing User
When the PLC-500 A.I. security system is enabled, users can edit their own passwords.

To change your own password:

1. From the Main Menu, press [F9] Configure Program Parameters.

2. Select [F6] Change User Password.  This option is only available when the PLC-

500 A.I. security system is enabled.

3. Type your user name at the prompt.  You will be asked to type your current

password.

4. Type your current (old) password.

5. Type your new password at the prompts.  You will be asked to do this twice to

prevent errors.

To change the password and  rights for an existing user:

1. Access the User List.

2. Use the arrow keys to highlight the user whose rights you want to modify, and

press [Enter].  The system displays the following options.
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3. If you want to change the User’s password, press [F1] Change User’s Password.

The system displays the user’s current password.  Delete the old password, type a

new password, and press [Enter].  You will be returned to the Modify User

Parameters menu.

4. Press [F2] Change User’s Rights.  The system displays the User Rights list for the

user you selected.

5. To add additional rights to the user, press [Ins].  The system displays the list of

remaining rights (in the case of a new user, the only remaining right is data table

modification).  Highlight the right you want to add, and press [Enter].  The system

adds the right you selected to the list of rights for the user.

§ If you add the Data Table Value Modification right, the system displays the

Data Table Access Control List.  See page 20-10 for instructions on editing the

Control List.

§ If the user already has the Data Table Value Modification right and you want

to modify the Control List, highlight the right, and press [Enter].  The system

displays the Data Table Access Control List.  See page 20-10 for instructions

on editing the Control List.

6. To delete rights from the user, press [Del].  The system displays the list of

remaining rights.  Highlight the right you want to delete, and press [Enter].  The

system removes the right you selected from the list of rights for the user.
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Processor Security Options

SLC 500 and MicroLogix processors have a built-in security system, based on numeric

passwords.  Processor passwords consist of up to 10 digits (0-9).  Each processor

program may contain two passwords, the Password and the Master Password.  (These

are different than the PLC-500 A.I. security system passwords discussed in the previous

section.)  The Master Password essentially overrides the password.  The idea is that all

the processors in a project would have different Passwords and the same Master

Password.  That way, you can restrict some peoples’ access to specific processors, and

others can have access to every processor in the project without having to keep track of

multiple passwords.

Important If you define a Master Password, but no individual passwords, users will NOT be

prompted for the Master Password.

Editing a Processor Password
To edit or enter the processor password:

1. From the top level of the online or offline ladder editor, press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F9] Util2.

3. Press [F9] Passwrd.

4. Press [F1] Edit.  The system prompts you for the new password.  (You don’t need

to enter the old password, because you already used it to begin online or offline

editing.)

5. Type the new password (up to 10 digits), and press [Enter].  PLC-500 A.I. will ask

you to type the password again.  Type the new password again and press [Enter].
The new password is entered in the processor.

6. Press [Esc] to continue.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUPE
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Deleting a Processor Password
The delete password function simply deletes the existing password.

To delete the processor password:

1. From the top level of  the ladder editor, press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F9] Util2.

3. Press [F9] Passwrd.

4. Press [F2] Delete.  PLC-500 A.I. will prompt you to make sure you want to delete

the password.  (You don’t need to enter the password, because you already used it

to begin online or offline editing.)

5. Press [F1] Yes.  The password is deleted.

Editing a Processor Master Password
To enter the processor Master Password:

1. From the top level of the ladder editor, press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F9] Util2.

3. Press [F9] Passwrd.

4. Press [F3] edtMast.  The system prompts you for the Master Password.

5. Type the password, (up to 10 digits) and press [Enter].  PLC-500 A.I. will ask you

to type the password again.  Type the password again and press [Enter].  The

password is entered in the processor.

6. Press [Esc] to continue.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUPD

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUPM
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Deleting a Processor Master Password
To delete the processor Master Password:

1. From the top level of  the ladder editor, press [F6] Utility.

2. Press [F9] Util2.

3. Press [F9] Passwrd.

4. Press [F4] delmasT.  PLC-500 A.I. will prompt you to make sure you want to

delete the password.

5. Press [F1] Yes.  The password is deleted.

Command Portal keys
for this function:
.UUPT



A  PLC-500 A.I. File Extensions

The following table shows the file extensions for files created by PLC-500 A.I.

File Extension Type of File

ACH Ladder logic

ADR Index for description text

ATT Global/local attach mode data

CDL Custom data monitor screen (v8.03 and higher)

CFG Program configuration data

CNT Table of contents

DEL Deleted unused instruction descriptions (ASCII delimited format)

DSC Instruction description text

ERR Error messages

FIX Fixup information for a block of rungs

HEX EEPROM files

IB1 Compressed backup of project

LBL User defined wire labels

LIB Blocks of rungs saved to disk (old format, no longer used)

NAM Subroutine names (not descriptions)

PRF Program revision history file

RCF Report configuration

RPD Rung/page database

RPI Index for rung/page database

SCR Custom data monitor screen (versions prior to v8.03)

SLC Blocks of rungs saved to disk (new format)

SY5 Symbol library for .SLC file

SYM Index for symbols

TCH Temporary .ACH (can delete)

TTL User title page for reports

TXT Database export to APS text format
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File Extension Type of File

XRF Cross reference file

XRI Index for cross reference file

001 Ladder backup file (oldest)

002 Ladder backup file (next oldest)

(3 digit number) Ladder backup file (highest number is most recent)

The following files are created by the Repair/Compact Data Base function.  You may

restore them by using the Restore Data Base from Backup function from the Utility

menu.

File Extension Type of File

DBK Backup of .DSC (description text) file

RBK Backup of .RPD (rung/page database) file

XBK Backup of .XRF (cross reference file) file

The following files are created by the Wiring Logistics Interface reporting option.

File Extension Type of File

DFG Ladder logic exported to Wiring Logistics

DEV Device file for Wiring Logistics

MDL Module file

The following files are created by the Cause and Effect Database function.

File Extension Type of File

CEI Index for cause and effect database

CET Cause and effect table



B  Error Codes

This Appendix discusses error messages you may see while running PLC-500 A.I.  The

error messages appear in a box (displayed in yellow on red if you are using a color

screen) and contain information about the error, what you can do to correct the error,

and what will happen as a result of the error.

The following is an example of an error message:

This appendix discusses the general types of errors, and lists the most common error

messages.  There are a variety of other messages that may occur.  If you cannot

interpret an error message, call Rockwell Software Technical Support at (414) 321-

4266.  Please record the entire error message, exactly as shown, including both the

error numbers and the text, as well as the circumstances under which the error message

was displayed.  The Technical Support representative will need the information in

order to resolve your problem.  It is helpful to have the exact error message, rather than

a paraphrased version.
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Types of Software Errors

There are a variety of types of errors related to operation of the software.  If you get an

error message, it will probably refer to one of the following types of problems:

Type of Error Description

Program Startup Errors caused when you are trying to run a deactivated program.
Either the program has been recalled to the master disk, or
the activation files have been damaged.

Unauthorized Copy
Errors

caused when the disk being used for an installation or recall
is not a master disk, or has been damaged.

CTREE Errors caused by an old or corrupt description database.  These
errors are accompanied by instructions on what you should
do to correct the error.  (Generally, try the Repair/Compact
Data Base option from the Utility Options menu.)

DOS Errors caused when DOS cannot find a file or directory, use a disk
drive, or locate a printer.  Often caused when a file is
missing from the hard disk, or when a printer or floppy disk
is not ready for use.

Not Authorized Errors caused when the security system is active and the system
administrator has not granted you permission to use a
function, or the database is being used in a multiuser or
networked environment and another user has taken
read/write access (in which case you can only view the
program).

Exec Errors caused when DOS cannot execute a file (the filename is
given in the error message).  There are several reasons
DOS might not be able to execute a file:

• the .EXE file may not exist in the program (usually
C:\SLC500\) subdirectory, or may be damaged.  Run the
SETUP program and select the UPDATE option.

• there may not be enough RAM available to load the
program.  See the section on memory errors, later in this
appendix.

• there may not be a file handle available to open the .EXE
file.  Make sure the FILES=n line in the CONFIG.SYS file
is set to at least 40.

• the temporary file directory specified in the Configure
Program Parameters screen may be invalid, or may
indicate a disk that does not have enough space.
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Type of Error Description

Spawn Errors another term for Exec errors.  (Generally, these occur when
the disk is full and a program is trying to “spawn” temporary
files to disk.)

AttachMode Errors caused when reading a program created in an old version of
RSI software, or another company’s software.  If you get the
message, Couldn’t save data file attach modes to “.ATT” file,
it is possible that you are running out of disk storage space.

BranchLevel Errors caused when a ladder program file contains nested
branches more than four levels deep.

Change Directory Errors caused when a directory is specified that does not exist.
This commonly occurs when files are stored on a floppy disk
and that disk is not in the expected drive.  For example, if
you edit your ladder logic directly off a floppy and that floppy
is not in the drive, this error is likely to occur.

Copy Errors caused when the system cannot perform copy routines.  The
error message is accompanied by a DOS ERROR number
that indicates what created the error condition.

Create Errors caused when a the software attempts to create a new file,
but one of the following conditions makes it impossible:

• the directory in which you want to put a file/directory
does not exist.

• a directory (or a file with the Read Only attribute) already
exists with the same name as the file you are attempting
to create.

• you are attempting to put a file in the root directory, and
the root directory is full.

• no disk space is available.

• not enough RAM is free.

CreateDirectory Errors caused when you attempt to create a directory, and one of
the conditions listed above makes it impossible.  Usually
caused when the directory you are trying to create already
exists, or you are trying to create a subdirectory of a
directory that doesn’t exist.  For example, to create directory
C:\SLC500\PROGS, you have to create C:\SLC500 first.

DATABASE ACCESS
DENIED Errors

caused when the database files are not found on the disk or
are being used by another user in a multiuser/networked
environment.

Note:  only one user can use the database files at any one
time.
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Type of Error Description

Old Database Version
Errors

caused when the database you are attempting to open was
created by an older version of RSI software.

Open Errors caused when DOS cannot open a file.  The reasons why
DOS may not be able to open a file depend on whether the
file is being opened for reading or writing.

• If the file is being opened for reading, the most likely
reason for this error is that the file does not exist.  On a
network, someone else may have the file locked.

• If the file is being opened for writing, the most likely
problem is that the subdirectory specified does not exist.
The file may already exist, and have the Read Only
attribute set.  On a network, someone else may have the
file locked.

Write Errors caused when DOS cannot write data to a file.  The disk is
probably full.

Error Closing File the disk is probably full.

Error Deleting File the file does not exist, is open, or is a directory.  It could
also have the Read Only attribute.

Unlink Error “Unlink” is a technical term for deleting a file.

Error deleting directory You cannot delete the current directory, any directory that
contains files or directories, the root directory, or a directory
that does not exist.

Rename Errors In order to rename a file successfully:

• the file must exist.

• the Read Only attribute must not be set.

• the new name must be in the same subdirectory and on
the same drive.

• the new name must not already exist.
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Memory Errors

Memory errors occur when your computer does not have enough random access

memory (RAM) available to accomplish an operation.

This can occur even if you have a large amount of RAM installed on your system,

because DOS applications require base memory from the first 640K.  At the time DOS

was designed, 128K was a very large amount of RAM for a personal computer.  If you

have more than 640K in your system, you will need to use one of the methods described

below, under Memory Beyond 640K.

DOS itself uses part (about 30K to 50K, depending on the version and configuration

options) of the base memory, as do device drivers (mouse and network drivers, for

example), memory resident programs (TSRs), and menuing software.

To operate effectively, PLC-500 A.I. requires that at least 400K of base RAM be

available after loading DOS and the other software mentioned above.  You will also

need at least 3 M of Extended Memory free.

PLC-500 A.I. uses dynamic memory allocation.  This means that it requests memory

from the system as it is needed.  You may have enough memory free to use some

features but not others.  For example, when you copy a block of rungs to the scrap

buffer, an area of memory large enough to hold those rungs is allocated.  When you

clear the scrap buffer, that memory becomes available for other functions.

Checking the Amount of Memory Available
A good way to check your available memory is to run the DOS CHKDSK command (or

MEM).  To run this command:

1. Get to a DOS prompt.  It should look something like this:

C:\>

2. Type  CHKDSK [Enter].
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The system checks your hard disk for errors, and reports a number of details about your

system.  The last line of the CHKDSK report is the number of bytes free.

Note If CHKDSK finds errors on your hard disk, it will ask you if you want to “Convert lost

chains to files.”  Answering Yes to this prompt will only perform calculations.  To

correct the errors, rerun the CHKDSK command with the /f parameter.  Type

CHKDSK /f and answer yes to the prompt.  For more information on the CHKDSK

command, please consult your DOS manual.

If the number of bytes free is less than 400,000, then you will need to free some

memory.

Freeing Base RAM
A number of methods are available to make more base RAM available for

PLC-500 A.I.:

• Remove menuing software.  Menuing software allows you to run software

applications by selecting them from a menu, instead of typing the program name.

Unfortunately, most menuing software takes up too much RAM.  If you encounter

memory errors when you run PLC-500 A.I. by selecting it from a menu:

1. Exit to DOS.  A prompt will be displayed.  It should look something like this:
C:\>

 Some menuing software has a DOS Shell option that gives you a DOS prompt

but leaves the menu in RAM.  This will not help you.  You need to exit the

menu.

2. Change directory to the directory where the PLC-500 A.I. software is installed,

usually C:\SLC500.  For example, type:  CD \SLC500 [Enter].

RAM information
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3. Type   AB500 [Enter].

• Remove unneeded TSR programs from your AUTOEXEC.BAT.  There may be

programs that are loaded into memory every time you boot your system.

1. Copy your autoexec.bat file to another name.  At the DOS prompt, type
COPY \AUTOEXEC.BAT *.OLD

2. Use a text editor to edit the AUTOEXEC.BAT file.  If you do not have text

editing software, use the EDLIN program that is included with DOS.  DOS 5.0

and up includes a better text editor called EDIT.

3. Delete all lines in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file except for those beginning with

the following.  These do not affect the amount of RAM available:

PROMPT...

PATH ...

SET ...

CD ...

 These commands are optional; don’t add them if they aren’t already in your

AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

• Remove unneeded device drivers from your CONFIG.SYS file.

1. Copy your config.sys file to another name.  At the DOS prompt, type
COPY \CONFIG.SYS *.OLD

2. Use a text editor to edit the CONFIG.SYS file.  If you do not have text editing

software, use the EDLIN program that is included with DOS.  DOS 5.0 and up

includes a better text editor called EDIT.

3. Delete all lines in the CONFIG.SYS file except for the following:

FILES=40

BUFFERS=20

DEVICE=C:\DOS\HIMEM.SYS (Any memory management drivers you have

installed)

DOS = HIGH

 The FILES and BUFFERS lines are required.  If the BUFFERS line has a

number larger than 20, you can save memory by reducing it.  The

HIMEM.SYS line loads a memory management program that Microsoft

supplies with Windows and some versions of DOS.  On some systems, using

HIMEM.SYS can free up to 64K of memory.
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• Change DOS versions.  DOS 4.xx occupies more RAM than any other version.

DOS 5.0 occupies relatively little RAM.  In systems with more than 1 Megabyte of

RAM, DOS 5.0 can be configured to use memory outside of the base 640K area.

Memory beyond 640K
DOS applications run in base memory, the first 640K.  Most computers are now sold

with one or more Megabytes installed.  Several mechanisms are available for using the

extra memory:

• RAM Disks
Extra RAM can be used to emulate an extremely fast disk drive for temporary

storage.  Note that the files on a RAM disk will be lost when the computer is

booted.

• Loading Resident programs (TSRs) and device drivers outside of base memory
Memory management software has been developed which allows you to load TSRs

and device drivers into the extra memory, allowing you to use more of the base

640K for your applications.  See your software dealer for details.
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DOS Errors

Many of the error messages include a DOS error number.  The following list describes

those errors.  Many of the error numbers describe errors beyond the scope of this

manual.  Please refer to your DOS manual.

1. Invalid function number

Internal DOS error

2. File not found

The file specified does not exist.

3. Path not found

The path specified does not exist.

4. Too many files open (no handles left)

Either the FILES=n statement in the CONFIG.SYS file has too small a value, or

another program (a TSR or menuing program) has files open.

5. Access denied

This error occurs when a file’s attributes prevent an operation from being

performed.  For example, attempting to write to a read only file, or read a directory

as a file.

6. Invalid handle

Internal DOS error

7. Memory control blocks destroyed

Internal DOS error

8. Insufficient memory

There is not enough RAM available to perform the operation.  See the section on

Memory Errors, earlier in this appendix.

9. Invalid memory block address

10. Invalid environment

11. Invalid format
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12. Invalid access code

13. Invalid data

14. Reserved

15. Invalid drive was specified

16. Attempt to remove the current directory

You can’t delete the current directory.

17. Not same device

18. No more files

19. Attempt to write on write-protected diskette

Remove the write-protect tab (on a 5 ¼ inch floppy), or move the write-protect

slider to close the opening (on a 3 ½ inch floppy).  This error can also occur if the

floppy disk drive is defective.

20. Unknown unit

21. Drive not ready

This error usually occurs when you attempt to use a floppy drive with no disk in it

or with the drive door open.

22. Unknown command

23. Data error (CRC)

24. Bad request structure length

25. Seek error

26. Unknown media type

27. Sector not found

This error indicates a physically damaged disk.

28. Printer out of paper

Check the printer.  It may be out of paper or offline.

29. Write fault

May indicate that the disk is full, or that you are attempting to write to a network

drive on which you do not have write permission.
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30. Read fault

31. General failure

This error often indicates a physically damaged disk, an open drive door, a floppy

drive with no disk, or a lost network connection.

32. Sharing violation

File sharing problem.  Two tasks are attempting to use the same file in an illegal

fashion.

33. Lock violation

File sharing problem.  Two tasks are attempting to use the same file in an illegal

fashion.

34. Invalid disk change

35. FCB unavailable

36. Sharing buffer overflow

37-49 Reserved

These error numbers were not in use by DOS at the time this manual was

written.

50. Network request not supported

The network you are using does not support the attempted operation.

51. Remote computer not listening

52. Duplicate name on network

53. Network name not found

54. Network busy

55. Network device no longer exists

56. Network BIOS command limit exceeded

57. Network adapter hardware error

58. Incorrect response from network

59. Unexpected network error
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60. Incompatible remote adapter

61. Print queue full

Try printing later.

62. Not enough space for print file

Clear some space on the disk, then try printing again.

63. Print file deleted (not enough space)

Clear some space on the disk, then try printing again.

64. Network name deleted

65. Access denied

This error occurs when a file’s attributes prevent an operation from being

performed.  For example, attempting to write to a read only file, or read a directory

as a file.

66. Network device type incorrect

67. Network name not found

68. Network name limit exceeded

69. Network BIOS session limit exceeded

70. Temporarily paused

71. Network request not accepted

72. Print or disk redirection paused

73-79 Reserved

These error numbers were not in use by DOS at the time this manual was

written.

80. File already exists

81. Reserved

This error number was not in use at the time this manual was written.
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82. Cannot make directory entry

Failed to add a name and other file/subdirectory information to a directory.  This

may occur if you try to add too many files and subdirectories to the root directory,

or if you run out of disk space.

83. Fail on INT 24H

84. Too many redirections

85. Duplicate redirection

86. Invalid password

87. Invalid parameter

88. Network device fault
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Error List

The following list is a partial list of the error messages which may be displayed.  Many

of the more self-explanatory error messages have been omitted.

AppendToList

AppendToMenu

AppendToMenuField

AppendToNamedValueList

These are all memory errors.

ATTACHMODE_1

Couldn’t read data file attach mode types from file!  All data files will be assigned

Global Access.

This is a normal occurrence when reading a program created with an old revision of

RSI software, or another company’s software.  The program should load correctly, but

the data files will all be global.

Calloc

Another term for a memory allocation error.

CheckFileHeader

The software attempted to read specific information from a data file, but the

information wasn’t at the correct location in the file.  This can occur if the file was

damaged or created with another program.  Another possibility is that the file isn’t

really what the extension implies.  For example, if you rename a text file to

PROG.ACH, you will be able to select it as a program, but it really isn’t a program and

the software will return errors when it attempts to read it.

CreatePortal

A memory allocation error.  See the section on Memory Errors for details.
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CTREE

CTREE is the database software used by PLC-500 A.I. to manage the documentation.

CTREE errors indicate problems with the documentation database.  Many of these can

be corrected using the utility options.

2:  CTREE_DUP_REC_ERROR
An attempt to write a duplicate record to the database has occurred!  Symbol name may

be already in use!

ADDR:  SYM:
This error indicates an attempt to create another record for an existing symbol, or a

second record for a particular address.

5:  CTREE_OLDDBASE
Use the Update Database option from the Utility Options menu.

10:  CTREE_SPAC_ERR
Not enough dynamic memory available to initialize data base.

Not enough RAM available to use the database system.  See the section on memory

errors for details.

14:  CTREE_CORRUPT_DATABASE
Data Base is corrupt and must be rebuilt.

Use the Rebuild Damaged Database option on the Utility Options menu.

16:  CTREE_KCRAT_ERR
Could not create index file!

See the section on DOS errors for information on why creating a file might fail.

17:  CTREE_DCRAT_ERR
Could not create data file!

See the section on DOS errors for information on why creating a file might fail.

37:  CTREE_DBASE_WRITE_ERROR
Data Base write error - disk may be full!
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43:  CTREE_43
Old Data Base Version.  Data Base must be rebuilt using the Rebuild Damaged Data

Base option under the Utility Options menu on the Main Menu.  This rebuild is

necessary because the Rung Description Index format has been changed.  NO DATA

WILL BE LOST!

101:  CTREE_NO_RECORDS_FOUND
No data base records found!

No documentation information at all was found.

Exec

DEFAULT: EXEC_FAILED
DOS EXEC command failed - Could not execute %s.EXE DOS ERROR:%s

This error occurs when a program attempts to run an .EXE file, but can’t.  The most

likely reason is that there is not enough RAM available.  Refer to the DOS error for

details.  Another possibility is that the .EXE file is damaged or missing from the disk.

Free

-1:  FREE_FAILURE
An attempt to free a section of memory that was previously allocated   failed.

This error indicates that the memory allocation system has been corrupted.  Exit to

DOS and restart the software.

InitHelp

InitHelp errors indicate problems with the Context Sensitive Help system.  If one of

these appears, the help system will not be available, but the software should run

normally.

These errors generally indicate a problem with the PLC-500 A.I. program files.  Use

the Update option of the Install program, located on your setup disk.

LSeek

-1: LSEEK_FAILURE
An attempt to seek to a specific position in the file “%s” failed.

The file mentioned has probably been damaged.
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Macro

1: MACRO_LEVEL_ERROR
Keyboard macros nested too deep (>5 levels)!  Previous macro will not be saved on

stack.

2: MACRO_LEVEL_ERROR
Keyboard macros nested too deep (>5 levels)!  Previous macro will not be saved on

stack.

These errors indicate that you have nested your macros too deeply.  A nested macro is

one which is called by another macro.  For example, you may have an [Alt-A] macro.

You might also have an [Alt-B] macro that calls the [Alt-A]macro.

Malloc

This is a memory allocation error.  There is not enough RAM free on your computer to

perform the operation you are attempting.  See the section on Memory Errors, above.

NETWORK_ERROR

These are errors related to the DH-485 network.  They are generally caused by a

communications problem or a problem with the SLC 500 processor.

1: NETWORK_1
Network Communications have been shut down.

2: NETWORK_2
SLC 500 RAM Corrupt! - Processor must be initialized by DOWNLOADING a

program to it.

7: NETWORK_7
SLC 500 station not found on network at specified address!

This error may also occur if there are two or more devices at the same DH-485 network

node address.

2000: NETWORK_2000
Communications port not found in computer!  Check configuration.

2001: NETWORK_2001
KT/KL card not found at specified address.  Check configuration.
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Another possibility is that the address is also used by another hardware device (such as

a video interface card), or a memory manager.

2002: NETWORK_2002
Acknowledge error - Command sent to SLC 500 wasn’t acknowledged within the wait

time set in the configuration screen.

This error usually indicates a communications failure.  Check the cable connections.

Another possibility is that the network traffic is heavy and you will have to increase the

timeout value.

2003: NETWORK_2003
Receive Error.  Command send to SLC 500 was acknowledged by SLC 500, but a

response to the command wasn’t transmitted in the wait time specified in the

configuration screen.

2004: NETWORK_2004
Polling Error.  The SLC 500 network has been shut down due to errors on the network,

or insertion/removal of SLC 500 station on the network.

2005: NETWORK_2005
Can’t load the KT/KL Driver ‘SLC5KT.BIN’  DOS ERROR:%s

Refer to the DOS error listing beginning on page B-ix to interpret the DOS ERROR

number.

2006: NETWORK_2006
Specified SLC 500 station not found on the network!

Check for the following:

• You may not have selected the correct station number.

• The SLC 500 may have become detached from the network.  For example, the

cable may be unplugged.

• The SLC 500 address may have changed, either by another operator, or by the

memory having been corrupted.  Use the Who Active screen to check for project

name DEFAULT at station 1.

• There may be two or more devices on the DH-485 network using the same node

address.
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NETWORK_STAT_ERR

Status Error 80 - DIAGNOSTIC CODE:%d

Attempting to download a program larger than will fit in the available PLC memory.

The program is too large for the SLC 500 memory.  You will have to reduce the size of

the program.

Program Error

Most of these errors indicate an ACH file which is damaged or created using some

other software package.  In many cases, these errors warn you that PLC-500 A.I. is

attempting to correct the problem.  Examine the ladder logic to see if the attempt

succeeded.

1:  PROGRAM_ERROR_1
Attempting to program past end of program file.  Addr=%u End of file=%u

2:  PROGRAM_ERROR_2
Last instruction in program file incomplete, runs into next program file.  Last rung will

be deleted.  Curaddr=%u Next Start=%u

3:  PROGRAM_ERROR_3
Invalid start of rung address encountered while copying rung to edit buffer.

4:  PROGRAM_ERROR_4
Invalid edit.  Instruction is off programming screen.

The rung involved is too large.  Break it into smaller rungs, or increase the

Programming Screen Size parameters in the Program Operational Parameters screen.

5:  PROGRAM_ERROR_5
Archived file header too long (%u bytes) - creating new header.

6:  PROGRAM_ERROR_6
Invalid file header encountered - %u extra bytes in file not read

7:  PROGRAM_ERROR_7
Last rung in Program File #%d has no output!

8:  PROGRAM_ERROR_8
Program file too large to fit into buffer!  File Number=%d length=%u
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9:  PROGRAM_ERROR_9
Data file too large to fit into buffer!  File Number=%d Length=%u

10:  PROGRAM_ERROR_10
Invalid data file size.  Filenum=%d size=%ld.  Adjusting size to fit the norm

11:  PROGRAM_ERROR_11
Can’t expand program header file buffer.  Attempted to create %u byte buffer.

This is a memory allocation error.  There is not enough RAM free.

15:  PROGRAM_ERROR_15
Can’t allocate %u bytes for a program buffer.

This is a memory allocation error.  There is not enough RAM free.

16:  PROGRAM_ERROR_16
Invalid file type encountered in ACH file!  Type=%c, File Number=%d, # of

Elements=%d, # of Words=%d

SLC500

Many of the SLC errors involve a corrupted .ACH file.

Some of the errors involve ladder logic programs which have been saved but not

compiled.  Normally, PLC-500 A.I. compiles the ladder logic before it saves it.  If you

exit the offline editor and select the save option, but there are errors during the compile,

you will end up with an ACH file which is saved, but not compiled.  You will not be

able to download the file or go online with it, until you edit it offline to correct the

error, and then save the ladder logic again.

1:  SLC_1
Invalid # of Data Table files(%d) in ACH!  ACH CORRUPTED

2:  SLC_2
Invalid Output File Number - ACH CORRUPTED

3:  SLC_3
Invalid Input File Number - ACH CORRUPTED

4:  SLC_4
Invalid Data File Header Byte (%02X) - ACH CORRUPTED
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5:  SLC_5
Invalid Data File Size-File:%d Size:%d  ACH CORRUPTED

6:  SLC_6
Program doesn’t start at the end of the data table!  ACH CORRUPTED

7:  SLC_7
Invalid # of Program Files (%d)  ACH CORRUPTED

8:  SLC_8
Invalid Rung Size File:%d Rung:%d Size:%d  ACH CORRUPTED

9:  SLC_9
Attempting to go ONLINE, but there is no SLC 500 Compiled program stored in ACH

FILE!  Must UPLOAD before going ONLINE! - OR if downloading, there are errors in

the Ladder Logic, so the program hasn’t been compiled, and must be re-edited!

10:  SLC_10
Online/Offline Programs don’t match!  Must UPLOAD program before going

ONLINE!

11:  SLC_11
Can’t allocate n bytes for Data Table Storage.

This is a memory allocation error.  There is not enough free RAM available.

12:  SLC_12
Can’t allocate %u bytes for Program Storage

This is a memory allocation error.  There is not enough free RAM available.

13:  SLC_13
Can’t allocate space to read data table pointers for online operation - or invalid # of

data table files in the Compiled Ladder Logic in the ACH file.

14:  SLC_14
Can’t allocate space to read force table pointers for online operation - or invalid # of

force files in the Compiled Ladder Logic in the ACH file.

15:  SLC_15
Invalid name stored in the SLC 500 - must download program to SLC 500.
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17:  SLC_17
Too many words in Address List File - Some elements towards the end of the rung

display won’t be updated.

18:  SLC_18
PROCESSOR TYPE ERROR - Offline Memory Image has been compiled for a %s

processor, but the target SLC 500 is a %s family processor - PROGRAM MUST BE

COMPILED FOR THE CORRECT PROCESSOR FAMILY!

19:  SLC_19
Can’t read %s force memory  DHWYERROR=%Xh  EXTSTATUS=%Xh

20:  SLC_20
Can’t expand data table to accommodate operation - max buffer size=%u bytes!

21:  SLC_21
Can’t expand program buffer to accommodate operation - max buffer size=%u bytes

30:  SLC_30
DECOMPILER-Unknown start of rung codes-%02X %02X %02X

31:  SLC_31
DECOMPILER-Call to unknown instruction routine - Call Address %04X

32:  SLC_32
DECOMPILER-Couldn’t find instruction jump to address - addr %04X

33:  SLC_33
DECOMPILER-Data Table address not found in data table area - addr %04X

34:  SLC_34
DECOMPILER-Couldn’t find I/O word - type %02X  addr %04X

35:  SLC_35
DECOMPILER-Unknown data table type encountered - type %02X

36:  SLC_36
DECOMPILER-JSR to unknown program file - addr %04X

37:  SLC_37
ERROR!  SLC 500 doesn’t have any I/O Slots Defined!  Must define a rack before

continuing!
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40:  SLC_40
DECOMPILER-Decompiled image doesn’t match offline program RUNG-%d:%d!  IF

PROGRAM IS UPLOADED FROM SLC 500 IT WON’T DECOMPILE!  PLEASE

CALL ICOM AND INFORM US OF THIS ERROR-WE WILL ALSO NEED TO

EXAMINE YOUR ‘.ACH’ FILE TO DIAGNOSE THE PROBLEM.

Spawn
DEFAULT: SPAWNERR

Could not spawn child process FILE:%s DOS ERROR:%s

System_Security_Error
1: SECURITY_1
Can’t load system security file ‘SLC5LL.SCY’!  File MUST be present for software to

execute!  The ‘SLC5LL.SCY’ file is created in the System Security Utility.

2: SECURITY_2
Security System file corrupted or tampered with!  File must be set up with the System

Security Utility!

UserHelp
1: USERHELP_1
Error in User help file %s line #%d

2: USERHELP_2
Error in User help file %s - Cannot locate topic #%d!

VirtualHandler
1: VIR_ERR_1
Couldn’t rename temporary program file %s.TCH to .ACH  DOS Error:%s

2: VIR_ERR_2
Couldn’t write program file #%d to temp file %s DOS ERROR:%s

3: VIR_ERR_3
Couldn’t allocate %u bytes of memory for program buffer

4: VIR_ERR_4
Write error occurred attempting to write temp file #%d to filename %s  DOS error:%s

5: VIR_ERR_5
Can’t open file:%s to read program file %d DOS ERROR:%s
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6: VIR_ERR_6
Can’t open temp file:%s to read program file #%d  DOS ERROR:%s

7: VIR_ERR_7
Read error occurred attempting to read %u bytes from file:%s - %u bytes read  DOS

error:%s

8: VIR_ERR_8
Couldn’t create directory:%s  DOS ERROR:%s

9: VIR_ERR_9
Couldn’t create temp file $$TMPDAT.$$$ to increase buffer size.  DOS error:%s

10: VIR_ERR_10
Couldn’t read temp file $$TMPDAT.$$$.  Data in file to be expanded has been lost.

DOS error:%s

11: VIR_ERR_11
Cannot allocate a %u byte buffer for the data table!

12: VIR_ERR_12
Data table is too large! (>50k bytes)

13: VIR_ERR_13
Couldn’t allocate %u bytes memory to hold program header file!

14: VIR_ERR_14
Corrupt Program Header File name - invalid name/data deleted and file restored to

proper format

15: VIR_ERR_15
Duplicate program file descriptors stored in the program header file - duplicates deleted

16: VIR_ERR_16
Could not get write access to path %s!  Dos Error:%s 17: VIR_ERR_17 Directory %s

already used as a filename!  Cannot have directory with same name!

30: VIR_ERR_30
Couldn’t allocate %ld bytes of memory for the program buffer!

34: VIR_ERR_34
Write error occurred attempting to write temp file #%d to filename %s - DOS error:%s
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37: VIR_ERR_37
Read error occurred attempting to read %ld bytes from file:%s  %ld bytes read  DOS

error:%s

VirtualXref
1: VIRTUALXREF_1
Couldn’t save new virtual cross reference information to data base. Virtual Xref

information may be invalid.

2: VIRTUALXREF_2
Couldn’t read virtual cross reference information from the Data Base.  Virtual Cross

Reference information will be invalid.  NOTE: THIS WILL OCCUR WHEN

LOADING A PROGRAM THAT HASN’T BEEN XREF’D WITH THE ROCKWELL

SOFTWARE XREF GENERATOR.  RUN XREF FROM UTILITY MENU #2.

3: VIRTUALXREF_3
Could not allocate %u bytes for a buffer to hold virtual cross reference information!



C  ASCII Character Codes

This appendix contains an ASCII character code chart and a glossary of ASCII

acronyms.  Refer to the Glossary of Acronyms for an explanation of the character set

acronyms for decimal numbers 00-32.

Note To enter a command into an ST (string) file, you can enter the Hex equivalent from the

chart preceded by a backslash.  For example, to enter [Esc] in a string file, type \1B.

To enter a carriage return ( [CR] in the ASCII table, [Enter] on the keyboard) in a

string file, type \0D.

Note To enter an extended ASCII character in a description, hold down the [Alt] key while

typing the decimal number from the Extended ASCII Chart on the numeric keypad (not

the row of numbers on the keyboard).
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ASCII Chart (character codes 0 - 127)
Dec Char Hex Dec Char Hex Dec Char Hex Dec Char Hex

000 [NUL] 00 016 [DLE] 10 032 sp 20 048 0 30

001 [SOH] 01 017 [DC1] 11 033 ! 21 049 1 31

002 [STX] 02 018 [DC2] 12 034 " 22 050 2 32

003 [ETX] 03 019 [DC3] 13 035 # 23 051 3 33

004 [EOT] 04 020 [DC4] 14 036 $ 24 052 4 34

005 [ENQ] 05 021 [NAK] 15 037 % 25 053 5 35

006 [ACK] 06 022 [SYN] 16 038 & 26 054 6 36

007 [BEL] 07 023 [ETB] 17 039 ' 27 055 7 37

008 [BS] 08 024 [CAN] 18 040 ( 28 056 8 38

009 [HT] 09 025 [EM] 19 041 ) 29 057 9 39

010 [LF] 0A 026 [SUB] 1A 042 * 2A 058 : 3A

011 [VT] 0B 027 [ESC] 1B 043 + 2B 059 ; 3B

012 [NP] 0C 028 [FS] 1C 044 , 2C 060 < 3C

013 [CR] 0D 029 [GS] 1D 045 - 2D 061 = 3D

014 [SO] 0E 030 [RS] 1E 046 . 2E 062 > 3E

015 [SI] 0F 031 [US] 1F 047 / 2F 063 ? 3F

Dec Char Hex Dec Char Hex Dec Char Hex Dec Char Hex
064 @ 40 080 P 50 096 ` 60 112 p 70

065 A 41 081 Q 51 097 a 61 113 q 71

066 B 42 082 R 52 098 b 62 114 r 72

067 C 43 083 S 53 099 c 63 115 s 73

068 D 44 084 T 54 100 d 64 116 t 74

069 E 45 085 U 55 101 e 65 117 u 75

070 F 46 086 V 56 102 f 66 118 v 76

071 G 47 087 W 57 103 g 67 119 w 77

072 H 48 088 X 58 104 h 68 120 x 78

073 I 49 089 Y 59 105 i 69 121 y 79

074 J 4A 090 Z 5A 106 j 6A 122 z 7A

075 K 4B 091 [ 5B 107 k 6B 123 { 7B

076 L 4C 092 \ 5C 108 l 6C 124 | 7C

077 M 4D 093 ] 5D 109 m 6D 125 } 7D

078 N 4E 094 ^ 5E 110 n 6E 126 ~ 7E

079 O 4F 095 _ 5F 111 o 6F 127 del 7F
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Extended ASCII Chart  (character codes 128 - 255)
Dec Char Dec Char Dec Char Dec Char

128 Ç 144 É 160 á 176 �

129 ü 145 æ 161 í 177 �

130 é 146 Æ 162 ó 178 �

131 â 147 ô 163 ú 179 �

132 ä 148 ö 164 ñ 180 �

133 à 149 ò 165 Ñ 181 �

134 å 150 û 166 ª 182 �

135 ç 151 ù 167 º 183 �

136 ê 152 ÿ 168 ¿ 184 �

137 ë 153 Ö 169 � 185 �

138 è 154 Ü 170 ¬ 186 �

139 ï 155 ¢ 171 ½ 187 �

140 î 156 £ 172 ¼ 188 �

141 ì 157 ¥ 173 ¡ 189 �

142 Ä 158 � 174 « 190 �

143 Å 159 ƒ 175 » 191 �

Dec Char Dec Char Dec Char Dec Char

192 � 208 � 224 � 240 �

193 � 209 � 225 ß 241 ±

194 � 210 � 226 � 242 �

195 � 211 � 227 � 243 �

196 � 212 � 228 � 244 �

197 � 213 � 229 � 245 �

198 � 214 � 230 µ 246 ÷

199 � 215 � 231 � 247 �

200 � 216 � 232 � 248 °

201 � 217 � 233 � 249 •

202 � 218 � 234 � 250 ·

203 � 219 � 235 � 251 �

204 � 220 � 236 � 252 �

205 � 221 � 237 � 253 ²

206 � 222 � 238 � 254 �

207 � 223 � 239 � 255  
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Glossary of ASCII Acronyms
NUL null (ctrl-@) DLE data link escape (ctrl-P)

SOH start of heading (ctrl-A) DC1 device control 1 (ctrl-Q)

STX start of text (ctrl-B) DC2 device control 2 (ctrl-R)

ETX end of text (ctrl-C) DC3 device control 3 (ctrl-S)

EOT end of transmission (ctrl-D) DC4 device control 4 (ctrl-T)

ENQ enquiry (ctrl-E) NAK negative acknowledge (ctrl-U)

ACK acknowledge (ctrl-F) SYN synchronous idle (ctrl-V)

BEL audible bell (ctrl-G) ETB end of transmission block (ctrl-W)

BS backspace (ctrl-H) CAN cancel (ctrl-X)

HT horizontal tab (ctrl-I) EM end of medium (ctrl-Y)

LF line feed (ctrl-J) SUB substitution (ctrl-Z)

VT vertical tab (ctrl-K) ESC escape (ctrl-[)

FF form feed (ctrl-L) FS figures shift (ctrl-\)

CR carriage return (ctrl-M) GS group separator (ctrl-])

SO shift out (ctrl-N) RS record separator (ctrl-^)

SI shift in (ctrl-O) US unit separator (ctrl-_)

SP blank space (spacebar)



D  Bit & Word Mnemonics

Address and Symbol Parsing

SLC 500 addresses use delimiters between the characters to specify the data file types

and number (fn), the file element (e), and file subelement (w) or bit number (b) within

that file.  When you enter addresses or symbol names during ladder programming or

program documentation, the input is “parsed” to check it for validity.

To facilitate address entry, the colon (:), semicolon (;), and space character, represented

on the screen with an underscore (_), are valid delimiters between the (fn) and (e)

portions of a data table address (spaces are always converted to underscores when

entering addresses).

For example: T4:0
T4;0

T4_0 are all parsed as T4:0.

When you specify a subelement (w) or bit number (b), you can enter a slash (/) or

period (.) in addition to the above characters as valid delimiters.

For example:

N7:0/11 may be entered as: N7_0_11     but not as: N7/0/11

N7;0;11    or N7.0.11
N7;0.11

  and N7;0/11

You can assign symbol names to word or bit addresses and use them instead of those

addresses.
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For example, if SYM_1 is assigned to address N7:0, you can address bits within that

word as SYM_1_11, or SYM_1/11, and so on, all of which would be the equivalent of

N7:0/11.

Important Reserved mnemonics cannot have symbols attached to them.  You must attach the

symbol to the base address, and then specify the mnemonic.
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Sub-Element Word and Bit Mnemonics

Certain SLC 500 data file elements are made up of multiple words.  For example,
Timer and Counter elements use 3 words each, where ST file elements use 42 words
each.  (Refer to Appendix C - Data File Organization and Addressing in the Instruction
Set Reference for more information.)  In order to address individual sub-elements or
bits within these multi-word data types, you must use word or bit mnemonics.

Reserved mnemonics may be delimited in the manner described on the previous page
for sub-element words or bits, but cannot be used in conjunction with the (_) character
at the end of a symbol name.  For example, in the symbol name SYM_1_ACC, the
“_ACC” portion is a reserved mnemonic and will be truncated during address parsing.
If you want to use the letters of a reserved mnemonic in a symbol name, you could use a
dash ( - ) instead of a space or underscore (_).  For example, if you wanted to use the
letters LS to signify Limit Switch in a symbol name rather than the HSC Interrupt Lost
Bit (.LS), you would use a symbol like TEST-LS rather than TEST_LS.

The following is a list of reserved sub-element (w) and bit (b) mnemonics:

Timer Counter Control
Control
(MicroLogix HSC)

.ACC (w) .ACC (w) .POS (w) .HP (b)

.PRE (w) .PRE (w) .LEN (w) .LP (b)

.EN (b) .CU (b) .EN (b) .IB (b)

.TT (b) .CD (b) .EU (b) .IN (b)

.DN (b) .DN (b) .DN (b) .IH (b)

.OV (b) .EM (b) .IL (b)

.UN (b) .ER (b) .PE (b)

.UA (b) .UL (b) .LS (b)

.IN (b) .IE (b)

.FD (b)
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